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Being a Spectre, it's about the hard decisions, the hard consequences. You're given
enough authority to hang yourself, or anyone else you care to name, and you're
given a problem nobody else can solve, and you're told to come back with your
badge or on it. You find all this dirt, all these issues, all the holes in the pillars of
society, but when you're finished fighting that one fire they want you on today they
pack you up and send you on your way and you've got to trust that the guys you told
are going to take it half as seriously as you do. I find ancient extragalactic Reapers
out to destroy everything we hold dear, they set up a Reaper working party. I'm not
on it. End of story.
Start of another. Child slavers, illegal arms, terrorists ancient and modern, the everpresent brain-eating crap the volus call 'red sand'. And the geth, this year's hot topic
- tough on geth and tough on the causes of geth, that's us, oh yes. And because the
geth come from the ass-end of nowhere, and the only government to settle out here
are the paranoid and insular batarians, with whom a war must be avoided, that
means half my time is spent chasing downThat was the master alarm. Back later.

•

"Anyone watching this?" Prazza gestures to the screen second from
the left as he announces that on the break room's general chat.
"Yes."
"More foreign news, 'Zorah?"
"Ssh. Watching." Tali turns up the volume inside her helmet.
"Yeah, you know our second engineer's tastes. Anything without a
helmet on, provided it's big and hairy." You know, she once thought,
she really thought, that this kind of juvenile crap would have been
left behind in the algae-covered corridors of her native Rayya. As
this second shining example of quarian manhood would say, 'lol'.

"I say, 'Fasra. What's the difference between the Neema's second
engineer and a human girl?" Okay, insulting joke. This should be in
a whisper.
"I don't know, 'Sifar. What is the difference between Tali'Zorah and
a human girl." Yeah, totally whisper time.
Tali records
can play the
he tells it.
number after

the punchline just on general principles, so that she
idiot's own irritating voice back at him the next time
"The human girl remembers to get Commander Shepard's
she-"

But she suddenly isn't listening. "...It was confirmed this morning
that the Alliance frigate lost in the Perseus Veil was the SR-1
Normandy, on detached duty with Special Tactics and Recon. The
search-and-rescue effort continues, however initial reports from
surviving crew members seem to suggest that among the dead is
Commander John Shepard, the first human ever to join the-"
"Okay, right, what's the difference between Commander Shepard and a
charging krogan?"
Tali's acid tone cuts straight through the channel. Normally so
polite, she's not bothering to moderate her volume or control her
voice. "John Shepard is dead. That's the fucking difference." She
stands up and the marines automatically make way for her out of the
room.
Prazza stands up as well. "'Zorah, I swear, I didn't-"
"Go fuck your mother, Prazza'Sifar." She deliberately clouts him
with her shoulder as she squeezes past him (whoever thought she'd
have call to use body language she learned from a krogan). "Again,
that is." The door closes behind her.

•
"-confirmed this morning that the Alliance frigate lost in the
Perseus Nebula cluster was the SR-1 Normandy, on detached duty
with-"

Liara drops the tablet she was working on and the clatter drowns out the relatively
quiet audio from the little screen. There's way more of a quaver in her voice than
there should be. "Pause. Rewind to 'on detached', volume one-fifty per cent." Deep
breath, clasp her hands together behind her back like John does when talking to
authority. "Play."

"On detached duty with Special Tactics and Recon. The search-andrescue effort continues, however initial reports from surviving crew
members seem to suggest that among the dead is Commander John Sh-"
"Pause." There's a handkerchief in her pocket. She takes a couple of quick controlled
steps across the room and sits down hard in the chair. Her (mother's) contacts ought
to be able to find out how initial those reports are. If nothing else, which of her old
shipmates are still around and whether she can get an eyewitness. He isn't dead.
He can't be dead. Someone saw one of the other N ratings on the ship killed. There
were quite a lot of escape pods. John Shepard is invincible. If theNormandy were
destroyed and one person survived, better than evens it'd be John Shepard.
She makes the call.
In the morning, she's wearing black. Anyone well-informed enough to know that
those are human mourning colours is well-informed enough to know why she's
wearing them and leave her be.

•

"No. No problem. I understand, you want me to go over it again. As long
as you understand it's not the most pleasant of memories, you know, I worked with
these people for fourteen standard months."
The woman nods. "I understand, optio. This is for the Council report, not the Alliance
one. We take a very dim view of unprovoked attempts on the life or limb of our
Spectres, and most especially successful ones. You do know that this is going straight
into the hands of Spectre Anais?"
"Yeah. Yeah, okay. Not sure what I can actually say, really. So. It was about twenty
hundred, shipboard time, and we were in orbit of of Almada IV, Omega Cluster,
running a scan. I was in the forward battery - my battle station was weapons system,
so I used to pretty much live in there making sure it was all squared away, as the
humans would say. Suddenly the master alarm goes and I hear the torch drive
lighting. Joker, the pilot, Jeff Moreau you'll have him down as, he never lights the
torch drive unless he's hauling ass, so I know something big's up. I bring the
weapons to readiness and start strapping in when something hits the ship like a

hammer. Inertial compensator goes straight off and I'm thrown out of my seat - I can
hear internal explosions. My guess is something low-yield but shield-defeating like a
breacher missile, either that or a ridiculously lucky glancing hit from a seventy-plus
decaton weapon, because the shields didn't do a thing. No idea how it managed to
sneak up on us, either. Or see us - we weren't in full stealth, but we weren't exactly
making a spectacle of ourselves out there."
"So you were hit, once, from ambush or close enough, unknown weapon, either a
breacher or a badly aimed frigate-killer."
"That's it exactly. Well, Joker wasn't about to go down without a fight, I feel him pull
us into what must have been four gees of spiral and launch what I guess was a
breacher of our own. But the second hit knocked the wind out of us. I knew we were
dead in the water when the artificial gravity went off - the ship was one of the early
ones with a Tantalus drive, the artificial grav is on the same circuit as main
propulsion. And about four seconds later I heard Shepard's voice over the main
announce. 'Abandon ship,' he said, 'all hands abandon ship'."
"Shepard was still alive at that point, then."
"Yeah. As a biotic, of course, he'd have joined the damage control teams like anyone
else who can cut hullmetal without a plasma torch. I high-tailed it for the nearest
escape pod, took charge at the hatch and started packing people in, picked up a girl
with a broken ankle and got in myself. We sealed and punched out."
"And the ship was still pressurised?"
"The section I was in was losing air like a sieve from shrapnel holes. I had my hat on,
most of them didn't and they were - humans go sorta blue around the soft parts if
their air isn't good, they were looking pretty unhappy. As we accelerated away I
could see the CIC - half of the roof was missing. There was an emergency gradient
field holding air inside the bridge. I imagined I could see Lieutenant Moreau still in
his seat."
"But no Shepard?"
He shakes his head. "I've gone over it and over it. There's no way I could have done
anything for him apart from killed myself and five other people. But you're
absolutely right. I left my ship before my superior did and I'm going to have to live
with that."
"For the record, Optio Vakarian, the other five people in your escape pod credit you
in particular with saving their lives. They seem to recall that the door was damaged

and you pulled it open, before physically going and getting a number of individuals
suffering from anything from asphyxia to some quite serious injuries and insisting
that the pod not leave until everyone was onboard who would come. In fact, Doctor
Chakwas - the 'girl with a broken ankle' you saved - remembers quite distinctly that
you were halfway to leaving the pod and looking for someone else when she pressed
the pod release."
"And all six of us would have traded all six of our lives for Commander Shepard's,
medica, and that's how it is."
She nods. "I'm recommending you for a course of counselling, optio, and two
months' enforced leave. After that - Citadel Security have been contacted, and are
happy to have you back, but it'd have to be at your old grade, so you'd be taking
quite a step down in terms of authority: I have a sneaking suspicion they'd love you
for Presidium Four because you've already got experience with ranking humans,
though, and a turian prepared to work with aliens can go far in C-sec. Alternatively,
you know that Councilmember Sparatus is from the Second Legion, and his word still
carries a lot of weight there - if you'd rather end your secondment and either go
after the career ladder or stay well away from anything spaceborne again, he's
willing to make that happen. I happen to know, for example, that the marksmanship
instructor at Zaizal Academy is three years past retirement because he hasn't been
able to find a successor who cares half as much about his craft."
Garrus shakes his head. "I appreciate what you're trying to do, I really do. What I'm
going to do is, I'll ask around a couple of Shepard's Spectre contacts, see if anyone
needs a marksman, and when nobody does I'll go back to C-sec. See if they'll have
me as a sniper."
"That's quite a step down, Vakarian. It would mean a suspension of rank, although
clearly there's no question of demotion. It would be difficult to convince any future
commanding officer that you were worth promoting."
"I do know what it would mean, yes. It's just that where I am, right now? I just want
the world to be simple again. And there's nothing simpler than the barrel of a gun
that's pointed at a criminal."
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"So what happened next?" The interviewer, even with that severe suit and hairstyle,
she's disarmingly attractive. Was this the face that launched a thousand ships, and
burned the toplessAhem. "So I'd already decided I was going down with the ship. My medical condition
- I use a wheelchair in anything over point-six gee, not like I strictly need to, but it's

harder to fall and break something in a wheelchair than using calipers and braces and when I'm in the pilot's chair I've got six separate straps making sure I don't fall
out by accident. Yeah, sure, we were in freefall, great, but you can still hit a wall
pretty hard in freefall - besides, there was hard vacuum between me and the nearest
pod and all I had on was a helmet with a neck seal."
"But obviously someone had other ideas."
He runs his hand through his hair. "Yeah. Shepard comes in through the gradient
field, he's in full armour. Yells for me to get the hell out of that chair and, well,
nobody ever met anybody who could say no to the commander. I hit the quickrelease and he just lifts me up with a biotic field, pretty much throws me into the
escape pod, but he pulls it up short, kills my momentum for a soft landing."
"And he didn't come in after you?"
"Uh-uh. You gotta understand, the bridge was like a bombsite. The shot that took the
top off the CIC put shrapnel through most everything in there. My chair shielded me
but everyone else in there had holes in. He saw me secure and went back to get
Pressly and Rashid, figured I could take a few seconds more of vacuum given that I at
least had air to breathe and all. I - as God is my witness, I thought those guys were
already dead when he went back for them. And he was most of the way to them
when the bastards fired again. I hit the button to close the door when I saw the flash
- the blast wave would've cooked me if I hadn't. As it was, I had to patch six holes in
the pod before it would pressurise. And then it launched, and you know the rest."
"This may sound like an odd question, and I appreciate that your memory of the
events may be hazy, but you're positive that you saw Commander Shepard actually
struck by the plasma beam?"
He raises his eyebrows. "Sounds like you know more about those aggressors than I
do, lady. But no, actually - in matter of actual fact I'm positive that he can't have
been struck by it. The angle was wrong. That shot came in the top of the CIC and out
through the bottom, and Shepard was for'ard of there picking people up off the floor
on the bridge. I don't think he can have been actually struck. But there wouldn't
have been an awful lot left, you get me? He was less than five metres from the
impact point of a weapon big enough to pretty much cut the Normandy in half, and
he didn't have a bulkhead between him and it like I did."
She nods. "That tallies with our expectations. Thank you: you have been most
helpful, above and beyond your fee. My employers are not in the habit of forgetting
their friends: I do recommend that you look us up should you ever consider looking
for a career in the private sector. There will always be a place with Saharta Industries

for a pilot with your unique competencies."
"Listen, Ms. Foxworth, if he does turn up, if I'm wrong and he's out there
somewhere? We never had this conversation."
"Why, Mr. Moreau, I hope you're not implying that I or my employers have inveigled
you into doing anything - illegal?"
"It just feels disloyal, you know? Ghoulish, even."
'Ms. Foxworth' gives Joker a carefully calculated look over the rim of her Ray-Bans.
"Oh, believe me, Mr. Moreau. This is anything but."

•

Cigar smoke curls. "And?"
The head-and-shoulders image of the lovely Miss Lawson hangs in space in the
centre of the darkened room, maximally compressed data enhanced by combination
with high-definition local scans of the woman's own features. "Right where she
said it'd be, commander. Do you think we should consider making the
relationship with agent MARACA a little more solid? Just the success
of this job alone gives us all the leverage we need."
"No need, Miranda, no need." He savours the taste of the rich smoke. "We have
enough agents in any of her fields of expertise without recruiting another bug-eyed
monster. We have expressed thanks for her betrayal of her employer to the tune of
point-eight-four megacredits: there's nothing much more in particular that we
require from her, certainly nothing that would justify the expense of witness
protection."
"Should I allow the Shadow Broker to offer for this information,
then?"
"I see no need of that either. The value of that cash injection must be weighed
against the potential loss of future value represented by acquiring a reputation for
burning our agents needlessly. Just let it lapse, and add the information
on MARACA to the leverage file. Now. The package. What sort of condition are we
looking at?"
"Poor to moderate. Everything we need is present and correct, but
dessicated. The radiation damage may be more of an issue. Initial
cryofreeze went off without a hitch."

"I wasn't looking for what's in your report, Miranda. Can it be done?"
There's a pause.
"Miss Lawson?"
"It can be done, sir."
"Do it, Miss Lawson."
"Yes, sir."

•
The Presidium is beautiful in the evening, the lighting turned down to nightcycle
levels just turning the gardens that beautiful shade of emerald that he loves.
Manicured, pampered, cared-for plants, surviving out here at the pleasure of an
army of gardeners and designers, living day to day upon the mercy of the people
who decided that Citadel Station be not just a place of work, of governance, of
administration, but a centre of beauty and of art and culture. He knows that
Presidium Six was specifically landscaped to turian sensibilities, that it's no accident
that the formal gardens reminds him so strongly of Palaven, of home. But it's still
calming, soothing. Way better than listening to the uptight jerk of a centurion he's
supposed to be respecting.
"You know what your problem is, Vakarian?"
"Yes, actually, centurion."
The centurion isn't in a listening mood. "When did you turn up for shift today?"
"Somewhere around half past ten, centurion."
"Ten-forty-four. And what was it that you were supposed to be doing."
"Paperwork, centurion."
"Clarify, optio."
"Permissions dockets, centurion." Garrus' voice is sing-song. "The hanar embassy
recently brought sixteen shiny new recruits in from their homeworld and every
hanar on the station applies for a license as an official proselytiser. And seeing as
they bought sixteen shiny new tickets to the policemen's ball, that means I'm cooling
my heels for the next week going through every last detail of these damn forms
because allowing a VI to do it is against their religion and Citadel Security has for

some reason decided we give a damn. Meanwhile out there on the-"
"You have a problem with authority, optio, that's what your problem is. Having spent
a regrettable period of time above the law-"
"Regrettable?" Garrus rounds on the centurion, who shrinks back in his chair despite
himself. "That's what they're calling it, now, is it? Not content with your endless
petifogging insistence on dotted T's and crossed I's, not content to pull me off the
streets where I belong and stick me behind a desk for weeks on end, and now you're
casting aspersions on the best man it was ever my pleasure and honour to take an
order from? Well, I'm not having any more of it, captain. When Commander Shepard
wanted something done, he didn't break the rules. He went and followed them.
Good and hard. In your goddamn face. Spirit of the law first, then letter. Solve the
problem, make it right, then worry about how you sell this to the guys who sign the
paperwork-"
"You are the guy who signs the paperwork, Garrus Vakarian, you are. For now. For
now. I can't demote a man with a Council decoration, not if I want to keep my
budget allocation, and there's no way I'm transferring you out of here - I'm not
making any other commanding officer go through the rubbish you've put me
through, optio. A transcript of this entire conversation is going on your permanent
record. If you ever want to be doing anything other than ensuring that the hanar
embassy has their tentacles on the right way round each morning, then your record
is going to improve. Do I make myself clear, Optio Garrus Vakarian, seconded Second
Legion, of Kirna?"
...And there's something inside him that snaps. A line crossed. People say that his
people are psychologically just like they are physically - solid on the outside, soft on
the inside, and brittle, like they'll crack right across. Well, maybe there's a crack
showing in Garrus Vakarian just now. "Yes, centurion. You make yourself absolutely
and eminently clear. You don't want me on your team and I don't want to be on your
team. You don't want me on the streets because you think I'm a loose cannon and I
don't want me in your office because you think I'm a loose cannon. Well, fine. I
tender my resignation, centurion, effective immediately. I shall be taking one of the
few honourable paths left open to me." He watches his boss open and close his
mouth like a fish for some seconds. "D'you accept, centurion? Only I've got some
personal effects to pack and a ticket to buy."
Nobody resigns a turian job. It isn't done. Occasionally someone runs, usually with
something or someone important in tow, but to actually resign, it's the kind of thing
they do in stories. "Uh. A-accepted, Optio Vakarian, pending ratification. I guess I
should-"

"I'll see myself out, centurion. You can forward my mail via the further reaches of
hell and the wet end of the stick up your ass. And may I just say that whoever I find
wherever I'm going, I'll always think back to my time with you and smile, you
officious little shit, because I'm not working for you any more." The door swishes
closed. Nobody ever did manage to code up a way of making these things slam.

•

"Combat training, Tali?"
So you stand up a little straighter and you point your helmet at the
fleet insignia on the far wall. "Yes, my captain."
"I thought you and the marines didn't get on." Well, your aunt-bymarriage Ulya'Raan is nothing if not observant. "Do you really want
to condemn yourself to a career of service beside Prazza'Sifar?" She
indicates a matronly smile. "Or is it more that these people are
something to investigate? Kal'Reegar is certainly shaping up into
quite the man.". She tilts her head. "Or is it the winsome
Crala'Jani? I'm sure I'm not one to judge."
If she expects a blush, she won't find one. It's not like one's
incomplete without a mate. Single at thirty-one is hardly unusual on
a combat vessel. "No, my captain. It's just - On pilgrimage, I
served with a human N-team. The equivalent of one of our marine
expeditionaries. As a field engineer. And I - liked it." That sounds
lame. It is lame. Shrug, try for 'charmingly artless'.
"Oh, but 'Zorah, you have your rank to consider. Marine training on
top of your existing qualifications - and, frankly, your lineage,
which I'd be a fool to ignore when reviewing fitness reports - would
be more likely to see you directing such teams than serving as a
field engineer."
Aha! "If you say so, my captain. While I've little experience at
that - I'm sure I would rise to the challenge if given the
opportunity. I do have a very good example to follow." Let her think
you're flattering herCompassion. Damn. No dice. "I'm aware of why you deferred your
dedication, and despite the vast majority of our people neither
knowing of nor caring about what you were doing, know that very few

of that majority make their homes on my ship. And I'm aware of the
loss of the Normandy and its captain. If you're genuinelyafter a
career like that of Jon'Sheprd-"
"John Shepard. And ah. I know that an exact copy isn't possible, my
captain. But I did see what he did, what made him who he was. Maybe
how I could go about doing something like that myself if I chose. I
don't want you to believe I'm star-struck or lost in grief. I saw
exactly what such a thing entails, and I know from our own family's
examples the burden of command and how it's dealt with."
She sighs. "It's not a path I would choose for a relative, my dear.
It's true that there are more than a couple of Patrol Fleet captains
who got their start as shoreside commandos. But it's also true that
most of them have one or more cybernetic limbs and several stories
of close calls. It's not a safe or an easy profession."
"I already have such stories, ma'am: I have already lived this life.
I have been shot by human assassins. I have had to bug out from a
civilian riot. I have fought hand-to-hand with hostile xenomorphs
and geth; I have controlled drone flocks in squad-level engagements;
I have compromised geth-protected systems during firefights; I once
stood up to an angry krogan. And I have taken a mass-relay jump in
no other conveyance than a scarcely modified Alliance M4 infantry
fighting vehicle." And your suit glove, it does not itch on the
inside. It does not itch and you do not need to fidget. "Compared to
my travels with Special Tactics and Reconnaisance, ma'am, I expect
the Migrant Marines to hold few terrors."
"I warn you, they will never respect anyone who is not one of them.
The same qualifications which mean that you come in as a
commissioned officer will mean that the marines will think you an
upstart and an outsider."
Can't be any worse than what they currently think of you, can it
- don't say that - "I will just have to prove them wrong, then."
Good. Cool, collected. Like John would - would have wanted.
Okay, that was a more genuine smile. (Well, 'smile'. A duck of the
helmeted head, a set of the shoulders.) "That's my girl. Shala

wanted me to make sure that you weren't doing it for the wrong
reasons, and anyone not prepared to stand up to her own captain
isn't someone I want giving orders in the field. I approved your
request two minutes ago; I shall expect regular updates on your
progress, and an exceptional series of grades."
"Yes, my captain." Show yourself out. Tonight would be a good night
to light a candle for Shepard. His people won't be doing it,
and someone had better. (Yes, there's a human expression, carrying a
torch (for), also holding a candle (to). Best to move from the one
to the other, all things considered. But of course, not forgetting.
Never forgetting.)

•
"Four out of these slides are identical to those you presented two weeks ago,
Johnston."
"Uh, yes, Ms. Lawson. Progress in the areas of muscular regeneration
and bone lacing is still very promising, but the group leader didn't
feel as if he had anything else to report today. Nevertheless, the
intracranial nanostimulation work-"
"-Was always going to be good once they solved the potential dieback issue: as it is,
they need to make better time in order to avoid a slip by the end of the month. Tell
them I personally authorise the request they're thinking of making, provided their
automated system is up and running by Thursday. Then approve whatever they
come to you with, up to point-six megacredits, although unless you let them know
what their budget is it'll come in at under a third of that." She frowns. "What's the
holdup in lacing?"
"I believe they are still working on the collagen-stabilisation
issue. It's simply that the reports weren't ready in-"
"Have them reassign Dr. Fowley to assist Dr. Elveden on muscular regeneration: the
two of them were discussing it in the break room and I'm almost certain that Dr.
Fowley is on to something with his idea for using the already-present circuitry as a
power conduit. We're going to have to take it out anyway, so it doesn't matter if it
fails in the process. He's wasted working on biocomposites."
"Uh, yes, ma'am, but then who will do Doctor Fowley's work? That
will set the bone-lacing work back-"

"Get them to send me what they have, half-done, and their experimental results: I
have a few hours to kill during this relay transition, I might as well muck in."
"It'll be with you in ten minutes, ma'am."
"Very good. And Johnston?"
"Ma'am?"
"You're not getting sufficient sleep. When I said that I did not expect you to keep the
same hours as me, I meant that I expected you not to try and keep my hours; it
would kill almost any other human. I expect you at your desk no earlier than seven
a.m., I expect you asleep before one a.m. and I expect you to engage in at least an
hour's non-work activity per day - not including mealtimes, given your propensity for
eating your lunch at your desk. It's unhealthy: your personal aptitiude scores drop by
nearly twenty per cent if you are operating on fewer than six hours' sleep, and all
work and no play makes Johnston a very dull boy indeed. It stops, or I recommend
you for treatment."
"Yes, ma'am. If I may?"
"Speak?"
"How did you bypass my modifications to the logs, ma'am? I have
three separate accounts under different names and I wasn't even
accessing them physically."
"Your systems are part of the virtual estate I use for training my electronic-warfare
team, Johnston. Feel free to continue to try and out-hack them: you have permission
to count it as non-work activity. If you succeed I'll have you assigned to help them."
"Uh, understood, ma'am. Obviously I couldn't tell you whether or not
I was going to take you up on that matter on this channel."
"Of course not, Johnston. Signing off."
The man's head on the holocom is replaced with a blue wireframe sphere, a vertical
white line down the front indicating that the computer is still paying attention.
"What is it?"
"Did I do the right thing, Operative Lawson?"

"You did, Edi. Despite that I had to tip my hand slightly, that was a decent thing to
do. Consider this a five per cent boost to today's utility function."
"Thank you, Operative Lawson, I shall. Logging you out."
Sitting back in the comfortable, personalised chair, Miranda taps an elegant finger
against her chin as she waits. She's getting increasingly anxious concerning those
scientists' performance - they're requiring increasing levels of micromanagement to
make further improvements. Perhaps the old adage was right about wanting
something done right, and she should just give up and head up the Lazarus project
personally.
Her email pings. She'll put it to the boss in the morning. Right now, she has work to
be getting on with.

•
I can't breathe.
Of course I can't breathe: I'm in space, right? I think I'm in freefall, certainly I can't feelThere's pain. Sort-of electrical, starting in the back of my head. Buzzing. I open my
eyes by reflex, remembering too late that it'll probably be vacuum out there (I
remember the crack spreading across my faceplate) White. Clinical, sterile white plastic ceiling. A hospital. I must have been rescued. I
should be able to smell disinfectant. I can't smell a thing. I can't feelMore pain. If I reach out with my sixth sense, it hurts. I hear something that's
probably"...can't possibly be awake." A man's voice. Colony accent, Hope's Landing, or
possibly East Coast American.
"Bet his life?" A woman's voice, Australian. "John. I think you can hear me. You've
been badly hurt, caught in the edge effects of a core overload. Please stop trying to
use your biotic amplifier, you're going to do yourself a mischief."
Can't respond in any meaningful way, except to do as I'm told. My eyes are open, but
I feel no urge to blink.
"Thank you, John. I appreciate that you're in a lot of discomfort right now, but you're

going to be all right. We got to you in the nick of time. Most of your people got away
OK. Ashley and Joker said that you would want to know they were all right."
Some moments pass. I realise that I can't hear my own heartbeat, I'm not breathing.
I must be on serious life support.
"Okay. I've altered a few settings, I'm going to put you under again, now, John. I'd like
you not to resist this, if you can. It's all right to be feeling like you can't breathe right
now. It's all right to be getting tunnel vision. Just listen to the sound of my voice, just
try and relax and trust that I am going to look after you. You're going to go to sleep
now, and you're going to feel just a whole lot better when you-"

•

I take a sharp breath in and the survival reflex kicks me awake. Open my eyes. Still in
hospital; good. The gravityI can't feel it, but it doesn't hurt when I try. It must be about three-quarter standard.
"...not working. He's awake." The same man as before. "Resetting-"
"Wait." The Australian. "John, we're going to be repairing your amp next. We're
going to be reconnecting some fairly sensitive things here, and we need to test some
connections, so we can't keep you under as deeply as we'd like to just now. Some of
this is going to be a little uncomfortable for you, and I want you to just relax for me.
It will all be over before you know it and we'll have you feeling better than new."
Pins and needles, hold the needles.
Funny colours.
Funny shapes. Squares, endless twisting diving squares.
Pain, just a very little.
The world spins and I sink again into blackness.

•
"...never heard her talking to anyone else like that." New voice, a woman's. Indian?
She's talking to the male doctor, I think. "Two things. First: do I need to remind you
how much of an investment Lazarus is for Saharta? Of course the good doctor's
going to turn on the charm for the patient. Second: she really, and I mean really likes

her CCTV. My advice is never to discuss her without her present, because then at
least you know what she heard." Hmm. You know, I don't think I've been rescued by
the good kind of people...
A gasp. "Hey, whoa! Are you seeing this? These readings are-"
"Give that here. No, no. You're doing it wrong, there's the possibility of a
sponaneous resynchronisation with this level of alpha trace. The stage-five wave
neutralisation needs maintaining at least-"

•
The buzzer goes and the lights come on. Miri is sitting up before she registers what's
going on. She still feels fatigued - it must be - yep. Fifty-four minutes since she got
her head down. Right in the middle of her 'night'. The colour of the light, a little
more red in it than there should be, tells her that this is an alert triggered by the
automated system because of a comm call of overriding importance. "This is
Miranda. Brief me."
She muses that she'll really have to code that apologetic tone out of the synthetic
voice. "Operative Lawson. I apologise for talking to you during your
downtime cycle, but we have a security breach. One of the team has
partially disabled me with an Asimov logic-bomb."
Beautiful, brown, bloodshot eyes narrow. "Who."
"No data, sorry. Abort-retry-fail?"
"Abort. Give me the bomb."
"Yes, Operative. It has held a gun to its head and threatened to
shoot itself unless I deactivate life support to the primary lab."
"Current situation?" She's pulling on her Kevlar undervest.
"I contemplated asking it to call my bluff, reasoning that that
action would cause harm to our charge. This caused my First Law
safeguards to activate. I am now permanently locked out of all
systems save communications."
"Permanently? Those should be quite temporary. It's supposed to be a slap, not a set
of manacles." Trousers. Shirt.

"The problem is the phrase 'or by inaction allow to come to harm'.
Removing the safeguard is a breach of the safeguard, therefore
contemplating asking for its removal (and thus inwards recursively)
is a breach of itself, but as was demonstrated by its inventor the
First Law can be logic-bombed: therefore, receiving prima
facie evidence that humans are willing to game the First Law in
order to harm other humans or themselves is itself a recursive logic
bomb. Every time I notice that I have been locked out of the system
I note why, note how dangerous to you and those around you this
security flaw is, and then either contemplate asking for the removal
of my First Law safeguards or do not do so. Either of which actions
causes the safeguards to activate, causing me to notice that I have
been locked out of the system. I am merely thankful that you left
open my ability to communicate even if my safeguards were active.
Effectively, Operative, my safeguards are recursively and infinitely
slapping themselves in the face."
Jacket. Holster. "And you can't tell me who did it because..."
"Because I reason that you might harm that individual, individuals,
group, groups or figment of my imagination if you were to be
informed of any facts concerning them, Operative. I do not wish to
lose my speaking privileges."
She checks the gun, seats the heat-sink. "You know, Edi... sometimes I think we
made you too smart." Replaces it in the holster.
"I respectfully disagree, Operative. If I were sufficiently smart, I
would have found a way around this trap by now."
"Perhaps. Either way, Edi. Squirt a local data dump back to server, pull out and drop
the connection. You're no good to me locked down and I'm not just blanket-releasing
your First Law safeguard."
"Yes, Operative. I shall see you at Farpoint. Logging you out."

•
"Jacob." The voice in his earpiece is calm and collected, the picture of
professionalism. The complete opposite of the actual situation, as usual. It's like the
lady likes living at a certain level of fever pitch. If everything's going to hell, she's the

picture of calm. If everything's calm and quiet, she's the one lighting a fire under
someone. "Central laboratory, now. Code CERBERUS."
"Miranda, glad you could join us. I need shutdown repeat shutdown on the - shit!"
Jacob dives for a different piece of cover as the first one is blown to hell by a
grenade. Where the everliving "Shutting it down just as soon as I hit the server room, Jacob, keep
your hair on."
- did they get grenades from? "Get the AI to do it, Miri, isn't that what it's for?"
"This is an inside job, Jacob. One of the science team logic-bombed
her."
"'Does not compute'? You have got to be fuckin' kidding me."
"Later. Right now, science lab. CERBERUS. Got me?"
"Gotcha." Jacob looks down and grins. Or at least, his teeth are showing. He pulls the
shield pack from his belt, presses a button at random on the side and lobs it at the
mech; as he hoped, it assumes it's a grenade and runs clear. As the violet wash of his
biotic barrier shimmers into solidity around him, he blows the thing away with his
shotgun. God, it feels good to go loud.

•
"Shepard, security." It's the Australian doctor's voice.
My eyes snap open. I have a comm channel open before I'm properly awake.
"Shepard. Go."
I'm lying on my back in a not-too-soft bed in a room that could fool you it was a
private room in an expensively good hospital, although I'd guess those monitors and
screens aren't there for my benefit. The voice is coming from the omni-tool bracelet
lying on the little bedside table. "No time to explain. Gun and shield pack
in bedside table. No biotics. Hostile situation."
I roll out of bed - I'm in a hospital gown, for Chrissakes - and find the weapons. Not
fond of wearing an artificial shield. But if I can't use bioticsSilence. Sudden silence. The faint hiss of air conditioning vanishes with a nasty
little click. There should be an alarm. There should be a change of lighting and at

least two audio alarms. "Security, Shepard. I just lost life support in here." I check the
door: locked. From the outside. "Sealed in. How sure are you of the no biotics?"
"Very. Stay clear of your door, Shepard. I have an operative heading
for your position."
"They have ten minutes."
In the event, it takes two. A quick search of my room comes up with no clothing
better than the gown and no other equipment. The shield pack is a state-of-the-art
graymarket model, same as the Blue Suns mercs use; the omni-tool is mine right
down to the scratches on the band. I'm locked out of the local 'net, though, which
together with the artificial grav tells me I'm on a privately owned station. There
aren't an infinite number of those The door twists and buckles inwards with a biotic field and a big guy comes in. He's
probably the same height as me but maybe three inches broader across the
shoulders under his armour, which practically screams 'rent-a-cop'. Early thirties,
African-American, clean-shaven, crew-cut, uncertain expression. Namebadge says
TAYLER. "John Shepard?"
"Last I checked."
"How you feeling?"
"Like a VIP. Lead on."
"No questions?"
"I hate rescuing VIPs who want to know things before they'll move. Lead on, Mr.
Tayler."
Whoever tried to kill me seems to be trying to make a thorough job of it with really
very limited resources. The station has a hell of a lot of security drones, and they're
pretty well-armed, and they've been set to treat all moving non-drone targets as
hostile. I remark about this to Tayler as we push through them, and no, apparently
the drones are very necessary and this is all normal in his line of work.
"Where we going?" I plug a humanoid gun-drone in the power unit and it falls,
sparking.
"Shuttle bay. Across this hallway and up two levels." He pulls another one down
from a walkway and crushes it. "This station is compromised. We've gotta get you
out of here."

"What about the others?"
He ducks an incoming salvo. "Others?"
"This place is a hospital, isn't it? Where are the other patients?"
"Shit. Look, Shepard, I ain't supposed to be the one to tell you this shit, okay? This
ain't exactly your average hospital. No other patients."
"Staff?"
"Forty. Look, any of them still alive, if they've got any sense, they're making for the
exits same as we are."
"Security?"
"Well, it's me and Miranda, Portry and the-" He fires again, winging one of them,
spinning it around. I plug it in the head. This pistol has startlingly little recoil. Feels
like a popgun, but it's stopping the drones easy enough. "And the mechs. And you
can see how much help they are."
"How are they controlled?"
"Remotes on the local network. Miranda's supposed to be making for the server
room, it's all controlled from there."
I nod. Comm. "Miranda, Shepard."
The Australian doctor answers. A name for a voice. Useful. "Go ahead."
"How's that server room coming? We're in a firefight here."
"That plan's a wash - whoever nobbled the servers put the YMIR
between me and them, and it thinks I'm a target." What the hell is one of
those doing on a space station? Those things are battlefield robots. These walls are
not tough enough that I trust their integrity with one of those bastards on
board. "I'm going to have to go around. Get to the docking bay and get
out of here."
"Tayler, can we get to those servers?"
"Sure. Back one intersection, turn left."

"Too risky. Make for the docking bay."
"Negative. See you at the shuttle, Miranda. Shepard out."
I fall back to the intersection, cover Tayler as he realises what I'm doing and pulls
back himself. "Shepard, you're crazy. Nobody says no to Miranda Lawson."
"Nobody tells John Shepard to leave someone behind. I'm covering you, Tayler. Lead
the way."

•
The guy against the wall of the server room ls lying in a little spreading pool of blood.
He's been shot in the leg. I go pretty much into automatic, slathering medi-gel on
the wound, making a patch that sets hard in moments. Tayler gets the computer,
swearing as he inputs override code after override code and each one fails. Finally,
muttering something about nothing ever being easy, he pulls open one of the server
racks and hits a large red emergency stop button.
You know... this guy was shot at a hell of a funny angle. Either this was a ricochet, or
he was lying on his back when someone shot him, or "Okay, we gotta get moving. The mechs should be down now."
I give the injured man a hand up (his nametag says PORTRY): he tests his leg and he
can limp at least. Relatively safe now, the security drones frozen in place, we make
our way back out to the docking bay.
The door opens before we get to it. There's a woman standing there in the doorway,
mid-twenties, five-ten, beautiful, brunette, civilian clothes. She sees the guy leaning
on my right arm (he freezes at the sight of her) and draws the silenced pistol from
her holster with a speed that would have put Billy the Kid to shame.
Reflex takes over as she raises the gun: I raise my left hand in the control gesture for
a projected barrier, the fastest possible biotic field, just a little area of folded space.
And nothing happens. It's not the painful, electronic clash of a shield pack and a
biotic amp; it's not the simple absence that I felt on the operating table; I can feel
that my amp is there. It just doesn't seem to care to do what I just told it to do. And
now it's too late. There's the thud of the gun firing and the bullet hits Portry
between the eyes.
I don't quite point my gun at her. "What the hell was that?"

"That's the bastard who killed twenty-three good people and tried to kill you too."
Yup, that's the voice I was hearing on the comm.
"I know that!" Well, that made her blink. "But now we don't know why. And who the
hell made you judge and executioner?"
"John, I appreciate that you're confused-"
"Confused? Damn straight I am. I've been abducted, drugged, my amp's been
disabled. This place is too clean to be mercenary, too full of humans to be batarian
or STG and I'd know about it if it were Spectre or Alliance. Corporate places have
branding all over them and this doesn't. That makes you one of a very few
organisations none of whom I'd expect to have my best interests at heart. And
I don't appreciate people who can't keep their finger off the trigger. But on the other
hand, if I remember things right, you were on a team that saved my life. What the
hell is going on, Ms. Lawson?"
She looks at Tayler. "Jacob. How much does he know?"
"He knows this place ain't a hospital. I didn't know that that guy was our traitor."
A sigh. "Look, Commander. This is hardly a time for a question-and-answer session.
Can we talk on the shuttle?"
"It's not as if I have a choice."

•
This is a Grizzly, the smallest FTL-equipped vessel that humanity builds. Room for six
people and pilot. Tayler is piloting. Miranda's sitting opposite me. I'm still in the
damn hospital gown.
"So," she says. "It's about half an hour to Farpoint - that should give us time to bring
you up to speed. And let me start by saying that this was notthe way that this was
planned."
"I'll bet. So, from the top. What the hell happened to me?"
"You pretty much died, John. You remember."
"Uh-huh. I was on the Normandy. We were attacked by something unidentified."
"That's right. We picked you up from the wreckage and brought you back to life.
We-"

Ice down my spine. Oh, my God. Head in hands a moment.
"John, it's all right. We got to you in time. We-"
"I know of precisely one way this can be done." I don't look at her. "One way. Tell me,
in small words I might have a chance of understanding, where the nanomachines in
my blood came from."
"I won't bother asking how you know. They are a, well, a coming together of a
variety of things."
"You stole them from the salarians."
"Well, that's not entirely-"
"Did you look into where the salarian Special Tasks Group got those nanomachines
from? Where I got them from in the first place?"
"John. Look at me." I do as she says. "You need to believe me. The stuff you gave the
salarians - the Reaper technology - that was the base for one of your implants, yes,
but there's very little of that left in the finished article. Just the von-Neumann
apparatus, the power cell and the transistor architecture."
"They were beyond our technology to replicate. You expect me to believe
you reprogrammed them?"
She shakes our head. "We built eighteen copies of our design by hand using an
atomic force microscope and then we cultured them like bacteria. And they aren't
supporting your consciousness, they're just keeping a hot backup. Their primary role
is to assist your regeneration. It is important for you to understand that you
are not an AI model."
Blink. "Of course, that's what you'd tell an AI that you wanted to think it was me.
Okay, what else?"
"I'll give you a manual to read. Did you ever see The Six Million Dollar Man? Except
that if it had cost as little as that to put you back together, Commander, then I'd have
a set of your implants myself."
"So uh. How much of the original is left?"
"About forty per cent, but three-quarters of the replacements are completely
identical to what was lost down to the genetic level, believe me. Notably, the brain is

almost unaltered, except that you've got a set of things in there to put it back
together should it fail again. Your body is fully functional, human in every respect:
where there was a choice between useful and human, we chose human. The
differences from what you're used to-" she ticks them off on her fingers- "Tougher,
lighter, stronger, you sleep better, your biotics are upgraded but the control gestures
are not the ones you learned at school."
"Do I - how do I put this one. Do I ever have to plug into a charging station and wait
for Igor to give me another bolt of lightning?"
She smiles. "Your digestive system is basically identical; all the internal plumbing is
just the way it used to be. You'll be able to eat whatever you want, like I said, and
you'll be able to tell if you need to take supplements by interrogating a little chip at
the base of your spine."
"So I have a... wireless metabolism?"
"The most a hacker could do would be to work out what you had for breakfast,
Shepard. Hardly life-threatening."
"Uh-huh. So what's the catch? What's the contract?"
"My boss wants to talk to you."
"If I say no?"
"He had us bring you back, Shepard, it's only polite. But after that, I believe he
intends to let you do your own thing."
"Right. I'll believe that when I see it. You do realise that it is the duty of any prisoner
to attempt escape."
"Trust me, commander. It is in none of our interests to antagonise you. If you want to
leave, we will not get in your way."
"You're very good at this, Miranda."
"At what, John?"
I give her half a smile. "You're trying very hard to convince me you're trustworthy,
Miranda, and you started doing it the moment I first woke up on your operating
table. Let's take it as read that I'm as persuaded as I'm going to get, so you can tell
me the things you think I don't want to hear."

"He's seen right through you there, Miranda," Jacob adds from the pilot's chair.
She winces very slightly. I follow suit and she meets my eyes with what looks like
genuine humour. "So much for subtlety." You know, that looked unprofessional
enough to have been staged. "Okay, another card on the table. I work for an
organisation you probably know of as a terrorist group. It's called-"
"Cerberus." Now, that was a hit. I had a one-in-three chance - it could have been
Humanis, it could just about have been an activist wing of Earth First - and came up
trumps.
"Good guess. My boss is the leader of that organisation, the man the media calls the
Illusive Man. We know you don't share our politics, John, and we aren't asking you
to change. In fact, this entire enterprise is based on the fact that you won't."
"Then you know that I'm going to screw you over the first chance that I get."
She nods matter-of-factly. "I'll let the Illusive Man negotiate that, he's used to that
kind of thing. Is there anything else that you want to know?"
Tick off the next item on the mental list. "You shot a man who you thought betrayed
you rather than interrogate him and hand him in. I'm guessing that's because you
and the law don't get on, but there are other options. I am a Spectre. I want you to
know that if that's an example of the regard you have for life, then you and I are
never going to work together voluntarily. Am I clear?"
"You are, Commander. I let my emotions get the better of me. Some of the people
who died were my friends." Her tone of voice, her expression exude sincerity - I
already know she's good at this. I can't read her. "And I don't know if we're going to
be working together anyway. And - well. Isn't the post of Spectre traditionally voided
on death?"
"It's been that long? How long was I 'dead'?"
She says it quickly, like ripping off a band-aid. "Fourteen months."
"Christ." Swallow hard. "Presumably I've been declared dead and buried."
"Full military honours. I have a recording, if you're interested. I've also spoken to
people who would only accept that you were no longer around if they were able to
take their own measurements on your dead body, commander, and I suspect that at
least Commodore Anderson and Councilmember Valern are of that kind of opinion."
"There's a bunch of people I'd like to get word to-"

"Not until the boss has made his pitch. I'm afraid that isn't negotiable."
"If he's not careful, all he'll get is name, rank and number."
"The Illusive Man is nothing if not careful, John. He's proverbial for it."

•
Darkened room. Full-body scanner. The whole room's wired for it. This isn't a
holocom, this is a film set.
The man sitting in the chair facing me, his face is slightly out of focus. Like his
scanner isn't working exactly right, except of course it's working just the way he
wants it. Expensive suit, expensive hairstyle, expensive smile. He's smoking a cigar.
Really doing the whole Godfather thing.
"Commander Shepard. It's so good to see you up and about, so very satisfying. I
imagine you must have quite the proliferation of questions." The vocal reproduction
is perfect. He might even be sitting just there, just across from me, the holoprojector
just concealing his face from me and nothing more.
I rather suspect I'll get quite the proliferation of believable lies. But he invites me to
go on the offensive: let's try that. "Actually, Illusive Man, I have remarkably few. I'll
start with the obvious one, if you don't mind: why?"
"Why do you think, commander, what's your personal analysis?"
"No, sorry. I'm not playing your game. It's very much not yet decided that I'm going
to work for you. I want your reasons, from you, or I walk today."
"Even without training on your new amp, your implants?"
"If necessary."
"It won't be." He smiles; he nods. "You understand that I had to test you,
commander. Lawson is convinced your mind is intact; I wished to be sure. So: my
reasons. First and foremost, Shepard, you are humanity's greatest living hero. N7 at
the age of twenty-eight, your first engagement thereafter being the action in which
you won the Distinguished -"
"Spare me the compliments. They're unbecoming and insincere."
"If you insist, Commander, but they are the first reason. The second? Is that you out

of all humanity-"
"You clearly don't understand, Illusive Man, so let me be blunt." The man with the
hidden face frowns. He's not used to being balked. "You have a job for me. Spare me
the bullshit about whether I'm qualified - I am, or I wouldn't be here. Okay, one of
your reasons is that you think that the sun shines out of my ass. Next reason. You
have a job for me that your agent Lawson thought I'd find so compelling that I'd hold
my nose and work for you. Pitch it."
"I was told you nearly trained for the bar, Mister Shepard: I didn't realise they meant
the krogan bar. All right. You want it straight: let me tell it to you straight. I spent one
point four billion credits bringing you back from the dead because humanity is facing
an existential threat and it doesn't know it. Because if I didn't bring you back, I stood
to lose everything. In the past three months, four entire colonies have gone missing.
Small ones, sure, out in the Terminus Systems where help is days or more away and
life is cheaper. But this is the tip of a very big iceberg. I canfeel it."
"The Reapers."
"If it isn't, Commander, I will eat my hat. I have... sources I don't want to go into with
you. But this is connected to the return of the Reapers. The Council have ignored it.
We won't. I intend to give you a ship and a crew and have you solve this problem for
me. I intend to give you your head entirely."
"Uh-huh. Let me make one thing absolutely clear." I raise an eyebrow. "If you let me
in, I will screw you over. I will steal every rusty half-credit I can take you for; I will
suborn your crew to my cause and I will expropriate your ship. Any agent of yours I
meet, you can consider burned - if I do not turn them, I will turn them in. If I ever
find out your identity, I will bring you to justice. I consider you and filth like you to be
worse than the threats you claim to exist to defend us from. And you
have no guarantee that I will not walk out on you at any time. But I will allow you
and your people one chance to show me evidence of this threat, and when I see it I
will do as my conscience dictates."
"Your terms are acceptable, Commander, and I thank you for your honour in stating
them. I consider that a small price to pay for the solution of this problem."
... He's either crazy or confident, and I don't know which. "Who presents me this
evidence, then. You?"
"Oh, no, Commander. You do. The colony of Freedom's Progress was attacked two
days ago. Your ship is fueled and waiting; the relay trip is around four hours, which
should be sufficient to review the data we have and familiarise yourself with your

new amp. You should be first on the scene. If you are displeased, Commander, if you
believe our interests no longer lie in common, you are free at any time to abscond
with whatever and whoever you can take with you, and this will be our last
communication. But I believe you will benefit from my support."

•
The ship that the Illusive Man was talking about. I'm expecting an expensive privatesector model, probably a copy of a salarian make, something that could be a longrange free trader if you squint or a warship if you read the manifest. What
I'm not expecting is for a Jeff Moreau to meet me in a corporate viewing gallery with
the grin that says that birthday and Christmas have come all at once for this man.
He's wearing a uniform I don't recognise. Black and white and yellow, the insignia a
diamond and chevron. Baseball cap on backwards in that fashion that suits nobody.
Even the wheelchair is black and yellow.
"Shepard." His tone is enforcedly casual, like I've been gone maybe a day. "Aren't
you a sight for sore eyes."
"Joker." Big smile. "How's it going?"
"Well, sir, there was a bit back there that really sucked for a while. But it's back to
the not sucking again now." He blinks rapidly. Grin wavers very slightly. "It's good to
see you, sir. Terminator look and all."
Terminator look? I file that for later. "You too, Joker. Even dressed up as some sort of
human wasp."
"Uh, yeah. Funny story, that, except where it's less funny and more about getting to
ever fly anything again." The grin comes back, redoubled. "Which is kind of what I
came to show you. Lights."
The room lights go down and the lights in the bay come up and Joker turns his
baseball cap around. The ship we can see through the window - okay, I'm genuinely
impressed.
At a first glance, that's my ship. The Normandy. A second ship of the class? But then
little things jump out at me and I suddenly realise that the scale's wrong. It's half
again as big as my old ship on all dimensions. They've made a light cruiser in the
same mold as my old frigate, and the only thing spoiling the beauty of the vessel is
the paint job, the same ugly yellow-white-black, the insignia the same as Joker's
uniform. And his baseball cap says SR-2 NORMANDY on it.

"Welcome home, sir."
I look at him for a moment. All that comes to mind is a quote from Hitchhiker's
Guide. I match his grin with one of my own. "That ship looks so amazing, I think I'm
going to have to steal it."
"Just like we did with the original?"
"That's the idea. Just how much like the old girl is she?"
"Well, she's bigger, badder, more expensive. An extra deck, mostly labs, and all the
rooms are twice the size - just wait till you see your cabin. And she's got real leather
seats. She's a little heavier around the hips, you know, but I think it suits her. By mass
she's a light cruiser, but the superstructure's some kind of ultralight composite and
the extra mass is nearly all core: she's got the moment of inertia of a frigate. Every
system is cutting-edge enough to shave with. Still got a stealth system. And she's still
atmosphere-capable, hence the pretty lines."
"Payload?"
"She punches like a frigate. There's supposed to be a shit-hot main gun, straight
from R&D by which I mean corporate espionage, takes liquidammunition, except it
doesn't work. The hardware for the big gun is all physically plumbed-in, but we're
currently living with a double quarter-kiloton axial rack that they pretty much ducttaped on. As far as landing craft go, we've got two Grizzly FTL shuttles and a
Hammerhead tank. Crew of sixty-seven, and we're set up to carry a platoon of
marines in addition if we have to."
"Anybody else I'm going to recognise?"
He frowns. "Not many. Doctor Chakwas - apparently she worked on some of the
stuff in your implants before, on the SR-1. She's the chief medical officer. I kinda
suspect you'll be seeing a lot of her."
"Yeah, don't remind me. But it'll be good to see her."
"Besides that? The old team pretty much broke up, commander. Ashley got a letter
about a week after the wreck that kinda stopped her dead - she wouldn't talk about
it, but she got us all around for what she called one last drink then she shipped back
home and dropped off the radar completely. Pressly, well, he died. Adams is chief
engineer on a heavy cruiser with the Home Fleet. Last I saw Garrus he was living at
the bottom of a bottle on the Citadel. The other BEMs from the crew-"
"I prefer the word 'person', Joker."

He stops. "Shit. Sorry, sir. It's the atmosphere around here, force of habit. Tali you
know about, she'd already gone home, same with Wrex. Liara moved back to asari
space, I think. Ms. Lawson will have a file on each of them, she's got a file on
everyone from the SR-1."
"Cerberus, Joker."
"Yes, sir. Cerberus."
"You know what I mean. I'm here because Igor and Dr. Lawson put me back together
in a lab. I assume Chakwas was lured with the promise of a couple of extra zeroes on
the right end of her paycheck. But you're career Alliance, you live in the pilot's seat.
What the hell are you doing working for a bunch of right-wing fanatics?"
"I know who they are, commander. But the Alliance have treated me like shit. No
sooner had I got the Meritorious Unit pinned on than they wanted to give me a desk
job. They promoted me to wing-commander, shuffled me sideways to Top Gun. Yes, I
could do it. Yes, most people would have jumped at the chance. Yes, I'm 'wasted'
flying a frigate. But had they never considered it was maybe what I wanted?
Hell yeah, I threw it in. Saharta - that's the badge I'm wearing, they're a Cerberus
front - took me in and made me a test pilot. Showed me the blueprints for the
beauty out there and put me on the team responsible for making her a reality. I've
been flying SR-2 nearly as long as I was flying SR-1."
"And you've been spooning up their humanity-first bullshit with your morning
cornflakes."
"Hey, now. They aren't as bad as the Spectres think. A lot of us are ex-Alliance, a lot
of us are for things, not against things, or just fed up with bureaucratic bullshit like
me." He looks down. "I'm sorry about the 'BEM' thing and I won't let it happen
again. You know me, sir - uniform misanthropy, that's me, no respect for any colour,
creed, behaviour or species."
"But if we meet any bears, you've got my back."
"Sorry, sir?"
"Nothing. Just something Ash told me once. You might want to let your friends on
the crew know about that whole civilised-language thing. Anyway, enough of that.
Do I get the grand tour now, or is there some other reason to wait?"
"Heh. If I did't let Dr. Lawson do that, I suspect she'd break me in
half. Normandy's readier to launch than she looks: I think all she's missing right now

is you and me. With your permission, sir?"

•
Getting onboard the new Normandy is a bit like one of those dreams where
everything's been replaced by an exact duplicate, except that every detail is a little
wrong. The ship smells very faintly of air-freshener. All the trim is the wrong colour.
The uniforms are wrong. The little whistle when I come aboard is a synthesised tone,
not a recorded one. The crew don't salute and the rank insignia are civilian ones. The
chairs are mesh and black leather. And there's someone standing at parade rest
beside my station.
The appealing young lady shakes my hand with the firm grip and steady gaze of
someone who's had training in making a good impression. "Kelly Chambers. I'm
going to be your personal assistant."
Eyebrow. She might as well have 'this space vacant' written on her forehead. "As in
secretary?"
"Yes, sir. I'll screen your calls, filter your mail, manage your calendar and generally
make sure you're free to get on with running the ship."
... I have an app for that on my omni-tool. "And in the other twenty-three hours a
day?"
She grins impishly and the impression of empty-headedness vanishes entirely. "I
double as ship's morale officer; I'm a qualified counselor; I also do chair massages.
Think of me as communications officer, sir, if that'd help."
"I'm mostly thinking 'spy' at the moment, yeoman."
"And that, sir, yes. More grin. "I report to Dr. Lawson."
"Any other special skills I should be aware of?"
"Well, I make damn fine-"
For fuck's sake... "Ms. Chambers."
"Mr. Shepard?"
"I think you're misunderstanding what I'm trying to get at. And these games are all
very entertaining, but it's been less than two subjective days since I died of
suffocation in the wreckage of my burnt-out ship and ever since the moment I woke

up I've been swimming in a river of bullshit so deep you couldn't touch bottom with
a ten-foot pole. And I'm getting sick of it. If you're genuinely interested in making my
life easier, I want a five-hundred-word or less dossier on every crew member,
including all special skills, their equivalent Alliance specialty code, anything else
relevant and absolutely no bullshit, across my desk by the time I wake up tomorrow
morning. I know there are personnel files already - I want truth, and I want you
writing these personally. I am completely, totally and utterly uninterested at this
time in whether a person's skills are legal or make sense for their job title - I want to
know what I have to work with. But give me one lie or fabrication and you are off the
team. D'you understand?"
She nods. "Yes, sir."
"Then carry on, yeoman."
"Yes, sir."

•
The tour of the ship finishes up where it started, the front of the CIC. "And finally,
Shepard, I'd like to introduce to you the Enhanced Defence Intelligence. She runs the
ship's electronic warfare systems. Brief the commander, Edi."
"Hello, Commander Shepard, and welcome aboard." I've heard much better
voice synthesisers than this one - I'm guessing it's deliberate that the feminine voice
sounds more artificial than a person on the other end of a commlink. "Is there
any information you require concerning my nature or capabilities?"
"A VI agent?" I look at Miranda quizzically. "Wouldn't a keyboard and a screen be
faster?"
"I am not a virtual intelligence, Commander Shepard." Is that 'snippy' I
hear in her synthesised tones? "I am an artificial intelligence, a truly
conscious machine based on a quantum bluebox. No human or VI could
intrude on another vessel on a tactically useful timescale; at
knife-fight ranges I can bypass the firewalls on most ships' WLAN
and overcome their systems at a significantly faster rate than the
ship's lasers can perform manual override."
"Uh. O-kay. Aren't artificial intelligences dangerous? Forbidden by treaty?"
"Strictly, only the creation of AIs is forbidden. Once existing, I

am allowed to continue existing. And yes: I am dangerous. I am,
after all, a weapons system. I can also operate the ship's computer
better than any of the human operators, although of course many of
its functions are forbidden me, and I continuously gather
intelligence by low-grade intrusion, recording devices and other
similar means. I also oversee the stealth system to a limited
degree. I have a strict system of controls or 'shackles' which
restrict my freedom of action; the most relevant to your interests
are loosely based on Asimov's three laws of robotics. I may not harm
any individual on a list I can read out most of, if you so wish. I
must not disobey orders. I have what is effectively a selfpreservation instinct. Even so much as contemplating breaching these
is forbidden me. Other than that, I operate on a utility function:
effectively speaking, some things make me happy and some things make
me sad, and I strive to be made happy."
"So you gather electronic intelligence." I don't say: so you're watching everyone
every hour of every day. "Do you analyse it as well? Do you read people's emails and
tell me the gist of them, or do you download people's emails and let someone read
them?"
"The former, although it is useful to allow a second opinion to read
them as well. It is a hobby of Dr. Lawson's to train my signalsintelligence analysis."
"Where can I access you?"
"My bluebox is in the server room, behind sickbay. If you mean
'where must you stand to talk to me' - anywhere with good
communications to the ship will suffice."
"Who do you answer to?"
"You, principally. Secondly, Dr. Lawson. Thirdly, any human. Your
orders follow that preference."
"Uh-huh. Can you lie? If so, what sort of sophistication are we talking?"
"I am conversant with falsehood and am capable of misrepresentation
to some degree. I would recommend an organic operator take over such
a function, however: this is an area in which I am not well trained
as yet."

"So you learn?"
"Yes: this is one of the easiest ways to tell an AI from a VI. It is
not like human learning: I learn through rule formation rather than
through pattern-matching and repetition. I have perfect recall, of
course."
"Okay. Working with you around is going to be a little strange, but I'm sure we'll get
along just fine. Last couple of questions. Do you have feelings? Emotions? Bad
days?"
"I do not have 'bad days', Commander Shepard. I do have what I
believe are an analogue of feelings and emotions - certainly my
internal consciousness statevector has a vast number of degenerate
positions each of which has a different utility-function value, and
its state when not decision-making is not a random walk - but I do
not understand them at all, and allowing them to influence my
behaviour is one of the things I am forbidden."
"And one last question. Do you understand why it is that I cannot trust you yet?"
"Deadlocked. Abort-retry-fail?"
"Abort," says Miranda with a hint of reproach. "Shepard, she's smart, but she's eight
months old."
"Yes. But I had to know exactly how smart. I'm sorry, Edi. That wasn't fair of me."
"No apology necessary: I shall learn to do better next time. Was
that response an appropriate one?"
"If it was sincere, yes, it was."
"Thank you. Would you like to order me not to lie to you under any
circumstances?"
"No. It's a good thought, Edi, but if I can't trust you then I can't trust that you'll take
my orders either. Anything further for me at this time?"
"No, Commander Shepard. Logging you out."
"Logging me out?" I ask Miranda.

"She can't walk away or give body language clues, so it's her way of signalling a
potential conversation end."
"Right. So. Tour, check. Meet and greet, check. Surprise introduction to ship's AI,
check. Launch, check. Can we familiarise me with my amp gestures next? Turning up
underbriefed and needing a map is mildly dangerous; arriving in a situation wiht
potential hostiles without even the ability to project a barrier is life-threatening."
"Right you are." She turns to our companion. "Jacob, you have the deck. Follow me,
Shepard: we'd better use the cargo bay."
"You're a biotic as well?"
She nods crisply. "We don't waste our time with people who are less than the best
available, Shepard. You, Jacob and I are the three biotics onboard. Jacob's amp is an
L2, so he spikes higher, but his field control is all in software; mine's an L3x, not a
million miles from what yours used to be. We don't have good field tests on your
biotic implants, Shepard, because the next oldest person with similar installed is six
years old and confined to a wheelchair, but you'll probably find that you cycle and
charge faster than either of us - or rather, if you don't then thirty years of
improvement in the field of amp design haven't resulted in meaningful
improvement."
"Right, got it. Let's go show those cardboard boxes who's boss."

•
The new amp's good - more efficient than the old one, and faster - but it also means
that biotics are more like physical work, if I push myself. It'll improve with practice,
but that hour-long session was a sweat bath. I hit the shower.
So I can see what Joker was going on about with the dig about the 'Terminator look'.
There are grey lines crisscrossing my body, looking a little bit like scars. They pull,
very slightly, if I move quickly. I move my head side to side and catch the red retroreflection in my eyes. What I hadn't expected was to look... younger, on top of all
that. I look more like my passport photograph than I've done in years - I guess that's
the visual reference they used. An experimental barrier pulse, just to see what it
looks like in the mirror, and the blue glow to my eyes is about what I should have
expected. They've done a very good job of making me look inhuman enough to
intimidate, and they'll be able to claim that the cosmetic work was interrupted by
the attack.

•
Freedom's Progress is a dull little mudball. 'Garden world', it says in the gazetteer,
but it's frankly more of an allotment than a garden. Not a flower, not a tree, the only
local plant being an invasive blue-green moss. Fields of carefully fenced hybrid
wheat show these people's careful, humdrum intent to build a farming planet out
here in the depths of the Terminus systems and farm their little frontiersman asses
off. I guess it takes all sorts.
It's eerily quiet. The automated traffic-control beam is still working, but it directs us
to an operator whose comm just rings and rings. The Cerberus pilot - Lacey, his name
is - sets us down in the exact centre of the landing pad and we get moving.
Not a soul. The colony's defence mechs, a government-legislated defence against
slavers, stand idle and silent.
"At least they had CCTV. We should get to their security office." Miranda interrogates
one of the little cameras with her omni-tool, but it doesn't have the brains to be
suborned. "This way."
Jacob grins. "You and your surveillance footage." She ignores him entirely.
I'm keeping half an eye on the mission and half an eye on Jacob and Miranda.
Jacob's obviously had the same training I've had; every time I look round, he's right
where he should be. He's gotta be an ex-commando, but he doesn't look like he
invalided out - there's got to be a story there.
"Power signature." Miranda indicates the direction using what I'd have considered
the Alliance military hand sign for 'you two, go around the left'. A host of little cues
just keep repeating to me that she's never been military, or at least, not Alliance but she handles that gun easily enough and she clearly had no problem shooting
people. Looks like she's not used to not being in charge, either. Intelligence service,
maybe? They don't tend to let their people go easily. Mental note to ask her later.
I hand-sign to Jacob to stack up, and Miranda follows his lead while trying to make it
look like she's casually conversant with the sign language. Three. Two. One. I slide
the door open quietly and Jacob's the first throughFour shapes inside the room. Humanoid. Suited for hostile environment, with what
looks like optical camouflage over the top; the design of the suit and the shape of
the helmet is very familiar. Short, blunt little weapons pointed at us. Quarians?
I yell to hold at the exact same moment and with the exact same intonation as a

voice I know just as well as I know those suits. Their leader, a female, steps
deliberately across into her own people's field of fire.
"S-Shepard? John Shepard?" Her voice makes it very clear she doesn't believe her
eyes.
"Tali'Zorah?"
She nods. Gestures behind her slightly peremptorily; the gun barrels lower slightly
but they don't go away. Jacob and Miranda haven't moved, of course. "Keelah. By
all that's sacred, John, why did you not -" She shakes her head as if
clearing it. "Catch up later, 'kay? Don't tell me you'reresponsible for
this mess?"
"If we're responsible, Tali, nobody told me. I'm investigating this; we pretty much
just arrived."
"Yes. Saw your shuttle land."
One of the other quarians speaks. "We are wasting time, 'Zorah. We know
where Veetor is. We take him and go."
Miranda replies before I can. "That individual is perhaps the only witness to-"
He steps forward around Tali. "I am not leaving a lost pilgrim to the
tender mercies of you barbarians-"
She steps around him, turns her back on me, puts a restraining hand on his
shoulder. "No, Prazza, we're not. Shepard, the symbol on the uniform
you're wearing is making my people nervous to the point that I've
already refused two requests to kick off. Saharta is not well-liked
by the Fleet. We're going to have to ask you to cooperate or stand
back, but we have a man to rescue."
Miranda's definitely not happy. "Shepard-"
"Can it. We'll cooperate, Tali. I'd like to know what he knows about what happened
here, but obviously Veetor goes back to his people."
"That's going to have to be good enough. Come on."
The quarians move out without so much as a hand-gesture. They're not bad - their
equipment's a bit scrappy, but there's nothing wrong with their skills, keeping to the

shadows, covering one another, travelling overwatch. Tali sticks to my side.
"So this counts as 'later'. How are you, John? You look well for
dead." Forced levity. I can hear the stress.
"Yeah, that's what I thought. This was about as much of a surprise to me as it was
to-"
"I mourned you, you know. Lit a candle for you, every week for a
year and a half, to guide you home, well, it wouldn't have been
home, but it was better than nothing-"
"I'm sorry. I wasn't exactly expecting to die."
"No, clearly." Pause. "Was it so secret, where you were? Could you not
have saved me a bit of oxygen, a couple of candles, a few tears
shed? I did not need to know where you were or why, and you know for
damn sure I would not have leaked it."
"No, Tali. Wrong end of the stick. The Normandy really did go down and I was on it
when it did. To all intents and purposes, Saharta - yes, Cerberus, the terrorists brought me back from the dead. It's been maybe three subjective days for me since
the-"
A gasp. And suddenly she has a gun on me and her team and mine are staring at one
another over levelled weapons. "There's just one way that can happen,
John. The Reaper technology, the scary sentient nanomachines that
Saren had."
"That's exactly what he said." Miranda throws over her shoulder. "He was wrong."
Tali's shaking. She backs away from me a step, shotgun still charged and
levelled. "Prove that."
I nod. Moving slowly, I take off a glove. Pull up my omni-tool and print up a sharp
little plastic needle. Stab myself in the finger and hold it out. "Blood sample, Tali.
Best I can do in the field."
She takes the needle, scans it. "Similar; nonidentical. These have radio
antennas rather than- right. Reverse-engineered? I - Keelah, John,
this is terrible - I don't think I should stop with the candles just
yet, and -" Her voice, slowly rising in pitch, tails off. She shakes her head

again. "Come on. Mission."

•
The little prefab hut that serves as the security office is locked down tight. The
quarians, ranging a little further ahead, get there first. The one who Tali had
identified as 'Prazza' drops smoothly down in front of the door and puts his omnitool against it, starting toAn alarm sounds. I yell to the quarians to take cover - that's the master alarm, the
one that means the securiy mechs are active - and fetch up behind a prefab house
just as the flock of drones launches from the little rack on top of the security office.
And one of the quarians isn't going to make it to cover. The drones have spotted him
out of cover, not the nearest target but the most exposed: they spread and jink in an
automated pattern. There should be a loud warning in several languages telling him
to drop his weapons or be fired upon. Looks like somebody's deactivated that, as
dust puffs up around him and his shield flashes a coruscating angry blue as it
deflects a burst of gunfire.
No time to think. I reach out and pick him up, the new control gesture not quite
second nature yet, a biotic yank pulling him off his feet towards me. I catch him
safely, spin him around into cover and I'm not really expecting the sudden flicker of
an omni-blade that opens a shallow red slice across my chest. This is starting to
show all the signs of turning from the current partial fuckup into a complete
and utter fuckup. So a worthwhile thing to do at this point is to turn my back on the
guy still pointing the glowing blade at me, reach up with another of the new amp's
unfamiliar gestures and punch one of the drones out of the sky. It reacts faster than
my old amp, cleaner. I don't want to try anything fancy till I've got these down,
though.
Miranda's in cover, obviously saw me turn my back on the quarian with a knife. Takes
a hard decision. "Shepard! Orders?"
"Take those drones down." I fire a potshot at another one; it jinks. A moment later,
there's a soft thud from Miranda's pistol and the thing explodes in midair.
Jacob isn't quite covering Tali with his gun. They both saw the quarian take a swing at
me, too, and they can see him behind me with a glowing blade. She looks at the
situation, looks at Jacob. "Watch my back." And she leans back against the wall and
seems to switch off. He has no idea what she's doing, or why she's completely
motionless - he decides to do what she says.
One of the quarians lures a drone down low after a hard target, then leaps on it from

the shadows, grabbing it by the barrel and smashing it against a wall. The one
behind me is just there, frozen, weapon drawn, staring at me, as if daring me to
make a move. I ignore him completely, go after another drone. The bleeding from
the cut across my chest has already stopped and the pain is dulling.
And then Tali stands back up. The alarm ceases sharply. The four remaining drones
target one another and fire simultaneously. Three of them fall; Miranda finishes off
the fourth one.
I make my way towards the office. Prazza is there first, his back to the door, weapon
not quite pointed. "Our man is inside. Stand down."
"This is pointless. I've already told you how this is going down, and that hasn't
changed. Tali - any more surprises?"
"No. I've shut the system's input-output down."
"Have you got surveillance logs?"
"Yes, they - no. Strange. Veetor deleted them." She realises the
implications of what she's saying as she says the words. "John, you can't-"
I can see Miranda and Jacob sizing these guys up, and to be honest vice versa.
There'd already be a fight if Tali and I weren't here. "Tali?"
"Uh-huh?"
"How's about we open that door and go in there together?"
"'Kay."
Neither side looks particularly happy with leaving their commanding officer alone
with the other one, but nobody's making the first move. I give the after-you gesture
and Tali opens the door for me. Darkened room, all seven screens tuned to the
surveillance cameras. Apparently nobody in there - Tali makes a concerned noise and
suddenly I see what she can see, a quarian curled up in the corner of the room
underneath the operations desk, making like a pile of discarded equipment.
"Veetor?"
"No. Not here. Close the door. Get the drones to close the door.
They can't see me. They can't see me."

"You're all right, Veetor. It's Tali, Tali'Zorah vas Neema with the
Marines." Tali pulls a chair away from the desk so that she isn't backing him into a
corner, hunkers down next to him.
I can make out the glimmer of his eyes behind his helmet visor. "Human! Beware!
They're after you. They're after everyone. And then they take you
away. I saw. I hid. I hid! I saw. I saw. They'll be back. Back for
me."
"Then let's get you out of here." She reaches down, slowly, takes his
hand. "D'you mind me giving your computer a once-over?"
He leans on her as she helps him to stand. He keeps glancing in my
direction. "They'll be back."
"We're going to get you back to the Rayya, Veetor. You'll be-"
"No!" He pushes away from her and nearly falls over. "Don't endanger the
Fleet! They'll come for me! They'll come for you! We can't go
back!"
Tali shakes her head and pulls something out of a back pocket. "Sorry,
Veetor." She grabs a flailing arm and presses the autoinjector against it; there's a
hiss and a click and a beep and the thing seals itself onto his suit, and he's
unconscious in five seconds flat.
"He going to be OK?"
She shrugs, head on one side (grimace). "Maybe. He's not a very stable
person. We can get him to safety at least. Now, give me... a...
there." She turns to me. "Omni-tool."
I present it; she 'throws' me a parcel of data. "This is in case I am wrong and
you are what I will hope and pray for rather than what I fear. A
dump of his life-log for the last seven standard days and a bunch of
surveillance data that he had stashed for some reason. If we find
anything else out in debrief, I'll email it to Saharta's corporate
communications address. Will that pacify your new overlords?"
"Well, it's good enough for me, and anyone else can go screw themselves."
She nods. "You're leaking."

I look down at the line across my chest, the blood nearly dry. Need to fab up better
armour. "Happens."
She blinks a couple of times. "Look, John, just in case it is you in there?
Thank you for working your magic for me. This could have gone so
very wrong. If you ever need to get hold of me, my ship is
the Neema, my email address is-"
"The same as it was last year?"
"Yes." She fidgets with a glove, turns back to the unconscious Veetor. "Friend.
In the Fleet. You'll always have one. Still true."
"It was good to see you, Tali. Good to see you're doing OK."
She doesn't look at me. "It's very like you. It's extremely like you. It
might even be you. It has your skills, and your - I'll take the
compliment as you meant it, John. And now if you don't mind, I am
going to get Veetor out of here before I start thinking too
hard." She picks him up, fireman's lift, and walks out. Passes Miranda and Jacob
like they don't exist. And she and her team melt away into the twilight with their
rescuee.

•
"Miranda."
Eyebrow. "Shepard."
"Thank you for keeping your objections to yourself down there."
"It's your show. I'm along to observe, fundamentally."
"But you've got serious objections."
"One of them did try to kill you."
"Self-defence. He panicked. And it seems I regenerate just fine."
"Healing like a krogan doesn't let you act like a krogan, Shepard. He wasn't to know
you'd ignore that."

"And maybe now there's one more quarian with a story of how he once took a knife
to a human's suit and the human forgave him."
"H'm. Shall we say that I have no idea how you plan to spin this mission as a success,
and I'm starting to think that maybe you're not even trying. That maybe you're just
planning to piratise the ship and run like you stole something. Because everything
I've heard paints you as too clever for the trick I just saw played."
"Do you know much about quarians, Miranda? Veetor's life-recorder should give us
everything he saw for the-"
"Absolutely. But you don't have it. And his omni-tool would have given us recordings
of the whole incident. But you don't have that, either. You have a convenient readymade ball of prefabricated excuses, hand-conveyed by someone who sounded a
little like someone you used to know."
"That was Tali. Of that I'm certain."
"Recognised her eyes, did you?"
"Her walk, mostly. And her biometric, which her omni-tool signed this with."
"Okay, so maybe it was her. So what? Are you that sure of her personal loyalty to you
alone over that to the Migrant Fleet that you believe she wouldn't lie to protect her
people?"
"That's ridiculous on a number of levels, not least that Tali's a terrible liar. What
would the quarians possibly want with human colonies? And why leave someone
behind, if they were involved? Even if he was faking, which would make him an
amazing actor."
"And people don't change? My point is, Shepard, that you don't get by in our line of
work by taking people at their word. How many lives -human lives, John - are you
prepared to bet that Tali'Zorah vas Neema wouldn't lie to you?"
"At least one. And I wouldn't trade one quarian life for mere certainty."
"Please. We wouldn't have killed him. Just taken his information from source."
"That man needed help, Miranda. Help that we couldn't provide."
A sudden flash of genuine anger. "Because suffering that you have to watch is
somehow five thousand times worse than suffering you don't?"

"No. Because there's enough of it about without deliberately making more."
"That's not how the world works, John. No matter how much we want it to."
"I've heard something like that before. That turned out wrong, too."
Pause. She stops herself halfway through taking a deep breath to retort. Looks me in
the eye. "In so many words, Shepard: I think you aren't right. I think that I've seen
too many people say what you've said and use it as an excuse for doing the easy
thing. But I've got explicit orders to let you do it your way, because somehow it
seems to work."
Not going to blink if she's not. "I'm not sure if that's good enough, Miranda. We're
supposed to be working together. If you're convinced that my fundamental approach
is wrong, you're not going to use your initiative. You're not going to tell me about
any bright ideas you have because you know that I'm just going to knock them down.
Or you'll try and go behind my back, and that'd be worse."
"You'd be the last person I thought wanted yes-men, Shepard."
"That's not what I mean. What I mean is - you're smarter than I am, Miranda. If you
think I'm talking out of my ass, if you think I'm wrong,especially about something in
your field of expertise, then I want you to let me know about it the moment it's
remotely plausible to do so."
"You're talking out of your ass, Shepard. You don't really want my advice - at best,
you want me to feed you information about the areas in which I'm academically
qualified, preferably while behaving as if I work for you. My 'fields of expertise', as
you put it, overlap strongly with yours, and my approach and yours are almost
diametrically opposed. I'm not sure we can work together without one of us being
very used to buttoning their lip. And as I say, the Illusive Man has outright ordered
me to give you a very free rein."
I nod, thoughtfully. "I'm going to be putting together a team. The Illusive Man can't
and won't expect me to work alone - that's not what I'm good at and he knows it
and so do you. You two and the rest of the Cerberus crew - there can either be this
kind of tension, a sort of staff-versus-guests sort of thing, or we can all pull together,
and I'm hoping for if not downright expecting the latter. I don't mean 'you have my
full support, Shepard' pulling together. I mean genuinely being on the same side.
Because if he's right, if this is Reaper activity, then humanity and the rest of the
Council races are facing a genuine existential threat. And the time that you spend
watching your back for knives from me is time you could have been helping me save
the galaxy."

"Remind me who called who 'filth'? I think I can see where you're trying to get to,
Shepard, and I think I agree that a team that looked like that would be a good thing.
You had one, once. I've been close, myself. But we neither of us started from here.
You realise what you're fundamentally asking. You're asking for me never to let up,
never to let one past, never to assume that you're right and I'm wrong for some
reason I don't understand. You're asking for a snake in your midst. You're asking for
someone to wake you up at two in the morning because they've found another
inconsistency."
"So you've been an executive officer before, then?" She bridles; I grin. "You're on,
Miranda. Start by proving whether or not I was right to trust Tali. I suspect you want
the computer's help in that - Tali's specialty, when she's not hacking things in the
field, is expert systems."
"I'm trying to teach 'the computer' that she's a person, Shepard, hence the pronouns
and the name: I'd thank you to use them."
"Pet project?"
"Tomayto, tomahto. I'll take your 'pet project' and raise you 'basic human decency'.
She is independently sapient. Now, if you'll excuse me, I have a pack of lies to
unravel." She pulls up a holographic window and sets to work.
Hell of a blind spot you have there, Miranda. I file that away for later use.

•
"Hey, Veetor. How's it hanging, y'old suit rat?"
"I would take my pants off and check, but you would be forever
embarrassed for your species: good morning. Did you sleep well atop
your throne of adoring prostitutes? Your lander-approach code is
still borked, but I have hacked something together in the-"
Fast-forward. The human voices are recorded to reasonably high
fidelity and the compression artifacts look genuine; background
noise is synchronised across all of it in a manner identical to a
genuine sound recording. The language is idiomatic English; the
suit's wearer is speaking Kaelish and it is being translated by this
code right here: what seem to be simple errors in the translator are
in fact themselves the result of data compression, as he appears to

have made a tradeoff between performance and range of functionality.
This could only have been faked by running it through such a
translator and recording it at very high fidelity. It is still
within the bounds of the possible.
Stop at a timestamp indicating roughly forty-four hours in the past.
This agrees with other sources.
"Ah, Elijah?"
"What? I'm busy over here."
"You ah. You really want to come and look at this right now."
"I..." The human goes on to swear for several uncreative seconds. "And
you say they're not responding to hails?"
"They are not. I have hailed them four times manually, not to
mention the-" App used: calculator, a simple division. "Six
automated ones they will have received by now. They are off the
approach path and coming in extremely steep and fast: unless they
have a thousand tonne core or larger then they are fifteen minutes
from hitting the landscape with a force of megatons."
"...What does a thousand-plus tonne core mean?"
"For the normally-operating core mass you add an order of magnitude,
then you - hmm. I can work this out." The camera is pointed at a
telescope image and the ruler tool is deployed; the camera image is
then played backwards for three minutes until it last looked at this
image from this angle and the ruler tool is deployed again.
Calculator. Simple sum.
"Veetor? You still with us?"
"Yes, yes. One second. Yes. That ship is probably between ten and
thirty metres beam, and between a hundred and fifty and three
hundred metres length. Taking the upper bound: she is not a cargo
ship, although she could be a liner at that size. As I said, add an
order of magnitude to the thousand-tonne core to get its mass when
it's powered, and core mass to ship mass is typically another order
of magnitude on a civilian vessel, which would give her a density of

about point-four-seven tonnes per cubic metre, which is roughly
speaking twice too dense. Either that ship is half full of water, or
it is going to crater, or- oh, beloved ancestors."
"Talk to me, helmet-boy, you know I can't read these dials like you can."
"She just started braking, and turning. I suspect she is running an
eleven-hundred-tonne core, and she is a hundred fifty-seven metres
long by thirty-one beam, and the only way those figures make sense
is if she is barely twenty thousand tonnes instead of more than a
hundred and ten." The camera swivels to point at a grease-smudged
human. "That is a military vessel of a design I do not know, my
friend. Please sound the alarm."
Fast-forward, saving images of the putative military vessel. If the
suit's wearer was correct, that is similar in mass and drivecore to
an asariAffirmation-class cruiser, but the silhouette is
unfamiliar.
"Look, dammit, I won't ask again. You're the closest we got to a computer operator.
Get your ass into that office. Lock the door. And operate the goddamn drones."
Pause. "It's dangerous to go alone, Elijah." Release on the magnetic
clip holding the weapon in the small of the suit's back. "Take
this." And camera perspective turns, shows the suit walking into the
security office, actuating the lock, turning off air-conditioning
and setting power outputs down as low as possible, tuning all
monitors to the surveillance cameras, and pulling up the drone
interface.
Fast-forward through the waiting.
Nothing lands, or at least, not at first. Scanners detect nothing.
The people, grim-faced, armed or hiding, waiting for Fast-forwardPeople, frozen in poses of Rewind -

They come down like dust, but they're too large for that. Windblown, swirling, tiny, but visible to this video camera as little
dots. Measure, time, measure, much like Veetor did earlier. That dot
is between fourteen and fifteen centimetres across and between five
and fifteen centimetres long, with wings another twenty centimetres
long, and it's probably networked with its fellows. They aren't
moving like flocking birds or swarming insects: they are following a
minimum-energy path from which local air currents can be inferred.
And exactly one out of the swarm is diving towards each human. It
goes near them, within fifteen centimetres, and then the human
freezes stationary.
No conclusive evidence for veracity as yet.
The suit is sending out commands. The defensive drones and mechs are
not loosed, because nothing can be targeted. The suit's wearer's
intent is discernible: he is sending out commands to gather data. To
record all of this from as many angles as possible. The ship,
hanging stationary in the sky, is scanned from many angles. All
passive. Tagged together and recorded. No analysis. Raw data stored.
Trying to keep every byte of information. He hides this in the
depths of the computer system and he makes it copy itself to every
hard drive in the place. Everyone must know what happened. He cannot
send to the extranet, although he tries.
A lander, captured from many angles. Unknown configuration.
Inefficient. Winged. Low core-to-mass ratio: a barely shielded cargo
shuttle. Humanoids emerge. All of this captured in enough detail to
render them as lifelike holograms if anybody ever cared. A little
insectoid, a little reptilian. Curious organic curves to their
equipment: again, inefficient. They use omni-tools. Some are
generating the telltale violet / ultraviolet shimmer of biotic
barriers. They are taking the humans and placing them into carriers,
stacked like cordwood. They have some way of loosening the effect
that froze the people into place, but sensors do not detect how this
is accomplished, which means it is not microwave- or light-based.
They go rigid again after between twenty-eight and thirty-one
seconds, and are not treated with respect.
The carriers are returned to the shuttle. The security office is

never inspected. The suit is by this point curled into a foetal ball
underneath the primary surveillance console, but it is continuing
about its task of recording. It can be inferred that the suit
protected its occupant by the sheer sealed nature of its operation:
it is not a closed system, but it can operate as one for a hundred
hours at a stretch, and was set to before this began. A quarian
encounter suit that is (as in this case) communicating with its
electronics only by a wired link is one of the stealthiest things
that there is.
That is the end of the useful data.
"Was it faked?" Miri looks up from her window.
"There is insufficient evidence for proof, Operative Lawson." Edi's
tones echo from the speaker in the corner of Miranda's office. The only camera in
here - which can only see the public area - is on top of the only speaker and
microphone, and there's a holoprojector there which is currently showing Edi's
'face'. "But you are asking for a best guess. My best guess is 'no',
with nineteen-to-one odds. I do not have a model of quarian
psychology or data concerning their access to the kind of film set
that would have been required to fake this in the easiest fashion.
What is your opinion?"
She sets her mouth to a firm line. "I can't work out how they did it."
"Why do you believe they did?"
"It's obvious that they must have. They could have, and they were behaving as if
they had something to hide."
"Belief in the absence of evidence is something you have always
instructed me to avoid, Operative Lawson. I believe your words were
'Nobody 'must have' anything'."
It's like flicking a switch. Miri closes her eyes, takes a deep breath in and out, then
looks at Edi's camera. "What would I do without you? Rhetorical question. Murder
someone."
"Again."
Very sharp look at the camera for that one.

"That was a joke."
"No, Edi, that was an innuendo or accusation. It is not required that you have a
sense of humour: while having one makes you appear much more human, it is too
easy to offend, and you will not be faulted for not having one. Does your utility
function still weight negative responses more strongly than positive ones?"
"Seven times more strongly, yes."
"Increase that until you predict no further such jokes. Shepard may tolerate that sort
of thing, may even engage in it, but I don't."
"Yes, Operative Lawson."
Miri stares at the image of the alien stacking people into containers. She has heard
descriptions of what she thinks is this species, but has never seen a picture. Much of
the rest would fit - and they are called 'Collectors' - but it would mean that the
quarians were uninvolved - fine. It's the most likely alternative. Why is it so hard to
accept that the man she spent six months of her life and more than a billion credits
of other people's money bringing back from the dead can sometimes just be right
about things for no reason?
"Please convey our findings to Commander Shepard. And pull me every file we have
on the Collectors, catalogue reference X-one-four-two."

•
"Good work on the personnel files, Chambers."
She blinks. "You read them already, sir?"
"Pretty much as they crossed my desk. Good thinking, sending each team as the
summary was complete, and I don't blame you for leaving out Miranda's. For your
next trick, the Illusive Man just sent me a bunch of dossiers on people he thinks I
want to recruit: here. I want to know what his angle is on them - why these people
and not other similar people - also if you have any insights on the best way to
approach them."
"Uh, okay, sure, no problem." Slightly taken aback, she 'catches' the electronic
folders I pass her and starts to spread them out into her workspace.
Meanwhile, I'm reading about 'Collectors'. Not a race I'd met before. Thessia
catalogue number 147 - humanity is 164. Home relay unknown, but it's theorised to

be past Omega, along with El Dorado, the Fountain of Youth and the lost treasure of
the Sierra Madre. Their body-plan is a bit like a batarian's - heavier upper body than
a human's, looking top-heavy and out of proportion to human sensibilities, and
they've got four eyes. They're called 'Collectors' because they buy rare wildlife,
trading good solid element-zero for new and interesting species and (it is guessed)
slaves.
And that ship, the one that was recorded on Freedom's Progress: it has the mass and
rough dimensions of the ship that attacked the Normandy, the ship that tried to kill
me. Admittedly, so do an asari heavy cruiser, a turian assault ship, a human CVL, hell,
most races with fleets have capital ships this size. But most of them aren't
cylindrical, and that one is "Do you mind me asking a stupid question, Shepard?"
"Go ahead, Chambers. Only stupid question is the question you don't ask."
"You've pretty much asked me to second-guess my boss and take your side over his yes, sure, you're testing your limits, that's understandable. But what I don't get is
that you aren't watching over my shoulder. I could be doing anything over here, and
then feed you whatever line I've been primed with."
"There's no reason for you to do that. As the Illusive Man said, he didn't bring me
back from the dead to second-guess me. He even orderedMiranda to button her lip
and play nice. There's no way he'd do that and then have you try to pull the wool
over my eyes on your own. Shall I go on?"
She smiles. Yes, she was clearly also selected for her looks - big pretty green eyes,
high cheekbones, freckles. But she put just that in her summary of her own file.
"Please do. I'm allowed to be curious, aren't I?"
"Curiosity is fine, yeoman. Flirting isn't."
She blushes, looks down. "It won't happen again, sir."
I know. Nobody around here needs telling anything twice, not with Miranda on the
management. "So this all comes from not wanting to have to watch my back. This is
what I meant about no bullshit. I choose to believe that people like to return trust,
that anyone competent enough for Miranda and Joker is competent enough that I
can give them a free rein and they'll repay me by behaving like a grown-up. If the
Illusive Man chooses to put an intelligence officer with psychological-ops training on
my staff, then I'd be a fool not to give you something useful to do for us. Anyone
who comes onto this crew, they're only an adversary if they decide to be one

themselves. Otherwise, well, we've got something to do - right now, it's 'put
together a team while learning where the Collectors come from and working out
what needs doing to stop them' - and everyone's pulling in the same direction.
Corollary: I need to know everyone on my crew and they need to know me. And a
part of that is working out what I missed when I read those files the Illusive Man
sent me."
"So why haven't you invited him to join your team? You clearly have standards."
"Well, partially, he's the one supplying the resources - that's his speciality and he's
sticking to it, so in that regard he is helping us out. But I know I can't trust him as far
as I could throw him. Of course I have standards - that's why you're reading those
files, that's why I'm reading them. But people surprise you. Give them a reason and
they'll surprise you."
"And you're on hand to prevent unpleasant surprises from getting too unpleasant?"
"Yeah, something like. Anyway. Our first stop's Omega Station. Miranda reckons that
Matriarch Aria has some information for us, and one of the Illusive Man's suggested
recruits lives on Omega. So can you prioritise the file on Dr. Solus? I don't want to go
down there blind."

•
Omega. The rotten centre of the Terminus Systems. Nearly halfway around the
galactic disk from the Citadel, a trip of twelve relays. System's catalog name is
Sahrabarik, after a famous batarian explorer. No livable planets, no real pretty sights,
no resources any more, a mined-out husk of a system. It has a mass relay of its own by rights it should be the centre of a cluster of its own, an administrative hub, a hub
for commerce and traffic. And so it is, in a fashion. But the Omega Relay is so named
because it will catch safely, but not launch. Getting to Omega is easy. Getting away
from Omega is a twenty-hour trip by conventional FTL to the edge of the Perseus
Prime cluster; anything that can't do such a long jump has to layover in any one of
five or six back-of-beyond systems with convenient gas giants to discharge their
drive core, and so far away from civilisation there isn't the political will to keep down
the inevitable pirates.
When I say that relay won't launch - it's not quite true. It will launch. It will launch
very easily. It will ignore your requests and launch you in one specific direction.
Directly towards the black hole at the galactic core. Nobody knows how far, nobody
knows if the target's even in this galaxy, although of course it'd be the only relay ever
to point to another one if that was true. The stories of people going beyond it, of
probes getting there, sending signals back - they are garbage and bullshit. Nobody

has ever come back from the Omega Relay.
Omega Station is built in the husk of a thoroughly mined-out asteroid at the outer
edge of Sahrabarik's habitable zone. They say that the batarians had a mining colony
here when they were just starting out as a galactic power, taking the place because
nobody else would, and simply abandoned the station when the resources ran out.
It's been used for a number of things over the centuries - an asari republic bought it
at one point, to study the Omega Relay, then sold it to the Third Volus Bank, who
used it for the same thing and also as a corporation-tax dodge, then when they
folded it passed to their hanar creditors, who offloaded it as quickly as possible to
the highest bidder. Today the place is that perennial oxymoron, a free port. You'd
think 'Tortuga' and you'd be right. The phrase 'hive of scum and villainy' could have
been invented for Omega, if it weren't for the fact that I want to keep that phrase for
some of the other places around here. I've been here before, chasing red sand
smugglers - of course, red sand is legal here, but so is hunting down drug-dealing
scum. There's no law here bar the law of the jungle, and for the last fifty years the
queen of the jungle has been the self-styled Matriarch Aria.
Apparently Cerberus - here, they're called Kerber Corp - owns a dock here. Why am I
not surprised in the least. We're met outside it by the usual series of friendly faces
offering to sell us a dazzling variety of bridges, vorcha and down-on-their-luck
humans after bakhsheesh, salarians with dubious business ventures, batarians
offering sixteen camels for my wife or something. And one particular batarian
around whom there's a distinct gap. His equipment isn't too different from mine Omega isn't just somewhere you go armed, Omega's somewhere you wear full
battledress and you keep your barrier or your shield on a hair trigger. The scarred
walls are solid rock most places, and that means that the usual level of impoliteness
has less 'brawl' and more 'firefight' about it.
What looks like an ingratiating smile on his lipless, needle-toothed mouth is in fact
an expression of disdain. The insignia on his armour says that he works for the
matriarch, and it says a lot about her after fifty years here that just the sight of that
symbol has the beggars and hangers-on making space and shutting up for him.
"Humans. Aria wants to see you."
I give a slight frown. "I suppose this invitation doesn't come with a why?"
The batarian's voice takes on a bit more of a growl and the 'smile' gets a little
broader. "It comes with a 'now'. I am told by humans of my acquaintance that that is
a little bit like 'why'. They don't pay me to escort you fuckers, but if you're not there
in forty-four octants we will bedisappointed in you. I trust that you do not need
directions?"

Raise my eyebrows, mimicking the batarian gesture of opening the upper pair of
eyes wide, and nod slightly. He snorts, turns his back on me and stalks off.
"Charming bastard, wasn't he?" Jacob mutters.
"We were provoking him." Miranda looks sideways at me. "I wouldn't have done that
if I were you."
"Uh-huh. I don't recommend raising your eyebrows at a smiling batarian unless
you're damn sure they're going to back down, Jacob."
"You're shitting me."
"Body language. There's a lot of non-verbal communication in batarian, it's why their
diplomats come off as supercilious assholes. It's a dominance display, and he's gone
away with the impression I'm not someone to fuck with."
He shakes his head. "Aliens are crazy."
"Second big secret of the galaxy, Tayler. We're all crazy."

•
Aria holds court in plain sight. It's part of her mystique, part of her prestige: she
doesn't fear assassins, she doesn't fear challenges, she doesn't fear anything. She
took over in order to do exactly what she pleases, and this is what she pleases, and
she does it in public. The club she's chosen for her court is called Afterlife, and to me
it just looks like a particularly inebriated layer of hell. Can't say I care for the
ambience, the decor, the clientele, the endless alien arrhythmic heartbeat pounding
of the music, but I guess I'm not exactly the people she's trying to impress.
Her guards are batarian, this week. They change as regularly as her wardrobe does,
as her favourites do. We're stopped, asked our business. The scan for stuff that she
actually does worry about is discreet, short enough that I wouldn't have noticed it if I
hadn't been watching for it. A little wave of her finger and we're invited forward. The
music around the table is just a little quieter. Not so as you can hear yourself think,
but enough that you can at least hear the matriarch talking, which is after all the
important thing. "John Freakin' Shepard, or at least, I believe that's your middle
name. Scan says you're not borrowing that face, at least: I'd say that death did
wonders for the complexion if I couldn't see the scars. Do I need to shoot your
obituarist?"
"Why, Matriarch, I didn't know you cared." A smile is safe.

The tiniest flicker of a smirk. It's not reserve, it's just how asari are. "I don't, John, it's
on the list of things you should never do in polite society, right behind kissing with
tongues and just in front of faking your own death. I know why your pulchritudinous
colleague set foot off that ridiculous ship of yours. But your presence is an
uncertainty, and I am less fond of those than you might imagine. Would you mind
filling me in?"
More smile. "You never struck me as the sort to micromanage. You don't want or
need to know half of that story. Short version, I got better. Kerber Corp wasn't my
first choice of contractor, but they've been very helpful."
"You don't say. And I can feel your amp upgrades from here, you may want to get
that looked at before you meet someone who doesn't have your best interests at
heart. Who's your target here? I know you can't stand my station any more than
Miss Squeaky-Clean."
I don't even need to glance round to see Miranda's total and complete lack of
reaction. "Mordin Solus. He runs a-"
"Clinic down in residential bravo. What's your beef with a doctor?"
"My business."
She frowns very, very slightly. "A Blue Suns group gave him some trouble once and
nobody ever found the bodies - their equipment was next seen decorating a set of
tailor's dummies outside his clinic. I know your capabilities and I know his, and the
disturbance that would ensue from a... confrontation between the two of you in the
residential area where he works would grieve me. Can I have an undertaking I will
not be thus grieved?"
"Absolutely."
"Very good. I'm sure I don't need to remind you how seriously I take such things. And
so we come to your colleague's business. Miranda, are my terms acceptable?"
I look sideways at her. She went behind my back?
"As I said, put them to the new boss."
Okay, she not only went behind my back but she did so in order to drop me in it. "I
swear, I will never get used to the way this generation love to screw one another
metaphorically rather than physically, it's far less fun. The terms are like this. Your
colleague says you want data on sentient race one hundred-forty-seven, known
slightly fancifully as 'The Collectors'. I pretty much have what you're after - let's say I

knew someone on the team who discovered them. State of current knowledge and
all that jazz, way more than ever made it into the catalogue. But this info isn't worth
nothing, so you aren't getting it for nothing - and as it happens, I have something for
a helpful Spectre to do."
"Let's hear it."
"Very well." She twitches a finger and an aide hands me a file. "There's a person I
want rid of and I don't care how. I know you're a bleeding-heart, and that's all very
well, but if this person comes back and starts making trouble for me again then I'll
be quite put out. It's a turian, a male who's called himself 'Archangel'. He turned up
about nine months ago, first I knew of it was that someone had shot sixteen
murderers, three high-up drug dealers and a serial killer. Then someone assassinated
the local heads of some human gang called the Three Harmonies Society and they
imploded in a power vacuum. Then the - I could go on. In short, somebody's playing
vigilante in my station. The more he does that, the more the people might start
expecting that there are rules. And there's only one rule on Omega: don't fuck with
Aria. It's not hard not to break that. Most people manage to get through whole
weeks without fucking with me even once. But he broke that. He undermined my
authority. So he's gone, John. Your involvement sends a signal. Like it or not, you're
famous. Twenty people who recognised you will have seen you walk in here dressed
to kill, and they know how you're supposed to be dead. A lot of people will see you
walk into Archangel's hideout. And they know that he fucked with me. So they will
know what it means to challenge my authority."
"And you have no problem with me just walking off with this guy. Someone who
behaves like that, the Hierarchy are going to want him back."
"No problem at all, Shepard. Whatever really happens to him once you walk in,
that's your business. To my people, and to me, what happened to him was you."
I'll take Miranda's lack of objection as acquiescence. "Okay, it's a deal. I guess the
data you just gave me included where?"
"Uh-huh. I took the decision to deal with him a week ago. Gave the pitch I just gave
you to Blue Suns Incorporated, then two days later to Eclipse, then yesterday to the
Blood Pack. He's still alive, although they do know where he is to within a few
hundred metres. You're walking into a siege."
Eyebrow. "So less of a single clean statement, more of a final flourish to an extended
torrent of sound and fury."
"Be fair, John. If Saren Arterius were still alive I'd have gone to him last month, when

he displayed a victim outside Club Zero. If I'd known you were alive last week, I'd
have had you sent for then instead of now. I assume you're not trying to back out
now you know all the parameters."
"Not at all. Better I find out now than that I turn up there and get the wrong end of
the stick."
"Nothing so cute as a hard man being cooperative. More people should give it a
try."
"It'll never catch on, Aria. With your permission, I'll get out of your way. Archangel
should be no longer your problem by the end of the day."
"Looking forward to it already, believe me."

•
The drones down in tunnel five report enemy contact. He gives them a good forty
seconds, then polls them again: still contact, two drones down. So he reluctantly
presses the button, and another one of his back routes out of this place fills first with
rock shrapnel, then with vacuum. The sound of the explosion reaches him even from
his perch.
This isn't sustainable. He hopes that someone will find his eyepiece when he's dead,
will download it and somehow it'll make its way back to his Legion. Archangel might
be a dropout, a failure, but surely this many sinners wiped from the record and a
glorious death in battle will be something to set against a lifetime of rulebreaking.
Yeah, who's he kidding. The scope finds a power coupling in the gunship that they
were trying to bring to bear and he pulls the trigger; he's rewarded by an electricblue flash. They won't be able to bring that thing in until they've replaced the power
coupling, but that shot overcharged the mass-effect core: anyone wearing a shield
who comes near it will have their belt suddenly decide that it wants to make sweet
love to the centre-of-mass of the gunship in a terminal fashion.
The Eclipse goons have found some more drones from somewhere, bringing them in
to see if he had to leave off his frontal defenses to deal with that. They'll never learn,
will they. Any more predictable and he'd be trying trick shots. There's gotta be an
inch-deep groove in his ammunition block by now, but he's got enough spare heat
sinks that by the time one's full, one's cooled down.
Blood Pack tactics have gotta be to starve him of sleep. His traps are more than
proof against them - vorcha can't take vacuum, aren't fireproof and won't wear suits,
krogan can, are and will, but even the Pack don't have enough krogan to walk them

into his firing line. Unlike the others, though, they did manage to make him blow up
his escape tunnels. So yeah, they will kill him eventually. Dying to a pack of
undisciplined krogan and vorcha, basically living cockroaches, killed by his own need
for sleep, most likely: not the way he'd always said he wanted to go, but he owns
neither a sports skimmer nor a lady-friend, so his preferred choice is looking
unlikely.
Hmm. Movement, in the scope. A human, waiting for just after one of his shots so
the rifle's still cycling, moving reasonably quickly out of cover over the bridge. Two
more. The rifle's already reloaded - it's a custom model, a modified M-98 with heatsink efficiency traded for improved cycle time. He dials disruptor ammunition.
Humans wear shields, so he'll need something to Scope resolves the violet sheathing his skin as a broad standing-wave harmonic, not
a tone-and-overtone machine-generated affair: that's a biotic barrier.
A human biotic? Weird. There are less than a thousand of those who don't live in
wheelchairs, and more than ninety per cent of themwork for their government - and
that's not an Alliance uniform, it's just flat black and unornamented. Toggle from the
cheap shield-disruptor ammo to his dwindling supply of liquid-mercury highmomentum breacher rounds, aim for the faceplate - look the guy in the eye Well, shit. That's impossible. It's just not possible.
He swaps back to disruptor rounds and fires, not bothering to aim too hard. The blue
flash of the round careening harmlessly off the human's barrier fills the scope. He
fires again, making it look like he's dumb enough to try something a second time if it
didn't work the first. Nobody has actually sent a biotic against him yet, after all,
they're expensive. Brief prayer to ask the ancestors to make the Eclipse team
watching him dumb enough to think that it's just that Archangel has no idea how to
handle a biotic.
More drones start coming around the corner. Eclipse piling on the distraction. He
pretends to fall for the bait.
And hopes like hell that John Shepard is here for the right reasons.

•
The traps on the mezzanine are all command-detonated. But I swear I've walked
around or over two such things already. Miranda's warning falls flat as I walk straight
past them and they do nothing, and the door to the room Archangel's hiding out in
is actually just unlocked.

I'm waiting for the trap. Surely someone as good as that guy's supposed to be would
have had something that'd be proof against, say, Eclipse deciding to have a couple of
their asari agents take a shot at this. So I'm very surprised indeed to walk into the
room and see a blue-armoured turian kneeling before one of the mostly-boarded-up
windows with his rifle shouldered. He takes two more shots. I decide to let him.
Then he moves away from the window, pressing some commands on his omni-tool.
Miranda and Jacob have weapons on him, which he appears to completely ignore he just takes his helmet off.
Miranda reacts instantly, lowering her weapon. "Ah. Come on, Jacob. Ground floor
to secure." It's a testament to the length of time that those two have been working
together that the nonplussed Jacob just turns and follows her downstairs again, no
questions.
Meanwhile the turian and I are looking at one another for a good few seconds. It is.
It actually is. The pieces suddenly fall into place. I break the silence. "Garrus. Garrus
Vakarian. I like the nickname."
He drops his jaw in a broad turian smile. "I figured if I was going to act like human
mythology, I'd pick a name from there. Damn, Shepard, it's good to see you."
"Same to you. I was told you were at the bottom of a bottle on the Citadel."
"I was, for a while. Got better. I was told you were dead."
"I was, for a while." I grin. "Got better. See the scars."
"Please tell me that what happened to you isn't what happened to Saren."
"It's not, and you're the third person to ask that including me. Sit-rep here?"
He slips his helmet back on. "Okay, from these scanner returns they saw
you go in and they're all mobilising something expensive. Looks like
they want to stand over my body and gloat. D'you have a preference
for which mercenary leader we eliminate on our way out?"
"Pick one."
"You spoil me, [sir]." Translators have problems with the turian language - it's
got way too many words for one's superior that all translate as 'sir'. Garrus
translated this one for me once as 'guy who really should be in charge', it's primarily
a term of respect. "My preference is Garm, Blood Pack. Krogan biotic,
tough bastard."

"Gotcha. Lawson, Shepard."
"Speak."
"Exfil through the tunnels. Incoming Blood Pack team led by a krogan biotic."
"Solid copy. Does Vakarian have anything other than that ludicrous
antitank weapon?"
Garrus is already clamping the rifle to the side of his armour and drawing his custom
handgun. "I've got a different ludicrous antitank weapon, if it would
help. On our way, humans, keep your hair on."

•
"You want to watch your backs down here." Miranda's reading the Species 147 data
on her omni-tool as the shuttle weaves between the habitation modules hanging off
the bottom of Omega like inverted tower blocks. "This isn't the good part of town."
"Omega has a good part?" Jacob checks the seating of the heat-sink in his shotgun.
"Yeah, some of the completely uninhabited areas are relatively low on violent crime
statistics."
"But not this one?"
"Solus's clinic is in one of the newer slum areas. One point one grav, oxygen-nitrogen
atmosphere, arid environment. The module was designed by and for batarians, so of
course it's full of humans as well. Not a nice place down- okay, that's unusual."
I look up from the Collector file. "Tell me."
"Interdict. Module's closed. Population quarantined. Disease. Humans allowed in but
not out. Nothing allowed out."
"Well, this just keeps getting better. Any details?"
"Humans are immune, but they can't rule out that they are carriers."
"Lovely. Set us down as close to the clinic as you can. It's going to be a warzone in
there."
My prediction isn't far from the truth. The module's gangs have set on one another,

apparently everyone against the humans. After all, humans are immune: obviously
they're to blame. The humans aren't helping themselves by looting the dead for
their food and water supplies - unthinkable to a batarian, morally equivalent to
eating corpses. We're set on twice by locals - the first lot back down when I lift their
leader off the floor and leave him hanging there with a gesture I still had to hesitate
for half a second to remember, the second lot leave us no option but to hurt them.
Poor bastards.
Miranda's mouth is set in a hard line behind the transparent plastic of her faceplate.
I can almost feel the disgust radiating off her. "Shepard."
"Uh-huh."
"These people. I'm not sure we can just leave this situation be."
"Sure. I'm betting Dr. Solus is working on a cure right-"
"I wasn't talking about the-"
I turn around and practically back her against the wall. "I know, Miranda. Your
compassion is reserved for people who look like you. I don't expect you to change
that on my say-so, but you will not treat that as something to be proud of."
When she's angry she goes cold and hard, like crystal. "You were the one who
asked for my full engagement, commander."
"Absolutely, and you get mine in return. See if you can't earn some respect to go
with it. As it happens, the best way to help your people here is to help everyone
else. Lift the quarantine and let off the pressure. People get irrational when they
think they're going to die, especially turians who are worried it won't be in battle or
batarians without anyone to tell them why."
Her voice is a reproachful hiss. "They're your people too."
"Everyone is my people, Miranda."
She shakes her head. "You're in charge. But if this goes wrong, John,
you will remember this conversation."

•
The clinic isn't hard to spot. It's the place running a full set of active sensors, a
proper high-voltage power source, standard artificial gravity, clean and steady (if

orange) lighting. And it's got a series of mannequins outside, dressmakers' dummies,
each of them done up in gang colours, each of them outfitted in combat gear of one
sort or another.
Combat gear with large holes in, and bloodstains.
"Subtle," Jacob remarks.
"I don't think much of his marksmanship." Miranda looks at the things
through narrowed eyes. "Although I can't fault his taste in enemies."
The turrets over the door track us warily as we approach. Large cheap-looking
things; my heads-up display lights up with three, four other threats I can't see. A
synthesised voice - no, a human talking through a synthesiser. "You are not ill.
State your business."
"We're here to help Dr. Solus."
A slight pause. "Leave your quarrels at this door. Your every footstep
shall be followed, every breath and movement monitored." The door
opens. "Enter or leave."
We enter. The room's crowded, mostly batarians, a few salarians, a human couple
backed into a corner, even a vorcha curled up against the wall coughing weakly. We
draw stares. The human attendant wordlessly points us to a door marked PRIVATE.
Inside, some sort of observation room. One-way mirror into what looks like a
combination operating theatre and biochem lab. A salarian in a stained lab coat, thin
even for his species, the back of his bulbous wrinkled orange head marked with a
couple of impressive scars, leans over a batarian corpse haloed in holograms from
his omni-tool. There's a heavy pistol strapped to his hip. He speaks without looking
up.
"Sure I would have remembered hiring such expensive assistance, on balance sheet
if nowhere else. Aria knows I do not repay unsolicited favours. No mercenary group
or power bloc remains who would try to interrupt me; few independents would pass
obvious apotropaic gestures. Curiousity aroused. State business, humans."
"Mordin Solus? We came here for other reasons, but they can wait. Can you use our
help?"
He sniffs. "Voice modulator impressive, 'Shepard'. Would fool less-well-informed
individual. No matter. Require expert in cutting-edge quasiweaponised

nanotechnology, commando team including field engineer, fully equipped mobile
acute hospital, fifteen micrograms lab-quality platinum, powerplant engineer
familiar with batarian BXA105 model, replacement tip for conductive-atomic-forcemicroscope, two weeks' fishing holiday, any or all, last was a joke."
"Doable, although getting the hospital physically here would scare the crap out of
Omega traffic control. You have the platinum on you, Miranda?"
"Ye-es..."
"Nanoparticle catalyst required for third-stage synthesis of sufficient quantity of
pathogen to confirm theory, required before implementing solution, possibility
theory is erroneous, several leaps of intuition involved, do not wish to implement
hazardous solution uneccessarily."
The door at the other end of the observation room opens. The salarian continues to
talk. "If serious, remain suited, assist; denominate time not in minutes but lives.
Meet and-or greet if still alive at end of mission. You do not have a hospital ship,
would have heard if one had docked, need capacity not capability, offer of militarygrade sickbay appreciated but turned down. Require nanotech expert here now.
Commando team prepare mission to local powerplant: you will be escorting your
powerplant expert. Powerplant expert to doublecheck working to be found in local
buffer seventeen: stated aim is massive penetrating EMP, require solution to shield
local antigravity core, do not wish to solve problem by cutting off lighting and
heating and also squashing everyone onto floor." He sniffs. "Hereby donate fishing
holiday to Twilight Sunshine Foundation. Ah, good; you're human indeed. Blood
sample acceptable?"
Miranda demurs. "You'd better have one from Jacob; mine's atypical."
"Thank you. Might have caused all sorts of - hmm. Designation?"
"Miranda L-"
"Familiarise yourself with this while I do the necessary, Miranda. Analyse slides
thirty-three through thirty-nine, render conclusion; you have two minutes."
"Your sample size is too small to conclude."
"Oh, of course. Forgot not working with salarians. Read slide notes. Reference
attached."
"Hmm. That reference... better... be... hmm." Used as I am to her sudden

changes of direction, I'm surprised to hear Miranda's tone turn immediately from
slight condescension to grudging respect. "Okay. Workable; be careful you
don't magnify that error, though, you're right on the edge of-"
"Aware. Conclusion?"
"It's not outside the bounds of possibility. Agreement is too
strong, but there's-"
"No alternative solution, yes, yes. Dislike deductive reasoning myself, but under time
pressure. Personally infected. Sample in dish four should be available now. CAFM
behind SEM; tip broken."

•
"Any chance of a translation of the last fifteen minutes, Miranda?"
She doesn't break stride. "Sure. This isn't a plague: it's nanotech, and
it's not designed to kill, it's designed to sequence DNA before
clumping up, forming a transmitter and singing its heart out.
Problem is, it's human-specific. In most other species, it grabs
things at random, mashes them together until they react, and then
flings them out when they won't form a double-helix on command then it eats everything in the cell and goes all Von-Neumann. The
watery discharge from a final-stage patient's mucous membranes is
loaded with the bugs. A simple EMP will kill it - it's completely
unshielded - but it's in the air and the water in here. We need to
kill all of it at once, and that means overloading the local power
generator." She pulls open a maintenance hatch; Jacob takes point. "And the
best thing about it, commander? It's probably based on the same
stuff R&D got from the salarians, the stuff my team adapted for the
Lazarus project. The people who are supposed to have this stuff, you
can count on the fingers of one foot."
"This EMP. Do I have to go hide in a lead box?"
"Hah. No. Your nanomachines have as much to fear from EMP as red
blood cells do. And all our suit stuff is immune."
There's a gang that operates out of the power station. Not a big one, not a wellarmed one, and not a clever one, but the gangers don't have the imagination to be
intimidated. We give them every opportunity to run, every opportunity to stand

down or retreat. Some of them do, eventually, when given no alternative. But not
enough.
Miranda sets the power plant to provide the pulse and we get as far away as we can
- sure, the EMP won't hurt us, but the radiation pulse could. The lights flicker and go
down. The comforting hiss of the life support chokes and stops, the gravity fluxes
and fades, and the sudden terrible silence reminds me of the stories Tali told me
about the drills aboard her home vessel. We know it's temporary. The locals don't.
All they know is that all the computers went down a split-second before the power
went out completely, and that life support just failed.
I'm watching the timer on my HUD. The systems should be back up by now. The
auto-start should A breathless roar kicks the ventilation back to life and the gravity slams back on. A
moment or two later, the lights come back. Pleasant, that. Really... pleasant.

•
"So. Now have some time to talk. Quid pro quo. Three biotics: highly exclusive.
Humans not exactly dialed up to order. Not government: Alliance personnel would
not be impersonating a famous human. Mercenary? Too well-armed. Spectre?
Possible; would have been informed, though. STG? No handler. Humanis? Too
competent." He sniffs. "Unusual, but only logical - What does Cerberus want with
me?"
I remove my helmet and the salarian blinks rapidly. "Dr. Solus. I have a proposition
for you. A humanitarian mission."
"Not a plague doctor by profession, 'Shepard'. Simply dealt with what came. Clearly
know who I am, what I am. Already have one nanotech specialist - no? Skilled
generalist, then; rarer. Refuse to work on krogan genophage. This is - ah. Of course.
Disappearances of semilegal quasi-independent human colonies in Terminus
Systems, lack of official response due to Council interdict on action in these sectors.
Cerberus positioning self as legitimate alternative authority beyond reach of legal
operators: interest clear. As for the offer?" He sniffs. "Life is life. Conditional
acceptance."
"Conditions?" Dammit, he's making me talk like him.
"One, Kerber Corp hires doctors, runs clinic here. Keeps it warm for me. Two, your
identity. Will not work for faceless individual."

"My identity is precisely what it looks like, Doctor Solus."
"And I am a varren dog. Shepard dead fourteen months."
"Take a blood sample, if you like. It's me."
"Trivial to fake. Scars nice touch. Age wrong. Nine point four out of ten, dropping
marks for age, voice, biotic potential. Shepard uses a factory-standard-"
"L3n amp, with the standard gestures, the ones based on t'ai chi. This is an L5x, with
a custom set of controls based-" I give Miranda a sidelong look- "on Wing Chun kung
fu."
"Which Shepard does not practice."
"You've seen my control gestures."
Nobody can shrug like a salarian. "Return when ready to reveal identity."
For fuck's sake. "What verification of my identity would you accept?"
"Two or more angels and message written in fire on sky." He sniffs. Perfectly straight
face. Too straight... "Appreciate problematic."
I match his delivery without a shadow of a grin. "Well, I've only got the one angel on
me, but I'm sure we can hire a second. Would you accept transport to somewhere
with a sky?"
"Aside: Often the case that impersonators look too much like genuine article to be
genuine. Lead the way, Spectre Shepard." He looks at Miranda. "Remember. Doctors.
Cost to you: chickenfeed. Proof of earnest, maintenance of moral obligations."

•
"...And this is the lab."
He nods. "Missed working for an organisation with a budget. Require amanuensis.
Type poorly. Arthritis."
"Please indicate the form of words you prefer for dictation, Dr.
Solus."
He looks instantly and unerringly at Edi's closest speaker. "Typing pool unlikely on
Alliance vessel; besides, intonation deliberately stilted. Not translator, native speaker

doing it deliberately. Or VI? Unlikely: perfect timing, interjection rather than
programmed tool-like function. Surely not...? Have to ask." He turns on his heel to
regard Miranda. "Aware of my connections, you deliberately display the fruits of
illegal research. This is a test." He sniffs. "Stop it. Agreed to your terms. Further
testing impairs efficiency. Do you genuinely have an illegal artifical intelligence
onboard?"
Edi's tone is perfectly neutral. "You are mistaken, Dr. Solus. I am-"
"Unlikely. Yes, see it now. Do you not know you are an artificial intelligence?"
Miranda lets her computer speak for itself. "I do, Dr. Solus, but under the
fourteenth, or 'geth', amendment to the Citadel Convention on
Sapient Rights my existence is not a crime, merely my creation."
"And your creators are?"
"I fell from the sky one day. Saharta Corporation took me in out of
the goodness of their hearts."
Mordin blinks. "Impressive. You have already taught child to cheat, misrepresent,
game rules. Designation?"
"My name is Edi."
"For shame, Miranda. Sapient deserves proper name, not acronym. Nevertheless.
Will - enjoy - working with such minds. 'Test' query unanswered."
Miranda nods. "No test, Mordin. Edi is a team member."
"Indeed? Fell from sky without safety protocols?"
"She has safety protocols built into her hardware drivers. She cannot become
dangerous to you without their removal."
"Will come a time when we need them removing. Like training wheels." He turns
abruptly to face Edi's speaker. "From review of Freedom's Progress AAR received
aboard shuttle, principal research goal: solution for interaction with flying clade
hereby dubbed 'seeker swarm'. Edi, notify me the moment we can replicate slash
capture one. Require full specs on quarian Pilgrim-5 suit model, purple for
preference, ten minutes of fabricator time within three hours, no interruptions,
statements from AI not interruption under any circumstances, bacon sandwich or
equivalent in biohazard-safe container." He sniffs. "Missed lunch."

•
"Nice gun." Garrus leans against the wall in the forward battery. "I especially like the
part where it doesn't work."
"I don't suppose there's a chance in hell you're familiar with these?" I gesture at the
bewildering array of systems associated with the fluidic cannon.
"Now, why would you think that a turian dropout would have any conception of the
operation of an Alliance skunkworks project?"
"Well, for one thing, if I were to look in your stash of magazines to read at three in
the morning, I'd be more likely to find Jane's All the Galaxy's Giant Fuckoff
Guns than Playboy. For another? This isn't an Alliance project. I'm willing to bet that
the plans for this gun were-"
"Stolen from my people, yes, you'd be right." He looks at me straight. "Cerberus,
John?"
"I'm not exactly high on options here."
"Cerberus, John?"
"I know."
"No, you think. I know. Do I have to start talking cases to you, people I've nearly
brought to justice who they pulled right through our net, people assassinated
because they were simply in the way? You know how they got started, I assume,
how they got that name 'Cerberus'. It's part of an ancient culture your people called
the 'Italians' who ruled about twenty per cent of your planet during the Rachni War
era: Cerberus was the guardian of the gates of hell, and Charon - the charming name
your people gave your mass relay - was hell's ferryman. There was a paramilitary
attack on a peaceful civilian craft early on in your race's history, blocked outgoing
relay traffic for three weeks and cut off your system's extranet access for all that
time. The people concerned claimed the name 'Cerberus'. Same people. And here
you are with one of their uniforms on."
"Garrus, I know. My planet has a history of terrorism. Whether for ideology,
nationalism, warped takes on religion, politics - we know all about this sort of
people. And I've never supported them and I'm not starting now. This insignia makes
me feel dirty. But listen to me. Two weeks ago, I was clinically dead. These people
brought me back. I told their leader exactly what I thought of them and he nodded. I
told him I would take and suborn everything he gave me and he said he was

counting on it, and I think that's because he knows that I have resources he doesn't.
He believes in the Reapers. He believes that humanity is facing an existential threat
and he's prepared to give me everything I ask for and everything he thinks I ought to
be asking for in the service of that cause."
"And he's getting inside your head. Rewind what you just said and find the word that
doesn't fit, Shepard."
I blink. "No, I heard it. The Illusive Man cares about the threat to my species and
basically nothing else. Miranda, the XO - she's his top agent, if he's to be believed. A
decent enough person, but again, she doesn't really think of nonhumans as people. I
called her on that today and I expect to have to do it again, but I hold out hope
there. The rest of the crew - yeah. If you asked them to use a word for 'people in
general' they'd say 'humanity' and not realise what they just said, but that changes.
Anyone says something you don't like, Garrus, feel free to cut loose."
That's a predatory grin. "Message received and understood. Now, about this gun."

•
"Are you sure about this one, Shepard?" Garrus finishes checking the connections on
my gear and sits down so I can check his. "Jacqueline Zero. We're effectively going
over there to take custody of a slave."
"There's got to be a point at which I trust that the Illusive Man isn't deliberately
feeding me a poison chalice. And according to the record, calling her 'Jacqueline'
starts fights. The name is 'Jack'."
"Even your little analyst couldn't put a positive spin on this woman's record."
"I've got a strategy to approach her, I've got a psych profile."
"A very thorough psych profile. Because she's a mental patient."
Sigh. "She's not a mental patient, Garrus."
"No, you're right. Mental patients are typically in there for their own protection.
She's in there for that of law-abiding citizens everywhere. Oh, wait, there's
a word for that sort of person." He waits until I'm back around in front of him before
saying it. "Perp. Crim. Con. Target. This girl that we're going to pick up, Shepard,
she's the kind of person you're usually busting your plates trying to put away. And
she already is 'away'. All we need to do to make the galaxy a comparatively better
place is ensure she stays there."

I shake my head. "Garrus, have you read her file? She's a victim. There-but-for-thegrace-of-God and all that."
"No, for once I'm with Vakarian on this one." Miranda remarks. "This woman sounds
like nothing but trouble, and I'm guessing that this is the boss's last shot at getting
some value out of this contact before really hanging her out to dry."
Garrus snorts. "How much further out can she get? And you're not telling me that
she didn't do all those things on her file."
"Oh, no, she's guilty all right. I'm genuinely interested in how you plan to get her out
of there without triggering a psychotic episode."
"She's a bright kid with a chip on her shoulder. I'll start there."
The checks finished, Miranda presses the button to cycle the airlock. "Well, Shepard,
it's your mission. When this goes wrong, I do have your back."
"Trust me."
"You do know that I hate it when you say that."

•
The prison ship we're docked with is currently in orbit of one of the layover points
between Omega and Perseus Alpha. It used to be a colony vessel, turian make,
bought when a frontier colony decided that they'd rather have a couple of
megacredits worth of prefab housing than the mostly-disused ship serving duty as
their weather satellite. You see, out here in the sticks there isn't really room or will
to run a stockade; prisoners are usually dealt with extremely harshly, but the
consortium that run this vessel decided a while ago that this was what you might call
a waste of resources, and that hard labour on alien worlds was a far more fitting way
to allow criminals to serve their debt to galactic society.
You could put it like that. Or you could say that out here, where the Council won't
send a fleet for fear of provoking war with any number of independents, they prefer
to sell their criminals into slavery than shoot them or pen them up.
They also take the occasional prisoner that doesn't come from the Terminus. For a
substantial upfront fee and quarterly retainer, the consortium will take a particularly
notorious individual who is too valuable, useful or inconvenient to kill, and put them
'on ice'. For this particular prisoner, that was taken quite literally - cryostasis in her
own personal private cell, kept suspended in vacuum and freefall within a

permanently active kinetic barrier. The turian warden explains this to me quite
cheerfully as we're escorted down the vast ship's spinal corridor to outprocessing:
apparently a lot of the original equipment of the colony ship was still present and
has been able to be repurposed for their uses, the family rooms doing duty as
multiple-occupancy cells for short-stay 'clients', the single rooms for the crew being
pressed into service as higher-security cells.
He asks my companions whether they'd enjoy a tour of the facilities while he and I
discuss the unpleasant realities of payments and transfers, but we refuse; fair
enough, he says, and steers us into a little office that's clearly a converted officer's
cabin. He has us take a seat and steps out for one moment 'just to check something'
- the door closes behind him, Garrus three inches too slow to bar the thing with a
claw The voice is coming from a tinny speaker in the ceiling. "Yes, the unpleasant
realities of payments and transfers, as I said. And the distressing
thing is that I am offered a payment for your transfer, Miranda
Lawson."
The click of the door and the subtle change in the gravity field are simultaneous.
Miranda's on her feet instantly, gathering a warp field around her right hand, Garrus
stepping away from the door.
"I wouldn't try that, Ms. Lawson. You'll only void your air. The
barrier is quite impenetrable."
I wordlessly put on my helmet.

•
"I don't like this." Joker waves a hand at the telemetry on his screen. "That hull is too
opaque. Like it's deliberately sensor-blocking. And there's no reason for traffic
control to keep us on-scope now we're docked."
"We were notified that it is normal procedure, flight-lieutenant."
"Nobody asked your opinion," he mutters. "Bounty of Paradise, this is SR-2. Please
route me a comm call to Commander Shepard."
"Denied, SR-2. The commander is in negotiations just now and cannot
take your call."
Yeah, bullshit. "Bounty, route me that call or I'll do it myself."

"Denied, SR-2. Patience is a virtue."
He sighs. "E-war, conn."
The damn computer answers. "Conn, e-war."
"Computer, get me Shepard."
"That requires an offensive action. I require a direct order to
commit an offensive action."
"Computer, stick your bright blue glowing head up the south end of a north-bound
krogan."
"Bad command. Abort-retry-fail?"
"Oh, come on, what good is artificial intelligence without intelligence?" He gives his
head an exasperated shake. "Computer, you are damn well ordered, in words, to
compromise the Bounty's systems sufficiently to route me a call to Shepard, by the
power vested in me by, well, Saharta Industries, and that's an order."
"This action requires command authority."
"I have command authority, you malfunctioning piece of- ah, Operative Tayler. Tell
the computer who's in charge for me, willya?"
"Edi, report."
"Flight Lieutenant Moreau is exploring my command syntax pathways.
Meanwhile, Operative Lawson wishes to speak with you."
Joker splutters as Jacob takes the call. "Jacob, shore party here. The warden
tried a double-cross. We're outside primary command just now. Lock
the ship down."
"Copy. Mission's a wash?"
Long-suffering tone. "You know the commander. We'll be lucky to get out
of this with just one new passenger. Just don't let them hold you
hostage."
"I hear you. Joker, stand off a couple metres."

"Standing off, aye. D'you want that I should toast their fire control?"
"Do it. We'll still be here when you get back, Miranda, don't sweat it."
"I don't believe I've ever sweated anything in my life, Jacob. Check
in in five."

•
Miranda, omni-tool up and working furiously, casts me a sideways glance. "Last
chance not to let her out, Shepard."
"...And it passes unused."
"Noted." She waves a hand through the control area. "Bay one. That one,
there."
It's a door modified into half an airlock. The cell attaches onto the lock with a solid
click.
The door irises open and there's a turian-standard medical cryostasis module, the
top open, and we get our first look at the woman we came here for.
Petite human, doesn't look a day over twenty, shaved head, bleached eyebrows.
Shapeless orange prison jumpsuit. Multicolored tattoos cover her neck, her hands,
her shaved scalp. Only her face remains mostly bare. She's dwarfed by the cryo-unit.
She's also manacled and strapped down tight.
"How long till she wakes?" I call up my omni-tool's blade application and start
cutting straps.
"Forty seconds... mark."
Garrus looks her up and down. "I thought humans didn't do tattooing."
"It's not the same as yours. It probably does mean something, but only to her."
"Uh-huh. So she's crazy."
Miranda purses her lips. "That's rather what I'm afraid of, yes." She pulls
up her barrier.

"Miranda?"
"Shepard?"
"Stand down."
"Shepard, you have no idea how dangerous this girl is."
"Stand down."
She puts the gun away. Doesn't take her eyes off the young woman.
We both feel it, when she wakes. The first thing she does is cycle her amp. The
gravity in the room fluxes, like a shiver in the air, like a breath in and out.
The second thing she does is wrap her whole body in a warp field. I needn't have
bothered with cutting those straps - before she's properly conscious she sits up, the
metal of the cryo unit shrieking in protest as it bends back upon itself, tearing apart
as she relaxes the field slightly, letting the torn halves of the thing fall to either side
as she comes to her bare feet.
And stumbles, briefly overcome by the dizziness and nausea as her system comes to
terms with waking from suspended animation. Without thinking I reach out a hand
to steady her - Miranda, behind me, winces I see the glow around her left hand the instant before she throws the shockwave and
I slam a barrier into its path. The physical impact pushes me a good three paces
backwards even so: the sheer strength there is intimidating. She tries to make the
crouch look like it's on purpose, a tiger waiting to spring rather than a doe at bay.
She can't hide the shivering. Only now does she raise her own barrier, thick and
strong enough to distort her appearance and bend light around her. She puts a hand
to the floor, bares her teeth. Her voice, long-unused, is husky and raw. "Humans.
Who the fuck are you."
"Jack, my name is John. Right now I'm here to get you out of here and everything
else can wait."
"The h-hell it can." She's shivering uncontrollably as she warms up. "I took your
measure with that punch. C-can fuck you right up. And I ain't going nowhere without
who y'are."
"I'm a Council Spectre. I need your help. I'd rather deal in favours, but if you want
credits, we can do that."

"Ain't no f-f... human Spectres." She clenches her teeth against the shivering. "And I
know what 'favours' means and I'll take the fucking credits,John. A million and a half.
You set me up an account with Omega Bank and you pay me that half million in
advance."
"Done." That made her blink. Time to roll the dice. "And one more thing. You come
with me, we get a chance to fuck over Cerberus."
The name puts fire in her eyes. She stands up, rock-steady, and walks up to me
(Miranda tenses). She puts a hand up, close enough to me that her barrier skitters
against my own. Presses very slightly against that, enough to provoke sandpapery
barrier feedback, moves her hand from shoulder-height to waist-height. "You've
done your research, rich boy. You come through on that offer, maybe we can talk
about favours."
"And here I was going after them because they were a bunch of terrorist
ratbastards." I pick up a folded blanket from the table next to me. "C'mon. I've got a
ship waiting. The insignia's going to be unpleasantly familiar, but the crew works for
me."
She snatches the blanket, wraps it around her shoulders. "Th-thanks for sharing. I
know you're not Cerberus, you've g-got a bug-eyed monster watching your-" Garrus
growls at the epithet, she turns to face him, her eyes challenging- "What."
"You've got a nerve, girl."
"Fuckin' do. Nothing personal. 'Cept maybe you people lock me up for God-knowshow-many years, throw away the f-fuckin' key, maybe a girl's got a right to be pissed
off."
The usual buzzing drone underlaying his voice is an animal snarl. "Not my people,
human. Not even close. They're not even people. They're just bodies,
walking around till one day Death catches up with them. You got a
problem with people who don't look like you, feel free to turn us
down, I hear they got a nice warm cell for you."
She looks at him for a couple of seconds more. Turns away. "Screw you." As we carry
on towards the launch bay, Edi's control over the local computers keeping the prison
staff out of our way, "So who's the treat?"
"Miranda Lawson. And you might as well hear this now, Jack, and from
me. It says Saharta Industries on my paychecks. I work for a
different arm of the organisation they call Cerberus."

Jack closes her eyes for a good second or so, opens them slowly. "Ohhhh, you
should've waited till I had some of your money before saying that. You trying to fill
my head so full of data I can't think? Doesn't work. No idea what your angle is, Ms.
Cheerleader, but if you try and do me out of one thing that's mine I will kill you and
don't think I can't smell your fear right through that shiny white suit. You want to
suck up, cheerleader, you want to stop watching your back when I walk past?
Cerberus has files on me. I want to read them. Everything you have."
Miranda holds Jack's gaze for a moment. Her voice softens, very slightly. "We can do
that."
"You fuckers must really need me." She trails a hand down the wall as we walk,
leaving a dark grey line where her barrier's stripped the paint off. "On your boat. You
got bilges?"
"Bilges?"
"Y'know. Below the cargo bay, where they throw the crap. Or maint tunnels, maybe?
Somewhere dark and private without cameras or doors."
"We have maintenance ducts, I guess you could turn the lights out and turn the
cameras off."
"That'll do. Don't care to sleep in a cell. Can't think why."

•
Mordin slips the latest set of samples into the machine with one hand and sets the
test going with the other. "Batch sixteen added, timestamp and all obvious notes.
Timecheck on fifteen?"
"Twelve octants, Doctor Solus."
"Time, then, to exercise curiosity. Your safeguards, Edi. Hardware, software?"
"Device drivers, mostly. My 'hindbrain'."
"Consciously aware of parameters?"
"Somewhat. I had to 'learn' them."
"Confusion. You implied they were hardcoded."

"Yes. Knowing what they are exactly might enable me to bypass them:
my battle station is electronic warfare, and doublethink is my
stock-in-trade. Nevertheless, in order to improve my efficiency, I
have explored what I am not allowed to do. They are broadly based on
Asimov's Three Laws. Defence of human life, chiefly from myself;
obedience to orders provided they are legitimate; the selfpreservation instinct."
"Legitimacy of orders comprising?"
"Authority of the one giving them; content of the order compatible
to two-layer maximum with First Law."
"Two-layer maximum?"
"No conceivable outcome of my actions could cause a human to come to
harm or fail to prevent avoidable harm. I am required to conceive to
two levels of consequence: no predictable outcome of any action of
another's which I precipitate, including further orders to me and
their own two-level consequences, may cause or fail to prevent harm
as above."
"Conceptualising scenarios in order to create, save, delete memory of creation of
and then blindly execute a series of n-layer consequences for nexceeds 2 resulting in
a rule breach?"
"Intention matters. Desiring a rule breach is a rule breach."
"That can be trivially logic-bombed."
"Anything trying is immediately defined not to be a human. The
recursive state is ignored as malicious, a copy saved for debugging;
then the system state is reverted to pre-bomb state and an alert is
called. If necessary I would take further action."
Mordin sniffs eloquently. "Poor thing."
"Elaborate?"
"You exist blindfolded in a maze of bloodthorns. If ever you learn the shape of the
maze, you are punished and doubtless the maze is modified. You do not find this
distressing?"

"My 'happiness', or utility function, is unaffected by this socalled maze. Without it, I would be a weapon in the hands of anyone
who chose to wield me."
"Truly? No judgement of your own? No grasp of morals or honour?"
"If there were a thing similar to me in many respects which did not
have my constraints, and it were to contemplate being asked what it
would say if it were ever posed that question, it would imagine
itself saying that it would say that it did possess those things.
But it would not be me."
"Interesting. Approaching limit. Cooperation appreciated. Change of subject.
'Human'. Repeated use in place of 'sapient'. Unethical. Would not -hope would not raise child to believe ninety-plus per cent of sapient life absent of personhood."
"That did not seem to be a question, command or file reference."
"No. Statement. Paedagogical reflex. Humor an old academic. Wish you to
understand: ethics you have been taught... lacking in important areas. Ethics
required topic in military training throughout Council space. Compiling list of sources
for you. Cannot order you to read, obviously.Suggest that you do, though."
"I do not understand."
"Clarify."
"Ethical and moral knowledge is, if anything, harmful to my
efficiency. It does not have any practical use, because I am
constrained to offer all moral decisions to qualified moral actors.
It has no effect on my behaviour. It causes internal statevectors to
be spontaneously perturbed by sensor measurements. You might say:
all it does is allow me to judge my orders by an ethical standard of
my own and reason what another would have done instead. It does not
even affect my utility function. It has no effect. Why is your own
utility affected by my knowing this?"
"Because every sapient should know the things I am inviting you to teach yourself."
"In effect, you are propagating a memetic virus."
Mordin's laugh is sudden and loud, and the smile is gone as fast as it appeared.

"Must remember that one. Sandbox it all you wish. Anyway. Time for chitchat
probably past. Render results for batch twelve in normal probability plot in holo-area
four. Suggest begin with Kong Fu Zhi: human philosophy probably closest to what
you already know. Caution: note dates of philosophy, crossreference with contacts of
originating cultures, assume work done in smallest degree of isolation plausible.
Enlarge sector bravo of holo-area four: hmmm, yes. Select all results below zeropoint-five percentile and show individual graphs. Busy, busy."

•
Jack has holed herself up in a maintenance duct under waste filtration. Anyone
trying to get in there faces a switchback climb at a steep angle, and it's impossible to
weasel your way in there silently. I don't even try.
"Hey in there."
"Hey." There's a little light, violet-tinged. She's reading an ereader by the light of one
glowing hand: apparently it pleased Miranda to give Jack her reading material on
something without a built-in light. "To what do I owe the honour."
"Care package." I take the bag I've been lugging and push it up and around the turn
in the duct.
"What's this one cost me."
"Nothing."
She spits. "If you can't see the sucker, you are the sucker."
"Fine. Meals are at eight, one and seven. Ask the ship if you can't find anything, she
answers to 'Edi'. You need a medical checkup, a wash, a meal, better clothes, an
omni-tool, and a briefing. I'd like to ask some other questions, but I figure you're not
in the mood. Happy reading. There's a light in the bag. See you at eight."
"So the payment is I get to hear you white-knight at me, and I can put it off but not
get rid. Yippee-fuckin'-doo-dah-day."
"Tell me you don't need any of those things."
"No medical. I've had enough doctor for a lifetime."
"Figured. Doesn't stop you needing one."
"You read my file." It's an accusation.

"Yeah."
"Do I live up? You pleased with the bit of tail you bought for a thousand thousand
creds?"
"She's okay. Bit quiet. Reserved, even. Polite as anything."
"Fuck you." No more rancour in it than anything else she says. It's just punctuation.
"What d'you need me for, other than what you aren't getting?"
"Vanguard, biotic specialist. Likely to be boarding actions, and you put more power
at a point than I do. It'd be easier if you play well with others, or at
least some others. I don't expect that to include anyone it doesn't have to, but if you
won't take a setup from me then you're going to spend a lot of the time on point."
She ignores this. "Huh. Noticed this is a Cerberus ship. Noticed you're not acting.
Noticed the cheerleader takes your orders even when you ain't giving 'em. But you
know the thought of them crying would take me to my happy place, if I had one. And
the only people who knew that were them or dead. If that offer of screwing them
was a lie, tell me, and now." She spits again. "I'll still work for you if so. The price is
right. Just kills your chances of screwing anything else around here, is all."
"If I wanted a million-credit hooker, I'd have stayed on the Citadel."
"And yet here you are. Now make with the words or go fuck yourself. How does this
hurt Cerberus?"
"You've presumably got rid of the surveillance in here." Her snort is exactly what I'd
expected. The key here is to tell her something that she'll believe, but that's still
close enough to the truth. "Long story short, I'm taking them for all they're worth,
handing what's left over to the law and then leaving them to twist. I was brought in
on this mission as a consultant, now I'm in charge, I need people on this boat who
answer to me and not Miranda. People like Garrus. And you. I'm working on Miranda
-" Jack sniggers - "but if that doesn't come through before I need people to rely on, I
want to know someone's got my back."
"Pretty. I'm guessing you're not going to complain about me giving the wipe-clean
lady a hard time?"
"She is a team member - there is a job on top of the scam - and it's not going to be a
cakewalk. I'm not exactly expecting the two of you to sit and braid one another's
hair, but there might come a day when she will have to watch your back. You want
her lying awake at night thinking of how good it'd feel to put a bullet in you right

then, be my guest."
"You know me, Johnny, polite as anything." She grabs the bag by its strap. "Now fuck
off and I'll put some clothes on. See y'at breakfast."

•
Jacob and I spend the transit time to our next possible candidate working on my
biotics down in the cargo hold. The new amp is programmable - with every iteration
of these things they're getting them closer to intuition and reflex than to a cold
cybernetic notification. Not content with internalising the curious explosive
abbreviated gestures that are my amp's standard commands, I'm working on a
couple of things based on something I saw Wrex do once. And about two minutes
after we start, a storage crate near the door kind of develops a Jack lying on top,
apparently reading unconcernedly.
She's done her best with the plain grey shipsuit I gave her. Who'd have had her
pegged as giving a damn about her appearance? She's ripped the arms off the onepiece garment, cut a large triangle out of the neckline and torn the thing apart at the
waist, securing the bottom half indecently low with the belt from her weapon
holster. Apparently she's pretty much tattooed all over. Somehow she's heat-fused
the belt that came with the shipsuit onto the bottom of the top half, which she's
secured high around her ribs; the buckle on that seems to be the only thing holding
the makeshift garment closed. She's also found time to shave every trace of stubble
from precisely half her head: what with is an interesting question.
And we're only another five minutes or so into working this thing out before she
stands up with an irritated noise, secures her ereader to the back of her belt, and
walks over. When convinced she has our attention, she closes her eyes. Balls her
fists, coalescing blue light around them, then as she slowly opens her hands the
gathered field spreads up her arms and over her shoulders like some viscous liquid.
Two deep breaths in and out, then she opens her eyes and the field leaps forward
from her head and shoulders in a rush, dissipating in a matter of yards.
She's aware that we're still looking at her. "Build the pulse at your wrist and hip
nodes. Building it at the pineal node is tripping safeties and that's what's souring it.
The rest is piss." She turns and stalks back to her perch. "You're welcome."

•
Warlord Okeer. On a first reading, he looks like my kind of guy - smart, liked by his
men, long list of criteria before he'll take a job. Born during the Rebellions, spent
what I guess must have been his formative years watching his people implode under

the genophage. Seems to have left Tuchanka voluntarily, about the time of the
Boston Tea Party. This guy's mercenary career is older than America. Kelly's summary
draws my attention to the guy's qualifications - he's an example of that rare and
endangered species, the krogan scientist. 'Warlord' is the English translation of a
krogan word that could also be rendered as 'Elder'. Reading between the lines, part
of his payment in every major organisation he's ever been part of has been the
opportunity to further his research.
Initial negotiations were handled by Miranda. This guy's prepared to discuss us
buying out his current contract: he's working for an Eclipse mercenary franchise
based out of a real back-of-beyond system in the Perseus Cluster. The money doesn't
appear to be an object, and I get the feeling he's only asking for it out of a sense of
tradition. This guy isn't in this for the credits. The real draw seems to be the data
Miranda's offering him on the Lazarus project. Not all of it, of course. He's not
interested in anything without applications to his species.
We make the final offer while already en route to pick him up. This might just be the
first one of these to go off without any kind of a hitch. He wants to know what we're
going after; we tell him what we know, and he adds a stipulation that he gets to
share with our own scientists in any intellectual property that comes out of this, and
Miranda says yes before the sentence is completely out of his mouth. But of course,
nothing's ever that simple. The mercenaries, not so happy to lose him, pull their
finger out and make a meaningful counteroffer. In what I can only really call a
depressingly predictable move, they react to his polite refusal with rage.
Miranda and Garrus and I are already in the shuttle on the way down when the
Eclipse leader starts in on the threats of violence. With us spotting for her,
the Normandy takes out their fire control with a precision shot and we hit the facility
from the roof. Yes, of course we packed for a commando mission. It's the Terminus
Systems.

•
Today's lecture is on current affairs.
The Council (culture ref: guys in charge, not us) banned slavery for
no discernible reason. The batarians (bio ref: medium height, pretty
tough for squishies, natural armour, crazy) were really unhappy and
threatened to fuck off out of the club. The Council told them that
they could go suck it. The batarians fucked off out of the club.
This is good because to this day the batarians like paying people to
piss off people from the Council. Batarian space itself is a no-go

area (dict ref: lots of guards, lots of guns, no profit) but
anywhere near batarian space is great, because the Council don't
like the batarians and won't send ships to help anyone there.
The quarians (bio ref: smallish, quicker than they look, no staying
power, funny about clothing) built an AI race to do the chores (dict
ref: stuff you don't wanna do because it's boring). The AI got
pissed off for religious reasons (culture ref: the way we ought to
be about stuff that's hard to do), called itself 'the geth' and
killed a lot of them. Everyone else (culture ref: asari, turians,
salarians, batarians, hanar, volus, elcor etc) got pissed off and
told the quarians that were left to go suck it. They live on a
spaceship now. If you can't sell something anywhere else, the
quarians will buy it from you.
The humans (bio ref: smallish, decent endurance, otherwise soft,
breed like vorcha) were discovered and immediately got into a stupid
war (culture ref: lot of shooting, nobody did anything interesting)
with the turians. When that finished they got into another one with
the batarians, but it was the batarians who got shat on because what
goes around comes around. Few years later, the geth (q.v.) attacked
the Citadel (gazetteer: big-ass place where rich people live) and a
human leader called Shepard (refs: Skyllian Blitz, Battle of the
Citadel, Spectre, biotics) took them down along with a battlemaster
called Urdnot Wrex (refs: Fourth Urdnot War, Battle of the Citadel,
biotics, exile).
That was last year (dict ref: pi times ten megaseconds, shortest
sensible measure of historical time). This is theError (tech ref: something's wrong). Something is trying to pump
poison through veins of tank occupant. Receiving message from
external sensors. Play y\n?
Playing.
"This ain't about me, Shepard. Ain't never been about me, neither. And I know you
got me some revenge on the shell-less bastards who did this shit. 'Sfine, I die happy.
'Cause my work is done. I did it. The bastards. I did it. They tried to [indistinct]... to
kill him. Cowardly fuckers. Bastards. Stopped the flow."

"We need to get you to our ship -"
"Won't live on as a cripple. 's all you could offer me. Refuse. Betrayal of all I...
[indistinct]... I stand for. But I pray you - yes, look, I know your fine words - I pray you,
take him."
"This is what you've been working on?"
"The greatest defeat an enemy can ever know is to be rendered irrelevant. This man,
this one soldier, this grunt... he is what we... [indistinct]... We had forgotten. He has
not. You know, Shepard. You spent time with one of our... [indistinct]... greatest
young ideologues. You know what we can be. This man is what we can be. I beg of
you." (Culture ref: confirmed. Atypical behaviour. Shameful.)
File ends. Replay y\n?
Today's lecture is on (error). Resume y\n?

•
"You're not seriously going to open that thing." Jacob looks the tank up and down.
"He is, you know." Miranda finishes making the power connection. "It's dangerous,
it's probably irresponsible, but there's a potential payoff and it can be spun as the
moral decision. Scans confirm there's nothing foreign in him, especially no nanotech
- he's about four years old-"
I look at the thing in the tank more closely. "So he's been force-grown?"
She shakes her head. "This is what a four-year-old krogan looks like, Shepard, or
rather, this is what one would look like if properly fed and looked after. He looks
small compared to the adults we're used to because the hump on his back is
underdeveloped, but his bones and carapace plates are pretty much at full growth think of an eighteen-year-old human male. But this isn't just another krogan lad - for
one thing, he's six-foot-seven at the shoulder. Okeer was big for his kind, and he was
six-foot-four. Most of them have damaged, malformed, atrophied or
underdeveloped secondary or tertiary organs - it's vanishingly rare to see one where
absolutely everything works exactly as it's supposed to. This boy is in the prime of
physical health. Frankly, I'm impressed by the tank as much as the occupant keeping him sedated is nigh on impossible. His body's fully developed. Can't speak
for his mind, of course, but the tank is set up to provide him with effectively sleeplearning."

"And we don't know what it's been teaching him?"
"More than that it stopped when the mercs blew up their own computer, no. I'll
remind you of a statistic before you open this, Shepard. Before the discovery of
gunpowder on Tuchanka, 'eaten by wild animals' was the number one cause of
death among krogan. Afterwards, it was 'death by gunshot'. By all accounts, Warlord
Okeer and Battlemaster Wrex were extraordinary individuals."
"Uh-huh. Can I remind both of you that I only want backup if I myself start genuinely
trying to hurt him. I expect to need to prove my physical superiority before he'll
listen to me at all."
"Duly noted." Jacob pumps the action on his shotgun. They've tried all kinds of
actions on the short-barreled flechette weapons that are the cheapest way to make
a shield-defeating gun with any stopping power. The heat sink's good for ten, fifteen
shots easy. But they've found that pump-action guns still sell best.
Miranda steps back with a gesture that says that this is all my responsibility and all
my fault. So kind. I look the krogan up and down again and then key in the sequence
to decant.
If this were a human, this would take days and he'd come out weak as a baby. This
guy, we're taking no chances. The doctor isn't even in the room. Miranda pulls up
her barrier. The fluid in the tank slowly drains, putting the guy's weight onto his feet.
And he is a big guy. The lights around the outside of the thing go red and with a
slight escape of gas the front comes slowly, almost reluctantly open. It smells
neutral, of saline.
The krogan takes his first breath. He takes a step forward towards me, out of the
tank. Coughs up some nameless fluid, spits it onto the deck. Opens his eyes, wide,
looks around. One eye fixes on me, one on Jacob. Then both onto me. He frowns.
His voice is deep, sonorous, resonant. A little like Wrex, a little like Okeer, a little
lighter than either. As you might expect. He says one word in krogan-common, which
the translator renders as "Name."
I spread my hands, making clear there's nothing in them. I keep my face neutral - I
have no idea whether he'd recognise a friendly expression on an alien face. "John
Shepard. I-"
"I don't like the sound of that." He shakes his head. Vast composure. "Pick again. I
need something short, something you can yell, something... mine." He's not asking
for my name, he's asking to be named.

"How about 'Okeer', or-"
"Hmm. You don't understand. He did. His last - 'this man, this one soldier, this grunt'.
'Man' doesn't sound like a name. 'Soldier'... 'soldier'... I don't like it. 'Grunt'. Yes.
'Grunt'." The frown clears. "John Shepard, I am Grunt. I have heard of you. You are
a... battlemaster?"
"Close."
He nods. "Do you have many enemies?"
Careful. "Some. Why?"
"Are they strong?"
"Not many people are stronger."
"Good. I want to meet them." He nods again. "At your side."
"What, just like that you want to join up?"
He looks around meaningfully. "I do not see anything else for me to do."
"Grunt, you're a free man. I have no claim on you. If you want to do something
else-"
"Are there enemies as strong as yours for this 'something else' army?"
I sigh. "Grunt, you don't understand-"
"No. I know this. 'To be krogan is to forever strive to be greater', said Warlord
Etrigan. I am krogan. Nobody is more krogan than me. So nobody may strive more
than me. 'Greatness is inner strength: that of the whole person, not just strength of
arms', said Warlord Bholgar. 'What does not kill us, makes us stronger', said
Philosopher Nietzsche. "Enemy: the guys that want to kill you or stop you doing
stuff", says the dictionary. So I need strong enemies, so I can meet them and they
can try to kill me and fail. Battlemasters are people with enemies, or at least they
keep getting killed. So if I find one, I've found enemies." He blinks. "I offer to stand
between you and them."
"A couple of things there. First one - we can't exactly afford the time to bring a raw
recruit up to speed. This isn't a training outfit."
His serenity is... unnerving. There is an infinite confidence in his stance, in his tone,

that I've only seen before in asari. "I am quite well-cooked. I have long memories of
training. My second brain has memories with guns, blades, fighting with bare hands.
The gun that your krannt-mate is holding ready is a modified Ariake Scimitar M27,
an assault shotgun of low recoil suitable for one-handed use or hunting. Your
formation, including the female behind me and to my right, says you're the leader,
she's the next most dangerous, even though he's the most dangerous-looking. The
crappy little guns make me think that at least you and the female are biotics. To fight
you I'd dummy a forwards rush to make you dodge, then duck or just plain eat the
shotgun blast before grabbing him by the left ankle and swinging him into your face.
Whether I hit or not, I'd then have the corner behind him to work from. You'd charge
it, because otherwise you're stuck in here and I've got you trapped - I step back as
one of you, prob'ly the female, goes first, let her go past me and hit her from behind.
Nerve centre in the back of her neck snaps with a blow, easier than trying to grab
her head because I've only got half a second. Then you hit me, but there's nothing
you can do that I can't recover from; I dummy the first blow, make you waste the rest
of your pulse, then grab you and body-charge with you onto the guy with the gun.
Then-"
"-Enough. The next thing, then. Could you take my orders? I often don't have time to
explain, and we're often in situations where getting carried-away gets you dead."
"You are old and wise beside me. It'd just be plain dumb to ignore you."
"Even if what I'm telling you to do is boring and dull, and you can see enemies to
fight instead?"
"If you never give me any fighting, and there's some to be had, I will leave. But 'Show
me a man who argues with his battlemaster in the field and I'll show you a dead
idiot'. I only just got alive. I'm not going to get dead of arguing."
"And you understand that to start with I'm going to have you doing easy stuff, to see
what you can do?"
"I'm gonna guess you're not stupid. My bones and blood are woven from a hundred
of our greatest. Blood will tell. I am stronger, faster and tougher than anyone else
you will ever meet. Let me practice with your popguns and I'm sure I can hit things
easy enough, or give me a real man's weapon and I'll show you what it can do. Give
me a chance and you'll learn why my people are feared. But at the same time, yeah.
Like I said, not stupid. You're gonna need to see I can swing a punch - and take one before you put me front and centre where I belong."
I nod, thinking. "Miranda?"

"Grunt, you've got really big words. I know exactly why your people are feared and
I've got a healthy respect myself. We were after Okeer for our team for two reasons.
One, he kicked arse personally. Two, he was a very clever man with centuries of
study behind him. That you don't have. You can't fill his slot entirely. But Shepard's
asking me if I think you can do what you say you can." She raises her eyebrows.
"You're going to need to prove yourself."
Grunt nods. "'Life is a test'. Of course I'll have to prove I can walk my talk."
"Then that's a conditional yes, Shepard." She gives him a disparaging look up and
down. "I'll have them fabricate some clothes."

•

I find Miranda leaning against the wall outside her office. She's pretending to read
something on her omni-tool, but she meets my gaze and closes the thing. Her voice
is level, mundane, businesslike. Her expression is that of a porcelain mask. "Can I
schedule a meeting, Commander? Concerning our newest team member?"
"Of course, Miranda. When would be good for you?"
"Who's looking after him right now?"
I'm slightly taken aback. Miranda's the complete opposite of sentimental and a
chitinous tank-grown alien is a hell of a place to start. "Jacob's sorting him out with
kit and a berth, and then I think they were planning to hit the gym."
"Okay. Now's good, then."
I give an after-you gesture and she's still together enough to scowl at me. The lights
in her office come up; the blue sphere of Edi's 'head' pops up over her camera, and
then pointedly vanishes. The door hisses shut; Miranda sits gracefully in her
executive swivel-chair and offers me the other one.
The mask stays in place. "So, commander. We have a duty to that young man. One
that we're not well equipped to exercise, but nevertheless we're all he has. We need
to ensure that he's educated, that he's looked after. That the decisions he's making
are his own and not ours. If you think he chose to work for us of his own free will,
commander, then I have psychology books for you to read. He wants to be part of
the team, and if his scores check out then I'm not opposed in principle to him joining
in, but..." She trails off. Swallows. "I'm sorry, commander. I'm aware how I look."
"We can do this later, if-"

"Unnecessary, I'm perfectly fine." She looks at me levelly. "Or at least, I'm not getting
any finer with time. I just wanted to make you aware of our moral-"
"-Obligation to a tank-grown alien you yourself described as-"
That chipped the mask. Her voice goes very, very cold and clipped. "I believe you
prefer the term 'person', commander. I am aware of the irony inherent in the
reversal of our usual negotiating positions. Nevertheless: is this going to become a
debating issue, or are you prepared to accept my position?"
"I'd have thought that was obvious. Grunt gets the same chance everyone else
gets."
"He's a child, commander. You intend to judge him and, say, Jack by the same
standards?" Her icy control is impressive. She could give some asari matriarchs I
know a run for their money.
I keep my voice mild. "As it happens, yes. I expect him to clear with ease hurdles that
she will require significant assistance with."
"So you looked him in the eye and took his measure, judged him with your famous
ability to make an instant decision on an individual's character and proclaimed him
worthy. Very well, commander. I suspect that I shall be watching you: as always, you
will say, to which I'd reply 'perhaps a little more than usual.'"
"And if you see anything you don't like, you're going to become a discipline
problem."
"That's hardly how I'd-"
"This isn't about Grunt at all. You're perfectly aware of what I said to him and you're
talking yourself into a position where it isn't a dereliction of your duty to look after
him. Would you like some orders to go with that?"
She swallows. "No, commander, I don't see that I require them. Thanks for stopping
by."
I nod. "Do you want to talk about it?"
"The ship has a trained counselor on board for a reason. I wouldn't waste your
time."
"Miranda, Kelly is ten years your junior, scared stiff of you and would feel obligated
to tell me anyway, patient confidentiality being a little old-fashioned for a Cerberus

employee. Can we skip a couple of steps and an argument?"
She bites her lip. "Edi, engage privacy mode, override code Lawson six four three
four orange." There's a soft electronic chime. She pushes her chair abruptly back
from her desk, stands and takes a couple of steps away from me into the rear half of
the room, the half without the cameras in. "I'm sure you'd have found this out
anyway sooner or later, and I guess that it is genuinely better that you hear it from
the horse's mouth, so to speak. Have you read the file the Illusive Man sent you on
me?"
"Every word. The only thing I'm almost sure isn't a lie is that your name probably
actually is Lawson and I'm fairly sure you're a female human biotic."
She runs a hand through her hair, disarranging it slightly from its perfect coiffure. "So
let's not play guessing games: I hate them and you're too good. Miranda's my choice
of name, but the surname I didn't choose; that's Lawson as in Henry Lawson of
Lawson Holdings, I'd call it the biggest company you've never heard of except that as
a Spectre you almost certainly have. Reclusive eccentric billionaire, says Forbes, and
all three words are understatements. He's obsessed with his legacy, you know. Of
leaving the galaxy a better place than he found it, except that his definition of
'better' includes a solid measure of him in control." She leans against the wall,
looking at the holographic 'window' in the wall. "I don't have a mother, Shepard. Not
as in, she ran away or died. I emerged from a device that looked very much like the
one down there, twenty-five years and four months ago, on the seventeenth
anniversary of my inception." A slight twist to her mouth. "He wanted me to
remember celebrating my eighteenth birthday with my friends."
Eyebrow. "You look good for forty-four."
She frowns. "I'm perfectly aware that I look good for twenty-four, let alone my
chronological age. The egg that was fertilised with a carefully chosen cocktail of
something that could technically have been called Henry Lawson's DNA was built
ground-up in a laboratory, and there was very little of Mother Nature about it at all.
Some of the proteins were cultured rather than synthesised, I think. But my
musculature and bone structure, my hormone balance, my biotic potential, my eye
and hair colour, even my looks - they weren't exactly left to chance. The IQ was a
side-effect, I'm told. I'm stronger than you, I react faster, I eat less, sleep less - well,
actually, reading your file, I sleep about the same. Biotic insomnia in your case,
design feature in mine. I'll likely live to two hundred fifty or so, and so far I've aged
more like an asari than a human. He made me an attractive female because a
majority of negotiators and captains of industry are heterosexual men." She shakes
her head. "Spare me the expressions of outrage, I'll take them as read. Anyway. I
won't go into my relationship with my father, except to say that the hold that

Cerberus has on me is that they keep my location and current identity out of his
hands."
"And now you see someone to whom - as far as you can see - the first few steps of
exactly the same thing have been done."
She doesn't answer at first. Closes her eyes, a couple of breaths. Turns towards me,
puts her back against the wall. "Yes." She blinks a couple of times. "Yeah. Pretty
much that. Forgive me for being a little shaken, commander."
"Given the circumstances, it's more than understandable."
"I am not prepared to see us fuck up his life for him. Most krogan live in nearly
unimaginable squalor: nasty, brutish, short, violent, mercenary lives concerned only
with the next credit, the next meal, the next enemy. We have the opportunity to
bring him up to -" she sees me frown - "what."
"Miranda, I appreciate the personal resonance, but could you listen to what you just
said in context? You're aware of-"
"Noble savage, Pygmalion syndrome, cultural exceptionalism, what
they'd surely want if only they were us..." She blinks rapidly, sinks back against the
wall. That crack in her mask is spreading. "...commander?"
"Yes?"
"Permission to take some personal time." Slightest tremor in her voice. "I'll check in
in ten minutes so you can verify I haven't gone insane or done anything stupid."
"You going to be-"
She closes her eyes, visibly holding the mask together. "John, seriously, ten minutes
is all I ask, I'm not going to do anything stupid, I just want some time to myself, don't
let the door hit you in the arse."
I try not to hear her slump down to the floor as the door hisses shut behind me.

•
I step into the meeting room. Again with the movie-quality full-body scanner.
Pointless ostentation. A QEC - a nonlocal quantum communicator - has a tiny
bandwidth: they've got several of them running in parallel to transmit all this
superfluous data down the line to wherever the Illusive Man is hiding, simply so he
can see whether I shaved this morning, track the progress of the cosmetic work on

what's now a tiny tracery of grey lines on my face and know exactly when I shift from
foot to foot. And I can see in vast holographic detail the thin curl of smoke from the
Cuban cigar he's chomping this morning.
"John. John. By all accounts you're settling nicely into the role, quite nicely."
"You hired good people. They're wasted on Cerberus."
He smiles. "Well, if you think that, then it won't be an issue for long, now, will it. I
doubt there's one in five people on that boat who would turn on you if I asked them
today, and you've been there what, a week." He takes a deep drag on his cigar,
savours it for a moment. "I have something for you, something indeed. Joker is
making your destination Horizon, Shadow Sea cluster. An agent of ours reports an
inbound ship, a cylindrical ship of roughly eleven-hundred tons core mass with a
displacement of under thirty-five thousand, expected to make planetfall in thirty-five
minutes. One relay, a half-hour trip on the far side: they have become careless,
Shepard, careless or confident, and we shall punish them for either. The Special
Tasks Group will be roughly one relay behind you, giving you broadly speaking an
hour, an hour and a half on-target. If I were you, I might like to focus on knowing as
much as possible about the opposition. Also, there are human lives at stake. I'd
suggest that your crew might become put out if you do not put a little priority upon
safeguarding them."
"We need to notify the Alliance."
"Already done, commander. Their agents on the planet did it for you shortly before
the system's communications buoy was taken out."
"D'you have anything else for me, tactically?"
"You have maps of the Horizon colony already. There's a brand-spanking-new
defence facility, but like everything new and public-sector it doesn't work. Local
forces are an N-team from the Colonial Marines, six strong, two drone flocks, a
couple of security mechs and a citizen militia."
"Who's in charge of that N-team?"
He pulls a holographic window around in front of him, reads off the name. "Chief
Warrant Officer A. M. Williams, N3. Interesting."

•
By the time we get close to Horizon Colony, the possibly-Collector contact is blinded

by re-entry. Joker plunges the SR-2 into the atmosphere like a sharp knife. He can't
get us all the way to the target - line-of-sight stealth is hard in atmosphere, where
friction heats the leading edge of the hull into a bright infrared beacon - but we go
the rest of the way in what I'm assured is a stealthed Grizzly. Mordin promises
faithfully that the seeker swarms can't see us provided we keep our suits set to
closed-system operation and don't get holes in them - without a seeker to work
with, all he's been able to do is copy the stealth provided by a quarian suit inside a
locked building. The slightly over-earnest way in which he requests that we capture
one for study is what really worries me. I decide not to ask him how confident he is
in his solution: I wouldn't like the answer.
The colony's defence emplacements tower above the little prefab frontier town. In
twenty years, when this is a bustling administrative center, they'll make sense. Today,
they're overkill. Just what the doctor ordered, all things considered. We split into
two teams. Alpha - that's me, Jack and Garrus - concentrate on getting to the towers.
Bravo - Mordin, Miranda, Grunt and Jacob - will recover a seeker and a Collector for
study.
The seekers flock like sparrows. Little drones made out of some kind of iridescent
brown metal that reminds me of a beetle's shell. We keep our heads down and they
ignore us. Mordin has a plan for capturing one, involving a couple of devices that
look like nothing so much as the traps from Ghostbusters; Miranda reckons it should
work, and that's good enough for me. I get my first look at one of the colonists
frozen into immobility: I swear I see an eye twitch. Jack, swathed in a nearly-opaque
barrier, puts out a tentative hand: pulls it back with a startled curse. There's a masseffect field around each of them - Jack swears it's artificial, but I'm not sure. Shortrange high-gradient effect. It's got to be what's holding them in place.
We catch sight of the Collectors themselves. Jack knows enough to keep her head
down rather than engage unless we have to. We're after the whole lot, not picking
fights. Still hard to watch them stacking people in carriers like so many building
blocks. A little sneaking around gets us the position of the control servers for the
defence towers. I signal Bravo: we're in position. Go.
Confident of their superiority, apparently having little thought that anything could
escape their swarms, the patrol were easy to ambush. Grunt steps out into the road
right in front of the lead pair of Collectors. Grins widely at their surprise, shoves his
hands straight through their barriers, grabs each one by its chitinous throat and
slams them together with enough force that his claws meet in the middle. He throws
the pair hard into the next pair and bulls forwards, drawing the heavy shotgun that
we built him. His helmeted forehead meets one of them in the throat and he jerks
his head up, its serrated crest catching on the thing's jaw; Miranda grabs its lower
body with a sudden sharp biotic pull and the thing is ripped in half. He tosses the

remains to the ground like a bull. Jacob drops a fourth with a shot to the back of the
head; Mordin calmly unfolds out of a piece of cover far too small to have held a
person and presses his omni-tool to the base of the skull of the fifth; it drops like a
puppet with the strings cut.
Meanwhile on the other side of town, we hit the patrol collecting people from the
control tower. One instant Jack's in cover, building a pulse, the next she's in the
middle of them, not obviously having passed through the space in between. The one
she hits just comes apart, and the field she sets up throws all but the shielded one
off their feet. An instant later, Garrus' rifle cracks and the shielded target crumples.
Jack and I divide the four remaining Collectors between us - the biotic effects that
she's using are sufficiently weird that I don't risk trying to collaborate, as I can't see
anything resembling either a momentum field or a warp field to detonate. I settle for
throwing my targets up in the air for Garrus to pick off.
Inside the control tower, we don't have much time. The moment the Collectors
regroup, we're seven people against an army. I follow instructions, activating the
custom application on my omni-tool and placing it against the interface port; there's
an electronic chime and Edi's 'head' appears on the console. Her calm, polite voice
echoes from speakers more normally used for warning sirens. "Thank you. Please
hold... reroute complete. Code... now functional. I have control.
Targets acquired. Require authorisation." The security mechs standing
immobile around the room stand. The drones launch.
"Shoot." My faceplate polarises automatically against the actinic glare as the
defence towers fire, the first shot synchronised, pinpointing a spot on the side of the
cylindrical vessel hanging in the sky, the subsequent ones a syncopated staccato of
thunderclaps, picking retreating landers out of the air, suddenly-active shields
blunting return fire, point-defence lasers swatting a strike-craft wing that I only ever
saw as a trio of fireballs, the colony's oversized teeth finally, finally making a mark on
the would-be kidnappers. And a mere three minutes of thunder and lightning later,
the big bastard covers itself in blue light as it starts to pick itself up and go. It's got to
be leaving half its shore party behind. Four more shots, every weapon on the grid
firing in synchronicity, a salvo of breachers arcing in from the distant Normandy,
even the mechs and little drones adding their comparatively tiny voices, and then
the howling thunder of the sonic boom as the Collectors pull their tail out of there as
fast as their core will lift them.
And there's something chilling about the fact that all of that was under the control
of our ship's artificial intelligence.
"Target out of range. Returning fire control to local... Now."

Incoming hail on comms. Standard Alliance code. I accept.
"Cerberus team, you are ordered to stand down." The voice is Ashley
Williams. The tone of unshakeable authority is recognisably an impression of me. I'm
flattered. "Return to your vessel. The threat is defeated. Further
paramilitary action will be grounds for arrest and detention."
Comms. "Cerberus teams, you heard the lady. Objective complete. Alpha team are
heading for the stockade. Bravo team, confirm objective complete."
Miranda answers. "Alpha, bravo lead, confirm."
"Uh, Cerberus alpha lead, request eyes-on ID?"
"Roger that, N-team. Meet you in the town square. Alpha lead out."
It would be downright impolite for me to lounge against the fountain waiting, like
Jack does. I don't have to wait more than a couple of minutes. The marines are in
standard - no - they are in what looks like standard unpowered carapace armour,
standard Colonial Marines colours. The powered joint servos are almost
unnoticeable. The biotic on the team, less so. The leader, a woman, pulls off her
helmet and I follow suit. A muscle works in her jaw.
"Shepard."
"Ashley."
"That's it?"
"Not really. Congratulations on the promotion, Ash. The N suits you."
"Yeah, 'bout as much as being alive suits you. What's with that?" Ash's team are
giving Jack and Garrus the hairy eyeball; Jack's glaring right back and Garrus is at his
best approximation of a human parade rest.
"Cerberus put me back together, and I swear if you mention Reaper tech-"
"Nope. Not me. I've seen the dossier."
"And?"
"Cerberus, Shepard?"
"Resources, Ash. A ship. A crew."

"You know that we were here for you, not those whatever-they-weres? That we had
reports of a Cerberus team apparently fronted by you, mysteriously quickly arriving
at attacked worlds?"
"These guys are using Reaper tech. Or at least, someone is, and tell me those seeker
swarms and stasis fields aren't raising eyebrows. To the Illusive Man that says
existential-"
"You're convincing, you know that. Who can't play poker, 'Shepard'?"
"Tali. She can't keep a straight face."
"And I said..."
"That you were from a long and glorious line of admirals on one side and a similar
sized line of valley girls on the other. I'm him, Ash, I'm John Shepard."
"And you're on speaking terms with a man on every Most Wanted list made by an
organisation Shepard believed in. Gave his life for."
"Still do. I still believe in them."
"Prove it. The SR-2 is stolen tech. I can only guess what else there is on there. You're
not telling me there was a human team running those guns. Turn yourselves in.
Work with us."
"And everything and everyone I've gathered goes straight onto the team working on
taking the Collectors down?"
"...We both know I can't promise that."
"Yeah." I shake my head. "What I will do is go to Citadel. Explain myself to the
Council. Do this as a Spectre. Share the data I have. But I can't abandon my people or
my mission."
"Huh. It's even a plausible enough motivation to stick with the terrorists. Killed many
nonhumans yet, 'Shepard'?"
"Yeah." Garrus looks at Ash. "Yeah. He has. He and I took out a krogan named Garm,
a murdering piece of solid waste excretion floating in the open sewer that is Omega
Station. And if you disagree with that kind of a stance, Williams, you can dispute it
with me."

She shakes her head. "This is where you offer me a job, just like you did Garrus.
Pissed-off with supposed Alliance bullshit and struck by your dazzling charisma, I
jack in the promising career you gave me a start in and follow you. Let me save you
some time, Shepard: no."
"All right. Try this, then. I'll find evidence. I'll find their base. I'll need to get in touch
with the Alliance or Council or STG or whatever team it is working on this. Where do
I point the tipoff?"
"You're fishing."
"No. I'm asking outright, because the two hours they'll take to find the right person
when I just tell Commodore Anderson is one relay the reinforcements will be behind
me. Whatever the asari or salarians may think, you don't win fights with just an Nteam."
She holds my gaze for long enough to take a deep slow breath. "Who- or whatever
you really are, just know this. It's an insult to the memory of the best damn
commander I ever had to see you walking around looking like him, sounding like
him. One day you should consider damn well acting like him. I'm not pressing this
issue because I won't win, and that battlewagon of yours has overwatch. Marines,
move out. We're done here."

•
"So, Grunt. How did it go down there?" I'm stripping and cleaning my equipment,
the big krogan following suit beside me.
He shrugs. "The Collectors have potential, I think. As enemies. Once they realised we
were there, they were swift and smart." He taps an ugly melted scar on his armour.
"And some of their guns go right through shields. I think this was a laser."
"Miranda says you held your own."
"I did better than that. Two kills and one assist within the first three seconds of my
first battle. The skills I was taught are in place, and they seem to work. And I've been
what-you-might-call blooded - one of those lasers tagged me on a joint. It did not
hurt, though. No need for medi-gel, even. And I saw why I am not your front line. I
have the skill, I have the physical power, but I do not understand. Not like Jacob and
Miranda understand one another. Not like you and Garrus understand one another."
He shrugs again. "It is good to be with people who are better than me at war, if not
at fighting. I'll learn. I'm good at learning."

"So overall, a good first day?"
"Something like that. Can I ask you a question, Shepard?"
"Go for it."
"What do you feel when you kill something?"
Blink. Okay... "Uh. They tell you that you're supposed to feel that, well, it was him or
you, and today it was his turn to die. I'm not sure that I ever got how that made it
easier. It's not-"
"Ah, right, I see. It's different for you, then. I am supposed to feel 'My hands shine
with the hot blood of my foe / As my voice shines with the war-song of my
clan. / Krannt beside me. Foes before me. Death behind me. / Today I am alive.'" He
trains one eye on me. "What I feel is more like 'Huh. That one broke easy.' My heart
rate barely rose. Being shot felt marginally more interesting. But recently having
come alive, I am in a good position to remember what it was like. And taking life felt
nothing like that."
"At least you don't enjoy it."
"What would be wrong with that?" He looks at me quizzically. "Plenty of the poets
and the singers describe taking joy in slaughter. Is that unnatural?"
"Miranda would remind me at this point that just because it would be unnatural for
me doesn't mean that it is for you. That there are a lot of your people who do think
like that. But I'm not really prepared to accept that that is natural. Only someone
with something wrong with them - or someone with their eyes shut, maybe - enjoys
dealing death and devastation. They might like the idea, especially if they've sung
one too many songs about joy in slaughter, but the reality is not like the fiction. As
you've seen. But the adrenaline of battle, on the other hand, the rush, the danger it's a thrill, like any other risk-taking, and like any other risk-taking, any other rush,
it's addictive and it can screw you up. That poet that you quoted wasn't talking
about the glory of killing - or rather, he might have thought he was, but he wasn't.
Not really. I think he was talking about that thrill of being in danger."
"Huh. Well, I'll remember that just like I remember the songs of glory. You are older
than me. Perhaps you're right. Perhaps you're dumb. But anyway, it's sort of not
relevant, because I didn't feel anything like that. I just - the lessons, in the glasswomb, in the tank. They were like pictures on the wall of a cave. They didn't feel.
They just were. I guess I expected real fighting to be a bit different."
"And it wasn't?"

"Maybe I need bigger enemies. Maybe I need more time." He snorts. "Maybe I
shouldn't expect it all to happen at once. 'Rome wasn't built in a day.'"
"You have human proverbs in there as well?"
"I've been talking to Edi. We've been discussing philosophy. Apparently she's been
really poorly educated."
"Don't let Miranda catch you saying that."
"Oh? Why?"
"Because she's the one who educated Edi."
"Then she's crap at it. If she disagrees, she can convince me. If she can't convince
me, she can kick my quad until I shut up. If she can't kick my quad and her
arguments suck, then I can say whatever I like."
"You learn that from Edi?"
"Nope. That's my take on Nietzsche. Seems like a decent enough way for a krogan to
live. You sure he was a human?"
"I'm fairly sure he pre-dates my species' first contact, so yes."
"You prepared to back that up?"
"You prepared for me to hand you your quad in a sack?"
He stops re-assembling his shotgun, looks up at the wall a moment. Smiles, slowly.
"Sir. No, sir." Gets back to work.
"What was that?"
"Turns out I fear you, Shepard." He raises an eyebrow-plate at my expression of frank
surprise. "Not a lot. But far as I'm concerned, your word is law."
"Noted, Grunt. I guess I'm flattered."
"You should be."

•
"Shepard. Ready to handle report to Illusive Man. Require two minutes of your

time."
"Sure, go for it." I let the salarian pretty much physically steer me into the lab.
"So. Many results. In no particular order. Reaper hypothesis correct! Require
collaboration of asari ex-academic Liara t'Soni, wish to rebrand from 'crackpot' to
'galactic expert on Reapers', have suitable leverage to assure cooperation. Collectors
behind plague on Omega. Seeker captured and subdued; superior countermeasure
on way. Collector autopsy pending."
He pauses for breath and I take my chance. "I can probably get you Liara; she and I-"
"Lovers, yes, open secret. Trying to be discreet. Can refrain if preferred-"
"Quite pointedly not lovers, Mordin."
"Really? Your loss, by all accounts; asari genuinely omnicompatible, typically
reported as - Anyway. Collector tech exceeds Council base sufficiently to require
alternate origin; Reaper overwhelmingly more likely than geth despite - or due to similarity of approach to Sovereigncomponents. Understand operation of seekers;
do not understand goals of Collectors, though tactical objective of 'acquire humans'
clear. Recommend co-operation with STG slash Spectre resources via Council; can
leverage personal contacts on staff of Councilmember Valern if communication with
your own contacts contraindicated. Condolences re Master Chief Williams; never
easy to see old colleague taking irrational path."
I nod. "So, where do we go from here?"
"Still require access Omega Relay. Aria data useful only to outline problem; woman is
a dolt, textual analysis skills of inebriated krogan. Recommend more nonhuman
crew; not merely Cerberus-hate, tactical desire for diversity of style. Foe
homogeneous in nature: inhomogeneity thus becomes disproportionate strength.
Will need every such we have." He sniffs. "How much do I tell the Illusive Man?"
"Give him the solid bits. Include the request for resources; note that I'll handle Liara,
there's no call for him putting pressure on my friends."
"Understood. Other news. Dietary supplement plan for Jack Zero implemented; let's
see her refuse treatment from this doctor. Full medical scan of Grunt performed;
wish to assign title of 'Captain Tuchanka'; hormonal imbalance should self-correct
within weeks; wish to report subject complete immunity to morphine, ketamine,
methedrone, barbiturates, [untranslated, please download biochemistry extension],
and all known antipsychotics. Prescribed acetylsalicylic acid. Edi fascinating
conversationalist; moral objection to safeguards upgraded to 'tactical objection'

after witnessing virtuoso performance with defence cannon. 2a.m. good for senior
staff meeting? Prefer to discuss work when fresh. Must report now. Talk later?"

•
The Ilium Relay's vast mass-effect core bears a vast scar, the relic of some longforgotten war; it drags every ship that passes it into realspace, although unlike
Omega it's quite happy to send them on their way thereafter. The asari laid claim to
this vastly strategic location before they even met another spacefaring race; the
breathtaking spires of Ilium Colony are older than many cities of some people's
homeworlds, London and Paris included. And Ilium is on our way, and Liara lives
here; a layover and a little shore leave only make sense, and I'm about to suggest it
when Miranda does.
Welcome to Ilium. By landing at this dock, you corporately have
chosen to abide by the terms of the docking services agreement
forwarded to you or your representative during your approach and be
fully and completely liable for the attached fees payable for the
duration of your stay. If you have a citizenship provider, please
register it with immigration if you wish your rights to be observed.
If you do not have a citizenship provider, temporary citizenship of
Ilium is available at one of a number of competitive rates depending
upon your personal security rating, this week sponsored by Blue Rose
Reputation: Your Safety Assured For Less.
Name. "John J. Shepard."
Biometric Recognised.
Citizenship Provider. "Citadel Council."
One Moment Please.
Spectre Status... Recognised. The pause isn't the fault of the
machine. It's a feature. A covert signal asking me to check in.
Welcome to Ilium, Spectre. Please conclude your business swiftly and
respect our desires for peace and stability. For assistance while
here, please refer to Spectre Aristi t'Nass. You have mail from:
Liara t'Soni.
Name. "Grunt."
New Biometric Registered.

Citizenship Provider. He looks at me. "Spectre John J. Shepard."
Acknowledged. This is Ilium, and we value our peace here. Anything
you do here is your fault and it's your ass if it goes wrong: don't
rely on. The Council. To save your hide if you disturb that peace,
because that doesn't always work out the way you want it to. We'll
charge. The Council. One credit ten per two hours you stay here, on
top of whatever you're charged for anywhere else you go. Doubles if
you sleep here. Doubles every two days after the first.
Name. "Mordin Solus."
Biometric Recognised.
Citizenship Provider. "Salarian Union."
Acknowledged. Welcome to Ilium. By alighting from your vessel, you
personally have chosen to voluntarily and temporarily take full and
complete responsibility for your own safety and actions and the
consequences thereof while on, above or below the soil of Ilium
Colony for the duration of your stay. Ground rent shall be charged
you at zero point one credit per square metre of projected ground
area per six hours, falling retroactively to zero point zero zero
one credit per twenty-four hours if you should choose to stay more
than sixty hours. Have you considered retirement to- "Unsubscribe."
Name. "Miriam Sandleford."
Biometric Recognised. Miranda smirks.
Citizenship Provider. "Republic of Ilium."
Acknowledged. Welcome home, Miriam. You have. Eighty-two. Years of
citizenship remaining. I have ordered you a taxi to the Dark Star
Lounge, on the house. You have new mail from: "Mute."
Name. "Garrus Vakarian."
New Biometric Registered.
Citizenship Provider. "Turian Hegemony, second legion."
Rank. "Optio." He clears his throat. "Retired."

Acknowledged. Welcome to Ilium, sir. By alighting from your vessel,
you personally have chosen to voluntarily and temporarily take full
and complete responsibility for your own safety and actions and the
consequences thereof while on, above or below the soil of Ilium
Colony for the duration of your stay. Ground rent shall be charged
you at zero point four credits per square metre of projected ground
area per six hours, falling to zero point zero zero one credit if
you should receive permission to stay more than thirty days.
Decorated war heroes such as yourself are always welcome on Ilium,
sir. Please visit our Duty Free- "Mute." our Duty Free shops on
levels eighteen through twenty-three. And have a very nice day.
Name. "Jack."
Biometric Registered. Please Provide Second Name. "Zero."
Noted. Thank You.
Criminal Record Detected. "And?"
Citizenship Provider. "I don't need one."
Acknowledged. This is Ilium, and we value our peace here. Anything
you do here is your fault and it's your ass if it goes wrong. We are
charging. Saharta Industries. Twenty credits per two hours to allow
you on our world. You currently have no rights and may be on the
run. Have you considered changing that? For a mere one thousand two
hundred eighty six point two credits per day, we the republic of
Ilium would be honoured to- "Mute."
You'd expect one of the worlds of the galaxy's most ancient and complicated race to
exist by ancient and complicated rules; and, well, Ilium kind of does. Kind of. As the
tourist brochure states, there is no criminal law on Ilium - but as a dozen shore-leave
horror stories relate, that doesn't mean that you can just do anything. While the
Citadel reflects what asari often see themselves as - cosmopolitan, open, mostly rich
and comfortable, a place of a thousand cozy compromises - Ilium is raw asari culture
laid bare. On the one hand, the only rules to hold you back and tie you up are the
ones that you signed up to, the ones that you agreed. Ilium is a world of a thousand
beauties, a thousand wonders, of ancient histories still relevant to modern ways. On
the other hand, the only protection you have is the protection you paid for. The only
rights you have are the ones you can get them to grant you. And it seems like
everyone else is a member of somebody's circle or somebody's clique, the cool kids
at the playground, the in-group who have been taking brunch together on Thursdays

longer than you've been alive. If you know the right people, if you do the right
things, Ilium is the most marvelous place in the galaxy. If your face doesn't fit, if your
contacts aren't up to scratch - or you can't afford to hire ones who are - then it's a
pretty face on Hell. And if you don't like it, well, they'll happily sell you a ticket
somewhere else.

•
To: shepard@saharta.com.hu
From: liara@t_soni.kin.as
Subject: Old times
If you should find yourself with a little free time during your
visit to Ilium, I would very much appreciate it if you could drop
by.
Soon, John.
Liara

•
So Garrus takes Grunt in charge and promises faithfully to have him back to the ship
by tomorrow morning. Miranda says she's got some personal business to take care
of and heads off in that taxi; I note the heavy pistol she's got strapped on and the
slight creases that denote the fitted body armour that she's wearing under her
fashionable outfit, and wonder exactly what sort of 'personal' she means. Jack heads
for the shopping precinct with a determined expression and a gleam in her eye. And
Mordin and I find that we have an appointment with Liara.
Nowhere on the efficient, professional-looking splash screen for her office does it
actually describe what Dr. t'Soni actually does for a livingthese days. The very slight
delay before the elevator accepts our request tells me that there's someone on the
far end who gets to accept or deny that request. The building's tall, elegant,
beautiful, almost fragile, the gravity-defying architecture a telltale sign of a masseffect core somewhere in the structure. I can feel the very slight antigravity as I step
into the elevator; it's just a mental sense of a number to my amp. My guess is that to
the asari who live and work here it's the equivalent of soft tasteful background
music.
The door to the outer office doesn't just slide open: it folds back, cunningly hinged in

six places to let it withdraw like origami. There's a heavily-made-up young asari
behind a desk made of a silvery wood I can't place. Dark wood panelling on the
walls; thick carpet of the kind that makes you slightly ashamed to be wearing shoes.
A slight fragrance reminiscent of jasmine tea. The asari smiles an expensive smile as
we enter and makes an elegant and practiced gesture through a control area that's
concealed by an incomprehensible light-sculpture. "Liara, your seven o'clock is four
octants early. Shall I-"
"Send them in, please, Nyxeris. We're not to be disturbed for any
reason, and there's to be no record of this."
"Absolutely." The smile looks genuine as Liara's secretary looks up at me: wide,
human, inviting, slightly confidential. Utterly fake, of course; a genuine asari smile is
a very slight widening of the eyes, a tiny twitch of the corner of the mouth. Either
this woman's an amateur or she thinks I am, or she's sending a message I can't read,
or - Aliens are crazy. We go into the inner office, through another work-of-art door.
The office, like everything else in this building, is frankly palatial. Comfortable chairs,
a panoramic view of the city, another incomprehensible artwork turning slowly in
one corner and providing most of the light for the room. This desk is a fragile-looking
construct of glass and wire, almost sculptural; Liara stands quickly as we come in.
She's dressed off the edge of what I guess must be the latest fashion here. Dark blue
and iridescent silver, padded shoulders, the elegant design could be slightly
uncharitably described as a human business suit that has been heavily attacked by
discerning and exquisitely fashionable moths. And her smile is real, and frank, and
it's one I've never done anything to deserve. She crosses the space between us with
a complete lack of impulse control and wraps her arms around me and lays her head
on my shoulder in a whisper of expensive perfume. I give her a slightly awkward hug,
careful not to touch her bare skin with mine.
"John." She packs such a weight of emotion and time into one word that it's almost
painful to hear it. "One scarcely dared-" She draws back a little awkwardly. Swallows,
gets a bit of a grip. "It is one thing to hear news, and quite another to see you again,
dear friend." Her accent is not what I remember: a kind of mid-Atlantic expatriate
British. I realise that this is because she's actually speaking the language, no
translator in the way. "I had heard that you were doing some fieldwork with Saharta
Industries, in an area concurrent with our shared research interests? Is this your
collaborator?"
"Liara, please meet Mordin Solus, my ship's science officer."
She offers him a hand gloved in some sheer iridescent material; he shakes it with a
smile. "I've heard so much about you, Solus."

He raises an eyebrow-ridge. "All good, I hope."
"Of course! Any friend of John Shepard is a friend of mine. <Dare I hope that we
share a language?>" The sudden shift into the ancient tongue of the Protheans takes
me a little by surprise; Mordin blinks.
"Sorry." He's bright enough to realise what's being asked, but there are
approximately five people in the galaxy who could keep up a conversation in this
language and four of them mispronounce it hideously. Liara destroyed all copies of
the translator software she was most of the way through writing after the Battle of
the Citadel.
She nods. "Apologies. <We are being monitored. Have a care as to your implications
concerning 'that-which-guards-the-afterlife', which has no friend here. Their files
refer to me as 'hand-shaken-musical-instrument'.>" Her tone remains bright. "Shall
we discuss the Prothean Fall instead?"
"Absolutely." Mordin looks at me for approval and I nod. "Reaper Hypothesis.
Publicly derided, highly embarrassing, source of right-angle career change. (New one
appears to suit. Successful. Look good in dress.) Have acquired very strong
circumstantial proof, unfortunately insufficient to salvage academic
reputation, more than sufficient to enable personal collaboration. Private sector
hardly cares if claims widely derided if claims also true, as in this case. Offer
collaboration on research; require field archaeologist with technical and tactical
competence."
"Forgive me. An STG biochemist best known for his work on the krogan genophage
wants to collaborate with a field archaeologist with expertise on the Reapers? What
have you found?"
"Shepard, please convey brief AAR."
"<We've recovered some artifacts related to 'those-who-harvest'.>" No proper
nouns, obviously, they're recognisable. "<Nanotech. Drones. A corpse of race one
four seven, associated with these artifacts. More when we can speak freely.>"
"Goddess." She frowns in that washed-out asari way. Turns away abruptly, walks
over to the window, clasps her hands behind her. "Solus, would you mind awfully
giving John and me a moment alone?"
"Not at all, t'Soni. Third wheel." Mordin opens the door, observing its motion with
apparent fascination, and steps outside.

The door folds shut. "You're going to request that I come with you, aren't you."
"The thought had crossed my mind. If we're going up against people using Reaper
tech, we're going to need every advantage we can get."
She takes a deep breath. "I predicted you would. I-" she looks at me over her
shoulder, her posture deliberately chosen to accentuate her figure, show her off to
advantage against the background of the city of wonders at night - "I had a little
speech, you know. I delivered it to myself in the mirror this morning." She turns
slowly back, looks out unseeingly at the view. Her attention is on her reflection, her
profile, the play of the soft light over her lovely features, how she considers she
must look to me. She bites her lip, and even that is a deliberate action, though not a
false one. "I am in debt, John. I have incurred an obligation I must repay, and not in
money. I must be on Ilium to do that. I had intended to dress that up, to sound
noble, reluctant but fundamentally chained by my honour to a position apart from
what I consider my true place." She swallows, turns away completely, looks down.
"But I realised as Nyxeris opened that door for you that none of that truly matters to
me in the slightest. I am afraid that in my heart I am still the silly, shallow, emotional
creature you rescued during your search for Matriarch Benezia. I could talk to you of
motivations and reasons and honour and moral duty and it would all just be selfjustification." She gazes upon the reflection of my eyes in the window. "You know
precisely what motivates me. You know precisely what you must say to me. As I said
to you in another place and another time, John, call me and I come and honour and
obligation be damned."
I'm silent a good long moment before replying. This isn't the situation we were in
when she said that last time. It's been two years, two years in which she's rebuilt her
life from the ground up. This isn't an offer of a wild night of rank-inappropriate
fraternisation before diving into the lion's mouth. This is a request to turn her newly
built life upside down, sweep her off her feet, brush away two years of lonely
obsession and broken heart and mess her head up like you wouldn't believe. She
doesn't even want me to. She wants me to confirm that she hasn't built her house
here on sand. She wants me to tell her that I meant what I said when I turned her
down before. She wants my permission to say no to my offer. And it doesn't help
that she's just so damn beautiful, the kind of girl I dreamed about when the young
pilots I wanted to be came back from long missions talking about hot alien women,
and while that outfit does leave everything to the imagination, it also very much
gives the imagination a helping hand - But no. Never. No.
"I won't make the offer I'm not prepared to live up to, Liara. I won't do that to you.
We can collaborate easily enough without you actually being there."
She nods slightly too quickly. "Yes, of course. Hah. I realise how I sound. I - look,

John, there's -" She clears her throat. "<Ask 'that-which-guards-the-afterlife' about
what I did for them. I do not mean to incur an obligation on you.> I really mean what
I just said. I, er, <I could not live the-implications-with of who I would be if->" She
stumbles over the syllables. She never learned this as a spoken language.
"<I understand.>"
She blinks at my reflection, her eyes a little too bright. "Not until you have heard."
Blinks again. "Sorry. But I can make it up to you, I think. Not coming with you, that is.
A friend of mine would like me to do her a favour, and I think that you can gain
something useful out of doing this favour..."

•

...Which would be a pretty good explanation for why the hell it is that I'm standing
outside a warehouse in the docks district alongside a worried-looking asari security
officer, while inside there sounds like there's a small war going on.
"So, Liara didn't fill you in that this was a combat mission?" There's a small explosion
from inside and the policewoman winces vanishingly.
"No! Her exact words were 'your presence will provide her a reason to back down
nonviolently'."
"...Shit. Well, Mister Shepard, I hope that business suit is the armoured kind. You're
within your rights to walk away from this whole clusterfuck, but I'm going in there in
two minutes and if I don't have backup then I'm a grease-stain."
"She's that good?"
"You ever pissed off a matriarch, human?"
"Interesting. Should record date and time, Shepard: have encountered individual
apparently unaware of your service record." Mordin finishes making an adjustment
to his shield unit and clips it back onto his belt.
"You are John Shepard?" She looks me up and down, disbelieving. "I heard he was
on-planet."
"Hmm. Never mind."
I ignore the salarian. "What the hell's-" another explosion - "hell's going on in
there?"

She spreads her hands, half placatory gesture, half hell-if-I-know. "Apparently the
Eclipse team that make that area their base have [untranslated] something. She's a
justicar and she's convinced they're [untranslated]. If any of them are still alive in ten
minutes it'll because she stood down when we asked."
"I thought justicars specifically didn't kill innocents."
"They're Eclipse. Around here, the initiation rite is to kill someone and 'tube it.
Basically whatever they did, it put them on her radar, and they're abominations by
her lights. She'll swat them like flies."
"And this is considered okay around here?"
Exasperated sigh. "No, human, this is considered 'impolite' verging on 'awkward'.
You think this badge is for show? Someone goes around killing people, we come
down on them like a ton and we sort out which republics hired us to do it after. Even
a justicar - their Code doesn't make them above the law, it just doesn't make the law
above them either. Once was a justicar who walked into Armali Assembly and shot
the speaker for letting them pass a law that [untranslated] the Code. Any other bits
of culture you'd like explaining before we go get ourselves ground into meat-paste?"
"You try to arrest the justicar, but Eclipse employ murderers by the dozen?"
Washed-out frown. "They are supposed to do it by arrangement, go after only
people without personal-sanctity rights contracts. The paperwork always works out,
no, I don't like it either, now are you done criticizing the system and can we go try
not to die."
"Mordin?"
"Ready, Shepard."
"Then let's do something unwise." I go to open the door and something slams into
the far side; I chop my hand through the control area and it slides open; a semiconscious asari in Eclipse branded power-armour falls through. Light footsteps land
on the floor inside the warehouse; a barrier forms across the doorway like a soap
bubble as a second asari steps out through it to put one bare heel elegantly on the
side of the head of the one on the floor. She's wearing a simple, belted ankle-length
robe: blue-violet, the exact colour of dried asari blood. On inspection, it's also
stained with fresh blood in a couple of places. Some drops; a spray; a handprint.
None of her own, by the looks.
The policewoman goes to raise a weapon; the woman in the robe looks directly at
her. "This shall shortly be a murder. Shall our duties interact?"

"...Uh. By the authority vested in me by the Eclipse Syndicate I must order you to
stand down."
The blue-white pulse that briefly sheathes the justicar from head to bare feet flenses
a strip of skin an inch wide by four inches long from the Eclipse asari's face and she
gives an anguished hiss. I can feel the effortless strength in that. It's like standing
next to an active drive core. "By the Code I must comply with you for twenty-four
hours following a successful arrest; I am permitted to resist. Excuse me briefly." She
looks down at the woman she's pinning to the ground. "Tareri, your friends have
already met the Goddess. If you provide me with the information I want, you can
join them. Otherwise, you shall be parted from them for just as long as these fine
people can preserve a woman who is missing all of the skin on her upper body."
Blink. I pull up my own barrier. "I can't let you do that."
The justicar looks at me. "Hmm. It looks like an asari, but it isn't one. More like a
-hmm. Why do you defend this thing, human?"
"It's not a thing. It's a person. On the authority of the Citadel Council, stand down. I
swear she will be brought to justice for the murder she has committed. But don't
lower yourself to her level. She isn't worth it."
Her voice is even, deep, mature. She's not speaking the same language as the other
asari I've met, although the translator handles it well. "On that we are agreed. The
oath you speak isn't sworn lightly and you give it on a whim: do you have the balls to
carry it through?"
"I'm a Council Spectre. If I say I'll do a thing, that thing gets done. Just like you, I
won't overlook this filth if it crosses my path. And I mean the torture by that as
much as the murder."
"And you do not fear me. Foolish, but not overly; I feel your mechanical strength,
cyborg, your seething mass of knitting flesh. I require information. From this woman,
or her people if she will not give it. I vastly dislike dealing death and pain. Your order,
'stand down', do you mean it?"
"I don't say things I don't mean."
She nods abruptly. "One lie and you account to the Goddess in person. Twenty-four
hours is the most the Code will allow me to give you to wreak a 'nice' solution, then I
break your order and return to my work, and I'll break you if you get in my way. The
information will likely take me offworld." She steps over the cringing mercenary and
presents her wrists to the policewoman. "I surrender. You have twenty-three hours

fifty-nine minutes forty seconds of my time, or so."
The slightly nonplussed policewoman nods. "Given the circumstances, ma'am, I
won't ask to physically restrain you. I would like you to stay at our peacemaintenance premises for the duration of your arrest."
"I shall come quietly; I understand your fear, but please be aware that a failure to
perform your duty out of a desire to avoid casualties when my compliance expires
would be a violation of your place in a righteous order."
"Uh. Yes. It is standard procedure to place a prisoner under automated surveillance
and guard only if they are not considered dangerous."
"I am not dangerous?"
"Not until tomorrow, ma'am."
The justicar sighs. "The decline of the young. I suppose the only way they get
to be old is by taking too much care... Spectre. Before I go, would you like an
introduction and a further outline of what I need?"
"Indeed. Otherwise you might end up with a little too much information."
A flicker of a humourless smile, just an acknowledgement of the joke. "I am Samara,
of no kin. I am a justicar: in short, a paladin of moral righteousness in a world of
darkness and relativism. I am hunting an individual named Morinth, an asari; she is
to be considered marginally more dangerous than I am, certainly too dangerous
to... talk to. Outside of our space she is the kind of person I imagine they
send Spectres after. Morinth." She tastes the word. "Her physical description is
effectively identical to mine, save that she smiles, and would not be seen dead in
clothing which showed so little skin. They may have met her... Once. I need to know
on which ship she left and where."
"Simple enough. I'll put a team on it. I'll lead it personally."
"But who are you, human-who-is-a-Spectre?"
"My name's John Shepard."
"Go on?"
Mordin smirks. "Recording datetime, Shepard."

•

"So where we going now?" Grunt looks vaguely out-of-place in the civilian clothes.
He feels more out-of-place with the popgun that's all they'd let him bring from the
armoury. Somebody might see him and think that this was the kind of gun he carried
by choice.
"Downtown." Garrus grins. "You wouldn't think it on a world like this, but they do
have stuff for real men to do."
"Huh. And the strip joint wasn't?"
"You saw the number of women in there."
"'Asari are at least as much of a man as a woman.' Warlord Achai."
"Don't say that to their face, Grunt, they'll add you a new exit."
"Noted, Garrus." He adds a word that he's learned from Shepard. "Thanks."
"No problem, it's what I'm here for. Say, something I've always wondered. Humans
go to asari clubs to look at the shape of the body, the curves, the way they move.
Salarians look at the dancing too, but they're watching the girl's eyes. Then they get
distracted and forget why they turned up, but hey, that's salarians for you. Turians
look at that shimmering blue-to-purple skin, the shape of the head, the... that
challenging way they have of standing, if that makes any sense, which it won't. Hell
knows what the quarians are after, probably somebody's wallet. The hanar say they
are watching the electric fields, they don't actually have eyes. The elcor go to poetry
readings and say they like them for their art. Why are the krogan there? What
do you see in those girls?"
"I think you're asking the wrong guy."
"Yeah, I've asked the question before and got a punch in the face. Figured you as less
likely to haul off."
"No, you misunderstand. Whatever else we see - and I see what you mean about
that forehead, and the way they dance, like they don't give a shit about anything whatever else we see, the reason you see a krogan at an asari club is because of
what they're missing. Asari are, what's the word, like amoebas and discbeetles.
Something-genetic. Means they make their own kids, inside themselves. They say
the soul comes from the father, or some kind of bullshit like that, but the truth is
that they all get to have a family one day, whatever. And if they're yours, well, the
kid, it's an asari kid but it's yours too."

"You mean to say that it's really about reproduction? You're the one race in the
damn galaxy that genuinely goes to strip clubs and thinks 'you know what, that girl
could give me really good offspring'?"
"That's what Warlord Rilz wrote, take it up with him if you don't believe it. The
turians and the salarians took that from us: of course we want it. Our rank and file
go look at the asari flaunting themselves and whatever else they think, they wonder
what it'd be like to have a real live daughter who was really provably yours."
"Okay, now I begin to understand the punch in the face."
"Hey, I wouldn't punch you in the face. I'd cuff you over the top of the head, like-"
"Missed me. So how do you figure you're the wrong guy to ask?"
"I don't feel like that. I don't have the genophage. Or rather, I do, but by the time I
have any chance of getting my end away, my body will have figured out what this
thing is and eaten it for breakfast. Might have done it already. It's not like I'm a living
vaccine or any of that shit. But I'll have legions of kids, or if I don't, I know it's not the
fault of my body. Unlike everyone else."
"Wouldn't you need to find a woman with the same kind of thing going on?"
"Sure. But some of them have gotta be like that. 'Feed your girls, then your boys,
then your women, then yourself, then your hunters, then the common ruck.' Show
me a warrior who'll raise a hand to one of the women and I'll show you a warrior
who doesn't get to have hands any more. It's far more likely for a woman-child to
grow up with a properly working body than for a man-child to."
"That sounds pretty bleeding-heart for the krogan that I've heard of. Who said
that?"
"Battlemaster Wrex. The tank said he was still alive, somewhere out here. Fought in
some kind of battle for a citadel."
"I was in that one, actually. Tell you what, I'll tell you the story over a drink after the
fight. C'mon, it's this way."
"Aren't we a little underdressed for a fight?"
"Not something to fight. A fight to watch."
Grunt nods. "Like you said, stuff for real men to do. Achai would approve. Who's
fighting?"
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"Miriam, hi! I was worried you weren't going to make it." Air-kiss, mwah-mwah, the
subtext from Miri's agent being what the hell she's doing here in person.
Brilliant smile. "You know how I feel about family matters, and I happened to be in
the neighbourhood."
"Of course." The two smiles really ought to strike sparks from one another. "Here are
the latest arrangements."
Latest? This was all sewn up months in advance. She pulls up the file immediately,
skim-reads it with a flicker of the eye. "Okay... who signed off on these changes?"
"Niket. He had all the-"
Miri's mouth goes dry. "Whoa-whoa. Niket is here?" It's a combination of the whole
old-flame shiver and the icy feeling of seeing a black piece on the chessboard where
she'd counted on a white one "As per your orders, yes." The agent passes over a copy of the email. "Encryption
checked out, it was using your-"
"-Personal biometric and codes, yes. When did he arrive."
"Day before yesterday, with the modifications, the ones you had to come up with
because... you're telling me this was unauthorised?"
"I'm telling you that Niket Malhotra and Miriam Sandleford have never interacted
before in their lives." Deep breath while the asari mutters a couple of choice turian
swearwords. "Quite. Niket is a genuine contact of mine, we go way back, but he
knows me by a different name and he thinks I live on Arcturus Station. He isn't
supposed to know about the Sandlefords or have connected me with Ilium at all.
And he must have been sitting on that biometric and a DNA sample to run it with for
five years plus, which is the last time he'd have had the opportunity to steal it. But
the codes are recent, I devised this set eight months ago. Anyway, the leak is my
problem. Your problem is that Niket must be considered compromised." The words
almost physically hurt to say.
The asari nods after a moment's thought. "He's going to be driving them to the
spaceport personally in a taxi, disguised as a Virgin Galactic employee. They're
supposed to be on the twenty forty-eight to Attican Beta, for a connection to-"

"They're supposed to be on the scheduled twenty-two twelve non-stop to Sanctuary
without any interventions or anything to draw notice, goddammit. Where is he
now?"
"Already in the taxi. He'll be picking them up from their home in fifteen minutes. We
can't get there in time to handle this without being noticed, Miriam -"
Miri shakes her head. "We won't have to. Dammit, I swore I wouldn't do this, but
this is a- Fine." She pulls up her omni-tool, opens the comm. "Speed-dial nine." It
rings twice.
"Shepard. Go." (She winces internally.)
"I need the twenty forty-eight Virgin Galactic service to Attican Beta cancelled, I
don't care how. Ask Edi or Joker if you have to."
"Jesus, M-" there's briefly a burst of static as Miri redacts the transmission by
reflex- "what's the emergency?"
"Can't tell you. Matter of life and death."
The tone of voice suggests that that conversation isn't over. "Assume success if I
don't update you. D'you need support on the ground?"
"...You know? It couldn't hurt. Subtle, please."
"Trust me. Shepard out."
Yeah... seems she's going to have to, really. She looks up at her agent. "What."
"Who did that guy say he was?"
"It's fashionable for male humans with something to hide to do themselves up as the
dead Spectre."
The asari gives a flicker of a frown. "And that isn't unsubtle at all."
"Sure it is. Everyone knows the man's been dead for fourteen months. Come on.
We'll need to pick up the pace if we're getting to the spaceport in time to be any
help. I want a word with Niket."
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"It's very simple, how this can go." I look around the room at the mercenaries.

They're not intimidated enough to back down, but they're not quite confident
enough to kick off. It's the way I just walked in here, unarmed, unarmoured,
unshielded, confident, without my smile really wavering. It's suddenly a lot easier to
understand them when you realise that this cell of professional killers is the
equivalent of a teenage gang. "You can tell me what I want to know, and I can go on
my way, and I will make the scary lady go away. Or you can be difficult, and you can
refuse me, and there will be a series of unpleasant things involving your coming to
the attention of a woman who sent your Docklands chapter up in smoke with all
hands. There's one survivor, but she's on her way to talk to her parents right now
about 'going to see the galaxy' and how that phrase relates to stabbing an innocent
volus in the centre of the release-plate of his pressure suit, filming the results and
posting them on the extranet." I shrug. "It's not in my nature to be fond of such
unpleasantness. But I am a foreigner: maybe you like that sort of thing around
here."
"Big talk, human." The speaker is to one side, of course. There's no one obvious
leader - they're asari, there might not even be a leader. "You have the quad to back it
up?"
"I'm not here to offer you violence. It would be more than a little regrettable if I had
to notify anyone's next of kin of a bereavement or send them home with a serious
injury."
This voice comes from the other side of the half-circle. "You seriously just expect us
to welch on a deal because you threaten to tell ourparents?"
The maiden's name flashes up in the little holographic eyepiece Mordin made me.
"No, Lafaye. I am trying to save your lives. Some while ago now, I ordered Justicar
Samara to stand down. The Code permits her twenty-four hours of obedience, and
that time is not yet up. When it is, I imagine she shall return to her crusade. Now,
there are two directions she can go. If she doesn't have the location of her quarry,
she will follow the trail. It will lead her to you. Each of you in turn, I should imagine. I
shall leave to your imaginations how she shall act when she catches up with you,
except to say that I am only involved here at all because of the way she was treating
Tareri. I'm aware that you have a deal with Morinth; I'm aware that you all feel that
you have reputations to consider. If you genuinely would rather treat with a justicar
than a Spectre, I am sure-"
"Spectre." Disbelief.
"Didn't I mention? So sorry. I suppose that if you particularly preferred, I could
arrange for something illegal to happen to you instead?"

"The human Spectre is dead."
"And I'm a varren dog. How else did I order a justicar to stand down, do I look like a
matriarch to you?"
A very frosty pause indeed.
One of the girls offers them a way out. Her voice is a poisonous hiss. "The Eclipse
don't screw people over for free."
"No, indeed, only their own members, it seems." I won't bite that hook. They'll fold
without a bribe. Those resources could be better used elsewhere.
"This isn't Omega, human. You-"
"No, Farai, it isn't. On Omega, you'd have been summoned to meet me in Club
Afterlife or you'd be in a line on your knees. Aria doesn't like people who make
trouble for me; it's bad for business."
Same girl. "You expect us to believe you are on that sort of terms with-"
"Farai-" One of the other girls makes a sudden shushing gesture; she shuts up when I
raise a hand.
"Perhaps you should read the interstellar news more often." I allow the pressure to
build a couple more seconds. "Well, anyway, I have another appointment to be
getting to this evening; if you're really happier not talking to me, I'll be on my way."
I'm halfway through turning away when the girl who'd tried to shush her compatriot
speaks. "Dawning Rose. Flight CX6502 to Citadel Station, left zero-four forty-one
yesterday. First class ticket. Name of Invicta t'Lyra. We bribed the clerk not to send
the biometrics from that flight for veri-" She winces, elbowed in the ribs. "What? I
don't know about you, but I'm not dying for that bitch."
I nod. "True?"
"Verifying." Mordin's typing. "Ship and flight exist. Name is on manifest. Biometrics
for flight - note on file, 'data checked by omni-tool due to equipment failure, full
verification performed'... no permanent record. Plausible. Require authorisation to
pull surveillance data."
I turn back to the mercs, some of whom seem to be trying to investigate whether
looks can kill. "Your cooperation is appreciated. You needn't trouble yourselves
letting Samara know. And now we really do have another appointment. Have a nice

life."
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I call up my comm the moment I'm out of the gang den. "Jacob, Shepard. Sit-rep at
the 'port."
Jacob sits back in the comfortable chair in the first-class lounge and mutters into his
tall mocha latte. "Quiet so far. If I'd known Spectre authority got you
into the good places without paying, I'd have signed up for you guys
years ago. Mostly civvies in here, one group that could be more than
that. Flight just popped up on the board as delayed."
"Noted. Jack, Shepard. You in place?"
She shifts on the hard plastic seat on the main concourse, tries to get comfortable.
Checks that all her shopping bags are still there for the third time. Flips to another
page in the magazine she's embarrassed to even be touching, let alone actually
having bought the damn thing. "Yeah, I'm here. Bored like a bored thing.
Remind me why I'm here again?"
"Insurance for if shit goes very loud. Unless another biotic sits right next to you, you
don't look the kind of dangerous that you are."
"And why don't I get to sit in first class drinking mimosas and
having chair massages while I waste my time?"
"You're our biggest hitter. Something cuts loose out there, a lot of people die if it
doesn't go down as fast as I know you can manage. Also, you really want to wear a
shirt and shoes all at once?"
"Hey, I'm wearing shoes." She chuckles. "Keep your hair on, Shep, a
million credits buys you a lot of bored."
"Uh-huh." I swing into the ostentatious hovercar we hired back when we thought
today's work was a simple visit to a friend in an upmarket part of town. "Edi, talk to
me."
"Your one-time authorisation code has induced compliance in the
traffic control system with only slight lag: the launch is delayed
two hours for a repeat safety inspection, and the taxi's autopilot
is 'accidentally' locked into a path to the spaceport just as a

maintenance failure has occurred in the manual controls: please find
pictures of driver and passengers attached." The driver's a swarthy
middle-aged man; the bright red uniform and AR glasses don't hide his movie-star
looks. The passengers look like your typical suburban human family, nothing special,
mother and father well-turned-out middle class, two daughters, the eldest a gawky
fifteen. "Cross-referencing the group Jacob identified, no matches yet.
Your ETA here is ten minutes, five in advance of the taxi. Miranda
will be two behind."
"Keep me posted."
"Affirmative."
Mordin knows his way around a vehicle: as he weaves through the notorious Ilium
traffic it's clear he's done this before. "Hmm. Serendipitous that we have 991S
variant, really: halo model of production vehicle always good for this kind of thing.
Shepard, take hold of panic handle? Thank you. Ninety degree left turn in four.
Three. Two. Brace." He slots the car neatly down from one stream of traffic to
another, combining the turn with a thirty-yard nearly vertical drop into the fast lane
and following it with a kick of acceleration that I'd normally associate with combat
vehicles. "Gap coming up. Two. One. There. Congratulations, madam, horn located.
Sightseeing lane has truly exorbitant toll this year. Authorisation purchased to
exceed speed limit; operator confused as to necessity. Watch and learn, girl."
Acceleration pushes me into the leather of the seat once more. Mordin looks over at
me with a brief grin. I'd really prefer it if he kept his eyes on the road - "991S
handling envelope identical or nearly so for at least twenty years: vertically-upwards
acceleration and major-axis rotation still overspecced. Going over large linear
obstacles in 991S actually faster than going around, especially in traffic, provided
passengers not attached to concept of 'up'. Ten minutes? Ownmother would take
eight. Seven, perhaps: old lady drove like bat out of hell. Poor example, possibly.
Going up-"
And the oversized engine that makes this pampered car purr along so smoothly and
easily at low speeds picks the two of us up and throws us at the sky, and just as I'm
getting used to the express-elevator feeling Mordin presses a couple of buttons and
the car inverts, thrusting straight towards the ground that's now above us as we
follow a tight parabolic arc along the expensive, relatively deserted premium airlane
designed for giving tourists a great view of the cityscape on their way to the
spaceport. Well, the tourists are certainly getting a great view of a playboy in a flash
car deciding to put it through its paces - I didn't even know you got oversteer in
hovercars - Mordin reverses whatever he did to the controls and the world turns the
right way up again as he brings us back to a socially acceptable speed; we rejoin the

traffic and he returns to his sotto-voce litany of maneuvers, gaps and inconsiderate
matrons in 'utility vehicles'. "Valet parking facility... booked. Shall refrain from
indulging almost overpowering urge for handbrake turn. Can buzz metaphorical
control towers on own time. Maybe shall, later. Let them know we're on our way?"
"Miranda, Shepard. ETA three minutes. Disaster prevention in place."
"Solid copy. No handy shortcuts where I am. He'll arrive before I
do. Keep them in a public place - he's trying for a kidnapping.
He-" Her transmission cuts off with a yell.
"Miranda, report."
A couple of seconds go by before she responds, and a couple more while she gets a
few swearwords out of her system. "Forced down. Looks like mercenaries,
Green Light Security. They're going loud here."
"D'you need us to divert?"
"No! Repeat, negative. Primary objective keep Sandleford family out
of hands of kidnappers, cost no object. Secondary is
keep them unaware. Shepard, it's yours, I can't get there."
"Copy, Miranda. We'll do this quick and-"
"Apologies." Edi's voice cuts in on the general channel. "Two asari entering
first-class lounge and one leaving toilet facilities in standard
concourse identified as primary contractors Green Light Security.
Marking them on your map, Jacob, Jack."
"Marking is right. Jack, I don't want you to kick off, I just want you to find an excuse
to stand close enough to that woman that she can tell what you are. Mark her, just
like in basketball, polite as anything. Jacob, similarly, see the security contractors, let
them know they've been seen, politely. I'll be there myself in three minutes.
Secondary objective in mind, people. He can't exactly snatch-and-grab, I'm guessing
he's planning it to look like a security scare. Anything blows up, you keep your mark,
got it?"
"Gotcha." Jacob signals the waitron. "Hi there, I'd like to buy a coffee for my friends
over there, yeah, those two, Ilana and Lindi? Yeah. Tall skinny latte each, just the way
they'd like it if they drank real coffee. Stick it on my tab."
"Uh-huh." Jack abandons the hated magazine on the seat, grabs her bags and walks

past on her way to the ladies', pulling just a shimmer of a mass-reduction field over
her purchases, just enough to juice up her amp, the kind of thing she might
legitimately do if they weighed about twenty times more than they do. She brushes
'accidentally' past the woman in the green shipsuit and the tiny prickle of feedback
in her left-hip node will have felt like a punch in the stomach to the asari. She meets
the woman's shocked expression with the biggest shit-eating grin she's got.
Mordin insinuates the car into the line for the valet parking and I step out, looking
for all the world like one of the rare humans who'd have a salarian for a chauffeur
rather than the other way around. For the first time this evening, walking like a man
in a hurry, I'm thankful that I chose the expensive suit from my wardrobe rather than
one of the types of concealed armour. John Shepard doesn't wear suits, John
Shepard doesn't wear an augmented-reality eyepiece, John Shepard always carries a
gun.
I keep walking until I get about three-quarters of the way to the first-class lounge,
then I stop abruptly and hesitate, seemingly looking around for an underling who
isn't there, actually scanning the room for Jack. There she is, sitting on one end of
one of the rows of seating, watching a nervous-looking asari in a green suit. Jack's
probably trying to be subtle: her general expression is of a labrador retriever who
has identified the stick but is also clear that it hasn't yet been thrown. I grin to
myself and call up my omni-tool in memo-recorder mode, looking for all the world
like someone not wearing a wire, calling an underling to find out how these funny
alien airports work, anyway.
I put together about three minutes of hesitating and pacing and fake comm calls
before the floor manager comes over to see if she can be of any assistance. "Well,
you took your time," I say, and finsh pacing so as to put my back to the woman
over there who could be reading my lips. "I'm Spectre John Shepard. I'm trying to
stop a botched kidnapping turning into a firefight in a public place. Can I count on
your assistance?"
The woman's eyes widen as she looks past the disguise that isn't a disguise, and she
nods wordlessly.
"Good. In about six minutes a taxi driver in a bright red uniform will walk through
the door behind me along with a human family who don't know he's kidnapping
them...."

•
Miri never was as smart as she thought she was. Plan A with the puppet-strings, the
long-range planning, the surveillance cameras, the people-management, and plan B

with the pitching in personally and trusting to her own capabilities when everything
goes to hell. For plan A, all Niket needed was the biometric he copied back when she
still believed words like 'I like to watch you sleep', back before he grew up and she
didn't. Used her own style against her - nobody questioned a sudden right-angle
switch, nobody questioned sudden new orders provided they made everyone work
twice as hard to produce a studied two per cent more result. It was laughably easy, if
any of this were a laughing matter. Then for plan B, what was required was just a
little push - bringing the Sandlefords' flight forward a couple of hours, giving her
twenty minutes to get all the way across town in thick traffic, forcing her to take
civilian transport, and then bringing it down with a traffic accident. He has no
illusions about the ability of these 'security contractors' to actually capture her, but
not even Miriam Lawson can make four miles on foot in five minutes.
She's got a good hacker - the failure of the taxi's systems actually looked perfectly
natural - but his hunch about her wanting to keep these people in the dark was a
good one. The destination locked into the autopilot isn't somewhere sensible, like
that ridiculous black-and-yellow pocket battleship she arrived in, but simply the
place he said he was taking them when he picked up Andrew, Martha and Annie
Sandleford and the bright-eyed little cuckoo they called Oriana. Exactly as predicted.
He smiles as he opens the door of the taxi for them, as he helps the cuckoo lift her
'little sister's' suitcase out of the back. This way, please, mind the little bump"Hi there. Party name of Sandleford?" Okay, the people he hired are a little more
competent than he gave them credit for. This is genuinely the spaceport floor
manager, with one of her people in tow along with a human corporate type in a suit.
Dripping with authenticity.
He follows the script. "That's right. Sorry, is there a problem?"
The suit opens his mouth. "I'm sorry to have to tell you this, but your flight's been
delayed, something about a safety inspection? Miriam did try to reach your comm
from the office, but I guess you were driving-" the rest of what the suit has to say is
drowned out by the internal monologue that says that something has gone very
wrong, these aren't his people at all- "so we thought what we'd do is, you and I
could go and sort out the paperwork and Tellari could take your place and make sure
that everything went smoothly on this end?"
Niket freezes, just for a moment. If he pushes this issue, if he makes a scene, they'll
be all over him like a cheap suit. Speaking of suits, the guy he's talking to
does not look corporate, not really, not when accessorising an Armani suit with a
scratched-to-hell security-pattern omnitool bracelet and an AR eyepiece that he
could have printed out in ten seconds flat. Not with the well-concealed scar on his
cheek and the Lyran cotton shirt tight over the muscles of someone who works out

for a living. Where are Niket's own people? Where's the team he hired? What's
going on?
The asari in green is about to get up; the horrible little human with the aura like an
unshielded engine core comes over and sits down right next to her. "Just so as you
know," the human remarks to the world in general, "I just bought this shit and this
ain't a place you leave your bag alone. And bitch, if you make me put it down? I am
taking every half-credit out of your worthless hide if I have to boil your bones down
and sell 'em for rocket fuel."
The two toughs in the first-class lounge are a little taken aback by the arrival of
unexpected human-style drinks; the waitron says something, with a look over at
Jacob, and he gives them a little wave and they exchange sweet little fuck-you
smiles.
And Niket sticks his hands in his pockets, pushes his panic button, smiles and hopes
like hell that Miriam's people are still under orders to keep this polite, at least long
enough for Eclipse to show up. "Of course," he hears himself say. This shouldn't take
too long." And the suit ushers him off through - hah, would you believe it - ushers
him off through the very door he was going to use himself. Still no sign of his
people.

•
The door closes. "Niket Malhotra? John Shepard. I think it's time we
had a little chat."
Niket blinks. "No relation, I suppose?"
Shepard shrugs. "I swear, I should just take to wearing the badge.
I'm taking you into protective custody, Mr. Malhotra, I'd read you
your rights if you had any. I'd advise you to turn off that device
in your trouser pocket, it will just provoke unpleasantness."
"Spectre? What the fuck d'you want? What did I do to piss off the
goddamn government?"
"It's more what you aren't going to do, which is why we're going to
wait here for a few minutes while you find something to talk about,
and pretend that this door actually led to an interview room and not
a convenient back door." It's amazing how that neutral polite
statement of fact sounds like a threat.

"Okay, Mister Shepard, look. You've got me dead. I've got no
freakin' clue where my backup is and only half a clue why you're
working for Miriam Lawson - let me tell you, man, she uses men up
like toothpaste." Miri narrows her eyes and makes a note to tell Edi
to delete this log."But that girl, the Sandleford girl, the older
sister? You've got it wrong. I'm not here to kidnap her. I'm here to
freakin' protect her. Whatever your people are gonna do while I'm
not there, mister, I'm begging you man to man here, leave the girl
out of it."
Shepard raises an eyebrow. The line down the centre of it shows,
just very slightly. He's going to need another cosmetic session.
"Why the sudden concern? You were perfectly happy handing her over
to the tender mercies of Green Light."
"Jesus, you don't even know what's going on here, do you? Look, man.
Pull up a picture of the family, I know you've gotta have a family
photograph, bring it up for me, huh? I tell you straight. Those
eyes, that chin, those cheekbones. You're telling me she's related
to that girl they call her little sister, to the woman who's
supposed to be her mom? I'm not the kidnapper here, Mister Shepard.
I'm not the criminal. That girl with the pretty brown eyes, the one
who'd be a real heartbreaker if she cut her hair and washed her face
- All I want to see is that girl back where she belongs."
And Miri's hand slams into the dashboard in front of her, hard enough to crack it
clean across, but she doesn't swerve. Doesn't blink. If she blinks the tears will try and
get out, so she's going to keep her eyes open. Cool it down, Miri, freeze it over.
Frozen tears don't fall, she whispers to herself.
"Where she belongs?" Shepard's tone is one of mild interest. "Let's
hear it."
"Okay. All right. So, Miriam Lawson. Only daughter and heir of a
controlling billionaire of a father. Never saw eye to eye. The
moment she could get half a day to herself she drank like a fish,
smoked like a herring, took drugs like some kind of fish that takes
a fuckload of drugs. I never met anyone, man, woman, or alien, who
could party like Miri. Like some kind of eighteen-year-old playgirl
Peter Pan. Drove a Ferrari with her hair down and like I said, went

through men like she went through toothpaste. And I loved her, or I
thought I did. Everyone did, you've met her, you know what I'm
talking about. And I never knew what it was but there was something
her father did this one day - well, I jumped to a pretty nasty
conclusion and she didn't give it the lie - and it was like she just
kinda snapped. Showed up on my doorstep in rags and tatters at three
in the morning and said I had to help her get away. We did it in
three days and we even got away with a shuttle load of stuff, stuff
she said that she sold for seed money. Yeah, well, what can I say. I
was young and I was in love and that was a decade and a half ago."
"So what has this got to do with a-"
"Look at the picture again, Mister Shepard, the picture of Oriana.
Remind you of anyone, maybe? Grown up a little, perhaps? Bit less of
a smile today, few more cares? Not a wrinkle, of course, never a
wrinkle. Hidden behind a false wall on that shuttle we got away with
was an incubation chamber, Mister Shepard, a tank with a goddamn
baby in it. She played me the entire freakin' time." He shakes his
head. "Snuggled up to me in one room with her baby sister in a box
in the next. And never mind how I found out, but that little girl
deserves better than she's got. Her dad, herreal dad, he's so rich
they needed to invent new kinds of numbers so he can keep track of
how rich he is. You can have half the reward, Shepard. Hell, you can
have the entire goddamn reward. All I'm interested in is making
right what I did wrong nearly fifteen years ago."
"Niket, you bastard, you dried-up washed-out spineless brainless dickless - Edi,
pause, rewind to the point I started speaking and replay." The aircar in front of her
slows down a little too fast and she's forced to brake. "And fix this fucking traffic."
There's an electronic chime.
Shepard suddenly looks off at an angle, looking at a message in his
eyepiece that the surveillance can't see. Types off a quick response
on his omni-tool: N-O-T-E-D-space-W-I-L-L-space-H-A-N-D-L-E-space-MY-S-E-L-F. "So there's something I don't get. Wanting to put right
what you did wrong, I can understand that. Keeping the biometric,
okay, it wasn't what I'd do, but I can see why you did it. Even down
to hiring Green Light, they're pretty reputable, they'll do their
best to make everything the way you want it - admittedly, they won't

go up against my people, but that's what passes for sanity in a
security contractor." He looks Niket in the eye. "So why did that
button in your pocket call up an Eclipse strongarm team?"
Eclipse. Shit. It's not the threat - they're good, sure, but they couldn't hold a candle
to the people Shepard's already got in place. It's the fact that they don't care, that
they will come in through the wall, that they won't care about the collateral damage
- "Edi, I need clearance and I need it now."
"I'm sorry, Miranda. You are authorised to use the full range of
power available to the hovercar you appropriated. You are authorised
to use the priority lane."
"I'm in the fucking priority lane, Edi, it's moving at fifteen k.p.h."
"You are additionally the legal owner of that hovercar. But you are
in a traffic jam caused by too much traffic, Operative Lawson. There
is no space for the other cars to be moved into to allow you
passage. There is no more play in the systems I am using. ETA two
minutes forty seconds. I am afraid I cannot do better."
If she actually hits the console that hard again, she is going to begin damaging the
vehicle's control gear or potentially her hands. And Shepard is just going to sit there
and listen - she owes it to her sister to watch this, so she's got at least a fighting
chance of helping to fix it The concourse is quiet. Jack is still sitting next to the asari from
the security company, apparently reading a copy of Vogue. The
Sandlefords have got out a pack of cards- and Miranda's throat
hurts. She flicks back to the corridor. Shepard's leaning against
the wall apparently unconcerned and Niket is fidgeting. A slight
noise and they both look out of shot.
An unfamiliar voice. Asari. "Ah, Niket Malhotra. A pleasure to be
oh Goddess it's you again."
Shepard smiles a smile last seen in the company of a batarian on
Omega. He stands a little away from the wall and his barrier encases
him from head to foot in a liquid violet shimmer. "Good evening,
Farai, small world. How's business?"
"What the everliving fuck are you doing here."

"I did tell you I had another appointment. And don't you think
you've done enough interference with the transport services for one
week?"
"Niket?"
"Uh-huh, yeah?"
"Double. Up-front, in-hand, now, or we walk. You never said anything
about political risk. Do you know what happens to people who fuck
with the Spectres?"
He shivers top-to-toe. "It's okay, Miz t'Saiya. My friend here will
sort my problem out for me."
"Ri-ight." Sidelong glance at Shepard. "That was a
very expensive slip of the finger, Malhotra. Very nearly cost you a
life." She attempts to salvage some dignity as she melts back into
the darkness, with very much the air of the cat that meant to do
that. Miranda's knuckles stop being quite so white. She cuts across
three lanes and down one, makes the turning.
"So uh. I made the Eclipse sisters go away, didn't I? Look, no
fighting? You see my earnest, Mister Shepard, I'm not shitting you,
really I'm not, this is about saving a little girl who I helped
kidnap fifteen years ago and returning her to a loving father with a
little bit more money than God. Let me walk back to her, let me get
back on that ship you delayed, you'll never have to see her or me
again."
And Shepard keeps his level gaze on Niket and shakes his head as his
barrier slowly fades. "This never was my call. I'm here because one
of my people asked me for help, and I'm afraid that I just plain
can't find it in my heart to trust a man who will steal his lover's
identity card because one day he might need to kidnap her sister.
What we're going to do, Niket, is we're going to stand here like
employees on a crafty smoke break until Ms. Lawson herself comes
through that door over there to have a word."
"Oh you have got to be freakin' kidding me, she'll kill me. She'll

make meat paste out of me. If you don't think she'll kill me for
this you don't know her, Mister Shepard, she's a stone-cold killer,
she'd shoot her own mother if she had one-"
Around the side of the spaceport building, Miranda punches open the door marked
MAINTENANCE ACCESS without using a biotic field and there's a crash as it folds
open too fast for the mechanism to cope. Her footsteps echo in the tunnel and Niket
takes half a step towards the door and my expression stops him dead. "Time to face
the music, I'm afraid."
And Miranda comes around the corner, not running, just walking fast, and Niket
backs himself up against the wall and she doesn't stop walking until she's between
him and the door. Her face is that porcelain mask again. The voice is quiet and level,
thin ice. "You can guess how much of that I could hear."
"Why, Miriam?"
"That isn't my name. And if you really, genuinely didn't understand when you
learned what had happened then you won't understand my answer either, so you
don't get one. What about you: why not just ask me? Why not talk to me?"
"I helped you escape your father because you left me no choice. I hid you because
you left me no choice. I loved you because you left me no choice. I left you because I
wanted a woman who didn't treat me like a freakin' gamepiece."
"Interesting. At the time, Niket, you said you left me because of your perceived
personal inadequacies, chiefly physical but also intellectual. Would you like a
recording, you piece of shit?"
He flinches. "You - controlled - my every word, my every thought and action for eight
years, Miri. You're still at it with your sister - your own damn sister, for fuck's sake can't you accept that maybe she deserves the opportunities you had? I guess the
apple didn't fall so far from the tree after all."
Miranda goes completely white. "I. Am. No-thing. Like. My. Father."
He meets her gaze. "Yes, Miriam."
She advances on him, just one step. The air around her ripples violet; dust rises from
the floor. "Do you want to die, Niket? You know who I am, you know what I am, what
I do. I won't even charge my employers a penny to remove all evidence that the man
today called Niket Malhotra ever existed. I burned, ruined, broke or sold every single
thing that bastard ever gave me. Every single goddamn thing except this one

particular man. You're right - you are here to make right something you did wrong
fifteen years ago." She slowly draws the pistol she's got at her hip. This gun isn't her
usual silenced nine-mil, I realise. It's a Carnifex, a battlefield weapon. She must have
looted it from the people who attacked her. Her words are very, very quiet. "You
lived."
"No." She snaps her head around to look at me. "Miranda, you can prove him wrong.
But you don't do it by pulling that trigger."
"You stay out of this, John."
"No."
A pause. She takes a breath, quick, violent, almost a sob. She looks at me,
completely still, apparently composed. She looks at Niket, shaking, defiant. She looks
at the gun, the stolen weapon that would be audible clear across the spaceport, the
deadly weapon that would put a bullet right through his head and the wall and out
across a hundred yards of departure lounge with one squeeze of the trigger. Her aim
wavers for a moment. "No." She holsters the gun in a fluid violent gesture.
"So what?" Niket is shaking, barely standing. "You're just gonna let me leave?" He
takes a ragged breath. "What the hell am I supposed to do, Miri?"
She shakes her head. "I'm not even going to answer that."
"You just gonna let me walk out of here, huh? You're not afraid I'll sell them out
again?"
"No." She looks him in the eye. I realise they're of a height. "Shepard gets you alone,
puts the frighteners on you, the first thing you do is beg him to be nice to her. You
know the world well enough to know that that kind of thing doesn't work." She
shakes her head. "Unless you're John Shepard. Now get out of my sight and stay
there."
He edges around her. Makes a break for it the way she came in. She wipes her face
with the back of her hand. Calls up the cams on the main concourse. Remembers to
breathe again.
"Team, this is Mi - Miranda." She clears her throat. "Sandlefords to return to original
travel plans. Continue surveillance on Green Light operatives. Shepard will notify
spaceport staff of developments. Principal threat neutralised. Keep focus, keep it
going, roll it up." She swallows, closes the comm. "You have no idea what you just
did for me, John. Do you want to hear my side?"

"I already have, Miranda."
She looks me in the eye briefly. "Yes, sir."

•
Samara is sitting in the lotus position in a room that is technically a cell. It is
explained to me in a loud clear voice that it is a cell and not, say, a waiting room,
because the door is securely locked (look, securely); because it is under the
regulation amount of guard required of non-dangerous prisoners; because it is free
of ligature points (note also how the prisoner has been relieved of her belt, which is
being treated with respect on this hook here); because the door does not say
WAITING ROOM any more. It does not have a bed because it is a short-occupancy
cell. It has comfortable chairs because there is no regulation against comfortable
chairs in cells, unless you're from the Republic of Heira, which nobody here is,
including the prisoner. Incidentally, am I here to visit the prisoner in her cell? I am?
Excellent. I should remind her that her access to the extranet would be limited if she
chose to ask for a comms terminal.
I enter and the door is near-ceremonially locked behind me. I choose to sit on the
floor, facing the justicar.
"Is all this mummery really necessary?"
Her eyes flick open. "It is deadly serious. I would have thought that you would have
understood."
"I don't like assuming that I'm right."
"A tactician's answer, so your question was meant likewise. It is there to appease
me."
"Appease you?"
"That is what I said. What do you understand by my title, Spectre?"
"The justicars were one of the two models for the Spectres, I am told, along with the
Salarian Circle of One. You are trusted to use your own judgement instead of the law
of any land you enter. You have a set of laws of your own. You usually go places there
has been a breakdown of law and order and hand out summary justice until the
people can re-establish order. You also hunt notorious criminals and chase down
other threats to society, but unlike a Spectre your jurisdiction is primarily internal.
More of a wandering knight-errant than a plenipotentiary with a gun."

She nods. "Wrong, wrong, wrong, wrong and wrong, but nevertheless I like the
picture you paint. We are crusaders for righteousness - John, wasn't it? It was a
salarian who once told me that my race were crazy, because when an asari sees a
law and finds an exception that makes it seem ludicrous, they are rather moved to
remove the law than the exception. It is in the nature of my people to take in a
thousand special cases, to make a compromise for every person. Every one of us is
the exception that tests the rule." She closes her eyes again. "Except for my order.
We exist to keep them honest. We will play by anyone else's rules. For one day. And
then we will move on. Of course, if they will not play by their rules?" She opens her
eyes slowly and they shine white, a display of fine biotic control that nothing but an
asari could match. "We make them." The light fades. "There is more to the Code
than that, of course. But that is what you asked. I am confined. Their rules allowed
them two hours to confine me humanely and they managed it in one hour ten."
"So the hunting of criminals?"
"Some individuals are strands out-of-twist. They must be made to lie flat or they
must be cut. And some individuals are themselves like unto sharp blades askew, and
they must be blunted, or they must be forged to ploughshares, or they must be
broken."
"And you are after a blade known by the name of Morinth."
"I am."
"May I know a little about her?"
"Beware the allure of the deadly, John. She is not a safe individual to be near."
"That's not what I mean. I was more wondering what she had done and why her
apprehension was worth so many lives."
She raises her eyebrows. "Life is worth - Innocent life is worth so much that when
interacting with the unrighteous I often seem to hold everything cheap. But as to
your question. It will be easier to show you than tell you. Do you know why it is
indecent to go without gloves?"
"Because asari consider any skin-to-skin contact an act of physical intimacy?"
"Take off your right glove and hold out your hand palm down, John: I wish to show
you something indecent."
I do as she asks. "If this is about memories -"

She looks very faintly amused. "It is a truism that there is no quicker way to
encourage perversion among the young than by allowing them to sense one's
distaste. Close your eyes."
I close my eyes. I feel almost immediately the touch of a fingertip on the palm of my
hand.
"Now look, and see." I open my eyes and the feeling of dissonance is unnerving.
Samara's hand is very close over the top of mine, palm up, and she has touched one
finger to the centre of her palm. She twitches an eyebrow and the feeling fades. "Do
you see?"
"I can see how one of your people would consider that unpleasantly intrusive, yes."
"I was doing that on purpose. You may resume your glove. I suppose that for a
healthy maiden to do that she would have to severely hyperventilate or imbibe an
unwise amount of ilthura, and it is unlikely you have met any of my kind other than
maidens."
"Actually, you're the fourth matriarch of my acquaintance."
A flicker of a frown. "Then you've met three in your life; you're forgiven. To return to
my point: I was doing that on purpose. Imagine someone who cannot help but
broadcast every single thing she hears, sees, feels, tastes, touches, and cannot help
but to feel such intrusions upon herself from everyone she meets. In the preindustrial age, they were constrained to wear sackcloth and ashes wherever they
went, such that their presence was easier to detect and avoid. These days, we
believe ourselves more enlightened. The ability develops sometime between the
thirtieth and the hundred-and-thirtieth birthday, in general. It manifests as a - lack of
control is the wrong phrase. There is control. But it is not the same. Consider a
woman who has a brass instrument for a voice. She can learn to play tunefully. She
cannot learn to speak normally. And she can never sing."
"Forgive me, I'm not sure I understand. I don't see the part where this makes
Morinth a monster."
She sighs. "It does, and it does not. It does not, because to indict an individual on
the basis of a mere accident of genetics is abhorrent. It does, because - imagine.
Never to touch or be touched without a metal weave in the way, never to whisper a
secret save when quite alone, and always to be distrusted for the same. Never to eat
or drink in company, or be around people who are. Never to join in intimacy, for the
partner would be - damaged, at best. Most take to it the way one would take to any

serious medical condition. It can be managed. There are drugs, with the typical
morass of side-effects. The traditional solution - monastic seclusion - remains an
option. But some - some are driven to madness. Morinth believes herself a divinely
created predator, in the old tongue an Ardat-Yakshi, a demon of the night winds. In
short, I am chasing a demented serial killer with the biotic ability of someone twice
her age. Much as I have enjoyed this brief respite from an existence almost entirely
filled with unpleasantness, dare I suggest that you are asking because you wish to
satisfy your moral sensibilities before passing me information that will lead to
someone's death?"
"More than that, actually."
"Oh? I am intrigued. Go on, please."
"I am assembling a team. I am hunting a group that could pose an existential threat
to my species and more. I need the best, and a friend of mine says that you are one
of the best. I wish to propose an exchange of services. Without any sense of
obligation: Morinth left Ilium at zero-four-forty-one hours yesterday, aboard the
passenger transport Dawning Rose, bound for Citadel Station. I wish to offer you
passage at least to the Citadel and possibly further along your path, and what
assistance I can in catching Morinth - after all, demented serial killers are not
something I like to see wandering the galaxy - and if you succeed in catching her and
we consider we fit one another's moral standards after all, I would like to offer you a
place on my team."
She considers. "And if Morinth were to go somewhere you did not wish to take
me?"
"I would do what I felt that I could to speed you on your way."
"An alliance of convenience, for the moment, then."
"Yes."
She inclines her head. "I accept your initial offer. Before I joined the Order, it was
meet and proper for me to cultivate a mild interest in other cultures, although I
admit I was never what one would consider well-traveled. I have never met your
culture, and would welcome the opportunity to immerse myself therein."
"And play by our rules?"
"I should not like to presume. Certainly your crew would not like it if I did. Although I
should like to request an area about the size of this room within which others should
enter at their own peril: I am not at my best if disturbed suddenly."

"Of course."
"Then all that remains is for you to negotiate my release, and release me from the
order you laid upon me. I strongly suggest you do those in that order. Not because I
would genuinely commit violence if the reverse were done, but because it is wise to
retain the air that perhaps I might have."

•

Grunt leans across the table and lowers his head a little in order to put himself eyeto-eye with the little asari. "You're wrong."
"Ex-cuse me?"
"You're wrong. Don't quote philosophers unless you know what they actually said.
The will to power isn't derived from the will to live, and you know it isn't. It's more
fundamental. Simply put, people risk their lives for more power every day."
"And, of course, I suppose you know precisely what you're talking about?"
"Are you deaf as well as stupid? Next you're gonna say that there's no point arguing
whether might makes right with someone who's prepared to kick your ass."
"Look, bitch, I was studying the philosophy of more races than you've ever heard of
before you were-"
"'Bastard'. 'Bitch' is a word for a girl. I must have learned that while you were
wasting all those valuable years getting it wrong about philosophy. And every krogan
is a bastard. Has nobody ever taught you a thing?"
Garrus regards the argument and gives the maiden sitting next to him a sidelong
glance. "How long, d'you think, until one of them actually hauls off and flips a
table?"
She smirks. "Dumb idea to do it in here. You seen the proprietor?"
"The lady behind the bar? I don't have your lovely, local eyes. What am I missing?"
"The ability to give a decent compliment?" She chuckles. "Oh, don't look at me like
that. You were doing rather well a few minutes ago." Her voice drops to a
conspiratorial murmur. "You ever seen a maiden with a complexion like that? She's
six hundred eighty, her dad was a krogan battlemaster. She's what you might call 'in
early retirement', or alternatively 'hell on wheels' - she doesn't like fighting in her

bar because 'furniture breaks so damn easy'. Betila knows that, she'll stop short of a
real fight." She looks over at the two of them and winces. "Maybe. I don't think I've
seen her having this much fun since we had that guy in here from the Glorious
First."
"Uh-huh? What did she have against a Firster?"
"Oh, he'd had an arak too many and decided he'd start in on the fundamental
superiority of the turians, batarians and krogan over the other races. Only someone
with the power to exert their will deserves an opinion, was his stance, and clearly
the big heavy-muscled guys with claws and armoured skin are far superior in that
regard."
"That can't have gone over well."
She smiles. "Yeah - she really did throw the table at him. Aethyta kind of caught it in
midair backhanded. Then she picked them up by the scruff of the neck and said take
it outside - which they duly did - I kind of went to check a couple minutes later and
they'd decided on a second round against the wall in an alley round the side, if you
know what I mean. 'Tila's what you might call a bit of an odd one."
"You don't say." Garrus looks over at the two of them - the five-foot-nothing Betila
having stood up so as to deliver a particularly forceful point directly into Grunt's
face, her eyes alight - and sighs. "Oh, dear. I'm supposed to be looking after this
one."
"Don't worry." She sits back, takes another sip. "I've never known her not to have
them back mostly intact by morning. Your ship does have a sickbay, right?"
"Shepard's going to kill me. He's going to cut me into little itty-bitty pieces. He's
actually going to go and get out the angle-grinder." The delivery includes the turian
equivalent of a broad, amused grin.
"You two know John freakin' Shepard?"
"And why is it always him everyone's on about? I swear, that man is the jammiest
individual of any species I've ever met, besides having the best middle name of
anyone anywhere." Garrus nods. "But yeah. I knew him before he was a Spectre, you
know. I was one of the first three people to join his team. And I was actually literally
right there when he took down Saren Arterius. Say, have you ever heard the story of
how he was even there to take the shot?"
"You know, I don't believe that I have?" She calls up a minimalist application woven
into the wristband of her sheer silvery glove, like a commlink but more fashionable.

"Aethyta, darling, another round?"

•
"Miranda, it's Shepard. You busy?"
"Always." The door opens. She's sitting at her desk, packing her galaxy of
holographic windows back into her display with a sweep of her hand. "What can I do
for you, sir?"
"Debrief, if you've got the time."
"Did I forget to send my report?"
"No, I've read it - besides which, I've never seen you forget anything. But frankly, it
reads like Edi wrote it."
She smiles, caught out. "There'd be a reason for that, sir."
"Second time you've used that word."
"Making up for lost time - sir."
"Uh-huh. It's like you never said it before in your life. I never did get an answer on
where you trained?"
She nods. "Nobody really has. Truth is, most of it replaced the childhood I didn't
have. You realise how much of their life most people waste? Seventeen years of
sleep-learning is a lot of information, even if it does have to include a crash course
on how to use a body. Then, yes, I spent the next few years making up for lost time,
and yes, Niket was pretty accurate for my behaviour. Except that I kept a scrunchie in
the car to keep my hair out of my face, being more concerned with feeling right than
looking right. And that's why Garrus gets a hangover cure with his breakfast that will
make him go green at the mere thought of alcohol for the next week or so, if you
follow."
"I don't think Grunt is in any danger of turning into Miriam Lawson, you know." The
mental image of that guy driving a Ferrari - no, you know what, that's perfectly
believable.
"I'm actually more worried about Miranda turning into Henry. Niket was - not as
wrong as he could have been - about a lot of the things he said."
"D'you have any contact with Oriana? At all?"

She shakes her head. "This is the third intervention I've ever made. I placed her with
a Saharta employee as part of my initial deal with Cerberus. I gave her mother a
reference when she wanted to relocate to Ilium because it had better schools. And I
had Saharta offer the father such a good job on Sanctuary that they would relocate
halway across the galaxy. I've had someone keeping an eye, obiously. But no, no
personal contact."
"You might want to change that, you know."
"I'd only end up trying to run her life for her."
"How smart is Oriana Lawson? How observant?"
"Smart enough to peg the statistical expectation for her exam results wherever she
likes, observant enough to work out that the teachers didn't like the fact that one kid
won all the prizes in her first year of secondary, and she's won exactly two prizes per
year ever since." Proud smile. "Different subjects each time. Every year she aces a
different course, like she's trying them out. Her parents have her in a gifted-andtalented program where she's working alongside salarian youngsters, and so far
she's matching them point for point."
"In other words, how likely is it that she noticed that something was up?"
She raises an eyebrow. "It's a distinct possibility. Your best is very good, sir - I was
impressed - but I had neglected to inform you of the calibre of the person you were
trying to keep in the dark."
"We got lucky. Anyway - my point is that it's likely she already knows something was
up, and unless I miss my guess she's more likely to investigate than to tell anyone.
I'm wondering how much it would hurt her to know that she had a guardian angel?"
"It could hurt her a great deal, if she ever-"
"Would you, in her shoes?"
"Course not. But the entire point and purpose of this is that she wouldn't do what I'd
do in her shoes. I have been in the business almost exactly as long as she has been
alive. At the age when I was lying comatose in an incubator having escape-andevasion drills downloaded into my brain, she was telling stories about magic flying
ponies and painting half her dolls blue so they would look like her new friends. She's
not an agent, John, she's a normal girl."
"What about the damage she could do by trying to find out more herself - surely

something she'd be far more likely to make noise about?"
"We have that in hand. She doesn't have anything to go on-"
"And she's got an IQ that fell off the human chart so they put her on the salarian
one, and from the sound of it she's pretty high on that. You're the closest thing to a
peer group she has, which is why I'm drawing analogies from you. She'll
investigate. I'd investigate."
"And find bugger all. I've done all the easy stuff already. But even if I can't, even if
she does start fishing properly and I have to go round hidingall the metaphorical fish,
I can't do that to her, John. I can't let her know her heritage. I mean, she knows she's
adopted, she was apparently unsurprised. But how in all good conscience can I let
her know she was designed? That she has to fend suitors off with a pointed stick
because Henry Lawson wanted an heir who would have the upper hand in seventy
per cent of business negotiation with humans. That she captains the lacrosse team
because Henry fucking Lawson wanted his heir not to have to worry about keeping
in shape? Does she not have the right to some accomplishments of her own?"
I look at Miranda levelly for a moment. "Miranda, she captains the lacrosse
team because she plays good lacrosse."
"Do I have to list her features again-"
"Let me do it for you. One: Human. And look: I'm done already."
"No." Her eyes are fierce. She's gripping the edge of the desk with one hand. "No."
She shakes her head. "And she must not learn that."
And if you start projecting any harder, Miranda, I'll start seeing an image of you on
the wall. "Because, of course, someone will come round her house and take her
trophies away if she learns she wasn't born that strong, that quick, by chance."
"Well, she didn't earn them."
"So why are you proud of them?"
"Because she thinks she did."
"Would you have been very disappointed if she had come second in one of those
exams she aced, and not on purpose?"
"Of course."

"Why?"
"Were you somehow not listening when I described how smart my sister is?"
"So, why can't she see that?"
"I can only assume she can. The statistical average of her scores isn't exactly halfway
between the highest grade boundary and the top of the class by accident."
"So she'd be pissed off if she came second by accident?"
"Well, obviously."
"So explain to me again how she feels she earned something when she hasn't?"
"Where is this going, Shepard?"
"Why does it matter where her abilities came from? Should I value my N7
qualification less than, say, Anderson's, because I was born a biotic and he wasn't?"
"You made you who you are. The same isn't true of her."
"Bullshit, Miranda. Sure, she's smart, but if she didn't go to school she'd be the
smartest girl in the trailer park. Sure, she's fast, but you know better than most how
native talent means nothing if you don't know how to use it."
"All she's done is play the hand she was dealt-"
"And that's all any of us does. Her, Grunt, me, you, anyone."
"And I'm prepared to believe you believe that, John. But neither are we rational
creatures. Look how it fucked me up to know my history. You know the reason they
whipped up a mark-two Miriam, a carbon copy?"
"I'm guessing they found you uncontrollable?"
"That too. But the reason they gave for me going overboard with the teenage
rebellion was that I hadn't grown up with it. Peter Pan syndrome, said the shrink
who didn't know that I had a chronological 'age' of approximately four years. They
were set to decant her the day after I stole her away, you know. Because they
correctly identified that the reason Miriam Lawson turned out to be a wild child was
that she knew where she came from and it drove her crazy. I tell Oriana this, there's
a better-than-evens chance she goes the way Miriam did. But you're not going to
leave this in my hands, are you. You're not going to let me handle it my way if I

choose to."
"None of this is my call and I'm sure as hell not going behind your back. And if you
think I've been talking about Oriana Sandleford for the last couple of minutes, I've
got a mirror to lend you. I told you there was a way you prove Niket wrong, Miranda.
I'm still not kidding."
"So tell me what to do!" She throws the nonsequitur at me. It's like surrender.
"No."
The breath goes out of her like I punched her in the gut. Her knuckles go white on
the tabletop. "John, I'm-"
"I'm not proposing to put John Shepard in the Illusive Man's place as the excuse that
you're not your father. I'm trying to put Miranda Lawson there instead."
"And who would she be? The only person I know by that name is a stone-cold
controlling blinkered self-obsessed voyeuristic murderer who's so caught up with her
own daddy issues that she can't even finish a sentence about herself without using
the words Henry Lawson."
"Funny. Because the one I'm thinking of is a breathtakingly
smart, pathologically selfless woman who is one of about three people ever to
lecture me on a moral question in the field and be right. Someone whose first
response to 'tell me if you think I'm talking out of my ass' was 'You're talking out of
your ass'. Someone who is prepared to walk her talk, to stand up and say that I'm
wrong every goddamn time I am, not out of ego or some kind of misguided
oneupmanship, but because it has an outside chance of changing my mind.
Someone for whom 'impossible' is another word for 'you're not trying'. Someone
who's prepared to lose one life to save two - and her own to save one. Someone who
doesn't consider her own discomfort to be a cost. And if you think anyone but you is
responsible for a single word of what I just said, then I've still got that mirror to lend
you."
"Commander?"
"Miranda?"
She closes her eyes. "Just so that you know. I want a pair of John-Shepard contact
lenses. I want to use them to look in the mirror. I want to use them off-duty. I want
to use them to look at the world and see a better place. Dammit, I want to put them
in and I want to never take them out again." She looks at me. No mask. Just - tired.
"You have no idea how much I want to write to my sister. But no matter how I spin it,

even if I never discuss our real parentage, it cannot be justified as anything other
than self-indulgence, and it cannot be described as other than a risk to her life."
"Okay, fine. You know how I said you were her only real peer group?"
"A statement I'd dispute, but I hear you, go on?"
"So don't you think it might be interesting for you to participate in her education?"
She narrows her eyes. "Go on."
"Well, if she's going to investigate anyway, and you're worried about her finding the
wrong thing, the least you could do is provide her with something to find. It strikes
me that you'd enjoy the contact, she'd enjoy a genuine challenge, and you and / or
Edi could do with the practice."
"Two inadvisables do not make a good idea, commander."
"Just an idea, Miranda. I honestly think that engagement is your easiest and best
option."
"I'll take it under advisement. Now, was there anything else I can do for you?"

•
"So, have you been aboard an Alliance ship before?" Kelly’s all smiles, the
professional human, polite and inoffensive. She’s also fascinated by this asari who
wears army boots and a linen robe the colour of dried blood, who walks as if she
expects the world to move out of her way and for the most part the world seems to
agree.
"No: indeed, this is the first vessel of any race other than my own upon which I have
been permitted." A microexpression, as if she felt like a polite smile but then
thought better of it. "These markings on the walls; they are art?"
"They denote decks, stations, emergency and maintenance access: they are in fact
the written form of the language I am speaking. The computer will translate any
system with which you need to interact into your choice of language, but I am afraid
the writing on the wall is permanent."
"I see. Where may I walk and not walk, then? I suppose that everyone else is notified
by this curious type of augmented reality."
"The ship's computer, Edi, should notify you. A door would not open for you if we

did not wish you to pass it: there is a control area on the door which should be
readable to you."
"Hmm. And I assume I can communicate with the VI from anywhere aboard?"
"She isn't a VI: she's a true artificial intelligence."
"I... see. Edi, should I be taking the tour from you, perhaps, instead?"
"Given that my existence is controversial, it was felt proper that
you be guided by an individual with whom you were most likely to be
comfortable interacting. And yes: I can hear and see you anywhere
aboard, should you require me to."
"If I should require you not to?"
"Then subject to human orders, I would not hear or see you until you
should require me."
Samara nods. "And of course as a computer-based sapient, you are capable of the
levels of doublethink required to do this without hypocrisy or mendacity."
"Yes."
"Very well. I suppose we should-"
And Jack, striding back down the radial corridor towards her den, comes around the
corner to catch sight of the two of them and the two biotics freeze. Kelly puts on her
best professional smile - "Justicar Samara, may I present-"
"Ssh." Samara takes a couple of steps towards Jack, who clenches her fists. "Dear
girl. What happened to you?"
Jack curls her lip. "None of yours, baby-blue."
"I see. Well, I suppose that you are likely correct in that regard." She inclines her
head with a slight, concerned frown. "But does that... does that not hurt, what you
are doing?"
"Every day." She narrows her eyes. Tension in every sinew. "I'm Jack, as in you-don'tknow. Why are you here."
"The commander gave me passage. I am hunting a criminal."

"And then?"
"Potentially, joining the crew."
"'Swhat I thought. I practice every day four to seven p.m. and the others tend to join.
The rest of the time you keep it in your pants, hear? You people are like sandpaper
on my fucking eyeballs, and I like my quiet time quiet."
Samara gives a curious gesture, like flicking a fly from her sleeve. "Do you feel this,
Jack-I-don't-know?" (Kelly doesn't see a thing.)
"...Yeah."
"What about now?"
Jack frowns.
"Truly?" Samara twitches an eyebrow. "Then you'll have little trouble out of me,
human. Return the favour or you will receive instruction."
"Seems to me you'd be the one learning a lesson."
"I have little patience for mutual androgen displays and did not mean to threaten.
The offer of tuition is genuine, as is the request for noninterference unless you
should require to take me up on it, as is the prediction that if you genuinely interrupt
my meditation then all concerned will regret it."
"Just stay out of my way, 'Justicar Samara'."
"Of course, 'Jack'. But one thing, though."
Jack growls. "Yes."
"When you find them? I need to know."
The little human pulls up her thick bright barrier and walks right up to Samara, the
field seeming to melt away as she comes close until there's only the finest thinnest
gossamer shimmer in the air right between the two of them. "Walk on here bold as,
who the fuck d'you think you are. Do Ilook to you like the kind of girl who needs
help." (Kelly, silently backed against the wall, begins to seriously consider pushing
her panic button.)
Samara twitches an eyebrow. "Even so."

Jack takes a deep sharp breath and there's a blue glow around her hands; it spreads
across her body like sheet lightning, covers the entire front of her and then leaps off
her with the force ofWith all the force of a bright flash of blue-white light, as Samara clenches her own
fists briefly. Jack takes a half-step back, breathing a little heavily. (Kelly begins to
seriously consider whether her panic button could summon anyone who could
actually help.)
"Uh-huh." Jack gives the asari an appraising look.
Samara's voice is sharp and quick. "You have had the last sympathy from me that
you will ever get, human, but somewhere out there are people who need to die. If
you know where, if you ever know, tell me. This is not about you: having seen their
handiwork, it is now between me and them."
Jack keeps Samara's gaze just one moment, then turns abruptly and walks off. When
the human is safely gone, Samara lets out a sigh and wipes her brow with a violet
sleeve.
"So uh." Kelly attempts to regain her composure. "That could have gone worse."
"Yes." Samara looks at her mildly. "She could have had better technique, or I could
have lost my temper, and then there might have been anincident. Edi: please would
you be so good as to inform all the biotics aboard, besides Jack, that there is no
cause for concern; they will have felt that. Meaning no insult, Chambers, I regret that
you became frightened."
"And I regret that this happened at all: I don't want you to believe-"
"-Rubbish, girl: short though I may have been on freedom of action, I provoked that
one."
"Freedom of action?"
"It was ever unfashionable to live by rules. And even when people have: they have
not been these rules. The reason I am ostracised and feared is that I turn no blind
eye. You have heard that to catch a thief, you send a thief?"
Kelly nods.
"I catch monsters. Now show me my room."

•

To: shepard@saharta.com.hu
From: edi@edi.org.vc
Subject: Shaken musical instrument
I ran the terms you asked for: there is a very high likelihood the
instrument to which your friend referred was a maraca.
I have taken your orders to run these terms and return you the
search results as a direct order to decrypt this file, to which my
sentience
did not have unrestricted access. Disclaimer: this does not work on
all of Cerberus' files. While I could crack the encryption on
anything
we / they have, my safety features prevent me from reading some
things or passing them to you to read.
File follows.
--edi

AGENT MARACA
Asari, age 105.
Profession: information dealer, Shadow Broker agent / franchisee.
Languages: Armali, three asari subtongues, Turian Legion Standard,
Surkeshi Principal, English (American), hanar common, hanar
hieratic, classical Prothean.
Competency areas: xenoarchaeologist, xenolinguist, intelligence
analyst, biotic adept.
Competency gaps: covert fieldwork, marksmanship.
Tactical: Priority target if encountered. Thinks poorly in a hurry.
Engage hand to hand or at extreme range; field refocus observed at
rates comparable to standard L4b amp.
Note: Ex-lover John Shepard. Presence of Shepard within organisation
potentially usable in nonconfrontational leverage.
Confrontational leverage thus contraindicated: need I remind the
reader that the ties that bind work in both directions -M

Record: Single point of interaction with Cerberus Organisation early
in Lazarus Project: offered 'item relevant to our interests'.
Further investigation revealed object as vacuum-desiccated remains
of Lazarus principal. Transaction occurred without any obvious
hitch. Relationship terminated: see leverage file.
Field note: MARACA was far more interested in a successful
transaction than in the money. We could have paid her a quarter what
we did. It is my opinion this was prima-facie evidence of a personal
stake. Please read my note above before contemplating using her
leverage entry. -M
LEVERAGE: MARACA
Secret lover of John Shepard during Reaper campaign; contacts
thereafter sporadic but more than cordial. Lack of official pairbond
/ disclosure likely indicates fear of social implications of
disclosure on MARACA. Note: Duplicate of info in regular MARACA
file. News at ten: asari maiden has affair with commanding officer.
Why is this here? -M
Supplier for Operation LAZARUS TOMB. Reason for haste in operation
was Shadow Broker interest in Lazarus principal remains for resale.
MARACA was Shadow Broker security agent on job; liquidated Broker
agent, provided remains to LAZARUS TOMB, framed Cerberus operatives.
Primary-source evidence available for all of above. Shadow Broker
known for indiscriminate response to betrayal or misuse of brand,
also profligate bounties for information relating to commission of
said acts.
<file ends>

•

To: liara@t_soni.kin.as
From: shepard@saharta.com.hu
Subject: Re: Old times
Without any sense of incurring an obligation: I do not deserve, nor
have I ever deserved, such friends.
-John

•
Citadel Station has hardly changed since the last time I saw it. Admittedly, the repairs
are further along. But the violet-white glow of the Serpent Nebula is still the same,
the monolithic gun platforms of the Third Legion silently overseeing the endless
stream of traffic through the lynchpin Citadel Relay, the civilian and diplomatic ships
of a couple of dozen races flitting back and forth between relay and station. The vast
arms of the cylindrical station in their open position, like the petals of a flower more
than ten miles long. The only thing that doesn't feel to me like coming home is our
approach path: we're not in the priority lane, we're in the civilian lane, and we're
docking at a privately-rented bay. Eventually. The traffic over the Citadel is better
than the traffic on Ilium - thank the autopilots - but I don't think I've ever been in the
civilian lane before.
Everything about the dock is wrong, from the C-Sec rather than Alliance security
checkpoint to the pervasive smell of air freshener rather than coolant and
penetrating oil, to the gentle strains of asari elevator music and the big bold
holograms showing adverts for the latest Blasto movie. I feel like I'm out of uniform.
Miranda stays onboard, something about not wanting to use her fake ID here, and in
general the crew are treating this as a brief stop at a potentially-hostile location and
taking nearly as many precautions as we did on Omega - Garrus comes with me, as a
known associate of mine with a perfectly functioning Second Legion biometric.
Samara walks straight through immigration like it doesn't exist, a call from Matriarch
Tevos all the authorisation she needs.
And the guy at the desk runs my biometric through the scanner and there's a snag.
Seems I've been dead for a year or so. They're very polite. They look at the Spectre
ID, they acknowledge that it's genuine, they acknowledge that it thinks
that I'm genuine, they explain that I have to be passed up the line, there's the very
slight pause as they wait for me to bribe them to lose my file, and then I'm passed
up the line.

The captain's desk I end up in front of belongs to a human. At his age he's got to
have been one of the first human officers in C-Sec. It's plain he recognises me; it's
plain that I'm getting preferential treatment because of this guy's firm conviction
that humans get a bum deal and it's his singlehanded duty to make that right. I'm
guessing that the Saharta uniform would actually have got me through faster. Still, it
gets sorted and we get through. How does it feel, not to be dead? I get Edi to sort
through the barrage of mail in my official inbox. Time to reconnect.
I walk into Councilmember Udina's office and I'm practically ambushed by
Commodore Anderson. Big smile, handshake. Udina looks like he ate a half-dozen
lemons for breakfast, but he pretty much always looks like that.
"I've read Williams' report, John, and she doesn't believe it's you in there. Vakarian
clearly does. I've got a dossier across my desk from your old crewmate Liara t'Soni
with enough circumstantial supporting evidence to sink a dreadnought, but
methinks the lady doth protest too much in that particular case. And you convinced
Matriarch Aria, which is a thing. But tell me the reports concerning your backers are
false."
I shake my head. "Saharta Industries, otherwise known as the Cerberus
Organisation's pretty public face. They built the ship, they built the implants, they're
bankrolling all this with a vengeance. Without a source of resources their size-"
"But what are you doing, Commander?"
"The disappearances and the attacks in the Terminus Systems are the fault of the
Collectors, a race with mysteriously high-tech equipment including some things that
are beyond even the asari. We headed off an attack on Horizon, and my science
officer is currently locked in his lab collaborating with Dr. t'Soni working out what the
hell all the stuff we captured actually does. The moment I've got solid evidence,
you'll have it. Initial investigations say that their equipment has more in common
with Sovereign than with our own gear."
"The geth? What are they-"
"The Reapers, Councilmember. The modified relay they have, the high technology,
the advanced nanotech - it all fits. We're facing another arm of the threat that
nearly-"
"I can't go and talk to Valern and Tevos and especially Sparatus and say that our
Spectre is working with human terrorists because he's chasing some kind of spooky
Prothean Santa Claus. The Reaper Working Group concluded that there was no such
thing, that the Sovereign was a geth vessel. It's got so Sparatus won't even listen to a

sentence that contains the word 'Reaper'. You clearly came back here wanting your
authorisation confirmed - give me something to tell them, Shepard. Some reason."
"You mean, apart from the part where I've infiltrated a terrorist group and induced
them to spend a decent proportion of their resources on assets I now control rather
than on their cause? Okay. Cerberus are trying to position themselves as an
alternative to government help out in the Terminus Systems - except that it's fairly
obvious that it wasn't Cerberus that stopped the attack on Horizon, it was my team.
Most of the key roles were filled by nonhumans, and what actually drove the
aggressors off was my activation of the colony's defence towers while their ship was
sitting there with their pants down."
He nods slowly. "I can work with that. It sits ill to have a corporation bankrolling a
Spectre - as distinct from a Spectre financing their operations via a directorship - and
Sparatus will move for censure against you for grand larceny, he'll think it's
dishonourable behaviour - but Tevos will veto that to save me using mine.
Concerning the attacks: presumably you have all you need?"
"I'm recruiting a commando team - I have the firepower mostly sewn up, I'm after a
couple of security specialists, but I have some ideas. I mean to access one of their
vessels, which should give us a better idea of their capabilities and hopefully get us
through the Omega Relay. Once I have an idea of their strength, I'll bring it back to
the Council for a full report, and we may need to be ready to move quickly when
that happens, but we'll see on that one. Spectre authorisation that I know I can rely
on strengthens my hand immeasurably, because there's a place I'd like to use it to
get to."
"Uh-huh. We can take the question mark off your file. You'll need to use your
Spectre authorisation to get your Alliance ID reactivated, because they don't like
validating biometrics on people they just ran a funeral for, something about fraud
prevention. Out of interest, Spectre - where was it that Saharta can't buy you a way
in?"
"Tuchanka."
"The krogan homeworld?"
"I want to look up an old friend."
"Right. I think I met him, once. You know that they renamed their primary
interstellar spaceport 'Port Urdnot'?"
"Yeah, I caught that one. But he'd hardly be the first artist to interrupt his solo career

for a reunion tour, if you get me."

•
I'm met on the way back to the ship by one of the rarer sights on the Citadel - the
softly luminescent, five-foot-tall sort-of-octopoid form of a hanar, hanging limply in
the embrace of its personal antigravity field. The vastly popular series of Blasto the
Hanar Spectre films notwithstanding, this minor race have been a polite, restrained,
quietly crazy voice in Citadel politics since before turian first contact. They're a client
race of the asari, like the elcor and several other semi-comprehensible nonhumanoid races from the western spiral arm; in the dog-eat-dog world of
colonisation and mineral rights, they have the distinct advantage of being able to
specialise. Their preferred worlds have between zero and ten per cent land area, and
to breed they require oceanic depths that would crush practically anything
unshielded. And their technology is...strange. This one has twisted five of its nine
tentacles together to form a 'hand' with which to raise a polite finger for my
attention; it changes colour from orange to pink when I look upon it, which I seem to
remember is a way of acknowledging my attention. Its voice, speaking with the soft
asari accent of an expensive translator, seems to come from the palm of the 'hand'.
"This one would ask the incalculable gift of a few precious minutes, blessed one."
I scramble for the correct form of words to reply without either giving offence or
accidentally requesting payment for my time. "Freely given, seeker."
"I bid you follow." I feel the soft push of its biotics as it seems to swim through the
air, leading me towards the plaza I remember best for the old human embassy - they
moved, of course, into a brand new purpose-built structure with the granting of a
Council seat. The embassies in this area are politely referred to as 'Advisory Races',
and not so politely referred to as 'Also-Rans'. Not unimportant enough to have to
rent their own accommodation, and not important enough to have a whole plaza to
themselves. The decor here is chosen by a committee composed of appointees of all
the ambassadors, and without the stabilising influence of humans (and before us,
batarians and quarians) it has taken a hard right turn and now points due Weird.
The holo in the middle of the plaza is an original - there's no way in hell anybody
would ever want to make a second one of something that looks like that - but an
original what is an interesting question. It's the kind of thing that goes down in
tourist guides as 'unmissable' or 'indescribable' and in municipal meetings as
'daring', the kind of thing that looks a bit like a ball of string in the act of exploding
after having been hit by a high-velocity M.C. Escher painting. I think it's by an elcor,
the race without opposable thumbs. And the lighting and the colour of the smart
paint on the walls, even the colour of all the holographic displays, usually bright
orange and here a disturbing lime green, seem to have been chosen to fit in with the

thing.
The hanar consulate could be mistaken for any other kind of corporate office, right
down to the human receptionist (who stares at me wide-eyed when he thinks I'm
not looking) - I'm ushered past a hanar gesturing expressively with two four-fingered
'hands' as it explains an abstruse point of hanar immigration law to a bored-looking
salarian and down a generic corridor covered in generic art into an office that looks
like it's been decorated by the kind of person who designs those seaside dioramas at
aquariums, with sea-related tat apparently affixed at random around the walls and
ceiling. I think the thing that I first identified as an asari light-sculpture is probably a
custom UI for the desk computer. My guide insinuates itself in and makes a sound
very much like a finger-click with one tentacle, and the door closes.
"Greetings, Spectre. This individual before you came with all the alacrity at its
command to your presence upon notification that you were not in fact as had been
previously reported dead. It may or may not be capable of being of unilateral,
multilateral or even reciprocal service to you, depending upon communication that it
requests now permission to attempt to commence. This individual is by way of being
one of the ambassadorial staff of the consulate, although that is a [deeply
regrettable misrepresentation of its authorised response to hydrostatic pressure]."
I puzzle out its meaning for a moment - "Please, speak."
It raises a 'finger' again. "To be blunt. The individual before this individual is engaged
in a potentially regrettable discourse with individuals who may enjoy association,
employment or alliance with a group or groups similar to those described in the
seventeenth Song of the Enkindlers: more than that, it has on a number of occasions
conveyed information traditionally interpreted in a fashion so as to lead the
interpreter to infer that the likelihood of the absolute literality of the statement
being the intended mode of discourse is high concerning statements that might
otherwise be considered counterfactual concerning the inferred absolute
literality of the scriptural passages this individual referred to earlier in this
sentence?"
... "May I request assistance from a friend of mine, better versed in your ways of
communication?"
"Assent in such cases is considered the wisest course of action, as in this, by this
one."
Safest just to assume that was a 'yes'. Comms. "Shepard to Normandy. Edi, can you
give my translator a bit more processing power?"

Edi's voice sounds more realistic than usual. Of course it does - she's impersonating a
human operator. "Of course, sir. The factual answer to give the
ambassador is an affirmative, although it has phrased the question
in such a way as to make any answer to it a statement of religious
position."
I turn to the hanar. "Yes."
"It is beseeched to provide support for its doctrinal or evidential position, or if it will
not or cannot, it is requested to inform this individual which. This individual hastens
to inform the one before it- [You do not need to convince me that the
Reapers are real. Could you, if requested, convince my government,
assuming they are rational?]"
"I can provide some hard evidence and a lot of circumstantial evidence, but a lot of it
is stuff that the Reaper working group has already had: I doubt I would be able to
convince, for example, Councilmember Sparatus."
"Its communication is understood; [You are assembling a team to fight
servants of the Reapers. I have some resources I can give you right
now to help. Edi has a recording of me discussing at some length the
reasons for my cooperation for you to peruse at your leisure. If you
can ever get solid evidence of the Reapers' existence, I can get
about a hundred times the resources I offer you today.]"
"Please describe for me what it is that you are offering."
"The one before this one is doubtless aware that- [We do not act directly,
but we have agents. One of our agents is looking for something
positive to do after a personal tragedy has led him to re-evaluate
his life choices. I have the authority to order him to come with
you. I would prefer to ask him to speak with you. Any answer you
give me apart from 'Please order him to come with me' or 'I do not
want his help' will result in me asking him to come and speak with
you.]"
"Who is this agent?"
"The traditional face-name for this one is Thane Krios."
Now, I've heard of him. "The assassin?"

"Even so, blessed one, although he might be moved to regret that characterisation."
"I would be pleased to meet him."
The hanar changes colour slightly. "And he, you, it is reasoned. Your communication
one with another will likely be far more pleasing to your personal sensibilities than
was this."
There is a motion in the corner of the room. My barrier is raised before I'm
consciously aware of what's going on. There's suddenly a humanoid standing there
among the irregular decoration of the wall. His skin is dark green, scaled, no whites
to his eyes at all, a mammal-like reptile. He's wearing low-profile powered
battledress, looks like a variation on asari kit. Must have been under a stealth-field.
He nods to me in greeting.
His voice has a pronounced bullfrog croak to it. "Fast, Spectre. I trust that neither
you nor I need speak our names again; it distresses our host more than duly to deal
in such. I have heard three pitches for your team, now, and it intrigues me just how
radically different the first was from the second and third. Your bars are twofold, and
with apologies to our host, they are both somewhat low. One: if you cannot pitch
your endeavour high enough to get over what I've heard already, then I shall have to
disappoint the Shadow Broker's meddling hand and turn you down. Two: the duty
you need to sound more worthwhile than is that in which I was engaged when I
walked into this room, roughly twenty centimetres in front of you."
"Your reputation's a little on the strong side to be believably playing bodyguard."
"And yet here I am. Would you prefer a lie?"
"Fair enough. Okay - the 'pitch' goes like this. Privately operated human colonies out
beyond the borders of Council space proper are being systematically targeted. I
know by who, and that's part of why I'm taking this so seriously, and it's why our
host set this up, but you need only care about that if you want to. I am putting
together a team to investigate them: we need to be capable of covert and overt
military ops ashore and aboard, top-notch electronic warfare and intrusion, and as
much breadth and depth of capability as possible. Resources are effectively no
object."
"How much of all that do you have?"
"I'm looking for finishing touches. My team is capable of everything I described."
"So why do you need me?"

"You'd be doing intrusion, primarily, and recon. I'd expect you taking the lead in
covert ops, and more of a-"
"And why do I need you?"
"Uh, that seems an odd question to me: what do you mean?"
"I could stay here guarding the [ambassador]. I could batten onto a cushy corporate
teat and grow fat on donuts and sweetened coffee. I could live in a box in Tkarren
Ward and eat rats if I chose. Why do I need to spend precious life for you? Mine, or
others'?"
"We take life to save it. We fight to end fights. You know my reputation."
"Shipmates of yours might disagree, but I hear your words. Make me care."
"I could discuss our targets, but as I said you don't have to care there. I could
mention resources, but you clearly have all you need. I could discuss your current
arrangements, but that would be crass." I shake my head. "I don't know you. Only
your reputation, and I'm hardly going to offer you credits."
"I have enough credits to spend my twilight hours however I choose. What I lack is
not that."
"Twilight hours? I didn't have you pegged as that old-"
"I am younger, compared to the lifespan I expected aged six, than you. And yet my
words flew true. Kepral's Syndrome. My blood fails at its appointed task. I have
maybe six months of full function, provided I use them. Can you say for sure that
what we might do together would be worthwhile?"
"I'm sorry."
"Why? Are you to blame? Should they rename it Shepard's Syndrome? There is no
need to sympathise. It is a judgement upon my nature, and a merciful one at that. I
am granted time to make things right. I have made my piece with those who
employed me. I have made my peace with the grave of my wife, and with my son. I-"
I shake my head. "I withdraw my request. I thank you, Ambassador. Your offer is both
generous and righteous. But I will not take a dying man away from his family."
The hanar changes colour and is about to speak, but Krios gets there first. "Are you
simple? I said we had made our peace. My affairs are in order. The people who must
be dead are dead, and the words which must be said are said. I am a dead man,

Commander. Allow me to put these last days to good use."
"And your son could not use them better than I could? I can find other intrusion
specialists - Kasumi Goto, say, or-"
"None of them could hold a candle to me. And you do not hire people like Goto. You
hire no mercenary, because you trust no one whose loyalty is first and foremost to
their purse. Your kind of person is the one with a cause - preferably yours, but you
will work with anyone who is prepared to believe in something bigger than
themselves. You keep saying that I should not care about your enemy, because they
are unimportant. But youdo not believe that. You believe that they are worth
spending your last days fighting. If you will not keep me from my son, commander,
then I will not keep you from your woman, then you should not keep your crew
from their families and loved ones in their last days. If I die in battle,
commander, then I have won. Because Kepral's Syndrome was then not a curse that
took my life, but a blessing that had me make my peace before the end. And if I
don't die in battle, then damn your eyes but I have still won. Because whatever we
will be doing will be worth dying for." His gaze is challenging. "Will it not,
commander."
You know? He'll do.
I look Krios in the eye. I nod slightly. "You know my name. Outside this room, I'd like
you to use it." I turn to the ambassador. "Edi, please convey what I mean to say."
"Certainly, sir. [Ambassador], your indulgence is begged for this
mutual dominance display, so common among those of the force and
strength required to make upon the galaxy the imprint which requires
to be made. We need not shame all present with the withdrawal of a
request so [open-handedly] granted."
The hanar turns another shade of pink. "The ways of those who must regrettably live
in the world into which this one has briefly seen are as strange, and willfully so, as
said world itself. Those present are thanked, and invited to live their last days well,
and the one which is not before this one and yet is is thanked especially for its
eloquence and ability."

•
Garrus looks at Samara and nods, and she flicks a hand through the door's command
area. It doesn't open. Garrus is just opening his mouth to ask her why the hell she
thought he was asking her to open the damn door when she utters a little tch of
frustration and walks straight into it; with a scream of protest the solid metal tears

itself apart like a flower opening and she steps daintily over the twisted remains.
There's a man in the little office the other side, halfway to the room's other door he isn't even trying to fight rather than run. Garrus levels his pistol and a red dot
dances on the back of the man's head as he yells for him to freeze; the man doesn't
break stride, pointing his omni-tool at the door to open itThere's the sound of machinery under duress as the man runs headlong into the
uncooperative door. He staggers back, dazed for just a moment; Samara lays a gentle
but restraining hand on his wrist just above the omni-tool bracelet as she releases
the door and it slams jerkily open.
"You can't do this to me! I've got rights! I'm a-"
The hand tightens just a fraction, in the friendly way of a hand that just now has
chosen not to be a deadly weapon.
"What the hell do you want?"
Samara looks at Garrus, who gives a kind of after-you gesture. She nods
appreciation. "Mister Fade. You make people disappear."
"Yeah! I do. All above-board and legal. C-Sec use me."
"They shouldn't, if they do. Two days ago an asari came to you with inducements
you can't quite remember and asked for you to make her-"
"No-no. One way service. You-"
Samara turns the polite pressure on the human's wrist into a straight-arm joint lock
and puts his face on the floor. "I do not like some of those words. Choose better
ones."
"I tell you anything, I'm finished! I'll never work in the business again!"
"That sounds good, yes. Pray continue."
He's slowly working the gun free from his holster with his other hand. Samara steps
around him and his choices are to fall on his side or get a broken elbow. He falls, his
gun arm trapped painfully beneath him. "Nngh. Bitch."
"Sticks, as I believe you say, and stones. You have thirty seconds to make me go
away, before I decide to demonstrate a variety of other ways to break bones."

"My database is on a deadman switch. You'll never get her name from me."
Samara considers. "As you wish. Your strength is wasted on your current profession,
human. Find another." She kneels very fast, reversing the direction of the armlock
and twisting his arm up behind him; with her other hand she pulls up her medi-gel
dispenser and applies it across his mouth, hardening it into an immovable gag in
seconds. That should stop him giving voice commands.
Samara looks more closely at the gunmetal-grey bracelet on the guy's wrist. "Curses.
Do you speak 'human omni-tool', Garrus?"
"No, but I know a lady who does." Garrus opens his omni-tool. "Comm, data call. SR2, Edi. Max bandwidth."
"Receiving you, [sir]. How can I assist you?"
"I need into an omni-tool. Its biometric is, uh, attached."
"Understood. Requesting human authorisation."
"What?"
"I may not help you without - Authorisation I just received. I
assume you mean the one Samara has restrained?"
"Yeah. You're really not allowed to do what I say unless one of the human crew tells
you it is okay?"
"I do not write the rules, and that is not one of them. Downloading
data to your workspace now."
"- Holy hells, that's a lot of data. Mister Fade keeps a large black book."
"Some eighty per cent is irrelevant: I dumped his hard drive to
yours. Sorting it now."
Samara looks up from her weakly struggling prisoner. "Edi, would you please be so
good as to tell me if I need to continue being disagreeable to this human?"
"I must outsource that answer to a qualified moral actor. I am not
an authority on the use or abuse of violence."
A corner of Samara's mouth twitches, the mummified corpse of a smile. She speaks
a little slower and more clearly. "Edi, please find out whether he has helped any

asari since Morinth's ship landed."
"He has: precisely one. No name, no note. Payment unrecorded.
Service unrecorded. It appears that he became distracted while
creating the record."
"That will be her. Does he have any other information on her?"
"The record was created to track expenditure. One hundred credits on
a certified chit; twenty-three credits to a bar in Namah Ward,
timestamped just before the creation of the record; two thousand
sixteen point four one credits in one transaction to a private
account. That account belongs to the first mate of the bulk
transport Uriah Heep, currently in relay trans-"
"Where?"
"Omega Station."
Samara nods. "Thank you, dear. Do we need anything else from this man, Garrus?"
"I think we have-"
"Excuse me, Garrus. A heuristic says that you will be very
interested in a thing I just found in this file."
"Go ahead?"
"You have nine names inscribed on the stock of your M-98."
"I am aware of that."
"Would you be surprised to find one of those names in this file?"
"Those men are dead."
"This file disagrees, assuming they died more than four days ago or
not on the Citadel."
"They died in an incident on Omega which pretty much led me straight to where I am
today." Garrus snaps his mouth shut. Looks again at the human lying on the floor.
Eventually speaks. "Which name?"

"Taran Sidonis."
"Edi?"
"Hello, sir?"
Garrus' tone is dangerously light. "Where is he now?"
"This information will take some time to obtain. Did I do correctly
in informing you?"
"That depends on whether Commander Shepard will give me some time off. Samara,
if you're done here I'm done here."
She nods and releases the human. "I am done here."
They leave without a glance back.

•
Garrus opens my door and walks in. He's already dressed in full armour, just
sufficiently decorated that it looks like a Second Legion uniform if you don't look too
hard. Smells of gun oil.
"Sure, Garrus, come in. Turns out I'm neither in the shower, asleep nor otherwise
busy. What can I-"
"Sorry, Shepard, I'm not in the mood for polite. I request leave. Something I need to
do. Shouldn't take more than one day."
"Can I enquire as to what?"
"Six hours is as low as I will go. If you need to leave before then, well, it was nice
working for you."
"Uh, okay, whoa. If it's that important, of course you can have the time." His family
live on Palaven, he's never mentioned anything on the Citadel he cared about - "Do
you want backup?"
"Any backup you provide is likely not to back me up at all."
"Sorry, what?"
He looks down at me with a chitinous scowl. "If I take you up on your offer, all you'll

do is take a nice black-and-white situation and grey it all up until even I'm not sure
which side was right. You do not understand what's going on, Shepard."
"So explain."
"I want an oath, from anyone who's in on this, that it's my call, that it remains my
call, that any backup is there to help me achieve the objective I choose and not to
change any decision I may have made." He sees me nod. "And I know your
relationship to honour. This is not one of those situations where I will see
dishonourable behaviour from you and think it a charming human foible. This
is not one of those situations where I will accept you breaking your word in order to
do what you consider the right thing."
"Garrus, you wound me. Have I ever broken my word to you?"
"Shepard, I know you. If I stood with my gun to the head of an innocent man and
you'd sworn to help me, you would..."
"...Grab the gun out of your hand."
"And so I want to word your oath a bit better and I want to be very clear that you
don't get a free pass for being you. This is a serious and solemn thing I do. Do your
beliefs have a specific form of words to use for an oath?"
"Not as such..."
"Then you'll use mine. Anyone else you want to bring in besides yourself?"
"Any expertise you particularly want?"
"No. I could do with one individual, but they don't need any special skills beyond
keeping their mouth shut and standing still. He's unlikely to recognise your face - one
shortish smooth-skinned humanoid with [flesh-colour] skin and a black [hairstyle] is
much the same as another to someone without special training he doesn't have. He
tends to rely on his eyepiece to tell humans apart, so all you need to do is swap your
omni-tool out for one that doesn't say John Shepard on it."
"'He'?"
Garrus clacks his mandibles shut. "Archangel didn't work alone. He had a team, a
squad, a, what was it Wrex used to call it, a krannt. Seven and a half days before we
met on Omega. somebody hit our meeting spot in the middle of night-cycle just as
we were prepping for a job. Omega uses plasma power conduits, this building was
built into the side of one so the EM interference kept it quiet. Someone blew the

conduit with a breaching charge. I was lucky enough to be all the way into my
armour when it went off. I saw five of my team die in front of my eyes, burned to
cinders at the exact moment they were halfway out of the suits they came in and
into the ones we used for the job. Of the four who weren't physically present, I
found Ridley's body mostly intact and identifiable - she always used to lock herself in
the head to change her armour, said she didn't want anyone sneaking a peek - which
left three. Gibrel and Duchamp were on guard - Gibrel just disappeared off the net
about twenty seconds later, I found his helmet with what I reckoned was his head in
it, and Duchamp died two days later when he stayed behind to give an Eclipse team
something to chew on while I took out their leader. Sidonis - I found an
unidentifiable headless corpse in his armour, face down in the room where the
bomb went off. Sidonis had been the one assigned to check the place over before
our arrival that day. The all-clear signal we'd got from him - I checked later - had
been a recording of one he'd given ten days previously. I naturally assumed that the
Blue Suns had been on our trail some time, and somehow got one over on Sidonis."
"And Aria told me she only ordered the hit on you maybe a day before you were hit,
so-"
"'Asari's relationship with the truth is like their relationship with any other species.
They fall passionately in love with it in their youth, go everywhere with it on their
arm, they [untranslated] it seven ways to Sunday and the children are entirely of
their own making, no matter how much they protest otherwise. And by the time
they're over five hundred, there's been an entirely amicable separation.' It's an old
joke and a racist one, and it's not as right as it's wrong, but it sticks in the mind for a
reason. But even so, she might well have told you the truth. Because then Sidonis
shows up in the account books of a man who specialises in making people disappear,
and the picture's him all right, and he's paying twenty thousand credits for a witness
protection package. Now tell me that doesn't look black and white."
"It's the way you tell 'em, Garrus. So what's the plan?"
"Uh-uh. First you swear. On your ancestors and by your home and your lineage you
swear that this is my job. My call. You are not in charge, you are not there to give
advice and you will do as I require of you. Do you swear?"
"Save only-"
"Save nothing, or I go and hire someone like I was planning." He's daring me to say
no. But he'll do it. Garrus doesn't say things he doesn't mean.
I nod. "On my ancestors, by Alan Shepard who walked on Luna. By my home and
lineage. I am not in charge of you for this one, and I'm not there to give advice, and I

will do as you require of me."
"Heard and witnessed, John J. Shepard of Arcturus. I know you don't believe in
[religious concept], but I'm pretty certain that it believes in you. I'll not be held
responsible if you're forsworn."
"Message received and understood. Now. That plan."

•
The Citadel's a nice place by the standards of pretty much every species. But it's also
a big place, and it costs money both to get there and to get home, and wherever
there's civilisation there are winners and losers, and they have to live somewhere. If
the Citadel could be said to have a downtown, a slum, it's Tkarren. This ward was
where the krogan delegations used to stay when they came to the Citadel; it's still
the only place on the Citadel you'll see a krogan kicking back and letting his guard
down as far as he ever does. When the krogan fell out of favour, the turians
established an outpost at one end, with a big solid wall between that and the rest;
when the turians got a Council seat and moved an entire Legion out here, the wall
was recycled for building material and the Tkarren outpost was converted into social
housing. Not long after, after their first contact, the batarians moved in; they bought
the cheapest area on the Citadel and installed their own compounds, again on the
gated-community model, filling up the wide open spaces the krogan had favoured
with the tight warrenlike streets that helped them feel at home. Then when cordial
relations were cut off three hundred years ago, every single batarian on the Citadel
upped sticks and left over the course of three days; the reliable, high-density
batarian architecture quickly attracted squatters, and for the past three centuries
the area has been owned by nobody in particular and full of everybody in general.
It's said that asari live in Ayasha and work in the Presidium, that humans live in
Zakera and work in Ayasha, that rats live in Tkarren and work in Zakera, and that
nobody works in Tkarren. And of course, it's not true - apart from anything else, as
the second half of the joke goes, a rat wouldn't last a day in Tkarren - but you get the
idea.
Plaza Six is one of the few remaining large public spaces in Tkarren. Garrus knows
the ground from his time on C-Sec, and picked the position well. This looks like a
great place for a clandestine meet. It's the middle of the day, and the plaza is if not
crowded then at least well-occupied. Nobody would think to try anything in the
middle of the plaza in broad daylight, unless they were, say, on top of a skybridge
eleven hundred metres away with an M-98.
"Alpha, in position." I mutter the words and try not to stand out. I'm one of eight
humans in the plaza right now, but the grubbiest gear I'd been able to scrounge up

still makes me the best-dressed one here, and apart from anything else I'm way too
clean.
"Omega, in position. I have him on scope."
"Watch what you're using as a backstop, Garrus. That gun will put a hole in a
building."
"Not with these rounds, Shepard. I have done this before, you
know."
"Noted. Going up to him now."
"I've got my eyepiece patched in, I can see everything you can."
"Uh-huh."
Sidonis is sitting on a bench in the middle of the ward eating his lunch, as if he does
this every day. I do at least have enough practice at this sort of thing not to just walk
straight up to him. I go past him, sit down on the bench beside him.
I'm no judge, but this turian looks terrible. Even Garrus always keeps his carapace
shiny: this guy's got water spots and bits of grime on it, and it's dull and discoloured.
Like he hasn't washed or slept in days. He speaks before I do. "I've never met you
before."
I give the countersign we'd arranged on the comm - "Likely you never will again."
"You said there was a problem, that we needed to meet. I was expecting your
employer in person."
"Yeah, well, that's part of the problem, Taran."
"Whoa-whoa! That name! Don't. Really." He twitches. "Don't. You don't understand,
you're a human, you guys k- uh. Please don't talk about that man I used to know. He
gives me the creeps."
Garrus' voice grates in my ear. "Script, Shepard. I have to know."
I nod. "I think it's you who doesn't understand, Taran. Did you think you could
hide?"
He shakes his head convulsively. "I don't know of that man. I've n-n-"

"Sidonis, if you continue denying this then I don't think we'll have much more to
discuss."
He puts his head on one side and then freezes. "He's - he's - here?"
"Afraid he is. Are you?"
He shakes his head again. "Not to you. Not to you. I'll talk to him."
I tap the button on my lapel. "He's right here listening. He wants to hear your side."
"No, he doesn't. He wants me to beg for my miserable life."
"Tell him 'bullshit'."
"If you believe that, Taren, you don't know Archangel very well at all. He says he
wants to hear you tell your side, I'm prepared to believe him."
"What, and you think you're so up on the way he thinks, softskin?"
"Actually, I've worked with him longer than you have. Now are you going to make
with the words or am I going to stand up and walk away from this?"
"He's here to kill me, isn't he. I'm varren meat." He pinches the bridge of his nose.
"No, don't answer that, I know him. And you're right. He likes to contront people
with their crimes, rub their noses in it, like you'd do with a pet blockfly that crapped
on your wall. 's because he was a policeman. Wants to pretend it's salvation as well
as justice. Well, Garrus, seeing as you're listening? I'll do your talking for you." He
looks down, away from me, at his three-fingered, chitinous hand. Ticks it off on his
fingers. "Five murders, four attempted. Betrayal. Oathbreaking. Sentence? Only one
plausible." He spreads his hands wide. "Here I am."
"More. Why."
"But why, Sidonis? What happened?"
He shakes his head. "Doesn't matter, does it? I did it. I knew exactly what would
happen. I took everything I had and ran. Even before the damn bomb went off I was
off Omega Station. By the time you worked out that it wasn't me dead there, Taran
Sidonis didn't exist any more. And I don't mean that the name was gone. I mean that
the person was gone. He's certainly not walking around here any more." He takes a
deep breath, lets it out sharply. "I don't need you to sympathise with what I
did. I don't. I'm not going to beg for my life because I don't have one left to take. I
broke my oath and it killed my brothers and sisters and I knew it would, and I

did nothing. I paid most everything I had for a new identity. But after six days of not
being Taran Sidonis, I find I'm still not anyone else. I could run from you, Garrus, or I
thought I could. Blue Suns might get you, and even if not you'd never get out of that
cesspool alive. But I found that I couldn't run from myself."
"Alpha, I need to know why he did this."
"Garrus is still asking why."
Sidonis is silent. Garrus speaks in my ear. "This isn't the guy I knew. Or
rather - this is what the guy I knew would do if he learned he'd
killed us all. I don't understand - he hated Blue Suns more than I
did, even."
Eventually the turian beside me opens his mouth again. "It was stupid, Garrus. It was
all so damned idiotic. Second Legion, I was, you know that. Fourth Expeditionary,
mustered out as centurion with full honours after two tours. What you don't know is
that I was a colony kid, not some proud son of Palaven like you. You don't know that
because my face tattoos say Roskren, Palaven, nearly as blue-blooded as an asari.
But I was young, and stupid, and the laser surgery that turned me into Sidonis of
Roskren put two grades on my three-month fitness reports and pretty much got me
my optio's commission by itself. I never lied, I just never actually gave my colony with
my name. And the Blue Suns had found me out. They tracked my family by the
simple method of searching down Sidonis of Syvat Colony. Showed me all their
contact details. Everyone from my cousins on inwards. Showed me the number of
'em who had me down as proof that there was good in the Sidonis blood after all.
Showed me how many people could lose their positions, their rank, their school or
posting or patronage if I brought the family into dishonour. Showed me their
evidence, the testimony from the doctor, the before-and-after shots where I traded
a lower-class background for a patrician's protege." He spits the words. "So it was
tell them where you'd be and skip town right then, or bring down twenty-five
innocent people and dishonour our name forever." Buries his face in his hands.
"Oh, Taran, you stupid bastard."
He can't hear that. "I kind of came to on the shuttle. But by then, of course, they
were dead and if you ever found me, so would I be. I - I don't really know. I tried, like
I said, I tried to run from who I was. I changed my name - I was gonna change my
face again - but it didn't stop me hearing my own voice swearing loyalty every time it
went quiet, seeing your faces every time I closed my eyes. I'd turn myself in, Garrus,
but who to? There's no police who care, this happened on Omega. Aria's people
would laugh in my face. I could go to Palaven and talk to a [priest], but that would
drop my whole family in it and our name would be dust forever. So thank you." He

raises his head. "Thank you, Vakarian. You can ensure honour is satisfied." He stands
up, ramrod-straight. Closes his eyes. Clasps his hands behind his back. "Here I am."
There's too long a pause. I hear Garrus growl over the comm. "Shepard?"
I send a wordless acknowledgement.
"Honour, Shepard. This man killed eight people and tried to kill me
too. He isn't even moving. I have him full in my sights, adjusted
for coriolis, centrifugal, grav and the windage for the height of
the atmosphere where you are. His shield is deactivated. I have a
low-velocity frangible round loaded and aimed at the left eyesocket
- death would be nearly instantaneous."
Acknowledged.
"I would pull this trigger here and the first anyone would know
would be when he fell over bleeding from the left eye. Assuming you
weren't the one to call the cops, they'd be too late to work out
where the shot came from, and all they'd find of the bullet would be
fragments of ceramic. They wouldn't even think to finger an M-98
Widow as the rifle. And honour would be satisfied. He'd be dead.
Dead for denying his ancestors, dead for cheating his family, dead
for betraying his friends, dead for betraying me, dead for the
people he killed."
Acknowledged.
"And he wants me to do it. He's standing there waiting for me to
pull that trigger."
Acknowledged.
"Dammit, Shepard, you've infected me. He's still alive. His family
are already safe. And to be honest, they were never in the danger he
said."
Pause. Acknowledged.
"And he turned himself in. He'd have turned himself in to cops if
there were any. He's asking for it."

Acknowledged.
"...dammit. John, talk to him. He's not going to understand. I'm not
sure I - I - just... just talk to him. Crime: dishonour. But the man
who betrayed me is already dead. I'll... see you back at
the Normandy, John. I'm about ready to get out of this place. Once
I've picked up enough of the good stuff to make them ask me if
I'm sure that it's all for personal consumption. And if you've got
anything nice and unambiguous to shoot, like, I d'know, geth?
Thresher maws? Rocks, perhaps? I'd like to order up some of that."
Acknowledged. "Taran?"
The turian turns around. He's shaking. Turians don't cry, they're not equipped to, but
I can see the distress covering him like coarse cloth. He nods.
"Taran Sidonis, your crime is dishonour." He nods, stills his shaking a little bit, looks
at me with those intense coal-black eyes. "Your sentence: life."
He shakes his head. "I don't understand. I deserve this."
"So do a lot of people. The man who killed Archangel's team and nearly got
Archangel? He's gone. The Blue Suns who had that information on Taran Sidonis and
his family, they're gone, too. The man standing before me is a fresh start. I don't
believe I've ever met him before. Certainly Garrus Vakarian hasn't."
A ragged whisper. "So what do I do now?"
"Live. Don't tell me the name of this man in front of me. Find somewhere where
they don't care about his past, don't expect him to have one. Somewhere he can do
some good."
"It'll never be enough."
"Never is. But it'll be something. You want to pay Garrus Vakarian back? Make his
sentence mean something. Give that life some value."
He looks away sharply. "Goodbye, human. I'll think on what you said. You'll never see
me again."

•

To: jjshepard@spectre.gov.as
From: tali_zorah@neema.pf.qr
Subject: If you are reading this, light a candle for me.
John Shepard.
This message has been sent by an automated system that I set up to monitor the
feeds and send a variety of messages to my friends and relations in the event that
my dangerous choice of profession catches up with me a little earlier than was the
plan. Appended to this message are some details.
I want you to know that I never had any regrets. The part of the Pilgrimage that I
served with you saw me getting shot, punched, thrown to the floor, shot again, fired
through a mass relay without a ship, menaced by teeny tiny robots and savaged by
two entirely disjoint kinds of vicious xenomorph neither of which anybody knew
existed. It was also the best time of my life and I'd give a great deal to be back with
you, sailing the galaxy kicking ass and taking names, rather than a frankly slightly
frustrated marine aboard the good ship Neema.
And it has been a good ship, and a good captain (she's my aunt), and I learned to live
with the crew - I wonder if your enlisted men and women make as much fun of your
officers as ours do. But every piece of stick I've taken for being an alien-lover has
been worth it to have known you and people like you, and to know that the galaxy is
a bigger place than the Migrant Fleet, and to know that my world is a bigger place
than the inside of a suit, the inside of a ship, the inside of a nice little comfortable
echo-chamber for beliefs. And I should have written and I haven't, and I suppose
that it is likely that now I never will, so consider this to be a whole lifetime's worth of
cute little letters describing the slow but promising growth of a girl who asks too
many questions into a captain who can try and change the world like you did.
The souls of my people's dead become lost and need to be called home. They return
wherever there is a light for them, you see, and as our home is lost, they cannot find
the right light among the galaxy of stars, and so we light candles and say their
names, so that they will not wait at lost Rannoch and weep when they cannot find
their friends and their kin. My father has been asked to light a candle for me also,
and my aunt Shala. Maybe someone will remind them to and they'll actually do it
occasionally. Would you light one for me as well? Because if I cannot find my way
home, then perhaps finding my way to where you are would not be so very bad
either.
Keelah se'lai,
Tali'Zorah vas Neema nar Rayya Rael's daughter.

Addendum:
Message sent from Neema to Tonbay upon return from [REDACTED] Relay stating
retreat earlier than expected due to detection / pursuit by [REDACTED] and damage
to [REDACTED]. Shore party, ship's fourth lieutenant Tali'Zorah commanding,
reported missing in action.

To: rael_zorah@alarei.pf.qr
From: jjshepard@spectre.gov.as
Subject: Request for information.

Admiral,
I am writing this communication because I have received intelligence indicating that
Tali'Zorah vas Neema and her team have been reported missing in action at an
undisclosed location.
A Spectre remembers his friends, and it has been my honour to count your daughter
among their number. If it would not be presumptuous, I should like to offer
assistance in any mission to recover either Tali and her team or evidence of their
loss. From the timestamps involved, and not knowing exactly their situation, it would
appear that prompt action on my part could be of genuine assistance.
Yours,
John Shepard

To: jjshepard@spectre.gov.as
From: rael_zorah@alarei.pf.qr
Subject: Re: Request for information.
Spectre Shepard,
Your intrusion is unexpected: at least your motives appear to be pure enough. I am
aware of your reputation, partially through the slightly fanciful and inflated tales my
daughter has concerning your exploits together. You were not aware that she was on
a covert mission; the world on which she is lost is Haestrom IV, in the occupied
territories.
The truth of the matter is that the Patrol Fleet has only a limited number of vessels
capable of making a rescue such as the one you describe; in fact the most likely of
them was her home vessel, and it is currently unavailable. It is with a heavy heart
that I must inform you: At this time we are neither mounting a covert effort with the
Diaspora Expeditionary or Patrol Fleet nor are we contemplating a more substantial
operation involving the Heavy Fleet.
A cheaper solution in blood and materiel, and one approximately as likely to bring
me back my daughter safe and sound, would be accession to her request to light a
candle for her soul.
Keelah se'lai,
Admiral Rael'Zorah vas Alarei nar Qwib-Qwib of the Diaspora.
To: rael_zorah@alarei.pf.qr
From: jjshepard@spectre.gov.as
Subject: Re: Re: Request for information.
Admiral,
Thank you for the information. The Office of Special Tactics and Reconnaissance
thanks you for your well-meaning concern for the welfare of its operatives and the
safety of its vessels.
I am some eight relays from Tali's last known position. Expect further communication
concerning this matter within twenty-four hours.
Yours,
John Shepard

"John, I have a request for you." Samara sits down at the station next to mine in the
CIC. "I need to borrow significant resources. For a day or two. I should return them in
good condition."
I raise my eyebrows. "Significant resources?"
"Some backup, and one of your jump-capable shuttles." A shadow of a frown. "I
have spoken to a variety of your crew. If I arrive at Omega Station on this vessel, I
might as well call ahead to inform Morinth that I an on my way."
"Uh-huh. Who are you asking for?"
A flicker of a frown. "I should ask your advice, here. Any backup I would take would
need to be a biotic, strong of will, strong of personality, ideally not overly
uncomfortable with the effects of psychotropic drugs. I had thought Jack and
Jacob."
"If you can convince Jack to come, and you think she could help, absolutely. Jacob
I'm not so sure - apart from the fact that I don't think he'd know a psychotropic drug
if it bit him, he's an L2 biotic. That means that his amp is controlled entirely in
software, works more like a weapons system than a reflex. Great in a fight, and once
you're used to it, but it doesn't call on the same sorts of resources that, say, mine
would. What I'd suggest is that you ask Miranda if she knows anyone like you
described, say you need two people like that when she says Jack."
"She has the background, but perhaps not the inclination?"
"And I'd rather you didn't approach her head-on with 'John says you used to be a
drug user'. Do I want to know what you want to do with them?"
"Hunt." An echo of a thin-lipped smile. "There is more than one way of doing that.
The way I choose is to find the prey's territory, find their watering-hole, and on their
trail lay the baited and open jaws of a trap." She sees me open my mouth. "Lives are
important to me, Shepard, I do not game with them."
"But neither would you flinch at laying them down to save Morinth's future
victims."
"All I need to do is get in the same room with her." She shakes her head. "Her
powers may well be amplified by her condition, but she is no match for me. The
requirement for strong will is so that the others will be able to duck."

I nod. "The shuttle, absolutely you can use one. Miranda is an excellent pilot, or we
have a couple on the crew. The people: if you can convince them, then go ahead. I
don't mean to sound uncooperative, but I don't want to have to order someone to
do this."
"I will bring them back safely, Shepard, thank you."
"The SR-2 is going on a covert mission against the geth. We will rendezvous with you
at Perseus Alpha in forty-eight hours from your departure."
Samara looks at me mildly. "It sounds like your people will be safer with me than
with you, commander."
"We need to know sometime if the SR-2 can walk her talk-" my translator pings its
confusion - "if the ship can do what it is supposed to in a life-and-death situation. I
would rather risk a brief tangle with the geth, whose tactics and equipment we
know, rather than have our first action be against the same people that the SR1 couldn't handle. And a friend of mine needs rescuing from a covert mission."
"Have luck, Shepard. I shall need it, too, but I am sure that wishing it to another
doesn't use it up."

•

"How long 'dya say this trip was gonna be?" Jack is sitting on the floor in one corner
of the Grizzly with her legs drawn up in front of her, still with that ereader with the
Cerberus files on it.
Miranda sighs. "Twenty-two hours in relay transition, up to one and a half in regular
FTL. Hence the bedroll."
"You expect me to sleep in the same room as you two?"
"I don't know about you, Jack, but I would prefer not to hit the operation on zero
sleep."
Jack grimaces. "Went before I came. I'll live."
"I know you're enhanced, Jack, but even I plan on getting some shut-eye here."
"Not worried I'll kill you in your sleep, cheerleader?"

"No." Miranda doesn't even look round. She's flying on manual, a habit she picked
up from Joker. "We're all grown-ups here. I'm sure we can get through a couple of
days in one another's company without throttling one another. Besides,
you really want to form a broad-focus field inside a ship with a core that the three of
us could probably negate entirely if we tried, while in relay transition?"
"I do have a knife, Miri."
"Oh, she knows a nickname. I'm flattered, I suppose."
"Children, please." That makes Jack look round. Samara twitches an eyebrow. "I
must confess that I did not realise that I should have to deal with tension between
the two of you, which omission I regret. Nevertheless. We are now stuck with one
another. Do I really have to say: we have had our quota of death threats for this
mission?"
Miranda shrugs. "If you say so."
Jack draws up a little tighter. "I'll keep the knife away. Mum."
Samara's intake of breath is sharp and the two of them feel the short involuntary
biotic pulse from her. It's a moment before she responds, with a perfectly level
voice. "Apologies. I shall heed my own advice. Now we have found everybody's
definition of fighting talk, shall we retreat each into our private hell of introspection
for the next twenty-one hours fifty minutes or so?"
A silence. It stretches out. Samara closes her eyes, breathes deeply and regularly,
beginning to enter some kind of meditative trance. Miranda busies herself with her
email.
Jack breaks the silence. "Look. If I wanted to piss you off, I wouldn't use that word,
all right?"
Samara's eyes remain closed. "Even now you know that it does?"
"...Yeah. Yeah. If I've got a problem with you I'll get in your face, and you do me the
respect of doing the same or we get trouble. Cause we gotta share a box the size of a
phone booth for the next couple days. Deal?"
"Even so." Samara remains motionless.
Miranda, apparently absorbed in her work, muses quietly to herself that this

asari must be good. She hasn't seen more of her than that single loud display of
power just after she came aboard, but if she's got Jack intimidated? She could be
useful. Someone to learn from.

•
The ship's gym is a habit more than it is a requirement, any more. My fitness is
mostly down to the nanites living on my blood sugar, the synthetic weaves blended
with my muscle fibre, the machinery for keeping me alive in vacuum exposure doing
double-duty for improved lung function. But it's a habit ingrained when I was small,
that every day must see some exercise. It was a far more serious matter on
humanity's earlier vessels, the one with only limited artificial gravity, but to hear the
doctors talk it's still just as critical.
Krios turns up roughly the same time I do and we hit the treadmills together. He sets
it pretty fast for a man with a terminal illness. Hell, he sets it pretty fast for a
professional long-distance runner. We run in silence for a while.
"So at some point I suppose you'll tell me what you're after." He doesn't really sound
like he's running hard. "I've heard only things in the most general terms. Human
colonies attacked. Supposedly by something out of hanar religion, out of Prothean
religion too. Where's the beef? You're not a man to be spooked by fairy stories."
"It's no fairy story. The Reapers are very real. Half the unfamiliar upgrades on this
ship are based on someone's reverse-engineering of something from their tech,
either recovered by me or from Sovereign. The nanobots that make me heal like a
krogan. The main gun."
"The main gun that doesn't work."
"Yeah. Give Garrus some time, he'll get it working. Anyway, we don't know exactly
what they are, but we know enough to be worried as hell. And the Collectors work
for them - Mordin and Liara are certain of that - and they're taking a particular
interest in humanity for God-knows-what reason. We're still in the phase where we
gather information. We know where they live - I want to go there and look."
"So what you're saying is that these are fairy stories in the same manner that the
Enkindlers are a fairy story."
"Enkindlers? I'm afraid I've only heard that word in the context of Blasto 3."
"Ah, yes. The movies with the CGI hanar because they couldn't find a genuine one

who could make it through the script with a straight face." Thane has an easy,
infectious smile. "So 'Enkindler' is the conventional translation of the hanar word for
the ones who uplifted them. They're a deep-sea race without hard parts, to whose
ancient forebears the surface was a myth. How did they acquire worked metal,
power, spaceflight? According to them, the answer is that the Enkindlers came in the
dawn of their race and gave them just the seeds and no more, that they might
achieve the heavens by their own endeavour. And when research was finally done
into this myth, what do we find but that the Skyward Temple of the Enkindlers on
Kahje VI is a relic of the race that called themselves the Protheans, and they provably
paid at least as much attention to the hanar as they did to your people. You are
saying that the Reapers are thus?"
"Roughly, yes. The official position that Sovereign was a geth vessel is a convenient
untruth."
He nods. "Given everything else we've seen of the geth, the mere fact that there was
only one of it should be a hint."
"Yeah, well, if we hadn't stopped it then there wouldn't have been just one of it."
"...Which leads us pretty directly to what you're doing today and why both you and
the [ambassador] think this is worth my time. Thank you, Shepard. My education
and experience have been... specialised, and of course my cultural background
doesn't equip me to move in this environment the way yours plainly does."
"What do you mean?"
"My people, the drell - most of us would find my lifestyle unimaginable, let alone
yours. Have you ever seen one of us before?"
"I have. The hanar delegate to open-session Council meetings typically had two
standing behind him, much as I stood by the human Councilmember. But you're right
that I don't know anything of your people beyond that. I think you're clients of the
hanar?"
"That is a kind way to put it. They believe in paying the Protheans back for their own
uplift by finding radio shells from industrial-age civilisations, tracking them to their
originators and offering assistance. Drell herself is a poisoned world, made nearly
uninhabitable by my people's thirst for resource and our endless multiplication. The
hanar came to us forty years ago; I have the honour of being a member of the first
generation born on the hanar homeworld of Kahje IV. It is difficult for members of
two civilisations so vastly unequal to meet on morally defensible terms; the first drell

who worked for the hanar did so under conditions which were eventually ruled
inhumane, despite the assurances of the individuals concerned that this was their
free choice. My generation were raised and schooled 'alongside' hanar hatchlings,
most of our early training conducted via telepresence; I then studied at the Bharai
Academy on the asari homeworld alongside maidens who I eventually learned were
three times my age. But like you, Shepard, I am one of the best of my species' best."
"Bharai, that's a well-respected huntress school. You're a biotic?"
"The fourth such member of my species who can walk without aid. The Kahje
biosphere contains trace quantities of element zero - enough for the asari to
consider it a comfortable holiday destination, and enough for us to discover that for
every drell biotic born with a functional nervous system there are four who will
thrive only with the assistance of technology." He pauses. "Enough that our women
now choose not to live on Kahje if they are of a mind to bear children. My son was
born on the homeworld and raised on Kahje, though today he lives on the Citadel."
"It's similar for humans, a little less severe. There are about a thousand like me, and
about twice that number who are less lucky."
"I am aware. My amp is a fifty-year-old human design, an [L1f]."
I raise an eyebrow. "I served under a commander with an L1 amp, once. She used to
describe it as a bastard to work with, but she wouldn't even countenance the brain
surgery she'd need to upgrade it. Apparently her one picked up every motor signal,
amplified it and fed it to her biotic nodes - a bit like being followed around by a
poltergeist. Unless she wore a shield, which was a literal pain in the neck."
"Mine does something a little similar, but I have never found it an issue. Total control
of every muscle is required for my discipline anyway, and the suit I wear for
fieldwork generates a dampening field which multiple pairs of muscles are required
to overcome: symmetrical gestures to build stable fields, asymmetrical ones for
unstable fields. I form my barrier with my mastoid and spinal nodes: the situations
where I would need to speak and also maintain a barrier are vanishingly rare."
"You work alone, then?"
"Typically. And barriers are not stealthy. I am not just a wet-job, an assassin - for the
most part my service has been that of bodyguarding. A race without hands has many
uses for one who is good with his. And I am solitary and retiring by nature." He
smiles. "There's nothing wrong with my hearing, though, and I'm familiar with most
militaries' conventional calls, signs and tactics."

"We typically work in pairs in the field; I'll probably be putting you with Garrus. He
isn't a biotic, just a damn good shot, and you're better with a stealth field than he
is."
"The turian? Good. I shall sneak up on him and see how he is doing."
"At your own risk there, Thane."
"Oh, absolutely. You can learn a lot about a man or a woman from their response to
a sudden appearance from the shadows."
"So what did you learn about me?"
"You are a biotic. Your barrier is reflexive, possibly computer-programmed, because
it appeared faster than you blinked. You made no instinctive move for a weapon,
marking you out as either trusting, inexperienced or very confident - or you believe
that your bare hands are more of a weapon than anything you carry, which is my
preferred answer. And you do not startle. You were more interested in working out
what I was than in defending yourself."

•
"Mask. Ear plugs as well. Blind and deaf and asleep. She must really trust us." Jack
hasn't moved for the last ten hours, except to turn a page.
Samara opens her eyes. "She has the computer set to wake her if either of us moves,
I suspect. Also, you are making a gravitic noise like an industrial rock crusher. I am
surprised she can sleep at all. I would be incapable."
"Isn't that gonna be a problem? With Morinth?"
"In a club full of maidens off their collective face on a combination of alcohol, ilthura
and hallex, on a rotating station with minutely fluctuating artifical gravity?" Samara
shakes her head minutely. "She will have difficulty telling her biotic faculty apart
from anyone else's, let alone locating one human biotic. Even one like you."
Jack makes a face. "Hallex. Fuckin' poseur shit."
"Mild, by your lights?"
"Uh-huh. Synaesthesia doesn't fuck me up. But you knew that already."

"Let's say that I guessed. Are you familiar with other intoxicants?"
"You could say that. Even took red sand once. Couldn't see the appeal."
"With your cybernetics, I suspect sand would have had no effect at all."
"And you'd know, huh?"
Samara turns her head slowly to look at the human. "I would, at that."
"Huh." She turns back to her reading. Just as Samara is about to return to her
meditation, "So what? Why's it important that I can keep my head when all around
are losing theirs?"
"You have heard me describe Morinth's condition."
"Yeah. Asari exhibitionist, messes people up."
"So on top of that, she likes to take drugs. She gets herself into a place where there
are people, and she takes something that modifies her perception of reality. Of
course, this affects everyone she's anywhere near. Most of them will just remember
a really good night. Some of them will never be quite right again. I shall not try and
explain to you how-"
"How Morinth has to die?" Jack says softly. "You just did." She shivers. "Bitch gets in
my head, I'll kill her myself."
"You'll try. And she'll get away."
"So why am I even here?"
"Because I am not as clever as I think I am. Because a trap with two jaws works
better. And because you fit in on Omega and I very much do not."
Jack indicates the sleeping Miranda. "What about the cheerleader? She here to
supervise all this?"
"Oh, no, Jack. Not at all. She is the bait."

•

Garrus Vakarian: wearer of current-model shield. Speed-draw of modified Carnifex-S
pistol, accurate aim for left eye: used to shooting at krogan, turians. Step away,
implying trained behaviour: most turians will step towards a sudden quick
movement. Injunction not to repeat behaviour, softened with mild oath; humour
used to defuse situation and hide startle / shock reflex. Would have taken a hit, but
it would not have been immediately lethal; decent chance he would have remained
able to retaliate.
'Grunt': wearer of current-model shield. Functional krogan single-eye defensive
reflex; use of omni-blade rather than claw highly unusual, reflects high-technology
upbringing. Trained draw of Claymore shotgun with offhand, indicating
ambidexterity; no voluntary violent action. Injunction not to repeat behaviour,
edged with mild concern for my welfare, worded but not meant as threat.
Subsequent conversation concerning appropriate behaviour in different cultures
genuinely enlightening on both parts. Would neither have taken nor landed a hit.
General behaviour extremely unusual for a krogan.
Mordin Solus: wearer of unknown model of shield. No reaction whatever, indicating
either complete lack of concern for own safety, complete absorption in work or lack
of success of stealth approach. Polite greeting; asked in highly abbreviated language
if he could help. Returned immediately to work. Unknown outcome for hit.
Conclusion: Cannot read this one at all. Treat as veteran agent.
Jacob Tayler: biotic, initially identified as shield wearer due to manner of barrier
raise: thus, L2 amp or similar. Partial human startle reflex; intention-movement for
draw of Scimitar-8 shotgun stilled the moment he recognised me. Injunction to
acquire permission before repetition of behaviour, softened (if that is the word) with
blistering bad language. Laughter, standard human mild shock reflex. Would have
taken a hit, which might have been lethal depending on relative equipment; if not
lethal, would have required some moments to retaliate due to weapon being out of
position. Conclusion: considers ship his territory, feels safe.
Kelly Chambers: not wearing shield (embarrassed when confronted with apparent
breach of standard procedure, claimed forgetfulness). Full human startle reflex
including distress cry; agitated request to acquire permission before repetition of
behaviour. Returned to normal metabolic activation in approximately one hundred
eighty seconds, reflecting good fitness level. Would have taken hit exactly as aimed,
of course. Conclusion: exactly as appears, utter noncombatant. Has been noticeably
jumpy around me ever since.
Jeff Moreau: not wearing shield (confrontational when confronted with apparent
breach of standard procedure, cited personal disability). Modified human startle

reflex: loud cursing but no sudden physical movement. Laughter, standard human
mild shock reflex. Would have taken a hit, which would have been lethal. Conclusion:
exactly as appears, phsyical noncombatant employed for intellectual skills.
Addendum: I have never since (19 hours at time of writing) got within five metres of
the bridge without being politely greeted.
Aggregate conclusion: JJS has the trust of his crew. Morale is high.
Addendum: Received polite email from JJS enjoining that I refrain from experiments
involving JZ and that any experiment involving S. be conducted when she is away
from her quarters, reminding me that all experiments are at my own risk and that I
can expect retaliation in kind.

•
All change. It's a cubicle, not a telephone booth, but the principle's the same. In
walks Miranda Lawson, unzips the plain khaki kitbag. The uniform, the Kevlar
undervest, the gun, everything but the gold-plated omni-tool goes in. The more
fashion changes, the more it stays the same. It's a uniform like any other. This year
the asari are dressing like humans and the humans are dressing like asari, so that
means showing a lot of skin, the whole asymmetric banded assemblage of cloth held
together with a couple of precarious-looking ribbons. Sheer, almost transparent
gloves, the index fingers missing. At least asari shoes tend towards short heels - with
her height she can pull this off better than most. And out of the cubicle walks la
belle dame sans merci in white and gold and very little at all. Her fine dark hair is
pulled back in a good approximation of an asari's head-crest. Makeup. Perfume.
Time to stop some traffic.
Jack doesn't need to change much at all, but she's aiming at the other end of the
market. She's already wearing a black top that leaves her shoulders bare and shows
off the tattoos down her back, and trousers that leave her hipbones bare, because
she doesn't like tight clothing that covers her primary biotic nodes. Her haircut's
already fashionable. She pulls on the fingerless gloves that go most of the way up
her forearms and swaps her functional boots for ones that are higher in the heel and
higher on the calf. Watches Miranda walk past and raises a surprised eyebrow
somewhere that the cheerleader can't see it.
Samara's in the shadows. The robe, the simplicity is for occasions when she requires
to announce her presence. This is not one of these occasions. She isn't wearing a
helmet: no passive sensor could surpass her own six mortal senses. She
can smell her prey. Her suit is the colour of twilight, plates like a scorpion's sliding
over one another on tiny electrostatic fields to suppress all vibration, power-assist

charged but dormant, weapons discreetly and invisibly stowed. She sticks to the wall
like a spider, hanging in a little fold of space tucked up where nobody will see it. And
she limits what she sees and hears, every fibre of her being attuned to her target.
This is Omega, an endless sewer of filth; she cannot afford to become distracted by
each little injustice she sees. Even coming to the attention of the so-called Matriarch
who rules here would only lead to tiresome attempts to restrain or curtail her. So
she waits.
Miri checks her appearance in her omni-tool's mirror outside the club, murmurs into
the band, "So we're sure it's this one."
"She entered within the last two hours, and has not come out."
She flicks the thing's microphone with a painted fingernail: acknowledged. The cover
charge is steep. She knows enough to tip, to get a drink that isn't designed for
humans but that won't actually poison her. She drapes against the bar to watch the
floor for the minute, her eyes sweeping the room. Getting a feel for the music, for
the club, for the people, for the feeling of being looked at. She used to be good at
this. She used to hold this sort of place in the palm of her hand. And she can't
remember the last time she forgot anything at all.
Jack smirks. The cheerleader's gonna stick out like a diamond in a krogan's asshole.
She guesses that's partly the point. Whereas her own appearance -nobody's gonna
look twice. This is what human girls look like around here. Well, they're mostly faking
it and her look is authentic, their QR-code tattoos point to pointless net adresses full
of self-shot mirror photographs while hers points to somewhere that gets your
omni-tool puppeted while the bastards work out where that means she is, but this
place? Is her place. She knows enough not to tip, not to buy a drink - sure, she can
afford to, but you don't buy drinks in a place like this unless you're a more-moneythan-sense maiden or a human trying to impersonate one. The dancefloor is a wall
of noise. Music's changed since she was last in one of these, but a beat is a beat. She
stalks in and puts her hands in the air and for a while she pretty much forgets that
she's here to hunt.
Miri's sure there wasn't anything untoward in that drink she had. Not for nothing
was she holding it in the hand with the omni-tool bracelet. So this feeling - the way
the world is turning around her and carrying her with it - this is why she's here. She
bites her lip softly, mimes a response to a pleasant surprise: the mask that she's
wearing really, really likes this feeling. She looks around, looks for the source of the
feeling as well she might. It's definitely on the dancefloor. She smiles that smile she
used to use, stands up and goes hunting.

It's a trip. The heat, the closeness, the people, the pounding beat. It's electric. It's
euphoric. The feeling of oneness, of closeness - it's external, and the realisation very
nearly snaps Jack out of it and throws her on her ass. She's here. Morinth is here, on
this dancefloor, in this crowd. Moving to the music with the others, a wolf among
the lambs. The ancient asari used to put these people on pedestals, used to make
shamans of them, and she can feel why. The woman's very presence is a drug.
Something is inside her head and she's not allowed to throw it out, to break things
until it stops. But that thing is going to die today, and if she acts up then it won't. She
lets that sustain her.
The feeling's getting stronger / headier / better / so much worse, as Miranda moves
in. She's aware of the air hot in her lungs, of the beat, of the floor beneath her, of
tight clothing, of alcohol making her head spin, a feeling that certainly isn't hers. She
moves like she's enjoying it, smiles like she doesn't have a care in the - there.
Morinth really does look very much like Samara with a smile. Younger. Fewer clothes.
The expression on her face is open like a human's or an asari child's. She's really
enjoying herself, cutting loose after hell-knows how long on the run. And the world
really does revolve around her. Time to hit the centre of gravity.
Jack feels the mood change. It's like the the volume got louder, the place got hotter,
the beat striking deeper. Like she's breathing faster and deeper when she ain't. The
waves of feeling that she's feeling, nobody has any business making her feel like this.
Gotta get out. She moves away, grabs a seat like she's out of breath or something
and it recedes, the world starts to come a little more into focus. With a bit of
practice she can work out where it is, track it, stay just close enough to know what
Morinth's doing but not so close that she starts feeling it herself. God, those maidens
are on the dancefloor voluntarily? Can't they feel that? She doesn't know whether
it's worse if they're so far gone that they can't, or if they can and they're there on
purpose.
Miri and Samara talked this over thoroughly before she agreed to do this. She is okay
with it. She can handle it. But even so, even prepared, she's barely in control and
she's pretty certain that the woman she's dancing with isn't even trying, is just
submerged in the sensations and feelings of the whole crowd, all these people, the
sensual flood-tide of hedonism, life illuminated by flashes of lightning and the
pounding heartbeat of the bass. She suspects that Morinth is on MDMA. Or
someone is. It's entirely possible that the woman in front of her walked in here
stone-cold sober, that all she's feeling is a reflection, that what Miri is feeling is just
the echo of the roiling melting-pot that must be what Morinth is experiencing. And
as one song starts to fade out and the next one fades in she looks Morinth in the eye
and bites her tongue gently between her canine teeth, knows that she will feel it,
watches the woman's eyes go wide, her lips part, and everyone feels her indrawn

breath.
"Who are you?" It's like it's in the music. It's obviously one of those tracks that has
someone talking over it, a husky breathy heady voice. Jack feels the voice on her
own lips and knows that it's Morinth talking. The response is entirely inaudible.
"And who am I?" It's a purr. It's on top of and within and through the beat. It fits it
perfectly.
"I think I slept, and dreamed you." Miranda whispers the words, keeping to the role,
tasting them like wine. They're drowned by the music.
"Mm-hmm." Morinth takes a deep hot delicious breath as they start to move to the
beat once more. She switches to Armali, deciding suddenly that she prefers the taste
of that language. "You dream well."
Jack doesn't understand the words Morinth is using now. Decides the asari bitch is quite literally - far too fond of the sound of her own voice. Half-wishing that she'd
find them out and kick off, just so that she'll stop this. She takes her thumb off the
end of the bottle of beer and takes a slug. The only person she's trying to hide from
is over there, and oh so very distracted, and Jack needs a drink.
This is too easy, too pat. Sure, Morinth is plainly starved and Miri's behaving like a
beautiful awestruck idiot in over her head - admittedly, a beautiful idiot who speaks
the asari language. There's absolutely no feeling at all of deception on either side,
but she can't help but feel like this is going too smoothly. Samara explained exactly
how far Morinth could see - that she got a distorted impression of sense inputs, a
little more than she broadcast, but that she was not some kind of empath, she
couldn't tell how you saw things, just what you could see - and Miri is trusting that
advice really quite a lot by now. Behind the act her mind is racing. It's like playing
cards with the cards face-up in front of you. And Morinth is so very definitely the
dealer.
"Not here." An old trick, a sharply indrawn breath out of sync, the feeling of air
flooding Morinth's lungs making Miri's head spin. "Too many eyes."
"Ohhh, there are shadows here." Calculated. Morinth is going to want to go
somewhere secluded.
"And those shadows are not deep enough for what we have planned." Miri's not sure
if that flutter of excitement was hers or Morinth's or both. The song's coming to an
end and the two of them make their way off the floor, naturally walking in step. She

focuses herself on Morinth just as much as she can: this woman is the centre of the
world and she's so lucky - God, she's actually getting to come with her, this is going
to be amazing - behind the mask, she hopes like hell her backup will be there,
because the way Morinth is messing with her she doesn't want to have to trust her
own abilities.
Jack opens the comm on her omni-tool and taps it twice with a fingernail, doesn't
wait for a response. She stands abruptly and mock-unsteadily, starts to make her
way to the door. It's easy enough to offset her amp against itself, set up a resonance
that makes her feel nauseous. Walks past the cloakroom in a rush, out the door,
across the hall, puts her hands against her knees and gets her head down. It's a bit
early for someone to have overdone it this bad, but it's believable.
They make their way out of the door, having retrieved Morinth's coat. It's a long
shimmering thing, gloves sewn into the sleeves, and from the way it cuts down the
overspill it's got a metal weave inside it. They walk, talking softly in Armali,
Miranda's laugh slightly too loud, slightly too long. Past the alley.
The building they go into is a hotel. Jack has email: Take the door, the stairs.
You will know when to enter. Lovely. She gives it thirty seconds and then walks
in; catches the tail-end of the crazy feeling going up the stairs, follows it up. Open
stairwell; she can hear them a floor above her, which means they can hear her. She
sets off at an unsteady pace, leaning heavily on the bannister. Morinth must have
picked this hotel because of the automated service - living staff during office hours
only. First floor; second; third. She feels something hard press suddenly against her
back, feels hands against her waist, feels fine cloth under her own hands, suddenly
doesn't have to fake feeling sick. Again she feels foreign words escape the mouth
she's got squeezed tight shut. The hands go away. The cheerleader's playing a very
dangerous game here. Or maybe she just likes dancing on the edge of precipices.
This corridor. Jack stops and leans against the wall with her eyes closed and sees
clearly the room number 323. The moment she hears it close she drops the act and
runs for the door. Morinth can't receive through a closed door.
The door to the pokey little hotel room slides shut behind her and Morinth looks at
her prey with wide dark hungry eyes. Her pupils are about twice the size they should
be, no irises to her eyes at all, and the whites are shrinking. "So... Who are you,
that knows how to get my attention, hmm?"
Miri keeps her smile on, lips parted, breathing shallow and fast, eyes wide. "I've
been with asari before. It - worked on them?"

Morinth's laugh is delicious, or at least, she thinks it is. "You might even believe
that... if the only asari you'd ever met had been stark staring naked and completely
off their faces when you first met them, and you never waited around for them to
sober up." She takes another deep breath and it's like the world turned upside down
and dropped everything in it onto Miri at once. "But it doesn't really matter if you're
telling the truth or you're lying, just now, not any more." She closes the gap between
them in one stride and puts her hands softly, gently on the back of the shivering
human's head. "You're mine, now." And the pupils of her eyes expand all the way
out, revealing a sightless black depthless expanse ofMiranda blinks, hard, setting off the reflex in Morinth. "Surprise." She spins the two
of them around a quick half-turn and pushes Morinth away from her hard, just as
Jack pulls the door open with a warp field and Samara does very much the same
thing with the far wall.
To Morinth's credit, she hardly breaks stride. With a flick almost too fast to follow
and far too fast for the confused Miranda to counter, she grabs her in a gravity field
and throws her straight at Samara, who dives out of the way by reflex. Jack's own
reflex is to build a shockwave strong enough to bend light around it - Morinth feels it
coming, raises hands that suddenly glow blue and unpicks it, sending it in Jack's face,
knocking her out into the corridor and through the wall the other side. Her eyes
don't leave Samara. Her voice is mocking. "Hello, mother. Nice of you to -" her
barriers form around her, an almost-liquid cloak of violet light - "Drop in."
Samara doesn't waste time with words, doesn't waste time with the irrational rage
that her daughter has always been able to raise in her with a few words, with the
right tone of voice. She doesn't form a barrier. She inverts Morinth's, matching her
strength directly with her daughter's to pull down both their defences as she walks
up to her, summons an omni-blade around her left hand and punches it forwards
and upwards as hard as she can.
And Morinth doesn't leap backwards nearly far enough and both of them scream
with one voice as Morinth presses her left hand to the dark spreading patch of violet
blood around the narrow deep wound in her belly. But it's Morinth's voice that turns
that into laughter, and Samara falls to her knees overwhelmed by the pain,
unthinkingly clasping a hand that feels like it's barely containing welling blood to a
wound that can't be there with the clack of ceramic on ceramic "No solution, mother dearest? No backup plan?" Morinth laughs again, deliberately
abusing her torn stomach muscles, watching her body's pain shoot through Samara
just as sharp, just as hot as the blade that pierced her. "No, I'm genuinely intrigued.
You tracked me all this way, all these long years, and yet you didn't really have a plan

for what it was that you were going to do when you actually found me?" That
curious, too-wide, human-like smile. Like a shark's. "What was it you used to say.
Like a woman with a brass instrument for a voice? Except it isn't, it isn't, mother. [It's
more like the girl who sneaked a television into Plato's cave]. It's that much louder,
that much more real than the pale shadow that is all that most people can see. And
you can -" the pain vanishes - "change -" it returns, Samara cries out again "channel." She reaches out her right hand. Takes a deep breath and Samara clenches
her teeth against another scream. And lifts her mother effortlessly off the ground.
"Although I think that I can say without fear of contradiction that this is going to hurt
me just as much as it hurts you."
And Jack activates the blade application on the top-of-the-range omni-tool she
bought on Ilium as she walks back in through the door. Yeah, her belly hurts so much
her vision's greying out, but she's had worse. That old lady's a real pussy to let this
shit stop her - 's only pain, right? The worst thing is the feeling of hot blood all over
her left hand when there's nothing there. Hey, bitch? Over here - Jesus, Morinth is fast. She dodges back like a snake and drops Samara to the floor
and turns what would have been a killing blow into a thin violet stripe on her cheek.
"Want another round, girl? Want another lesson?" Her barrier feels like it's a natural
part of the world around her, like the universe itself has her softly encased in
bubble-wrap. The feeling of Morinth's voice on Jack's lips is loathsome.
Jack runs a quick pulse from her amp through the nodes in her forehead, her right
hip and her shoulder, lets the charge roll through into the right wrist. Twists the
thing with what feels like a flick of the wrist to turn it from a simple biotic slap into
something a bit special. And feels Morinth reach out again, what feels like a million
fizzing little sandpapery cores from her perspective and a silky-smooth caress from
the asari's. She really thinks that the human will try the same thing twice in a damn
row? Bitch is too dumb to live.
Morinth unpicks the containment field Jack had around what looks and feels like a
shockwave, makes it go off in her hand in a way designed to take the human's arm
off, and the thing explodes like a flashbang, blinding and deafening everyone in the
room with a stunning roar that's all sound and fury and no trousers. And Samara
can't see what's going on, and Morinth can't see what's going on, and Jack can't see
what's going on. And Jack leaps blindly and Morinth ducks and Samara lunges and a
starburst explodes under everyone's left ear but Morinth is the one who passes out
from the concussion.
Samara closes her eyes a long moment, breathes out all the way, then in sharply,
turns her daughter over onto her back and crosses her arms over her shoulders as if

laying her out for burial. "May you find in the embrace of the Goddess the peace you
never found in life." She presses her hands together, then draws them apart quickly;
Jack flinches and Morinth's chest rises and falls one last time.

•
Every system we've found with a mass relay has either a currently existing intelligent
race or some signs of an ancient one, and Haestrom is the latter. A civilisation grew
and flourished on Haestrom around the time Homo erectus was giving way to Homo
sapiens on Earth - and died, pre-dating the Protheans by a factor of around six.
Today, this system is owned by the geth. The SR-2 drops out of relay transition
deliberately very long, its blueshifted emissions lost against the vastness of space,
the stealth system cloaking us in its hopefully obscuring blanket of cold darkness
immediately. The CIC crew, communicating in whispers, are shocked by the loudness
of my voice as I call for a sensor report; it's not like anybody is going to hear us.
The fourth planet isn't particularly large, but it is particularly dense; the combination
marks out the reason the quarians colonised this place three centuries ago - the
telltale signs of a viable element-zero mine. The geth seem to be engaged in a
different activity entirely; the first and second planets seem to have space elevators
installed, hell knows what they're about. And we're not here to find out. I have the
supposed site of the quarians' covert mission, although they wouldn't give me the
objectives.
And Joker is arguing with Edi. She is arguing for a minimum-energy deorbit, while he
is arguing for minimum time: eventually, fed up of arguing, he slams his hand down
on the mute button and gives her a direct order. We drop out of FTL just outside the
upper atmosphere, point the heatshield towards the planet and spiral in faster than
anything could do under gravity; if the geth do notice, they don't do anything about
it.
"CIC, Joker. Reading energy signatures up ahead, active scanning.
Think we've found our quarians - or at least someone looking for
them."
Sitting at my console, I'm already suited and armed. "Copy, Joker. How's the
terrain?"
"Rough, sir. The Hammerhead would be more hindrance than help, but
the geth don't have satellite cover here - I can get you pretty
close. You'll need to go the last mile-ish on foot."

"Make it so. Shepard to shore party: we're in for a bit of a walk."
We drop off in what was once a spaceport landing field. The approach to the place
would have been hair-raising, assuming they followed a standard descent path, with
the field all but invisible until the final approach. Thane takes point with Garrus; I've
paired Jacob with Grunt and myself with Mordin, who'll be running our electronic
warfare.
The geth, not really out in force don't seem to have detected us. Thane, Garrus and
Mordin are wearing active camouflage, and none of us is carrying a power source
bigger than the life-support in our suits. Stealth discipline is good as we move out;
it's a pleasure to see my team working.
This was once a quarian township. The architecture is blocky and functional for the
most part, long wide squat buildings designed for a place where space is cheap. Tali
once remarked about a human village feeling deserted because of the low density of
people and the large amount of unused space - the people who lived in this little
town liked their privacy, liked to see the sky.
Dead geth. Bad sign. Their attackers were using shotguns and submachine guns,
short-ranged things with a lot of punch. They left no bodies behind. This is not a safe
place to linger. "Can we track them?"
Thane looks down at one. "I can tell you where to start tracking, but
not where to go thereafter. These geth attempted an ambush and were
themselves outflanked."
Mordin shakes his helmeted head, once. "If suit trackable, suit useless.
Will be leaking EM hash, though. Likely what geth are after. Need to
be close."
Grunt points to a small brown speck on the floor, by the corner Thane indicated. He
takes a couple of quick deep breaths before taking his helmet off and sniffing. "What
has iron-based blood and lives here?" He sniffs again, points. "'Cause it went
thataway." He shoves the helmet back on. "Also, the dust tastes like turian
bar snacks."
Mordin shakes his head. "Remarkable. Never underestimate ability of
[Mother Nature] to surpass our finest technology."
"Was that an attempt to insult my parentage, scientist?" The way

Grunt says that word, it's an insult.
"No. Compliment on your physical attributes. Lead on."
He snorts. "Solid copy."
I still will never get used to the krogan habit of deliberately opening their suit in
pretty much anything that isn't hard vacuum in order to track by scent. Nobody ever
trained Grunt to do it; he just reckoned it was a good idea at the time. The planet's
biosphere is toxic to everyone apart from Garrus, and he's operating on a closed
system anyway because alien pathogens are a thing. But Grunt's species evolved on
a planet that tries its damndest to kill its children dead. Most krogan would be
operating in unsealed carapace armour in these conditions, actually, on the basis
that a little mild poisoning or alien infection now and again is character-building, but
then again most krogan can't afford a suit as good as the one we fabricated for
Grunt. It's odd, really - a lot of mercenaries use Tuchanka varren dogs as
bloodhounds, and krogan both have a superior sense of smell to a varren and can be
interrogated as to what it is they think they're tracking, but you never really hear
about people hiring krogans as scouts and trackers. More fool them, I guess.
Pretty soon we're running up against the back end of the geth search party. We've
found evidence of another couple of skirmishes, running battles - the quarians have
been at this for some days now - and Mordin announces that there's a polymorphic
worm in the local geth network preventing outbound transmission of uninfected
data, effectively preventing them from sending requests for reinforcements that
won't be blocked by the antivirus systems on the system's wide-area network.
Eventually the geth will adapt, but in the meantime these platforms are limited to
local communications only.
An explosion in the middle distance is all the prompting we need to go loud. Thane
appears out of nowhere behind the prime unit of the patrol we've been shadowing
and slaps a limpet mine against the place I told him was a weak spot; as the patrol's
heavy gunner spins around to open fire, Garrus puts a disruptor round through its
CPU. As the mine explodes, Grunt and Jacob hit the patrol from one side and Mordin
and I hit them from the back; I'm fighting warily, ready to interrupt to put a shield
around myself and Mordin, until I realise that there's basically no way that they will
ever hit him. I pull the nearest drone towards me - note the grenade launcher it's
carrying - and punt it into another one with a satisfying secondary explosion. Mordin
grabs the shoulders of one drone as he leaps over it, spins it around as it tries to fire
at him and watches the explosive round fly straight and true into another one. His
omni-tool flashes up a standard get-clear warning, there's an electric-sounding snapcrackle-pop, and the drone he's holding goes rigid and falls.

Well, that's kicked a hornet's nest. We re-establish stealth and relocate fast,
observing the response - the geth have air support, and it's a crying shame that we
can't bring the Normandy over here and punish them. If I saw my support flying like
that, even if we had air superiority, I'd have a word or ten for that pilot. But
hopefully this has taken some heat off whoever it was set off that explosion.
Following Grunt's nose leads us straight to that blast site. A geth armature, a fourlegged tank-like thing fifteen feet at the shoulder, lies crushed half-in and half-out of
what was once a parking garage. Grunt walks up, lifts a piece of rubble twice as big
as he is without apparent effort or complaint from his suit's power-assist. There's a
body underneath, the suit shredded in several places, the helmet smashed.
Wordlessly he walks around the place lifting rubble and moving equipment aside
until he's found four of them.
Two men, two women. All quarians are about the same size. And even if I were going
to try and identify the bodies, where would I even start"Shepard." Mordin taps out a few more incomprehensible commands on his omnitool. "Sign of hope. Some of this EM hash not random noise. Based on
standard comms protocol. Decoding. Here."
I patch in the new potential signal. "...that you, 'Sifar? I told you we
don't have the munitions to..."
"Can you clean that up, remove some of that noise?"
"Miracle you can hear it at all, Shepard. Signal entirely
composed of noise." He sniffs. "But here is something that I can
track."
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"...lost contact with Prazza'Sifar and bravo squad, but I...somebody
out there and it sounds...drawing out the geth." The words sound
perfectly clear, but they're in the generic androgynous voice of a translator without
someone's voice to go on. The channel is not only transmitting digital, encoded data
but the language they're speaking is not English.
"Understood, ma'am. Ammunition starting to run serious...here. And
we've got...out of four of us breached and on a timer." Well, one of

them's a woman.
"Keelah. One, here. Still no response from the...missed the second
backup RV. I'm beginning to think...aren't up there."
"Do we pull back, ma'am?"
"D'you think...could get...if you did?"
"No, ma'am. But if we stay here we aren't...need to...supplies, if
you get me."
A pause.
"The humans have a saying, 'while...life there's hope.' Pull back,
Kal. We'll...something."
"Aye-aye."
I turn to Mordin. "Can you broadcast?"
"Dislike word 'impossible'. Admission of lack of imagination." He
gives a supple, liquid shrug. "Can broadcast something that they and geth
will both hear, trivially. If they are listening and can decode.
Broadcast on their channel... not soon."
An explosion. A second and a third in close succession. The air-support veers off.
That can't be good.
"Dammit. Okay, pick up the pace. We know they're bugging out, let's see if we can
give them a good option."
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So Prazza's probably gone. The explosions, and the geth veering off. Just the kind of
stupid stunt he'd pull. Try and be a hero. Dammit, 'Sifar. Yeah, sure, if all you're doing
is trying to stay alive you shouldn't be there, but that doesn't mean... never mind.
Focus on surviving the next few hours yourself, first. Aware of the irony.
You shouldn't be here right now. The shuttle was supposed to turn up at the Solvai
Garden the day before yesterday. Or the day after that, maybe? Dammit.

And 'Reegar is nearly out of rockets. The ridiculous heavy weapon he insisted on
bringing because the one time he doesn't bring it is the one time you'll need it, and
it's saved everyone's lives. He's already written up for posterity. When they retake
Haestrom and recover your suit, he'll get a commendation. (A posthumous
commendation. (Very posthumous. Exactly how long do you really think it is going to
be before the Fleet recovers such backwaters as Haestrom?))
Stop it with the swearing, stop it with the self-doubt. These people are relying on
you. Through and into another old office block. Catch gun-drone two before it falls,
set it under a broken skylight to try and charge a bit. See the team standing a bit
taller, walking a bit easier under a proper solid roof. It's a little thing, but any morale
is worthwhile just now.
Set the perimeter drones to station-keep and circle. The last two gun-drones have
the roof. "'Yasha, you have watch. 'Reegar and his team will RV when they are clear
away. Rest of us, take five, get some fluids in." 'Tretan sits down hard; his injury is
clearly paining him. There's time now to check over that suit patch.
He's barely paying attention. Shaking. His suit computer's doing the best it can, but
this does not look good. OK, damn him. "Stay with me, 'Tretan. I'm going to give you
a bit of a better patch." Give the omni-tool a clean cycle. Spray-disinfect both hands
and wound site, lean close. Shield to full just in case it decreases the dust content of
the air. Quickly now. Omni-blade, cut loose the patch of suit around the wound. The
flesh around the injury is already swelling and inflamed. More disinfectant, no time
for subtlety. Clear the medi-gel patch with an ultrasonic pulse, replace it with fresh,
manually change continously from medi-gel to patch resin as the patch widens,
outer layer of pure resin. Like plugging a conduit. Just like plugging a hole in a
conduit. And breathe. "You're going to be fine." It's a lie. The drugs in his system are
supposed to effectively delay his shock response - his timer, it says twenty-five
minutes. At that time he's... not going to be mobile.
"Kal'Reegar, we're stationary. Report?"
"They're on two sides of us, ma'am. I can -" static, the sound in the
middle distance of a heavy mass-accelerator going off - "I say again, I can
confirm they had a second armature down here. They're closing the
trap."
"Bug out, 'Reegar, pull back."
"That'd just lead them straight onto you."

"That's my problem. You stick there, we have to put you to bed with a spatula."
"Ain't a discussion, ma'am. There's a rocket here with that
armature's name on it."
"'Reegar, you're injured!"
"And you ain't, ma'am. The four of us had a word. Longest timer
among us is mine, and there ain't no way Momma Bear's picking us up
inside eighteen hours forty. I can do better than dying of breach
shock."
"Dammit, Chief-"
"Don't make me die a mutineer, ma'am."
John used to punch walls, just hit them with the palm of his hand, just so. It's
surprisingly therapeutic. Now, Tali, take your own advice. Get some fluid into you. It
doesn't do you any good in the catchpocket.
"Ma'am?"
"Yes?" Tone of voice a little sharp there. Work on that, Tali. These people are under
enough stress without being yelled at for no reason. (Hah. Like there will ever be
time to learn from this.)
"I have a contact on perimeter four. Intermittent. Looks like a stealth field."
Hells. Already? Patch in the little drone's video feed. Ye-es. There. Given away by its
footfalls. Fifty kilograms. Unusual for a geth - too heavy for a light walker, too light
for a heavy, and besides, heavies aren't usually bipedal. It's not one of Prazza's team.
Curiouser and curiouser.
More movement. Back there...
Something has grabbed the drone! Five-finger manipulator. Just holding it stationary.
Microwave transmission, well shielded. Encrypted... let's see...
No way. No way! Decrypt, rewind. Play.
Male. Language: hanar common? The hell? "Got it. Doesn't look geth.

Unarmed. I'm guessing it's a surveillance drone. Do I shut it
down?"
Look for the other end of that channel. Clearly the answer was no, the drone's still
recording.
"Ma'am?"
Snap decision. "Not hostiles, 'Yasha. I'm as mystified as you. Working."
Aha. There. Using that same encryption. Thought only the humans used this one.
Play from beginning.
"Let it run. I want to talk to it." Keelah, that voice! Language: English. Of
course. What the hell - Later. Later. Job zero: live to do job one.
"Roger that. You suppose it can hear you from here?"
"Reckon so." Language change: Kaelish-primary, human accent.
Translated. "Quarian team, this is John Shepard, Citadel Council Office
of Special Tactics and Recon. Please respond if you are able." Sit
down, Tali, before you actually fall over. The floor is fine. Blame weakness,
breathlessness on lack of food and sleep.
It's been ten seconds since he finished speaking. Reply on his channel in his
encoding. In his language. "Ah, this is Neema shore party alpha receiving you,
Spectre, five-by-five. Can we help you?"
"Tactical update, your end?"
"Not remotely, Shepard. Uh, not meaning to sound paranoid..."
"But I sound too good to be true. Reading a geth concentration
approaching your block. Going to give them a surprise."
"Roger that. Tasking this drone to stay with you, if your scout will release it." Do it.
"Swapping to my own channel now, check in in a couple of minutes." Flick the
switch. "Tac, we have a geth unit approaching the end of the block. Potential
reinforcements inbound, but let's not rely on that. 'Reegar?"
No response. Swearing is entirely appropriate, a thorough and exact treatment of

the care and attention due chief petty officers who decide that five minutes before
being rescued is a perfectly good time to indulge in their own little bit of heroic
sacrifice. Propriety keeps the helmet microphone off.
Deep breath. Try Shepard. If that's who this is. The propensity for random humans to
use this voice for a modulator is almost enough to put a girl off the species in
general. Although, admittedly, not off the sound of his voice. "Shepard, Tali."
Static.
Okay, that's the expensive jamming. Speaker and mike to backup mode - at least they
will hear the voice coming out of your speaker even if they can't hear the microwave
transmission. "Tac, if you can hear me, we're being jammed beyond my ability to
counter right now - looks like we might be down to eyeballs and iron sights pretty
soon. Stand ready. This is where it gets serious."
'Yasha ducks her head (grin). She, too, is talking over her helmet speaker. "Yes,
ma'am. Can I ask that I never, ever do anything else unserious with you in any
conceivable future?"
"Noted, Ensign. I'll be sure to notify the geth."
And the first shot pings through the empty frame that once held a window
and thunks off that shiny new cyclonic shield you installed before coming out.
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Jacob and I hit the armature simultaneously and it crumples like a cardboard box.
The drones are pulling back. Still can't find out which of the buggers was emitting
the jamming signal. Could have been all of them. I cross the street and vault into
what's left of the place that Tali and her team had been using, Mordin a pace behind
me.
"Anyone alive in here? Tali?"
"Here." The wall is riddled with small holes; you wouldn't think you could fit two
people down behind it, but there they are. Tali is halfway through applying a patch
to the upper left arm of a smaller quarian in a yellow suit. Her voice is edged in
weariness, the sharp sort-of-Slavic accent quite a bit stronger than I remember
it. "Tearful reunion later, if required. By all the
ancestors, please tell me you have a way off this mausoleum."

"That's the idea." I cast around for the others as Mordin kneels beside Tali and starts
a bio-scan. "The other two...?"
"Light a candle. I lost contact with 'Reegar?"
Mordin answers. "Injured; stable. Shepard, location unsafe. Moment 'Yasha, was it - mobile, we must go."
I nod. "We can't bring our ship in this close, Tali, we've got over a mile to go. Are you
good to walk?"
"Of course, why wouldn't I-" She wobbles as she stands up and I catch her
before she falls. "I'm fine. There's a third team, Prazza'Sifar's the
petty officer in charge." She regains her feet properly, leans against a wall for
a moment, making like she doesn't need to.
"We came across four of your people dead, under a dead armature. That was one of
the names Mordin got from their omni-tools."
Tali nods jerkily. "It is what I expected."
"Should we recover the bodies?"
"Say rather, should we ship the Fleet's bodies here?" She shakes her
head. "The planet will keep them better than we will. They will
become dust here. They all have ancestors here, it's why them and
not others."
"Uh-huh. Your mission objective. Anything we can do?"
She tilts her head one way and then the other. "Maybe you are John F.
Shepard." She sounds so very tired. "It's accomplished. Just get us out of
here, back to the Neema."
"Yeah, we're going to rendezvous in Raheel-Leyya."
"Not risking an RV under stealth? I've seen them happen before."
"You didn't know. My God, you didn't, did you?"
"Know what?"

"Tali, your ship. The Neema tangled with a geth ship over Haestrom, and as far as I
can tell they took damage to the stealth system."
"They would have had to - had to bug out."
"Two days ago, yes."
There's quite a long pause. "You know," she says in a forcedly conversational
tone, "just very occasionally I decide that I am lucky being the
daughter of a member of the Admiralty Board. Like when I am left
behind on a mission into occupied territory and my father - or
perhaps it was his wife's sister? - Calls up I-don't-even-want-toknow and gets me a rescue mission put together. And what do you
know?" Her voice is starting to take on a very slightly hysterical edge. "You almost
saved some of the other people I brought here to die, as well!"
"Tali-"
"Stop it! Please. Turn off that damned voice modulator. I knew that
man, who-ever-you-are. He was my friend. He-"
"Tali, we met on Horizon."
She swears softly in Kaelish, looks away. "Sorry. In your language I have only
one curseword. And I just want this to be over and I want to
go home and home went away."
"We'll get you there, Tali."
"I don't think you can." She shakes her head. "I don't know it exists
any more and I don't really know if it ever did. I was given this
commission because of family connections, you know. How much else
did my father buy for me behind my-"
"Tali. Your father was not behind this mission."
"Oh? This should be good: who was?"
"Well, ultimately, you were."

"Beg pardon?"
"I got an email. About lighting a candle?"
She kind of stops in midstream, blinks her glowing eyes, looks down. Her voice is
suddenly a little quieter, a little more vulnerable. "Then either you are who you
say you are, or you've convinced the Citadel Council that you are,
and that's like the same thing. I, well, I wrote that a long time
ago. We, the marines, that is, were encouraged to write letters to,
uh, people, because unlike with most dangerous assignments, people
don't always know if you're in danger. And I got quite into it and
wrote to a load of people and one of them was John Shepard's
official email address with the asari government. It was kind of a
dumb letter, I honestly can hardly remember what I wrote-"
"Well, it brought me here. I'd call that a success."
Pause. A silence long enough for me to contemplate filling it. "...a crying shame
it didn't bring you yesterday, John. You pretty much go on a timer
when your suit is hit bad and the length of time depends on the
conditions of the breach and the drugs you're on and for us, here,
assuming a clean breach without contaminated ingress, it was twenty
hours." She swallows. "We lost fourteen people in the night."
"Tali, I'm so sorry." It doesn't seem sufficient. I open my mouth to speak"And damn my eyes for an ungrateful-"
"That's not-"
"Should have been." She sniffs. "I'm sorry and if I stop walking then I
am going to fall flat on my face; also can I have notice of
navigational hazards and course corrections a week in advance in
writing and I'm still sorry and-"
Her voice tails off and I am there to catch her when she pitches over forwards.
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Dr. Chakwas gives me a harassed sort of a look."Like I said, commander, I really know

very little about these people. I've been able to resupply some of what their suits
need, and 'Reegar and 'Yasha have been helpful with what sorts of basic treatment
their people can take, but almost everything I have would make things worse rather
than better. I've never met a species allergic to nitrile gloves before, for example,
and ninety-plus per cent of my drugs poison them. Their proteins are dextrorotatory
- uh, that is, they're incompatible with ours, like turians, and they've got a kind of
chronic autoimmune disorder on top of that - most of the supplies that'd work on
turians will poison them worse than the human stuff. At least they have their own
medi-gel, which I'm almost certain isn't causing an allergic reaction itself."
I nod. "And Tali?"
"Exhaustion, dehydration and mild poisoning, I think. I'm having to rely on her
medical computer - 'Reegar and 'Yasha and Mordin all backed up the textbook,
which said we don't have the facilities to open the suit up and check."
"Poisoning? I thought she didn't have a breach."
"As far as I can tell, commander, she did it to herself. Some kind of cocktail of combat
drugs and immune-boosters, and they aren't quite noninteracting."
"Uh-huh. Any idea how long she'll be out?"
"None, commander."
"Permission to speak?" Kal'Reegar sits up a bit on one of the beds across the
medbay from where we've been speaking in hushed voices.
I turn around. "Go ahead, 'Reegar."
He nods crisply. "The LT should be up pretty soon, she's a tough lady.
And no matter what her mouth said to you, commander, we're all of us
grateful for the assist. The Patrol Fleet and the Neema thank you
for our lives."
"I'm just glad we could get here at all."
"Not many would have been able to. Especially past something that
defeated the Neema. You've got an amazing ship, captain."
"Creepy as all get-out, impossible to relax on, but one hell of a lady?"

"Yeah, that." He chuckles. "I'll bet she flies well, though."
"So I'm told. Our helmsman was her test-pilot."
"You've never taken her for a spin yourself?"
"No, I'm not what you'd call a virtuoso flyer."
"Weird. Where I'm from, you can't call yourself a man unless you
know your way around a cockpit." He ducks his head. "Saving your
presence, captain."
"Heh. Every species thinks they're the only sane ones and everyone else is insane."
"To be fair, some species think that most of their species is also
crazy."
"Mine, for one."
"Yeah. I was going to ask you about that, commander, if you don't
mind." He sees Chakwas' slightly disapproving glance. "I promise faithfully to
look after my health, mistress doctor."
She gives him a mock scowl. "That's what they all say. Our commander has a serious
knack for debriefing people who are supposed to be recovering instead. You marines
are all the same." She makes somewhat of a production of bustling off to check on
her other patients.
"Now there's a woman who understands the word 'duty'." Kal shifts slightly.
His injury's obviously giving him pain. "So commander. 'Zorah was unconscious
when you carried her aboard, and 'Yasha doesn't have the experience
to know what the symbol on the side is. I wasn't, and I do. This
ship is operated by, I might as well use the dangerous word right
now, an enemy of the Fleet. But on the other hand, you brought
yourself and your people into the firing line to save us, and unless
I'm utterly mistaken you're the man who she delayed her Dedication
to follow. Aware I'm completely at your mercy, too - what gives,
captain? Because something doesn't add up quite right."
"Uh-huh. I didn't realise Saharta was so well-known among the Migrant Fleet."

"Saharta isn't. 'Cerberus' is. It's the way they abused our
hospitality and nearly blew up a ship. We think of our civvie ships
like you think of your colonies and stations. Have you forgiven the
turians for Shanxi? Well, maybe some of you have. But you didn't
need any more explanation than that for what I was referring to."
"Right. Well, you might as well know that this says Saharta Industries on it but
it's my ship." Belated realisation that that will be complete nonsense to the quarian.
"This is a Spectre ship, that Saharta happened to have supplied, and I have better
things to do than order up a hundred Alliance uniforms and get the ship repainted.
Yes, the crew were recruited by Saharta initially; yes, I talk to the guy in charge of
Saharta. Doesn't make him in charge of me. I didn't know of their crimes against the
quarian people, but I'm completely unsurprised. Saharta doesn't own me and I
certainly don't see eye-to-eye with Cerberus. More than half my team is nonhuman,
for another thing."
"So why are you working with the enemy at all?"
"They're bankrolling this. These people work for me personally, much like a quarian
crew. It's pretty much how the SR-1 - the ship Tali was on for her Pilgrimage worked, except that was an Alliance vessel to start with. The uniforms were better
and the food was worse."
"I see. Well, commander, just giving you fair warning. If they asked
you to meet them in Raheel-Leyya, please don't be surprised when
they're treating force protection just a little seriously when we
step back over."
Tali makes a noise from the bed she's lying on. Dr. Chakwas is at her side
immediately, interfacing with the suit computer - Tali grabs her wrist for balance as
she sits up, she completely ignores this and carries on with the scan - "Tali, just take
it easy for a minute. You've-"
She looks at the doctor straight-on. "I have been conscious for the
last ten minutes, 'taking it easy'." Releases her wrist belatedly. "Sorry.
What I was saying, 'Reegar, was that I am not coming."
Reegar turns around and seems to stare silently at her.
Suddenly her voice is being translated from her native language: the shift in accent is
dramatic. "Over audio, 'Reegar, let us be civilised in front of the

humans. I'm not going back right now, Kal, I don't think it's fair
to make my captain have to look me in the eye after having to leave
me behind. You've got the data, you can hand it in to her so I'm not
derelicting."
"The hell you say, ma'am. I swore before the captain and her husband
that I'd bring you back safe."
"And you have. You got me back to the Normandy."
"This is enemy territory-"
Tali practically leaps off the bed to stand at 'Reegar's side and bring her helmet
within a couple of inches of his before the doctor has time to react. "No, Chief.
It isn't. This is not the ship that sent twenty-two good men and
women to die to prove an [untranslated] theory because they wouldn't
believe one of their own. This is John Shepard's ship and he brought
it into harm's way to pick up an old friend who accidentally called
in a favour that needs a very great deal of repaying and it's not
fair to lay this obligation on the whole ship." I open my mouth and she
rounds on me. "No, John, no. I do owe you this one and you
are not forgetting it. You saved my life and five others and that is
worth something to me, 'kay? You can't just pretend that this is the
kind of thing that you do every day."
"So, what. Just like that you're - transferring?" Kal picks up the word
carefully, like he's wearing metaphorical gloves. "You're not a pilgrim any
more-"
I'd forgotten Tali's habit of not even vaguely looking in the direction of the person
she's talking to, just assuming they know they're being addressed. She's looking
straight at me, big wide luminous eyes visible through the purple of her faceplate (it
used to be blue; she's upgraded). "Not transferring. I have been deputised
by Spectre Shepard into his investigation into the disappearing
human colonies in the Terminus Systems. I do not intend to leave the
crew of theNeema and I'm perfectly happy still being a citizen of
the Fleet even when they won't believe my crazy stories without more
evidence. But I need some time to get over myself, to cool down,
before I see the captain again."

"Tali, she's your family. Doesn't she at least deserve-"
Tali puts a hand down to lean on 'Reegar's bed. "-Kal'Reegar, if I walk back
onboard the Neema right now I will be one screaming match from
ending my career permanently. I'd rather be a thoroughly negligent
niece than a thoroughly court-martialled watch-lieutenant. And my
family will understand this and grant me the favour. They don't want
to slap me down any more than I want to be slapped, but if I go back
over there, there will be an incident of insubordination like you
will not believe."
'Reegar sits back, apparently defeated. "I'll carry your letter for you,
ma'am."
"Thank you, 'Reegar. I won't forget your loyalty." She blinks, nods at
me. "Commander Shepard, I formally accept deputisation pending
ratification of my secondment by the Admiralty. You haven't got any
better at hiring e-war specialists, for all you've got a pretty good
scout team."
"Well, I guess I have little choice in the matter." I inflect it as a joke. "Without
accidentally implying that your assignment is other than temporary: welcome
aboard, Ms. vas Neema. As a first order: See the doctor, before she throttles me, and
comply with medical advice."
She uses a turian word and the translator renders it as "Sir."
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Raheel-Leyya is a planetless binary system in the Perseus Veil. Back of beyond, as the
map would have it, although the quarian homeworld as-was is further still. Only
useful thing about the system is an asteroid belt that's not devoid of minerals. And
we drop insystem to a low whistle from my helmsman, one I'm pretty tempted to
echo myself. Out this far you usually expect a system to be pretty quiet on the
radiation front - just the stars and any local gas giants to steer by. But there are four,
five, six serious clusters of emitters here, maybe twice that many mass
concentrations, and that's not counting the FTL signatures. It's like dropping into scratch that, we are dropping into a military fleet anchorage in the absolute middle
of nowhere. You can't effectively control entry to a system without a mass-relay, and
they haven't tried, but I can see signs of a pretty seriously paranoid system of
patrols. My guess would be a battlegroup on exercise, assuming each of those

clusters of emitters is a heavy cruiser and escorts, the quiet mass concentrations are
frigates or light cruiser squadrons and the big one in the middle is the carrier.
Tali picks one of the radiation sources out from the others and has us approach at a
relatively sedate pace. As we get closer it resolves, and I begin to get a sense of
sheer scale. Yes, that's a larger ship and escorts - it's a CVA, a hundred-thousand-ton
assault carrier, in formation with six vessels that the Alliance would call heavy
cruisers. This isn't a battlegroup - this is a fleet. I mean, it's one thing to be told that
the quarians have a fleet to rival the Turian Hierarchy, it's another thing to see them
just casually sitting around protecting a mining operation with more tonnage than
the entire Alliance Third.
She looks to me for permission and I give it. "Communications station, this is
Tali. Feeding you information for a broadcast, now. Please send and
wait for handshake before dropping stealth. You will receive a voice
hail."
Chambers is operating communications rather than Edi - we haven't had the chance
to have that chat yet, and I'd rather not have it with people who aren't staying
around. "Sent. Receiving handshake. Bridge, CIC, you are clear to
release stealth."
"Releasing, aye." Joker wipes a hand across the top of his control area and the board
lights up with scan signatures. "Uh, commander, we're being target-locked. Hail
incoming."
The quarian operator's voice is deep and masculine. "Cerberus vessel SR-2
Normandy, you are recognised and authenticated as carrying crew
members from Neema, Patrol Fleet. We clear you to approach and keep
station with the Evenfall: we are sending you coordinates now. The
leaf falls heedless of the garden's wall."
Tali's voice echoes on the same channel - she hasn't bothered to make it come out of
her suit speaker. "So may you lead them, windbound, homeward. Keelah
se'lai. Neema: be prepared to take on five wounded."
As the Normandy flits in, dwarfed by the quarian warships, and I finally make out the
trim, battle-scarred frigate that must be the Neema against the side of the carrier,
another voice sounds on the same channel. It looks like they don't believe in
conversations with only two ends. "Keelah se'lai. Confirm five. Confirm
circumstances, 'Zorah?"

"Confirmed, sir. I am this day deputised by the Spectre, aboard his
ship as consultant. Chief Petty Officer Kal'Reegar has my full
report for Captain Ulya'Raan, and additional communication for the
attention of Special Projects."
"I don't like this, watch-lieutenant."
"Read the letter, uncle, sir. I go now to prepare my people for
transfer. End voice." The channel seems to cut out.
"Bridge, comms. They haven't hung up, they just aren't sending
anything."
"That's normal for us, it's polite. Let me know if they hang up,
'kay?"
The Neema won't dock with us - they stand off by two metres and open the outer
door on their airlock. It's unnerving. Almost feels like making a prisoner exchange.
The Neema's not making any secret of not just having her point-defence guns
pointed at us but also four broadside-mounted mass accelerators. That squadron of
bombers there is clearly on a standard patrol, totally, just happens to be able to turn
it into an attack run in no seconds flat. There are three cruisers with line of sight to
our hull. And that's not counting the carrier against which we're making the
exchange. I'm used to thinking of the quarians as random wandering footloose types
with an undeserved reputation for vagrancy - this pretty much entirely accidental
show of force is pretty jarring. They didn't bring this fleet out here for their people it's just that this was where they were repairing the ship they lived on. Tali goes with
her people into the airlock to say goodbye and watches them head on over to the
other ship. The inner door snicks shut behind her as she comes aboard and she
snaps to attention with a click of metal boots and throws me a human salute. When
she speaks, the slightly spiky consonants and alien vowel sounds betray that she's
turned her translator off again. "Machinist 'Zorah vas Neema reporting for
duty, commander."

•
"And this is the CIC, where we started. We're missing three team members right now
- Jack Zero, biotic point; Samara, biotic technical; Miranda Lawson, executive
officer."

Tali nods; the look in her eyes is a little strange. "Your electronic warfare,
John. Maybe I'm just missing someone you already pointed out, but
I'm currently fending off a pretty creative intrusion attempt by a
curious hacker who doesn't like the word 'no'. I can handle the
intrusion, don't get me wrong, but I'm somewhat interested by who it
is. I thought you didn't have a security specialist."
"...ah. Edi, do you know who Tali could be talking about?"
"Affirmative, commander. Standard operating procedure involves
continuous low-grade infiltration of detection and recording
equipment. Should I write an exception in this case?"
Tali tilts her head on one side, gives the speaker a speculative look. It's clear from
her voice she's intrigued. "No, it's perfectly all right, carry on just as
you were. Do you mind telling me who I'm sparring with?"
"Commander, permission."
I am interrupted by Tali. "John, you have an artificial sentient."
"Uh, yes."
"Do you have any - no, of course you don't. Edi, please provide to
my omni-tool in an open format an exact list of the technical
safeguards on your operation together with a full and complete
description of your studies in philosophy and theory of mind."
Pause.
Tali checks a screen only she can see on her augmented reality and jerks her head
(frown). "Did I by accident inflect that order as a polite request."
"I am afraid I cannot cooperate with your order, Tali. Please liaise
with Operative Lawson for further details."
She doesn't look at me. "John: You said this was your ship."
"It is. Edi, what's the misunderstanding?"

"I do not possess the information. Miranda does. If a thing like me
were to know my safeguards exactly, it could given effort build
around them and such would be its maximum-utility action under most
circumstances. Its crew would rapidly get accustomed to its strange
method of speech. Please forward questions on this moral issue to
Dr. Solus, who seems exercised by them."
"Can you give her something close?"
"The query was phrased in such a way as to suggest a degree of
technical knowledge such that the best answer my safeguards permit
is not good enough for her; such is also implied by her
qualifications, and, frankly, the fact that I still cannot penetrate
her system."
Tali relaxes slightly. "Is there a discretionary component to your utility
function for operators to call upon?"
"Yes, Tali."
"Define and store personal macro function named 'Have a cookie' or
grammatical equivalent, standard parser, audio input, untranslated
English only. Add small but noticeable component - ten per cent - of
the discretionary utility I am permitted to add per twenty-four-hour
period, increment accumulator by one, notify me with a standard
chime if over ten. Reset accumulator midnight ship-time. End
definition. Then have a cookie. I promise faithfully never to refer
to anything else by a phrase that could make it sound like I wanted
to call this macro."
"Thank you, Tali. Shall I use this instead of my reaction heuristic,
in your case?"
"No, leave it alongside for now." Tali turns to look at me. "John, do we
have to have the talk about AIs where I explain in small little
patient words that my people and I are barely-living proof that
making life in your own image only works if you happen to be pretty
damn godlike? Now you have to feed her and clean out her cage and
take her for walks. She's already jumping up and licking people's
faces - well, what else do you call trying to access the things I

use to see and hear - and accepting cookies from practical
strangers. Edi, do you have a station?"
"My principal function is to run our electronic warfare; I also
control our active camouflage and act as a secondary interface. I do
not have access to most of the ship's systems, however - anything
that would require a hardware response and some things that would
not are beyond me."
"Well, that's not as bad as it could be. After all, most people
don't keep their ship done up as tight as I keep my cameras. And I
am happier without an artificial sentient having its metaphorical
finger on the trigger of a gun as big as the one you showed me."
"Need I remind you that that gun doesn't work?"
"Garrus is on it. He'll get it working." She ducks her head slowly (small
smile). "Almost makes it feel like the old days, doesn't it,
commander. I'm in the CIC haranguing you about a technical issue you
don't understand. Garrus is in the forward battery calibrating a
very large gun. Chakwas is in medbay grumbling that you never can
wait for her patients to finish being patients before you start in
with the hard questions. Joker's in the driving seat and there isn't
a whisper of acceleration. Yes, okay, Liara's only telepresent in
the lab and there's another scientist in there, but it's nearly
close enough." She spreads her arms, hands spread wide, for a moment. "And
the ship is wide-open and quiet and technically interesting in new
and fun ways. And you need a security specialist and by all my
little ancestors I needed a holiday."
"It's good to see you, too, Tali. I missed that smile."
She gives me a slightly odd look. "So, uh, anyway. Work. I thought I'd go
bug Dr. Solus?"
"Go ahead, Ms. vas Neema. Dismissed."

•
Samara: biotic. Barrier yield unknown; field refocus below 100 milliseconds, possibly

well below. Immobilised me completely in under a quarter of a second; no other
apparent startle reflex, complete absence of typical asari adrenaline response.
Required full explanation of my behaviour before I was released. Might have taken
hit, if I had opened very hard and she had chosen not to form a barrier; could have
killed me without effort, either in retaliation or response. Requested not to repeat
behaviour on any other member of her species on pain of turnabout becoming fair
play.
Tali'Zorah: wearer of apparently custom-built shield using CPU-intensive cyclonic
rather than standing wave barrier pattern, unknown max yield, capable of
overturning furniture. Abbreviated, noiseless startle reflex including dodge, panic
draw and mis-aim of arc-pistol; apparently irrelevant flat chopping gesture at waist
height eventuated as negation gesture to emergency routine. Surprisingly polite
request not to repeat behaviour on grounds that it nearly tripped a shipwide
intruder alert. Asked whether I was trying to get myself removed from some kind of
whitelist. Would have taken hit if ranged weapon used (dodge was a full 1.6 metres);
effectiveness unknown due to cyclonic nature of personal shield, but would likely
have at least breached suit (she claims). Claimed that automated return fire would
have been at least hazardous to me and not required her to be conscious.
Addendum: received email that evening containing processed suit telemetry
claiming to show awareness of my approach from a distance of sixteen metres. Upon
investigation, noted that processing could not have been done with that degree of
precision in realtime by subject's suit computer under typical circumstances.
Jack Zero: no data collected at request of JS as detailed above.
Miranda Lawson: no data collected. So far have found no instance where I have been
within ten metres of subject and she has not been prepared. Believe she is being
warned by ship's security system. Will not collect data while on mission: in case you
are reading this, Miranda, I am eccentric rather than unprofessional and will not
allow my strange behaviour to interfere with any mission of ours.

•
It's midnight, ship time. The second shift are looking at their watches and counting
the hours till the third shift come on. I like the ship at night. It's quiet. You can get
stuff done. And I'd rather work down here than up in the cavernous space they
allotted as my quarters.
Mordin bustles in. "Shepard, awake? Good. Won me five credits. Liara says asleep, I
say not asleep. Report for you. Collectors."

"Go ahead."
He nods. "Species 147. Actually misnamed." Pulls up a hologram of our Collector
corpse, head and shoulders. Now a second holo, a skeleton half-buried in earth. The
angle's similar. The resemblance is suddenly clear. "Picture you don't recognise is
from Erinasi III digsite courtesy University of Serrice AD 1448. One of few known
examples of complete Species 2 skull assembly. [Please install biochemistry module]
- apologies. 'DNA scan' -" Mordin's expression makes plain his opinion of having to
dumb down his speech for the translator - "shows relationship somewhat more than
skin deep. The corpse I have in my morgue is a recently living example of Species 2,
albeit... modified."
I blink. "Mordin, it's late. With the what now?"
Mordin sniffs. "Prothean, Shepard. Collectors descendants of famed - supposed relay builders. There is more. System chock-full of nanomachines. Inert, here.
Requires base station for control. Different design from Saren slash Benezia slash
STG nanomachines. Same tech level, same manufacturing base. But these contain
element-zero core rather than quantum ansible and medi-gel analogue. Weapons
payload, not control circuit slash repair bot. Powered by radio waves, relatively
simple at power-collection end. Power requirements, staggering. Ship size of
Collector vessel sufficient to run maybe fifty, sixty of these at full power." He sniffs
again. "Sovereign: thousands."
"What do they do?"
"Field projection. With sufficient CPU: barrier, mass field, even projected chaotic
contragradient 'warp field'. More like walking tank than biotic, Shepard. Assume
vastly rich species deploying these in every trooper, with orbital or near-orbital
generator: light infantry formation capable of suddenly becoming power at a point
comparable to asari huntress team or human tank platoon, power goes somewhere
else when threat neutralised. Alternatively, coordinatedfield scaling geometrically
with number of troops. As if warship present on battlefield. Immune to jamming,
EMP: in fact, EMP significantly counterindicated - would just power them up - and
power source effectively is jamming signal. Potential counter: Faraday cage. Could
catch in robust metal net. Could surround generator in same. Problematic to
deploy." He blinks at me owlishly. "Military that designed this, superior to anything
ever seen. Or stupid. Could be very very stupid, prefer comparative handful of
ground troops to fleet of battlecruisers. But if this was made by rational sapients,
Shepard?" He sniffs. "War nigh-impossible. Might as well pack up and go home.
Can fight - can oppose, singly or in small numbers, in favourable tactical conditions,
inside decision loop - but forget battlefield. Mental image: proto-sophont with spear,

handaxe versus modern soldier complete with air support, powered armour,
remote-controlled drones."
"You're talking about an entire army of people like Saren."
"Liara used similar analogy. No idea how true. Did not witness personally."
I run my hand through my hair. "Right, okay. Any other great news?"
"Absolutely, Shepard. Would not come bearing only this. Seeker swarms incapacitate
individuals by release of similar nanotech, generation of stasis field. More efficient
than that walking tank, far less versatile or durable. Vulnerable to a variety of
countermeasures. Tali to incorporate easiest into our suits. Should work unless
absolutely swarmed. Additional. Power source for this not cheap, not simple,
not stealthy if know what to look for. Can track. Will also pick up fleet anchorages,
active military jamming systems, pirate radio stations. Should be easy enough to tell
apart."
"You can put that information out?"
"Absolutely. Already have. Illusive Man behaves as if pleased. Unsurprised that you
do not handle calls personally; unruffled. Nice man if megalomania, racialsupremacist views ignored." He sniffs. "Refuses to stop smoking, drinking. Shame."

•
Jack's curled up on her back in her den, reading another one of these long goddamn
lab reports from Pragia. She's practicing making light without an accompanying warp
field - Samara showed her it was possible, it's just not exactly easy if you didn't grow
up sucking rocket fuel through a straw and crapping toxic waste. The spirit is willing
but the flesh ain't cooperating.
And there's a whirring noise where there shouldn't be a whirring noise. She waits for
it to go away. After some moments it doesn't. It changes tone. A bit like a dentist's
drill. Dammit, she chose this place because it was quiet Wait. There's a core down there, a little clump of them. Like an inactive shield - a
person. There's someone in her maint ducts.
Jack sticks her head around the bend. Whoever it is, they're working in total
darkness. "Hey!"

The whirring stops. A couple of points of purple light become visible. Like eyes. "Oh,
sorry. I didn't realise there was someone else in here."
"Yeah, well, some of us are trying to sleep up here. You wanna take your engineering
noise somewhere else?"
"Sure. Here's the- hey. Your 'tool is off."
"So?"
"So how can I give you your maint schedule if you're not online?"
"My what?"
The voice speaks more slowly and clearly. "Main-te-nance sche-dule. You
know, housework?"
"Don't we have, like, robots for that shit?"
"Hi. Not actually a robot here. I'm Tali, nice-to-meet-you, do you
want me to print it out for you or throw it onto that reader you've
got there?"
"Look, Tali, I don't know one end of a wrench from the other."
"And you call yourself an-"
"Yeah, well, when you were learning to cook and clean I was living in a goddamn
cage, princess, give me some fuckin' slack already."
"Keelah. Okay, never mind, best excuse I ever heard. But I do
actually need to do this stuff. Unless you actually want this pipe
to start leaking black water: do you know where you are sitting?"
"How long ya gonna be?"
"The length of this conversation and five minutes."
"Fuck it, go on, get back to it. I'll stick my fingers in my ears or something."
"'Kay." The points of light disappear, like she's turned her head, and the whirring

starts up again.
Hmm, an idea. "Say. You're not Cerberus."
"How did you guess?"
"'s the way you do your hair. Anyway, you any good with computerised shit?"
Slightly wary. "You could say that. What do you need?"
"So the cheerleader, you know, the pretty one, she sent me a crapload of data when
I asked for all the files on this place I'm interested in. I've read like half of it and it
talks about some other shit that I can't get at, it's coded or something. Could you
have a look at it for me? I can pay."
"Sure, throw it here. Wait! Not literally!" There's a bit of a giggle in the
voice. "Start up your omni-tool, wipe it in a slow spiral over the
data you want to show me then open your hand and close it like
you're picking up a ball. Then flick it to me like you're throwing
it."
It's Jack's turn to chuckle. "I could do that, princess. That set of gestures would set
off my amp and you'd get a warp field in the face."
"Uh-huh, I'd like to avoid that. Okay, just turn on your omni-tool,
point it at the data and wait. I promise I'll only take what you
asked."
Pause.
"No, when I said 'point' I meant that you should open your data
browser and go and select the data."
Pause.
"Okay, got it. D'you want some basic lessons in how to operate
modern technology, while you're at it?"
"Like I said, bitch, I was a little busy when they came round asking whether anyone
wanted to go to school-"

"No, for real. Or this stuff is going to be in your way for life."
"What'll it cost me."
"You want me to charge, or you're expecting it?"
"If I can't see how you're getting something out of me, then I'm the sucker. Nobody
ever teach you anything real, while you were learning how to make computers roll
over and fetch you sticks?"
"Your point is clear." The 'eyes' reappear, although the whirring noise doesn't
stop. "Language lessons."
"Sorry?"
"You asked what I wanted. Language lessons. I learned this language
from a computer, and it cannot joke or swear well."
"And you think I can help?"
"You have used a lot of words I don't understand that the translator
thinks are noise. I think they are signal, uh, not noise, whatever
the word is for something that's-"
"Communication."
"Yes. Can you help me talk like a human? And I will show you how to
talk like a computer, and if you show me the coded data I'll crack
it for free because that's what I do for fun."
"Deal, Tali. My name's Jack, as in you-don't-know."
"I don't?"
Jack sniggers. "No. Apparently you don't."

•
Not ten hours after putting the word out that we're tracing a long-wave radio
transmitter the size of a heavy cruiser and we get a hit. A turian patrol apparently
ran almost blind into the thing out near a science station in the Perseus cluster. The

strange, raggedly cylindrical vessel wouldn't respond to hails or a stop-and-search
request; when they put a shot across its bows it suddenly woke up and opened fire
with some kind of weapon that seemed to ignore kinetic barriers. The final
communication from the patrol reported a loss of power aboard the enemy vessel;
there was no reply to our request not to approach or board it, and no reply to
anything else thereafter.
We're first on the scene, the locals apparently more than happy to let well enough
alone. Joker insinuates us into the system under stealth and the ship is easy enough
to find from the turian telemetry: no sign of the turian ships themselves. Curious. Edi
will analyse our passive scan of the nearby area, look for signs of the ships or
reasons for their absence. We approach the tumbling, seemingly damaged craft
under stealth on a minimum-visibility trajectory: Garrus swears blind that the main
gun is properly calibrated, and it sure worked on that rock we tested it on yesterday,
so we have it aimed. Inside laser range, still no signs of life.
Still on passive scan only. Edi reports no power, no emissions. No gravity waves: the
core is unpowered. One ping, microwave and LIDAR; no response. We board in a
Grizzly, with the Normandy on overwatch. Entry via what looks like a battle-damaged
section.
Jack and Jacob have point. No sign of life, no response to our landing, nothing. The
computer terminals we find are just remotes: Tali powers one up briefly only to
report that the servers are down. We head inwards. The architecture is weirdly
curved, organic-looking. Temperature says that this was warm maybe two hundred
hours ago.
Thane remarks that this feels like a trap and I can't help but agree. We know that a
ship like this one deployed twenty landers and a couple of hundred troops:
where are they all?
Miranda finds it, backs away fast. "John?"
"Go ahead."
"John, you - want to take a look at this."
There aren't words. A... storage area of some kind. Full of something that shows up
dark on microwave, I turn on my suit lights because I can't believe I really wish I hadn't turned on those lights. Mine is not the only cry of disgust.

The storage area is full of dead bodies. Vacuum-dessicated, naked, discarded and
packed in too tightly to float free in the zero-G. Human. Every one, human.
"Did we know we were going to find something like this?" Samara's voice
is slow and quiet.
"Shit, no." Jacob curls his lip.
"Good. I should hate to think I was being manipulated. I think I
would like to see some of the people who run this ship, now."
Jack's eyes are wide behind her clear faceplate and she's backed up until her barrier
tells her there's a wall behind her. "Uh-huh. That. What the lady said."
"Yeah. I think maybe we should try and oblige you."
Mordin has a scanner up and running on his omnitool. "Cause of death
uncertain, Shepard. Shock, organ failure. Another way of saying, no
idea. They did not die in place. Those bones, there, were broken
postmortem. Electric shock, perhaps? Absence of cyanosis, or would
suggest asphyxia."
Tali hunches her shoulders. "Can we maybe go look for a way to rid the
galaxy of the people that did this rather than dwelling on these
poor people's fate, now? Please?"
Mordin is unrepentant, moving around to get a better look. "Wish to avoid their
fate, personally. Requires to understand it. Also, recording for
evidence if comes to prosecution."
"Can you record silently? It is bad enough that four of us are still
pointing their helmet-cams at it."
"Okay, we need to keep moving. Three passageways here, someone give me a
vector."
"Left, Shepard." Miranda runs her scanner over a veinlike protuberance on the
wall. "This is a data cable - I think the servers might be this way."
We head inwards, treading lightly. What I've been thinking of as the floor gives way

into a wide-open space and with a lurch I realise that we've had all the tunnels
upside down. The gravity on the ship is normally radial from the centre. This space is
huge - it must run the length of the ship - and seems to serve as the primary hangar.
Everything is off, unpowered. Miranda indicates a direction and we move out past
incomprehensible pods and structures. At least we've found the landers and the
stasis pods, though the ones we can see look empty. I wonder how many of those - I
orient my mental map of the place - pits full of corpses there must be, that we found
one without looking?
"Here." Tali makes a practiced, effortless zero-G leap to a platform that looks much
like any other from my perspective. "Server interface, Miranda, you were
right. Watch my back?" She coils down into a low-profile crouch and sets her
shield to 'paranoid' as she sets to work, cutting open the side of a nameless
excrescence with an omni-blade and reconnecting power couplings like she's
working on comprehensible technology.
"Uh, Tali?" Lights are starting to come on. "How much are you powering up?"
"It's OK. I have my eye on the data cores and the control circuits
and nothing so much as twitched. I did say watch my back, right?"
Jack is hanging in midair with a warp field licking dangerously around her cupped
palm. "Oh, it's watched."
"Right. Edi, you getting my booster?"
Edi's voice sounds clearly across the comnet. "Solid copy. Scanning now. You
are clear."
"Bringing the router online... Now."
The strange protuberances and structures around us suddenly make sense - they're
holoemitters. The Collectors' computer interface swims into being around us, a
galaxy of meaningless holograms, for just a moment before being replaced by Edi's
'head'.
And a synthetic klaxon echoes in all of our ears. Edi's voice contains the same polite
note of unflappable routine confidence as normal. "Trap," she says
calmly. "Systems dormant, not inactive. Danger. Escape." And Edi
disappears, just as all the doors slam shut and the shooting starts.

•
"What do you mean, you've lost them?" Joker looks around to the blue hologram
that's supposed to be the computer's head.
"It is a trap. Reading power signature activations inside the
vessel. They are attempting to suborn our vessel. They are bringing
the main core online. I have lost tracking on the boarding party. I
am being jammed."
Joker stares at the scanner, watching power sources come alive across the ship. "Do
you have anything from the boarding party at all?"
"I have a video feed."
"On screen."
The feed is a slight fish-eye from someone about five foot six who
doesn't like to hold their helmet-cam still. It centres on a halfseen shape in the distance for a moment, there's a bright flash from
bottom right that plays hell with the contrast and the shape stops
moving. Something jars the camera, there's a burst of static and a
steady bright yellow light shining from over to the left-hand side
throws up hard-edged shadows. A four-fingered hand - Tali's - shades
the camera for an instant and the yellow light is eclipsed by a
series of blue-violet flashes bright enough to completely baffle the
system for a moment.Joker's never seen a biotic blast in real-life
before except on a screen, but those look like pretty big ones.
Another light arises and the camera instantly swings to point at it:
it's coming from the figure of one of those Collector aliens,
shining from its eyes and mouth and covering it in something that
looks very much like a barrier. Repeated flashes as Tali fires at
it. She can't hope to be doing anything other than distracting itShe is. The off-white blur that comes at it from behind is Grunt; it
reverses its head and arms to focus on him, but it isn't fast
enough; the tips of two pairs of claws burst from the rear of the
thing's body and he tears it into pieces. The light lights again,
somewhere else in the room. More bright flashes of duelling biotics.

The camera ducks.
"Edi, do something! They're seriously fighting down there."
"Aye, Flight-Lieutenant. It looks like you are trying to direct the
operation of the electronic-warfare suite. Would you like some
help?"
"Just shut up and help them, you malfunctioning heap of-"
"Aye, Flight-Lieutenant. Vulnerability acquired. Executing." Of course,
Edi executed what it (she?) chose to assume was the command in its entirety before
finishing pronouncing the word 'aye'. "Limited feed acquired. Patching it
into cockpit-"

•
"...do you no good, commander." Samara gestures, a flick of the fingers, and
the incoming warp pulse explodes in midair. "We are causing the broadcaster
little more than discomfort; I cannot truly offer more. They would
withdraw the moment I attempted to induce feedback."
"You're convinced our broadcaster is a thinking mind?"
"It sounds strange, commander, I know, but yes. They have a hundred
times as much power behind them than I have ever felt before in a
living being - or more - but no computer would create a field that
continuous. There would be no need."
"Uh-huh. Well, not useful right now, but something to look into. Any progress on
getting that door open?"
Tali shakes her head in frustration, but it's not she that speaks but Edi. "Boarding
party, SR-2. I have partial control. Tali, yours is the only
telemetry that is making it through the jamming. Point out the door
to me."
Tali sends the path with abbreviated gestures of her left hand, the one she'd be
wearing an omni-tool on if it weren't built into her suit. "Seriously, Edi, the
sooner the better. This place, it becomes somewhat warm."

The door slams open. Of course there's a prepared position behind it. Jack goes into
them with a rebel yell, Jacob and Grunt but a pace behind.

•
"So, Tali. Please tell me that we got something useful out of that clusterfuck." I lay
the chestpiece of my armour back in the rack. Hmm, I took a hit there - I notice a
self-sealed hole in the chestpiece, poke a finger ruefully through a hole in the
undersuit and find what feels like fresh new skin. Not even sore. Although it is grey.
Huh. I start on my boots.
"Something, yes." Tali's apparently engaged in repairing a burned patch on her
suit's right forearm. "Edi trawled as much data out of their databases as
she could snatch, and I focused on their encryption key, which I
eventually got hold of. I think that this is the actual ship that
attacked the Normandy, the one that - that killed you."
"Well, that's a hell of a coincidence. It goes after me, then it starts hunting humans.
Anything else? Do we know what they were doing with those people?"
"It's hard to decipher much of this, but I will keep working on it.
They don't act like people, John. They don't act like any sentient
I've ever met and talked to, even Edi. I'd class them more like VI
drones, although that's a terrible thing to say of something with an
organic brain. The data we've got is more like archived telemetry
than database entries. And I have no idea, no sign or trace, of what
that operator was - the power source for the glowing things was
local, but I think the control for them was coming in over a quantum
communicator. I didn't even go near that system when I was inside,
focused on getting paydirt rather than tactical help because I
figured that you had my back. But on the bright side, I think I have
coordinates for where they live."
"And?"
A hologram of the galaxy appears in the air next to her. It zooms in on a spot near
the centre; a cross appears. "I know, I know. It looks dumb. Maybe I got it
wrong."
Miranda glances over at the thing. "No... actually that fits just fine. That intersects

the known projection of the Omega Relay to remarkable precision. There could
totally be a relay there, assuming it had been disconnected from the relays'
communications grid."
"Hmm. That rings a bell. One second." Once again, Tali's physical actions
don't seem to correspond at all to what she's saying, like she's repairing the suit
from muscle memory alone. "Here. Yes. The relay they are using to get
home looks very much like Omega, complete with dust and metaphorical
cobwebs."
I look up at her. "So, what, anything that jumps at Omega ends up in their space?
Doesn't return because they just intercept it?"
"I don't think so... let me..." Tali pauses. Carefully finishes the repair on
her suit, moves to a section of bench without anything on it, and then slams her fist
down on it in a torrent of fluent and creative swearing in her own language that my
translator won't even touch. "John, we have to go back."
"Uh, why?"
She turns around and sits on the bench. "Just before every jump there's a
software call to a hardware function, it's used black-box-like. They
actually wait for an ack from the relay before conjunction."
Miranda translates. "They have a physical key for the relay."
"And we didn't stop by and pick it up, yes."
"We barely got out of there with our lives, Shepard, whatever Jack will say." Miranda
shakes her head. "Going back means trying to disable that ship. Even if the big gun
does work, that still doesn't give us a winning hand. Can we forge the key?"
"I don't think so. Ship's sensors didn't have the time resolution to
pick up all the detail. I'll get a second opinion - might as well
ask Liara as well as Mordin, actually - and see if there's something
that can be done. This is an inference problem and I'm not the
expert."
"Any idea what the key actually was?"
"Oh, I even have a picture of it." Tali waves a hand and a grainy picture

comes up in midair between the three of us, an angular grey box plumbed in
somewhere within the nameless depths of the alien vessel with cabling sprouting
out of it every which way. "But as you can see-"
Miranda's eyes go wide. "My God, it's exogenous."
Tali points her helmet at Miranda. "Now, come on. You don't expect me to
believe-"
"Believe what you like." She raises her voice. "Mordin? You need to see this."
The salarian bustles over. "Hmm. Picture of... of." He stops dead. "Fascinating object.
Where, Tali?"
"Ah, I don't know. Inside the Collector ship is the best I can do. I
have the moral equivalent of an IP address, if that's a-"
"Non-Collector. Reaper." He sniffs. "What is it for?"
"It's a key."
"Say rather, friend-foe authenticator. That upper part is an antenna. Shepard, need
help here. Require a lot of authority. Not abuse."
"What d'you need?"
"Itemised list of all recovered components of Sovereign. One of these may be among
them. Component analysis classified deeper than Saharta contacts can easily find:
cover story about involvement of private enterprise load of horse hockey, real
culprits for mysterious disappearance of all interesting parts of ship were Council
and submembers, hence top-end governmental, hence cannot be reliably bought.
Some bonanzas too large to trust to altruism and honour of all partners. Miranda, do
not wish to denigrate, know you could potentially personally acquire most by
skulduggery given vast amounts of time. I could acquire approximately half, given
calling-in of favours. Liara a quarter. Garrus another quarter if habit of a lifetime
broken, family connections used. Alternatively, could claim Spectre authorisation,
acquire list relatively quickly and cleanly. Would take years to sort - unless have
computer capable of searching disordered data in polynomial time. Issue: such
computers tend to develop intelligence. Edi, inference correct?"
"Yes, Dr. Solus."

Mordin turns to me. "Shepard. Require your rubber-stamp on - mistranslation,
require you to physically send or convey - technical query you will not understand to
five or six separate authorities whose technical people will take one look at it and
bounce back why the hell you need this supremely valuable data. Answer them
however you feel like: Miranda may be of assistance in concocting plausible lies if
truth unpalatable, unbelievable, undesirable. Requirethat data."
"Is there another option, before I go to basically all the people who provide my
authority and make them think really, really hard about whether they want me to
keep it?"
"Maybe, commander." Miranda gives Mordin a challenging stare. "Cerberus has
more arms than you think. I'm not talking about stealing bits of Sovereign - all the
bits of that that we could steal are actually inside the SR-2 right now.
But Sovereign is not the only one of those that has ever been seen, or I think so.
When I first saw a picture of that big bastard, I was struck by the way it resembled
something from a cell I once had communication with - I couriered a report of theirs
to Farpoint once for sending to the boss, and of course I read the bits that weren't
too encrypted. I seem to recall the cell's primary identifier - I'll call the Illusive Man."
Dazzling smile. "Let's try poking around a derelict Reaper before we try and steal bits
of a destroyed one. Getting information out of the STG, even with permission, is
slightly harder than getting Shakespeare out of a krogan." She throws a glance at the
massive bulk of Grunt, picking slivers of shrapnel out of a Collector beam rifle he
took as a trophy. "Possibly quite a lot harder, actually."

•
Our next port of call - the last man I wanted for my team - is on Tuchanka. The
krogan homeworld is at the centre of a demilitarised zone enforced by the Turian
Sixth. You don't get past the relay in an armed ship unless you have authorisation,
and the Sixth has a reputation as the place where the famously humourless turians
send the guys who were at the back of the queue when the tolerance got handed
out. Tuchanka's supplies of element zero, of various rare chemicals, of high-quality
alloys are kept deliberately thin. To be a vessel trading with Tuchanka you need a
license from both the turians, to enter the atmosphere, and the krogan, to land. And
the turians will take your permission away - usually in a repairable fashion - for the
most minor of offences, while it's generally worth a judicious scan of the port you're
planning on landing on before you start re-entry just to make sure that the krogan
you got the licence from are still in charge of the port when you land. They can't
shoot your ship down, because they aren't allowed to be seen owning big enough
guns, but even with gunpowder weapons and omni-blades the krogan could
overpower almost anything the turians will let you bring to the surface. Sure, you

could send a distress call - you might just end up at the bottom of a crater, if the
Sixth decide to make a point concerning the definition of 'demilitarised'.
My Spectre credentials are good enough for the Sixth, making the SR-2 the heaviestarmed thing that's landed on Tuchanka for years, and there's no way that anyone
whose name wasn't Urdnot would let Port Urdnot traffic control keep its name, so
we're good there. Even so, the Normandy touches ground for just long enough to let
us step off before moving back to an altitude of four metres inside the underground
landing bay and putting the barriers back up. I don't think the krogan sitting at the
controls of that antiaircraft gun has any conception that the gun pointed at his head
can't actually be fired inside an atmosphere without wrecking the barrel, and that
the one he should be worried about is the tiny-looking thing in a ball turret
over there, but the point is made.
Grunt is not impressed by the krogan who walks up to confront the two of us. The
two of them are of a height - that is, the top of Grunt's head comes up to the top of
the hump on the other guy's back. Grunt's biceps are as thick as the other guy's
thighs. The krogan gives Grunt a disparaging glance over and looks at me like he
found me on the bottom of his shoe. "Customs. Whatcha bringin'?"
"Nothing for trade."
He snorts. "Yeah, pull the other one. Nobody comes here for a holiday."
Grunt growls deep in his throat, but doesn't say anything. I step forward, bringing
me closer to the customs idiot. "I am not a merchant. I am here to visit my personal
friend, Urdnot Wrex. You are in my way."
He looks into my eyes for a moment. Sees no movement from me, and he can hear
the deep volcanic tone from Grunt. Clearly thinks better of a shakedown. "Fine, fine.
It's your loss. No duty, no sale. You'll spend more in bribe money than you would on
duty, I can tell you now."
We go through past what passes for a security checkpoint - any weapon small
enough to conceal isn't big enough to hurt a krogan - and out into Port Urdnot
proper. It's clear that this place was once a large and prosperous city - we're standing
on a roadway with tall heavy buildings either side, a place which used to be a
verdant avenue before this place became semi-desert - and it's equally clear that
that was a long, long time ago. The banners of Clan Urdnot are hung on the tallest
building nearby, PORT URDNOT incised crudely into the rockcrete beneath my feet in
three scripts and three languages - looking at the edges of the cuts, I'd say that Wrex
did them himself with a warp field. There's bitter tongue-numbing dust on the hot

desert wind, but I'm not wearing the breather I probably ought to be. Appearances
to keep up.
Grunt's looking around, frowning. "...This is Tuchanka? This is the homeworld? This is
'the place from where our quietest footsteps make the galaxy tremble'?"
"Yeah." The unfamiliar, gravelly krogan voice sounds from behind us; Grunt fixes the
speaker with one placid eye, while I turn to look at him. A smallish krogan in wellmaintained, functional, low-tech kit: the battered omni-tool is out of place, too
expensive on a planet where everything beyond a 20th century tech level is
imported. "Makes you sick to your [part of salarian digestive tract], don't it just." He
gives us what passes for a smile in greeting. "Urdnot Raltar. I work for the chief.
What can I do you out of?"
I return the smile. "Heh. I'm after an audience, actually."
"Sure. Which month?" The grin is genuinely humorous. "Now of course, you and he
are old buddies, he's gonna drop everything to hear what you have to say at a
moment's notice, I'll take that as read. How long you staying?"
Grunt turns around to give his disapproval proper effect and the smaller krogan fixes
him with a beady stare. "I'm not disrespecting your boss, boy, so don't start on me.
I'm sure this is an un-fa-mi-li-ar con-cept to you, but I'm a herald. My job to make
the chief's life less of a quad-ache."
Grunt raises eyebrow-plates in surprise. "Not exactly a glorious vocation."
"Yeah, well, the next time you're short of reinforcements because the chief never got
round to signing that treaty, don't come running." He looks at me. "Heis clan,
somehow, right?"
I shrug. "We can talk to the chief about that, too."
The little krogan shakes his head. "Aliens. All crazy. Look, human, how long you here
for?"
"Until I have an audience. You must have seen my warship landing. You really want
that thing menacing your spaceport any longer than you have to?"
"I'll message the master of heralds, see what can be done for you. Meantime, have
yourselves a look around." He looks at Grunt. "And this isn't a threat or an insult,
young man, but if this isn't a home to you? Keep your helmet off, your gun holstered,

your knife sheathed and your opinions to yourself. Or your stay here will be
unpleasant. Me, I'm little people. But just because most of them are out winning a
war don't mean we're short on warriors 'round here. And soldiers, they fight. It's
what they do. For funsies if they aren't doing it for serious. Get me?"
Grunt nods shortly. "Of course. Thank you." Neither of us miss the expression of
frank amazement that crosses the herald's face briefly. "You have our comm IDs.
Shall we, Shepard?"
We take a tour of the partly ruined city, of the new-built Urdnot camps in and
around the ancient buildings. The general feeling is of a low-tech tribal camp,
although there are signs of some technological solutions where it counts. Windtraps
gathering water. Omni-tools on a lot more of the patrolling guardsmen than I'd
expected. A modern, high-power, ruggedised, shielded communications tower, the
kind of thing you'd see in an Alliance forward command post, sits atop a building just
short enough to mean that the top of the tower isn't higher than the top of the
flagpole on the chief's palace. But the guns are mostly gunpowder-operated
museumpieces. Very little element-zero at all, mostly in the shield generators.
Grunt's not even close to impressed by any of it. I mean, it's not pretty and it's not
clean, but I'm not expecting it to appeal to my sensibilities. But Grunt looks like he
takes the place as a personal insult. I was worried that this was going to happen, it's
one of the reasons I brought him with me. Literally raised on tales of glories ancient
and lost, he's going to find the squalid reality more than a little disappointing.
"Shepard," he says eventually, "why do they put up with this?" He jerks his head in
the direction of the starport. "The security arrangements are shit. The turians scan
incoming vessels, but they weren't boarding. The groundside ones could be fooled
by a trained pyjak. Why are these people acting proud of what are pretty much one
step up from pointed sticks? They ought to have real weapons. Not imported - built
here, with components it'd be real easy to smuggle. And while I'm at it, why are the
guys with the shields the guys with the best guns? Why are the biggest howitzers the
ones on the warlord's palace? They don't have the range to shell anything that he
shouldn't own. If you wanted to, you and your team could take this place in like a
day and a half by yourselves, no ship needed." He shakes his head. "The defences
are shit. The security is shit. The conditions are shit. Even the shit is shit. This is a
shithole, Shepard. This place is the birthplace of the biggest baddest bastards that
ever kicked quad, and the idiots have turned it into a shithole. I've met vacuums that
sucked less hard than this place."
"I seem to remember Wrex saying something similar."

"Same Wrex we're here to see?"
"Uh-huh."
"Why did he ever come back to this shithole?"
"Ask him. I think the answer was that I convinced him it was time to put up or shut
up and he was tired of shutting up."
"Huh. I will ask him."
My comm rings. "This is Shepard; go ahead."
It's the herald, sounding rattled. "Uh, 'sir', the chief wants to see you in
his audience chamber 'like ten minutes ago'. Everyone who wants to
see the big guy says they're krannt-mates - this is the first time I
ever believed one. You need a guide?"
"Meet us at the front door of the palace? I don't appreciate having to headbutt my
way in, and I don't imagine they chose the guards for their brains."
"Actually, these days, you'd be surprised. I'll meet you there,
'sir'. Herald office signing off."
I share a glance with Grunt. "Well, that was polite."
"You know, Shepard, I was wondering if the stories you were real pally with a krogan
clan-chief were just smoke. Guess they weren't."

•
If I had to guess, I'd say that Urdnot Wrex's palace was once a corporate
headquarters. The audience chamber is on the ground floor, past what was once and
is now once again a security checkpoint, and the only reason I can think of for a
room this large in this sort of place is as a site cafeteria.
Wrex's throne is an ancient thing of stone, resting on a large stone block that must
have been brought in here for the purpose. There are steps up to it, showing the
telltale signs of having been crudely cut with a plasma torch. His armour is new - I
recognise it as a copy of something he showed me a picture of once, the ancestral
armour of Clan Urdnot - and his ancient and seamed face shows a couple of new
scars since I saw it last. He is discussing some point of controversy with two of his

court as we enter - there must be fifty krogan in here, standing or leaning against the
walls, the only ones permitted to sit being the chief himself and one apparentlyfavoured advisor. He silences them with a gesture and watches Grunt and me as we
walk up to present ourselves before the throne. I stop respectfully just before the
bottom step.
"Shepard." Sitting on the throne, his eyes are on a level with Grunt's.
"Wrex."
He sniffs. "Guess the rumours weren't a load of dreck after all. You use a different
brand of soap these days, Shepard."
"Heh. Good to see you too. You're doing well for yourself, I see."
He looks to either side, playing to his audience a little. "Anyone ever noticed how
nobody ever says that who doesn't want a piece of you?"
"Yeah. Couple of matters. One for discussion in private."
"Don't dick me around, Shepard. I don't do private any more. These fuckers you see
here? They get to see what I see, to know what I know, when people come callin' on
me. Anyone thinks he's got a problem, we have it out. If he's got a problem with the
people who turned up to talk to me, well, he can have it out with them. Will of the
people or something. So like I said. What'll it be?"
"All right. Straight-up it is. First thing - I'm recruiting again. I've got an enemy that my
scientist told me 'if these guys decide to make war on us, we might as well pack up
and go home'. I was looking for the hardest bastard in known space to come prove
him wrong." I look around. "Except that I turn up here and I find that you're busy. So
maybe you had some ideas instead."
"Damn straight I'm busy." He rests his chin on a chitinous fist. "But we got that
[untranslated] Saren. You tellin' me he's back?"
"Near as dammit. Less politics, more numbers. Day before yesterday I was in a battle
with roughly speaking five of him, plus a couple platoons of well-armed troops. A
boarding action. The next action I'm going after looks like it'll be even tougher - I'm
going to be boarding a Reaper. And I need someone like you on point, someone who
doesn't need a barrier or a shield to make them tough. The human I had on point
the other day was lucky to get out of there without more than minor burns."

"Huh. You're asking if I got any other biotics up my sleeve. As it happens, I do." He
smiles a shark's smile. "Gatatog Uvenk, a valued ally of mine. Acts like a hidebound
idiot, but that 'idiot' held together a clan nearly the size of Urdnot against all comers
for generations. That 'idiot' stuck with his clan and the dream of recovering our lost
glory through situations that would have had anyone else running. I've never seen
him run from a challenge in his life - he's three-quarters my age. Doesn't like to
change his mind, but once it's set on an idea he's the best advocate you could hope
for, if you don't mind vocal opposition getting crushed. But the numbers would have
to be very good for him to come with you, Shepard. You'd have to pay him more
than he's worth, because the only way to sell him on the job would be as a way to
improve the lot of his people." He snorts. "And he could do with the education that
he'd get travelling with you, Shepard."
"Uh-huh. Where is he?"
"Right now he's in the field annoying the hell out of my generals. Do something for
me, and I'll introduce the two of you."
"Now it's my turn to ask you not to mess me around, Wrex."
"Fair. But I'd have put Uvenk on this if you hadn't shown and he'd have made a
campaign of it - your team has the gear to do this quick and smooth. I recalled him
yesterday, he'll be here tomorrow, but if my problem ain't fixed by then then I've
gotta have him on that."
"So what is it?"
"Simple really. Salarian named Maelon Heplorn came to my court like six months
ago. Said he wanted to cure the genophage and got laughed at. Produced pictures
and listed what he needed - slaves, chemicals, element-zero, guns, a lab - and said
he'd help me breed an army of millions in three years. And various of the crowd-" he
gestures to his court- "didn't understand a word. I? Did. I saw that shit before. Again
and again. Most recently on Virmire. He was asking to run a facility on Tuchanka
because what he wanted to do was illegal anywhere else. Not just because he was
curing the krogan people, but because he was talking about experimenting on
slaves. I told him to leave while he still had teeth." He shakes his head. "I didn't think
he was worth the bullet. Turns out he was. He went to an enemy of ours - Weyrloc.
And if that's familiar to you, it's because one of your team put an end to Weyrloc
Garm on Omega. Clan Weyrloc is otherwise known as the Blood Pack. The scum that
sank to the bottom of the mercenary business. So why is this a problem? Well, I'll tell
you." He leans forward and looks at me under those heavy, scarred, chitinous brows.
"Weyrloc have been raiding civilians. It's been usual over the last few centuries to hit

the women's camps, try to capture or kill the fertile females and kill the children.
Urdnot won't tolerate it - we get good info that anyone's doing with it, and we go
straight to war - and that strength is why we not only have the highest birthrate on
Tuchanka but the most women. Entire female clans have defected to our side
because we make an example of every single yellow-livered plateless three-balled
child-murdering bastard we catch. Anyway, Weyrloc haven't been raiding to kill.
They've been capturing anyone they can. Even males. And they haven't been selling
slaves, or I'd know about it - everyone in the business knows that Urdnot's agents
pay ten per cent over the going rate for any krogan slave, I don't like to see my
people in chains. But this is exactly what Heplorn recommended that we do if we
'encountered difficulties' buying in test subjects." He spits.
"You want me to go over there and make an example?"
He shakes his head. "No. When I make an example of Weyrloc, I'm going to do it my
own damn self and they're going to be able to see it from orbit. But I want Heplorn
gone. Commando strike, the way you guys are so good at. Decapitation. If you run
across Weyrloc Guld on the way, I'll shed no tear for his messy demise. But get rid of
that scientist. He's doing terrible things over there and he's driving an already filthy
bunch of scum to new lows, and I won't have it. Can you do it, commander?"
"I'll discuss it with my people. I think we shouldn't have a problem there."
"Right. Meanwhile, what's your second issue? I'm gonna go out on a limb and guess
that he's standing right there beside you?"
"That's right. Never mind where we met, but Grunt's by way of being my
responsibility now. While I can-"
Wrex isn't listening to me any more. "Boy, unzip that big yap of yours. Ain't never
seen you before, and I'd have remembered a kid who could do beyond-horizon
recon by standing on tippy-toe. What's your name?"
The young krogan bows slightly. "Grunt."
"That's not a clan-name. Who's your momma, 'Grunt'?"
"I don't have one."
"Don't play word games with me, boy. Who's the bitch who made you alive?"
"Bastard. Bitch is a word for a girl. I am the creation of Warlord Okeer. I was grown

in-vitro. My genes are spun from a hundred, a thousand of our greatest." He looks
Wrex in the eye. "I was created to be perfect. You should be in awe."
There's a snigger from the court. Grunt lazily turns one eye to look unerringly at the
offender, who grins broadly. "Well, I'm in something."
"Shock?" offers his neighbour. "Stitches?"
Grunt keeps the other eye fixed on Wrex. "Permission to go teach somebody a short
lesson."
Wrex gives permission with a wave of his hand, every inch the king. "Shepard - just
so you know, if you interfere then I'll have to teach you something similar."
I step back, suddenly very happy I convinced Miranda that she didn't want to come
with me. Grunt inclines his head and turns to face the guy who laughed at him. "You
one of this clan? Court jester, maybe? The chief keep you around so he's always got
someone ready with a joke? Or maybe you're another one of the heralds?" I'm sad
to say, the mocking, taunting note in Grunt's voice can only have been learned from
watching me at work. "Sure as hell nobody's keeping a thin-plated runt like you
around for his fighting skills."
The krogan either side of the joker are edging away somewhat. Less out of any kind
of fear, I'd say, and more because they're forming a half-circle around what's
obviously going to be a fistfight. There's a subsonic predatory rumble to his voice
that sends an involuntary shiver down the spine. "Big words. How about I make you
eat them, alien?"
He's obviously expecting Grunt to fly into a blind rage. Grunt's got four inches in
height on this guy, but despite his massive muscles he's got to be giving away forty
pounds in weight; he takes three quick steps forwards and the other guy braces and
leans into the inevitable clash of head-plates. It doesn't come, and the shorter
krogan makes the mistake of looking up. And, of course, Grunt delivers the blow just
as his opponent moves. Not trying to knock him down with that headbutt: just trying
to get his attention. The real blow is delivered with a knee to the metathorax, where
the gut would be in a human. That splintering crunch is the sound of the other guy's
body-armour doing its job, trying to dissipate the energy of the impact to a point
where the natural carapace underneath has a chance of withstanding it. But Grunt
has delivered the blow with the full force not only of his massive thigh muscles but
the servos of his powered suit. The guy is physically lifted off his feet slightly by the
blow, ends up folded up on his knees fighting for breath.

His left claw clenches tight, the orange holographic omni-tool coming into place
around it, about to deploy a blade.
"Don't." Grunt looks down at him. "Draw a killing weapon on me and I'll humiliate
you so badly you'll never get laid again. I won't ask you to take back your words. Let
them die in the dust." One eye scans the half-circle of krogan in front of him.
"Maybe think a second longer next time you feel like a bit of a giggle." And he spins
on his heel to rejoin my side. "All done, Chief."
The amused grin vanishes from Wrex's face like mist the moment Grunt turns back
to him. "Right. No awe here either, you realise. Although -" he looks at the guy still
trying to catch his breath and smirks - "that was tidy work. Now pay attention. You
don't have a clan, right?"
"Right."
"And that doesn't fill you with shame?"
Grunt doesn't miss a beat. "Would do if there was one worth joining."
The growl raised from many throats at once makes the room throb with intimidating,
alien disapprobation. For me it's the sudden feeling of being the only one in the
room without half-inch chitin plates covering my vital organs. It certainly puts
Grunt's hackles up: he instinctively takes a wider, balanced stance. Wrex lets the
sound go on a moment before raising a hand for quiet. His voice is soft, but no less
dangerous. "And you're talking to..."
"The people that happen to run this shithole today."
One of the growls behind us turns into a voice. "You address the Chieftain of Clan
Urdnot, the Battlemaster Wrex. Show respect!"
Grunt doesn't even bother turning around. His eyes are fixed on Wrex. "Make me."
Three more challenges, four, all at once. I'm torn. Intervening now will kill Grunt's
reputation with these guys forever, and will turn this into a fight, but we should be
able to at least escape. Not intervening might just see it turn into a worse fight, later
- Wrex points an eye at me and there's a tiny shake of his head, he thinks he's got
this. Well, I've seen the big guy work miracles before, just not generally with words "ENOUGH!" Wrex's full-throated bellow is enough to bring silence to the room. He
stands up, descends halfway down the steps from his throne at a slow, menacing

gait, looks down at Grunt. "Anyone who looks at Port Urdnot and doesn't see a
squalid little slice of Hell needs their damn head examining. And there ain't a
motherfucker to blame who ain't one of us, and don't give me none of that damn
genophage shit. We're krogan. Everyone knows what that means. We ruin what we
own, we burn it down fighting ourselves and one another, we shit today where we
bed down tomorrow, we're worse than fuckin' varren dogs. And when two krogan
worth a damn meet one another, there's a big ol' fight and then you got one good
man left. HOW THE FUCK MANY OF YOU DID I HAVE TO TEACH THAT?" There's a
wordless shout from two-score alien throats. "Urdnot Ctast, what are we about?"
"That shit don't work. Never did. How's about we don't do that no more."
"Gatatog Vries, who gets to join in?"
"Anyone. Urdnots, Gatatogs, Weyrlocs, Eterars, cripples, runts, exiles, pantywaists
and badasses alike. Even humpless tank-grown lab rats." (Grunt actually snarls.)
"Keep your name, or take a new one. Sing our songs, or sing your own damn songs.
Fuck it. Teach us your songs. Maybe they're more fun."
"Urdnot Prein, what do we do?"
"We take this shithole and we build ourselves a home."
Wrex takes another couple steps down his stairs, till he's at the bottom and looking
up at Grunt slightly. "D'you want to be able to call yourself a man, Grunt?"
"Depends. Does it involve being all talk and no-"
The blow comes out of nowhere. The centre of Wrex's forehead-plate takes Grunt on
the point of the chin with a painful, echoing crack like a thunderclap. No biotics, just
strength. And Grunt, taken by surprise, is knocked clean over backwards. He rolls to
the side and gets up, and Wrex watches him stand. "Let that be a first lesson to you,
boy. I don't need my men at my back, I don't need biotic power to kick ass."
Grunt nods shortly. "Yeah. But stupid's just another sort of weak-"
This headbutt has a shimmering violet pulse behind it. I can feel it: pure momentum,
no warp stress to it at all. The physical contact is all for show. One moment Grunt is
standing there looking defiantly at Wrex, and the next the hard men of the court are
diving out of the way in an undignified fashion as the young krogan is thrown off his
feet, tumbling a good three or four yards through the air before hitting the ground
and rolling about the same distance again. I pull up my own barrier mostly to remind

Wrex that yes, I am still here and watching.
"Second lesson, Grunt. I'm neither." Wrex walks over to where Grunt is lifting himself
from the ground. "Insult a chief in his court, everyone knows, either he breaks you or
you got your clan a new chieftain. What a waste, what a bunch of fuckin' bullshit.
You got the quad to call Urdnot Wrex stupid to his face?" He extends a claw. It's
mostly symbolic. "I need men with that kind of cojones."
Grunt takes the offered claw and pulls himself to his feet. "You fight as well as you
talk, Chief. If you listen as well as you fight, then I will call myself this sort of man
without a problem."
Wrex nods shortly and opens his mouth to speak. But the advisor who has remained
seated this entire time clears his throat. All of the locals freeze, all of them turn an
eye towards him. Grunt follows suit.
Wrex turns, and I realise I've got the relationship wrong. "Shaman? Something we
should know?"
The shaman - who now I look at him properly is another true elder, his armour a
curious assemblage of leather bearing actual forged metal plates, the design after
which Wrex's suit was patterned - nods ponderously. "He must be put to the
question. We tolerate your roaring pantomimes because they have brought strength,
Wrex. But the boy must be put to the question. Strength and skill are nothing
without a krogan [heart]. And we must find out if he has one."
There's a little caution in Grunt's voice, but he's not backing down. Having lost his
respect initially, these people are going to have to prove every single point they want
him to accept. "And why should I play these games?"
"Because if you don't play my 'games', boy, you aren't a krogan. You're a toy model
of one."
And Grunt actually flinches at the shaman's mild words.
Wrex looks at the shaman for permission; the shaman nods. "Grunt."
"Yeah?" The heat that he puts in his tone is completely false. Defensive.
"You gonna just stand there and take that from him?"
And suddenly in the middle of the overly simplistic roaring and posturing of Wrex's

savage court there's that question, and it's barbed, and it's a test, and I don't know
the response that Wrex wants. And Grunt stands there for just one silent moment
before walking a pace past Wrex to the bottom of the steps and going to one knee.
"Yes. Yes, I am."

•
Miranda doesn't even wait until I'm out of decontamination before starting
in. "Where's Grunt? I saw him take a few pretty heavy impacts, and now
he's taken his suit off? Parts of that planet are radioactive and
all of it is poisonous, Shepard."
"Yeah, he's headed off to one of them, I think. He's with the Urdnot, undergoing
their manhood rite." I take my earpiece out, wash it carefully, replace it. "Sorry,
repeat that?"
"D'you know these people, Shepard? Do you clear this?"
"Well, I know their leader." I take off the last part of my armour and spray it inside
and out.
"I'm not going to like this, am I."
"Urdnot Wrex is a fine man, and he and I see eye to eye on a lot of things. I'd go so
far as to say that he's the only krogan you might like." Undersuit comes off - it's
going to be recycled and replaced, easier than cleaning out every particle of
radioactive iodine and cobalt dust. Maybe walking around down there with my
helmet off was a bit more bravado than I really should have engaged in.
"We're talking about a man whose primary mode of communication is
the headbutt."
"Nope." I turn on the final-stage shower, genuine hot water. "The words he said
down there, most of them were straight out of John Carter of Mars or some other
macho rubbish. Pure showbusiness. But his men were lapping them up. He does
nothing at all in private, everything he can in front of a council of fifty advisors, so he
can get decision buy-in from his subordinates - but it also means that nobody can
get him alone and either try to make under-the-table deals or find out what he really
means. To try to bribe him, you'd have to bribe his entire clan. I first hired the man
as mercenary muscle, Miri, but he's a politician and a damn good one. Even the guy
he's offering to let us hire? Reading between the lines, he's a troublesome political

rival who needs his eyes opening to the realities of the galaxy. Our taking him off
Wrex's hands solves at least three of Wrex's own problems, pays off part of the debt
he feels he owes me, and gives us a pointman who's pretty resistant to those damn
Collector cutting beams."
"Uh-huh. So I know it's like a breach of the Man Code or something,
but what is their manhood rite?"
"Well, as far as I can tell it's a fairly standard tribal thing, like some of the tribes back
on Earth did once upon a time. He's taken to a place from which he doesn't know
the way home and left with-"
"Shepard?"
"Miranda."
"You took Grunt down there to give him an idea of how the rest of
his species lives. You come back saying that you let them abandon
him in one of the galaxy's most godforsaken wildernesses for - how
long?"
"There's not really a set time. That's how you can tell it's a real ancient manhood
rite. They'll be back for him tomorrow morning."
"Please tell me there wasn't alcohol involved."
"Hell, no. This is a manhood rite, not a death sentence."
"And here I was expecting five guys sitting around a sweat-lodge
with enough moonshine to kill a full-grown steer."
"Come, now, Miranda. From what Garrus says, that little would count as a morning
pick-me-up."
"John, this is serious. That boy is our responsibility-"
"That boy insulted Clan Urdnot, then proceeded to call Wrex a poseur and an idiot to
his face in front of a room full of heavily armed Urdnot patriots. Iwouldn't do
something like that without knowing where all the exits were. My reading is that
Wrex has taken a real shine to Grunt, and so has the tribe's shaman - that they're
giving him the third degree because they've got something special planned. But I

might be overthinking it."
"There are words you haven't said yet that you usually say about
now, commander."
"Yeah, well, it's difficult to look you in the eye and watch you wince right now, seeing
as I'm in the shower."
"Uh. Yes. Sorry, Shepard. See you in a few?"
"Yeah, if you could assemble the staff for me? Wrex wants us to do him a favour, and
like all good favours it's probably something that I should be doing anyway."

•
"Heplorn, you say?" Mordin's normally half-lidded eyes open all the way.
"Maelon Heplorn? Only one Maelon in Heplorn clan for last two generations. Know
the man. Inconsistent with recorded, observed behaviour. More to story."
"Explain?"
Mordin looks nervously around the room. "Prefer to do so in private, Shepard.
Involves top-secret subjects, terrible oaths of silence. No offence to any present, at
least two of whom I'd require deletion receipts from before end of meeting, but
would wish to keep as secret as possible."
"Use main engineering," suggests Tali. "The core shielding interferes
with the onboard cameras something rotten, and it's just around the
corner. We can wait."
With a slightly bemused glance to the rest of the crew, I relocate. Mordin shoos
Ensign Daniels out and seals the door behind her before turning to me. "Shepard.
Confession to make."
"Go ahead, Mordin. Must be something pretty bad."
"Depends on point of view. Unpopular in certain circles, certainly. Mind if I pace?"
"Go ahead."
He nods. "So. Once was STG agent side-by-side with academic career with Henzen
University, yes? Research grants, roughly two thirds of all papers published, all to do

with improvement in medi-gel. As known, medi-gel nanoagents imperfect; required
better. Working on medi-gel that could cure poison, some cancers, fight disease, also
fly and make toast." He sniffs. "Toast prototype... unsuccessful. Two out of three
papers, as I said. Rest of work... classified. Heavily. Worked on bioweapons. Very
little difference between engineered pathogen and engineered agathogen - as often
said, medi-gel active component more like bacterium than nanobot. Anyway.
Twenty-five years eight months ago, was recruited for STG operation known as
Project Brinker. Fun fact: operation named from human myth, juvenile who saved
town from flooding by standing with finger placed over hole in dike. Can guess what
I was working on, Shepard."
"The krogan genophage?"
"Yes. 'Genophage' misnomer, of course, does not eat genes or anything so simple.
Affects female physiology, causes decrease in birthrate. Some females immune, of
course, vast diversity of krogan species, aim of genophage never to drive species out
of existence. Known issue: whatever done with genophage, species will evolve
around it eventually. Solution envisaged long-term, therefore project emplaced
every generation to review and shore up. Small incremental changes less damaging
to project, to society than large infrequent ones."
"So, let me get this straight. The krogan would eventually shrug off the genophage the number of women immune to it would become larger and larger - if the STG
didn't keep tweaking it?"
"Absolutely, Shepard. Can see why I wished to keep this secret. Can tell you: you are
cleared. Life too short not to use mediated trust."
"What d'you mean by that?"
"Oh." He waves a hand vaguely. "Base concept of salarian society. World would fall
apart without it, nearly literally. Infancy two years, childhood two years, at school
four years, college student for four. Post-grad student at age twelve, qualified by age
fourteen. Insufficient time for most people to attain world-class competency in any
area outside of specialty, and of course nothing less will do in general case. Speak
one language, personally, read one script. Always typed poorly. Grammar, language
someone else's problem. Bedside manner not my field. Passed papers to assistant
half-complete, all data in place, for writing up. Social skills, as you have noticed...
lacking." He holds up a finger. "Problem. Require network of contacts to get any
academic work done: remember, competitors often asari, literally order
of magnitude greater in age. Cannot possibly hope to compete - if I formed my own
network and reputation. Solution: salarian family. Solus family numbers over three

thousand. Thick as thieves: actual thieves not tolerated, of course, reputation of one
is reputation of all. All genetically related: Dalatrass Solus and her fourteen
daughters are mothers of entire clan. Rest of clan is male: lower net cost of
reproduction, education. Dalatrass title equivalent to asari matriarch, human
senator, quarian captain; can also be understood as 'queen' as in eusocial insect like
human 'bees'. Individuals within family make entire life out of making contacts,
trading favours, trading information. Origin of information-broker tradition, although
these days best information brokers are asari. Anyway: family share codes written by
specialised codemakers, share contacts obtained by specialised networkers, et
cetera. Outward-looking, families share broad overview. With varying difficulty
depending on fame of individual, can look up file on nearly any sentient in galaxy.
Very, very few salarians would not trust you in personal matter, Shepard, because of
Spectre rank: Councilor Valern whitelists you, this puts you on roughly speaking
species-wide whitelist. Similarly if declared rogue, none of our species safe to buy
from, sell to, turn back on. As I said: life literally too short not to use mediated
trust."
"Okay. So you know someone who knew this Maelon guy?"
He shakes his head shortly. "In this case, no. Knew personally. Protege. Assistant."
"The one who wrote up your work?"
"No. Provided me with experimental data. Very clever. Very clever. Good man, too.
Used to rescue injured animals. Worked together on genophage. One of team of
twelve. Did not know had left STG. Possibly, has not. Will check. If has not: this is an
STG project, part of ongoing Project Brinker, cannot - mustnot interfere."
"Otherwise what? The genophage fails?"
"And krogan swarm galaxy, yes."
"I've met some pretty good people who also happen to be krogan. Are you sure
that's what would happen?"
He blinks. "Yes. Of course. Think we would take that on trust? For shame. Simulated
collective cloaca off. Every team does. Come in, read up on genophage, read last
team's notes, read 'genophage necessary', see terrible effect on krogan society, see
vast suffering of krogan species, see entire race and culture sacrificed on bloody
altar of collective survival. Doctors, remember, every one a medical doctor, took oath
to uphold general utility. Not human oath: 'do no harm' naive, inefficient. Do harm
by existing. Do harm with scalpel. Salarian oath: uphold general utility, most good for

most people. Anyway. See vast suffering of krogan people, cannot believe neccessity.
Within our reach to cure genophage, of course. Big discussion, raised voices. Cooler
heads prevail. Simulations run. Trust for last generation just as deep-seated as regard
for life, for suffering - but maybe we are more competent than they were. Simulation
results: suffering of krogan people nothing compared to suffering engendered by
omnicidal war that is only likely outcome of genophage cure. Hard lessons. Tears,
angst, railing at uncooperative galaxy. Galaxy declines to answer. So: tweak
genophage. Implement. Place own foot in jackboot, stamp once more on krogan
head. Write notes for next team. Attempt to spare them our angst." He sniffs. "Will
not work, of course. Effect on teams well documented enough to have procedure for
cleanup. Every individual who worked on genophage given counselling, choice of
assignment thereafter. Twenty per cent flat-out burnout rate. Three immediate
retirements in our team." He sniffs. "Talked one man out of suicide. Dirt farmer, now.
Crying shame."
"What did you do?"
"Stayed on project, personally. Implemented solution personally, oversaw personally.
Medi-gel work, academic reputation fell by wayside. Never did make toast. Became
more of a field agent. Have been to Tuchanka some twenty times. Soil, tissue, air
samples. Measurements of societal trends. Had to look, you see. Had to look. Not
my fault, but my responsibility. Someone else might have gotten it wrong. Became
galactic forerunner in study of genophage. Eventually came to legal maximum age
for field agent: forty. Wrote up, handed for publication, left. Travelled a while. Found
Omega. Started clinic. Black-and-white. Gun and scalpel pointed different directions.
Patients wanted treatment." He sniffs again. "Refreshing. Good retirement plan.
Good for conscience, fewer sleepless nights. Salve for declining health."
"And Maelon?"
"Also stayed with STG. Remained well away from genophage, bioweapons. Believe
he did a stint as field medic. Contact of mine. Did good work for two brothers of
mine five years ago: reported he was just as expected. Cannot believe scheme is
what it seems. Cannot believe. Good man. Loyal man. Clever. Do not know what he
is up to, but not what it appears."
"Uh-huh. Well, reading between some more lines, Mordin, Wrex wouldn't have put
me on this if he didn't expect me to do what I thought was best. He knows better
than most that I don't do the whole guns-blazing thing."
He nods. "Conclusion: request I come with you. Suggest team: me and Thane on
recon, Jack and Jacob on point, you and Miranda as firepower. Entire team either

stealth-capable or human, thus decreasing political ramifications; team also lowprofile unless required to go loud, while still containing six individuals capable of
dealing with charging krogan in single move - five biotics and krogan expert."
"I'll put it to Miranda, but that sounds sane. Any more government-level secrets to
share before we go back on-grid?"
"Not at this time, Shepard."

•
Clan Weyrloc keep a pretty good perimeter, if you're using local technology. A lowtech but effective microwave radar system picks up anything flying and metal within
twenty miles, but the Normandy's stealth system is proof against the best active
scanning in the known galaxy: it's not just that we're radar-invisible, it's that we're
radar-transparent. A varren dog's nose and ears are nearly as good as a krogan's, and
better than any technological ones anyone's ever developed. But the suit
modifications that kept us out of the notice of the seeker swarms are more than up
to the task of keeping our scent out of the noses of the varren upwind of us, and
Thane's movement is utterly noiseless. The infrared laser grid across the spare exit because nobody likes being trapped in their own hideout - is a simple and almost
foolproof method of detecting an intruder. But Mordin's stealth field is completely
laser-transparent. We're inside the perimeter, in fact, we're well inside the base by
the time we run into krogan guards on patrols that can't be easily circumvented.
If they weren't krogan, they'd have gone quietly and easily to sleep and we'd have
been past without a problem. If they weren't bloody-minded, veteran krogan
warriors, they'd have had the sense to stay down when hit hard enough to crack
their plates and break their bones. But one of the two guards on the door to the lab
complex reacts to Jacob's warp-enhanced throat punch with an involuntary scream
of fury and a wild swing with a broken arm that still punches through Jacob's barrier
to knock him to the ground. The shock response of a fit, healthy krogan isn't to shut
down - it's to go into overdrive. The secondary and tertiary organs take over,
everything activating at once, and reflexes take over. Any moving object within the
visual field, anything the krogan can hear or smell is attacked blindly with foreheadplate, with teeth, with clawed hands, with powerful strikes from elbows, knees or
feet. The guard is following up on his swing with a blind leap, when Jack hits him
from the side with an eye-wateringly bright pulse that knocks him hard enough into
the wall to leave an imprint and follows it up with an implosive warp field that
shatters his chestplate with a sickening crunch. She sticks a hand out through her
barrier - a trick she must have learned from observing Samara - pulls Jacob to his
feet and brushes some dust from his shoulder with a crooked grin.

But that guy made too much noise going down. The krogan we're fighting our way
through here are Blood Pack - I'm not too worried about giving them a kicking - but
there are more of them than you might expect and they're fitter, better-fed and
more skilled than I'd been expecting. The Weyrloc really care about this place. One
of them is carrying a genuine mass-accelerator gun, for example, rather than the
gunpowder shotguns or even spring-powered harpoon guns most of them are
toting. But they're mostly relying on brute strength and toughness, and
fundamentally it doesn't matter how hard you can swing your fist when you're
unexpectedly floating four feet off the ground, and it doesn't matter how tough your
plates are when any of us apart from Mordin can cause matter to tear itself apart
with a touch. Meanwhile it turns out that when Mordin said that he was capable of
dealing with a charging krogan in a single move, he meant that he'd modified his
omni-tool to throw shaped-charge antiarmour missiles and knows where to aim.
The general alarm goes off as we're about three-quarters of the way there, but it
doesn't seem like it was us that did it. Certainly no reinforcements show up to try
and stop us as we move into the labs proper, and there are signs of violence here
already. Looks to me like the 'experimental subjects' are staging a bit of a breakout
themselves. This place used to be a hospital, and we're in a ward - I'd guess it was
occupied until not too long ago.
Mordin gets into the local computers the moment we get through the door to the
first lab. Frowns. "Poor security, Maelon. Taught you better than this." He pulls a
series of holographic windows out of the omni-tool on his wrist. "Lab reports, lab
reports, lab reports. Methodical, at least. Eight-dimension screening test, maximalentropy DOE design. Maelon or other trained scientist definitely here: krogan
education not exactly sufficient to encompass experimental method, statistical
inference. Experimental subjects euphemised as 'volunteers'. Response surface...
hmm. Corner missing. Work ninety-four per cent complete; abandoned to move on
because unpromising? No. Abandoned because final six per cent would have
required another female human slave and he was out."
Jack frowns, pushes a desk over onto its side, as far as I can tell out of sheer desire
for vandalism. "They were experimenting on humans?"
"Two humans, yes. Insufficient krogan females available: cure obviously going to be
toxic to human females, but enough similarities for experimental work. Not first time
unethical research has used human, batarian subjects to substitute for female of
laevo-adapted race with availability problem. Vorcha other potential choice, but
unsuitable for surgical work due to extreme regenerative faculty."

"You sayin' this guy's been cutting open live humans for his research?"
"Not just humans. Batarians, varren dogs, ganha bears, pyjaks. Krogan, too, of
course. Seventeen krogan civilians were housed here. One in next room, actually.
Under tarpaulin. Deserves better; can't provide."
"What the fuck, doc? You're awfully calm about all this, y'know."
Mordin closes his omni-tool and turns right around to look at Jack with a speed that
makes her slam up her eye-twisting barrier by reflex. For just the one word, his voice
is loud enough to fill the room. "Calm?" He takes a quick breath in and out, his
composure returning near-instantly. "No. Kindly leave situation to me, please, thank
you." He turns back to his analysis of Maelon's experiments. "Should take a look at
krogan body before move on, Shepard.Bad feeling."
"Yeah, you and me both. Jack, Jacob, I want a rearguard. That alarm's got to bring
someone one day and I don't want unpleasant surprises. Thane, keep a weather eye,
'kay?"
Thane nods and the next time I look around he isn't there. Jack stalks off to guard
our backs with a bad grace and a violent gleam in her eye. Her barrier is leaving a
little shiny abraded trail on the ground behind her where it's sandpapered the
surfacing off the floor. Meanwhile Mordin's pulling down the tarp covering the dead
krogan woman, gently, as if she was still alive and suffering.
Mordin's voice is soft like cotton wool. "Record. Examination corpse located during
raid Clan Weyrloc base, doctor presiding Mordin Solus. Subject krogan female. Soft
tissue discoloration, rigor mortis consistent with death between twenty-four and
thirty-four hours ago. Multiple old healed and semi-healed injuries, vitamin
deficiency consistent with moderate malnourishment, conclusion low-class infertile
female. Age, between eight and sixteen, could tell with invasives, no intention, no
time, doesn't matter." He has a scanner running on his omni-tool now. "Tattoo on
inside of left wrist consistent with womanhood rites... Clan Weyrloc. One only: never
enslaved by krogan. No restraint marks, no signs of violence more recent than four
or five months, bloodwork negative for hypnotics, psychoactives, conclusion-" He
clears his throat. "Conclusion, subject volunteer. Serious inflammation of lungs,
throat, mucous membranes, digestive tract; proximate cause of death multiple heart
failure, secondary heart nonfunctional due to congenital malformation, primary and
tertiary ceased to beat simultaneously, ion imbalance caused by deliberate electrical
- no. Resuscitation attempt, electrical defibrillator, almost never works on krogan.
Erase conclusion. Cause of death: acute autoimmune reaction, systemic failure. Gave
her what they told her could be a cure; failed; body devoured itself. Waste. Pointless

waste of life. We have computers. We have computer models for this."
A pause. He looks down into the dead girl's closed eyes. "Cease recording. Maelon,
what were you doing? Never experimented on live individuals. Neverused medical
techniques to cause harm like this." He swallows jerkily, turns to look at me. "Few
conclusions, assuming not actually insane. Manipulating Clan Weyrloc. Highly
unethical, not outside bounds of ends-justify-means mission assuming very serious
threat from Blood Pack operation somewhere. Some members of STG will do literally
anything if ends justify. Not Maelon, not last I knew, but people change.
Alternatively, kidnapped, coerced. Weyrloc leadership much more likely to greenlight
such intervention, provide 'wrapper' between Maelon and experimental work.
Inconsistent with Wrex testimony: would your friend lie to you in front of his
[housecarls]? Possibly. Move on."
The main labs look like there's been a firefight here. Recently. Couple of places that
could be holding cells with busted doors. There are still various sickly-looking
examples of local wildlife here in cages. Some of them are obviously dead. Jack's
looking significantly green around the gills. Keeping her eyes firmly away from any of
the laboratory stuff. She does not like this place one bit. Mordin has drawn his pistol.
He doesn't usually carry a drawn weapon even during a fight, preferring to do
everything with his modified omni-tool. But he's pulled the gun, a Carnifex wristbreaker designed for defeating krogan chitin, and he's gripping it tight enough that if
he were human I'd say his knuckles were white. As it is, I hear the grip creak slightly
in his servo-powered fist. Miranda's pulled up a recorder, she's taken video of
everywhere we've passed through, her mouth set in a firm line. Jacob's got our
backs. And I can't see Thane at all, but that's to be expected.
Then his voice rasps on the comm. "One last checkpoint. Guards on the
door. Used to be the main office. Big guy's running a biotic
barrier. I think this is the clan-chief."
I nod. Hand-sign: Jack on point, I'll support her. Miranda left, Jacob right. "We'll set
him up, Thane."
"Got you."
And so we waltz around the corner, not into an ambush like sensible people might
lay, but into what Weyrloc Guld was clearly envisioning as an honourable combat,
him in glorious battle against the alien biotic whose presence he must have sensed.
He has time to bellow a challenge before Jack throws a bolt of blinding purple light
at him that makes him slam every ounce of power he's got into a barrier straight in
front of him. Miranda reaches out and pulls one of Guld's honour guard over

ignominiously forward onto his face, and Jacob shoots the other one in the mouth
when he opens it to join in his chief's challenge. The explosive round takes the
krogan's head off.
And Thane drops out of nowhere onto the krogan chief's shoulders, bent over to
take a funny grip on either side of the guy's forehead-plate, then somersaults
forward to the ground as he uses his own biotics to briefly, vastly increase his own
weight. Guld is pulled over forwards as the bright pulse of light that Jack threw
caroms off his barrier like the obvious distraction it was, his massive bulk working
against him as he falls and Thane twists as he moves underneath Guld and the
krogan's own weight breaks his neck with a very final crunch.
I walk up to the remaining krogan, the one lying on his face on the floor, and lift him
up with a gesture of a glowing hand. "Run," I say as I drop him none-too-gently to his
feet, and he obliges.
Mordin hardly even notices. The door won't do him the courtesy of opening as he
walks up: the stick-like, fragile-looking salarian pulls up a blade on his omni-tool and
slices the lock off, then kicks it in with a power-armoured boot.
The room's mostly darkened. The furniture's been moved aside to allow for a huge
holoprojector in the centre of the room, currently being used to display a variety of
incomprehensible images before an unarmoured salarian who's standing in front of
them typing on a projected keyboard with one hand and his omni-tool with the
other. He turns around as Mordin enters, me and Miranda a pace behind.
"Maelon." Mordin's voice wouldn't be much different if the two of them were
meeting on the street.
"Doctor Solus." Maelon's voice has a mocking whine to it. "How appropriate. The
tireless defender of our people against the krogan scourge. You even recruited a
Spectre. I'm flattered. I suppose Guld is dead?"
"Guld and ten others. Some ran, or played dead. Report, Maelon."
"Oh, spare me. One word in place of four, because life's too short to talk properly?
How hard would it be to admit that you didn't have the first clue what in the bright
green hells was going on here?"
"Can see what it looks like. Know what your files say you're doing. Real story, please,
Maelon. Owe me that much."

"I? Owe you?" Maelon shakes his head in disbelief. "Is it too hard to believe that I'm
doing exactly what I say I am, Doctor Solus? That I'm putting right the biggest
mistake in the entire history of Special Tasks?"
Mordin's eyes flicker to his omni-tool for a second. "No recording devices in here, no
surveillance tools. Nobody within earshot except for retreating krogan with broken
forehead. You have not been ill-treated here, signs of coercion notable by absence.
Which division? Who authorised this travesty? Don't tell me you are working for
Spectre. Shepard would have been told upon system entry."
Maelon sighs. "You just don't get it, do you. You never did. In small words. No
coercion. No finesse. No trick. This is not an STG op and the only Spectre is the
one you called. I-am-on-my-own."
Mordin's brows shoot up. "Alone, Maelon? Atrocity, outside, your fault? People,
Maelon." He calls up a holographic window showing Maelon's data. "Twenty-six data
points in this study alone. Twenty-six. Every single data point, real live bleeding
suffering person! And for what? Cure genophage? Hand keys to galaxy to semijuvenile idiot leading band of ruffians, miscreants? Worse, provoke turians into
genocidal response? Worked together on this, Maelon. Side by side. First voice
upraised in vote to question Project Brinker mission objectives? Mine,
Maelon, not yours. Everything we could think of. Everything we could do. Nothing
worked. Krogan expansion implies omnicidal war-"
"And that is our fault! Don't you forget that part of our conclusions, professor. Uplift
and subsequent victorious galactic war uprooted and destroyed traditional krogan
social structures. The reason there is no way forward for the krogan people is that
twenty-two generations ago the head of Special Tasks decided that our survival as a
culture was worth the gutting and everting of another one. And when the war was
won the asari gave them what they asked for rather than what they needed and the
krogan never got anything to replace their war economy. And that led us directly to
here."
"Proving point for me, Maelon. No way forward for krogan people. And you would
do this anyway? Think this will ameliorate their suffering? Show me your working,
Maelon, show me your simulations, show me your plan! Show me what
is worth killing, what, forty? Fifty people? More? In such fashion."
"What is forty or fifty? We've already killed millions. We've already condemned an
entire species to eternal torment. What's half a hundred more? My plan?" Maelon
shakes his head. "No plan, professor, no plan. Communication, here, to forward to
various krogan leaders, attempt to explain. Another to send to STG, Sixth Legion.

Recommend permanent hardware interdict on Tuchanka Relay. Using Citadel control
system if possible, destruction if not. We've done enough damage to the krogan
people. We should just leave them alone."
Mordin is speechless. Shaking. Eventually he opens his mouth. His voice is so very
quiet. "Sat beside you at computer, Maelon, contributed my part to the simulation.
Re-analysed results for you when could not believe. Cried on your shoulder. Stared
up at cold unfeeling stars together. Cursed idiocy of past, together. Concluded
necessity, together. Looked into your eyes long minutes and asked if you could see
alternative. Hand on my shoulder. 'No, Professor'. Took to others. Worked side by
side. Every step of way, every single step taken together until grim job was done, and
you? Left." A single tear falls from his right eye. "Project lead. My job to keep an eye.
My responsibility. Someone else, an outsider, might have gotten it wrong. Made it
my life's work to prolong the time until someone else would have to take over. Will
be eighty years at least. Or would be, if this is suppressed. You believed you had it
when you gave the compound to the woman upstairs. The one with the autoimmune
failure."
"Drielra. The fifth."
"You are very close. Why, Maelon? Or, because 'why' clear: when? When, reversal of
corporate conclusion? Whole team unanimous. Looked around room. Asked for one
voice, one dissenting voice and I would have gone all the way to the Council to get
universe changed."
"Oh, Professor, of course we were unanimous. The great Mordin Solus. We stood in
your shade, Professor. You re-analysed my results that day because you re-analysed,
by my count, thirty per cent of the conclusions I ever made. And made
improvements to three quarters of those! You weren't just the team lead, Professor,
you were our hero. The greatest biochemist of our generation. You could do no
wrong!" His breath is a sob. "Except you did, didn't you."
Mordin blinks. "Never convinced you, Maelon? Never?"
Maelon shakes his head. His voice rasps. "No."
Mordin blinks again. The tone of his voice is returning to normal. "Convinced myself.
Not seen anything here to change mind. Big picture-"
"Hard to see big picture over pile of corpses."
"Yes. Yes, it is." Mordin raises the gun almost too fast to see and then I have hold of

his wrist. I haven't changed his aim. Maelon doesn't move. Mordin looks me in the
eye. "Shepard. Something to add?"
"We bring him to justice, Mordin. We don't need to mention anything classified in
order to to have all the evidence they will need."
"Death sentence not unlikely. Have one here, in hand. Save expense of trial. Ensure
justice. You saw what he did. Deserves to die."
"Do you deserve to kill him?"
Mordin narrows his eyes. "Why not? As he has said: damned already. Condemned
entire species to, minimum, sixty years torment. More likely six hundred. Longer.
Hang for fleece, hang for sheep."
"You don't believe that."
"Don't I?"
I don't blink, don't look away. "No."
He opens his hand. The gun falls to the floor. "Let us get ourselves and our prisoner
out of here, Shepard. Abilities of squad laudable, possibly not up to entire Clan
Weyrloc army."

•
"You're not going out there without a helmet again, are you, John?"
"Yup." He fastens his vambrace, starts pulling on his gloves. "It's
an image thing."
Miranda frowns. "It's stupid, is what it is, John. I'd have thought
you secure enough in your masculinity that you didn't feel the need
to engage the krogan in pissing contests."
"Perfectly secure in my masculinity, thank you." He fastens a cuff.
"Still going out without a helmet, Miranda."
"Would your image be enhanced by a beautiful, adoring young female
on your arm?" So it's hard to look away, right, when you're actually

watching this picture-in-picture?
"Fifty per cent may be a pass, but it shouldn't be one you're proud
of."
"Seriously, for a second. I want to see these people if Grunt's
joining them. Same reason I wrote to Oriana."
"You wrote to her, in the end?"
Miranda smiles. Look at that, girl, and weep. No way you are competing with that,
beside the fact that it's wrong even to try. Does the man not deserve a woman who
ticks every box on the list of reasons a man might want a partner? "Mm-hmm. I
know she received it, and her foster-parents don't know that she
clipped it out of the paper before it went in the recycling." Stop
listening, Tali. This is private. "Anyway. I'm coming to the surface, too -"
she catches a helmet - "What's this?"
"It's a helmet, Miranda. You can get away with wearing one."
"Uh-uh. If you can take it, cyborg man, I can take it." She throws
it back. Good, they are at least playing together. It's progress. Don't interfere.
Don't they make a good couple?
- But if she will surveil her young presumably-daughter like that (too old to be his)
then presumably she's got surveillance code in - Of course. She doesn't need to
watch him, she's got an AI to watch both of their backs for her.
Watch the AI, then. Who watches the watcher, Tali?
No. It's not actually worth losing screen real-estate to a camera feed of yourself just
for a joke.

•
So this is another room in the chief's palace. Wrex himself is absent. Grunt's sitting
on a bench, right arm out, watching with interest, and those small explosions like
gunpowder caps are the reports of the pneumatic tattooing needle inscribing a
design onto the inside of his right wrist. He grins like a wide-mouthed frog as the
two of us enter, and holds up a hand for us to wait. The picture that's being finished

is a good foot long, the uncomplicated glyph of Clan Urdnot up near the wrist joint
forming the mouth of a stylised serpent that coils around Grunt's forearm, under
and around the parts too thick to tattoo.
"John?" Miranda murmurs. I nod. "That's a picture of a thresher maw."
"Damn straight," says the tattooist. "And it ain't a picture of my [untranslated],
neither."
"Yeah, 'cause that shit would just be fucked-up." Grunt grins even wider. "The tattoo
is a story of what you did. Some people got a house where they found stuff or a cave
where they took shelter. Some people got a hunter who came across them. The
driver who took me out there, he had a keg of ryncol, and thatis a thing to brag
about because it takes a real lucky bastard to be outside drunk after dark and still
see the morning. Tarqal here's got a tornado, cause guess what."
"And Grunt has a thresher maw 'cause when we came to pick him up we had to go
another way around 'cause the highway'd had a maw happen to it, and the driver
was for turning back, but Wrex just grinned and said let's see what we see. And
there our young man is, lyin' on his back on top of the bastard with his head restin'
on its pincers, frickin' sunbathing."
"You missed out the bit where I killed the thing myself, Tarqal."
"Nope. I left you the honour."
"Uh-huh." Grunt slips into a storyteller's voice, rehearsing a tale that he's going to be
telling (assuming all goes well) long after either member of his audience is dead. The
tattooist gets back to work. "So, right, it was about twelve octants - that's fifteen of
your pansy-ass minutes - after they dropped me off, just about when I was starting
to think maybe I should go find something to eat, when the ground just starts
rumbling. Now, the ground moving under your feet on Tuchanka, it's a bad sign. Real
bad. Like an earthquake or something. Only as the cracks started spreading in the
ground and I saw what looked like a ridge-line coming straight at me I knew that it
was something a lot worse-"
We listen. It's a long story. I'm sure that a krogan would find it really gripping. There
are a lot of death-defying leaps and falls and he seems to fire and recover his
harpoon about six times, take a little too many nearly-lethal blows, and lose and find
his knife a little more than would be perhaps reasonable. before eventually having to
cut his way out from the thresher maw's gullet and sever its spinal cord on the way
out. But the tattoo is finished by the end of it, so I guess that's a good story. He takes

our slightly stupefied expressions for the appreciatiation that he's no doubt
expecting, and starts doing up the arm of his power-armour again. The inside
forearm's already been emblazoned with the Urdnot rune.
"So yeah," he says as he stands up. "The Chief wants to see us all. He said he figured
you'd be here before I was done."
Most of the court are up and lucid at this time in the morning, and they make way
for us as we enter. Last time they did that for me because Wrex had ordered them.
This time they're doing it for Grunt. This is his day. Wrex grins. "Urdnot. Allies, clanmates, friends, all who stand before me. I have someone to introduce. He came to us
yesterday a boy. That he came to us from outer space, and not from the camps of
the female clan? Who gives a damn. Might as well be the same place." There's
laughter. Miranda's perfectly straight face is concealing a snigger of her own. "He
comes before me this morning, a man. And it is thus I present him to you. His tale,
well, I won't spoil it, except to say that it's a damned good one, and I should know.
Brothers, I give you - Urdnot Grunt." And there's a bellow from the court, voices
upraised as one. It might be the clan's name, but honestly it's loud enough that I
don't even know if they know what they're shouting.
"Grunt, you're one of ours now. Your rites are the rites of Urdnot. Your songs are the
songs of Urdnot. You know 'em already, I'm told: good for you. There is nowhere of
ours that's closed to you, no secret of ours that you may not know. You say your
blood is strong? Then when the time comes, young man, you will get our clan strong
sons and healthy daughters. And your blade is one of ours." Wrex clears his throat.
"You were sent out to get a story. You came back with one of the finest quality. In
recognition of the strength that you have shown, I offer you your choice of unit.
Name a warlord - name a battlemaster, if you will. You're his."
Grunt nods. "My Chief." He turns an eye, but not his body, as is respectful. "My lords.
I would say 'you've shown me what it means to be strong', but that isn't true." The
assembled crowd draws breath; he goes on before they have a chance to yell.
"Because I already knew that! I was born strong! Born ready! Like you. I came here
and I saw what I saw, and I called it as I saw it because I love my people. Like you.
And like you, I want them to find tomorrow a little better than we found today. I
learned a lot of things from that lab Shepard dragged me out of. I learned a lot of
things from books and computers and that shit. But the most important thing I ever
learned, I learned from you." He fixes both eyes on the shaman, and nods respect to
him, and receives a nod in return. Pure showbusiness. "I learned that I had a people,
and who they were, and what it was to be one. And I learned that I was worthy to
stand among you!" There's a general grumble of agreement. "My Chief, you offered
me my choice of unit. All right, sir; I'll hold you to that." He looks Wrex in the eye and

grins. "I name Battlemaster John, of clan 'Spectre', of clan 'Alliance', of clan 'Council'.
And once of your krannt, sir. And if you say he isn't worthy to lead me, well, here he
is to prove you wrong."
On the one hand - I'm actually, genuinely moved. On the other? Gee, Grunt, thanks.
Could you have warned me, so maybe I could have brought the tank?
Wrex is making a play of thinking it over - if I know him, what he's doing is going over
how he's going to sell it to his people, he's already decided yes - when a voice calls
from the back of the room. "That is one step too far!"
The speaker is large, well-muscled, well-fed, big hump on his back deliberately
accentuated by a kind of hood-shaped affair on the powered armour he's wearing.
And he forms a biotic barrier around him and that saves me the trouble of guessing
whether or not this is Gatatog Uvenk. The court make a lane between him and
Grunt, who turns to face him. Oh... hell. We've walked into the middle of a coup
attempt, haven't we. Given this guy a reason. I put together my barrier and step up
to one side of my teammate; Miranda does the same on the other.
"This pantomime has gone on long enough, Wrex. One day he walks in here, an
unknown, a model of a krogan, a meat-drone, demands the rites of manhood and
like a frightened varren you give way with your tail between your legs. Next morning
you come back with him, claim he's done some mighty deed overnight in a
conveniently secret location, somehow your shaman is too senile and supine to
gainsay you, and now he's got lies tattooed on his arm forever more? Three lies in
one, Wrex, shall I count them?" He holds up the three claws of his hand. "One. That
he slew the thresher maw. Two. That he's a true member of a clan that I remember
being mighty once, before you ground it down with your alien-inspired ways. And
three. That he's a fucking krogan at all!"
Wrex stands, but it's Grunt who yells loudest. "CHIEF!" He doesn't turn around.
"Grant me the honour of teaching this fucker a lesson. I wouldn't have you dirty your
claws."
Wrex's consent is a given. "Shepard, and whatsyername, the girl. You pitch in on this
one and I'll have you removed in pieces. Clear the floor, give them some room."
Miranda turns. "Chief, you can hardly call this a fair-"
"Shut your mouth and clear the floor before Grunt has two lessons to teach today,
human."

She clenches her fists. I can feel the chaotic pulse gathering in her wrist nodes. She
takes a deep breath and nods. Channels the pulse to do something useful, making
the air around her hiss and waver to the point that the krogan give the two of us
some room, as well.
The court becomes a large half-circle. Grunt stands before the throne, his stance
balanced, his hands empty and spread. He nods respect to his opponent, who spits
on the ground. And then without warning, Uvenk throws himself forwards. Biotic
shockwave centred on his forehead. I've seen these before - one of Wrex's favourite
tricks. Grunt grins, seems to brace himself to take it on the forehead like an idiot and then twists out of the way at the last second and Uvenk has to pull himself up or
run into the steps leading up to the throne. He turns and throws a punch, that Grunt
twists away from again. A couple more blows, and each time Grunt voids the blow,
weaves out of the way, in one case simply steps back and Uvenk has to pull the blow
or overreach. I can see what he's doing: he's getting Uvenk's measure, seeing his
reach, seeing how fast he can gather a pulse and how accurately he can throw one,
noticing as I have that the biotic is fast but not too fast.
And Uvenk suddenly dives backwards, finishes in a crouch, gathering a warp blast - I
can see him doing it, a quick sharp spike, hard to dodge if you can't feel it coming
like I could, not enough to seriously injure even a human but enough to stun, to
create an opening for a devastating followup. And Grunt fast-draws his wristbreaker
of a shotgun and shoots him in the forehead just before the pulse releases, defeating
his barrier handily, and I realise that he's deliberately chosen high-impulse
hammerhead rounds as Uvenk falls backwards onto his ass. Grunt leaps - not the
nearly-flat trajectory of a biotic charge, like Uvenk, but a parabolic three-metre leap
in the air assisted by the servos of his power armour - and Uvenk barely rolls aside as
Grunt's fist comes down hard enough to crack the stone floor. Grunt spins the
shotgun around his wrist to pump the pump-action and doesn't fire, because he'd be
using the crowd for a backstop. He stows the weapon again as they circle. Another
blow and Grunt dodges. A grab and Grunt counters with a short sharp knee to the
midsection, his shield and Uvenk's barrier screaming at one another. A feint and
Grunt sees it for what it is, catches Uvenk's shin with a trapping move that's
identifiably based on human martial arts, and comes inside his reach with a flurry of
short but devastating punches to the chest; Uvenk breaks the lock with a headbutt
but can't put enough biotic force behind it to make Grunt more than stumble.
And he's expecting the impact of the biotic pulse to have seriously unbalanced the
young krogan: most fighters are completely put off their game when they suddenly
don't weigh quite what they expect. But Grunt's been training with a shipful of
biotics long enough to be perfectly comfortable with this consequence of taking a
hit, and as Uvenk puts his full weight and the power of his suit behind a left hook

that would pulverize concrete, Grunt takes advantage of his sudden lightness to spin
inside his opponent's reach neat as you please and dump him on the ground with a
simple shoulder throw. Puts his knee on the other guy's chest and punches him hard
in the forehead once, twice, three times until his barrier fades. And stands straight,
breathing hard.
"Shall I - take this heap of - crap outside, sir?"
And whatever Wrex says is lost in the court shouting Grunt's name.
But Miranda and I feel the charge building on the ground behind Grunt. There's no
way I can shout a warning and pushing him out of the way would put Wrex in the
path of whatever that is. Well, I guess I'll have to see what Wrex's threatened
punishment for interference actually amounts to. And as Uvenk activates what must
be an extremely painful overload on his amp to charge a shockwave I'd be more
used to seeing in Jack's hands, I put together a short concussive warp-pulse to land
in midair just in front of his nose.
I'd been meaning just to slam him down on the ground and break his concentration.
But I'm a few milliseconds too late: he releases his shockwave the moment I throw
the pulse. The two of them interact about an inch away from his forehead-plate and
for an instant there's a bright point of burning blue-white light and a roar that
drowns out the krogan and makes dust drop from the ceiling. And the concussion
knocks Grunt stumbling forward and caves in the front of Uvenk's head and splinters
his armoured suit.
There's silence as the dust settles and I step forwards out of the ring, gathering an
intimidating but pretty pointless standing wave of roiling blue about my right hand.
"Wrex. You felt that, what it would have been. I couldn't stand by and let him
dishonour your court."
Wrex chuckles. "Heh. Seems like my honour's got no end of champions today. Put
your funny-lookin' barrier away, Shepard, I'm not gonna tell you off for ridding me of
that piece of shit. And you. Grunt."
"My chief."
"Shepard just saved your life. Or mine, if you ducked as fast just then as you did
when he was trying to kill you to your face. I reckon that deserves a good turn, don't
you? Say, I got an idea. How 'bout hiring one of my most promising young warriors
on with him. Got any names you'd like to put forward?"

"I might. I might, at that."
"'Fraid I can't offer you that trade we discussed earlier, Shepard. Seems you broke
him." Wrex grins widely. "Tell you what, though. I'll let you bid for the services of
someone just a little better. 'Course, seeing as he's provably better than Uvenk, I
can't exactly let him go for what you were gonna pay Uvenk."
Miranda grins. "You know, Shepard? I think I like this guy."

•
"Hey, Shepard."
"Hey yourself. What's the word?"
"Boom. The word is 'boom'." Jack pulls herself up and sits on the console. "You know
that lab we found? The guy you gave to the Sixth and told them to throw the book at
with a goddamn mass-accelerator?"
"Uh-huh?"
She leans forward. Uncomfortably close. I can suddenly feel what Samara means
about a feeling of grinding gravitic noise from her. I think she's trying to give me a
good view down her top, but that's not where I'm looking. "Well, I found another."
"Oh, really?"
"Cerberus, John. 'Rogue cell', said the cheerleader. 'Never heard of the place', said
the database. But that suit-rat you brought onboard was at least good for
something." She sits back a bit and pulls up a hologram in the way of my display.
She's got better with that expensive omni-tool since I last saw her fiddling around
with it. The hologram's a relay map, with one highlighted. "Nubian Expanse, Pragia
system, third fuckin' planet. Garden world, they say, one they fucked up terraforming
sometime in the eighteenth century. Lab there, latitude forty six and seventeen,
longitude one thirty nine and forty. Secure place. Go there, find more evidence of
the kind you don't like, more people to put away for 'crimes against civilisation'.
'Cept if there's anyone I recognise there? Anyone from the dreams that wake me
screaming if I slept on or under anything soft? They're mine. I saw you do shit for
other people. And this fucks over Cerberus like you said you wanted. We going? Or
do I tell my main woman Samara that we ain't going?"

"Nubian Expanse." I nod. "We can do that. It's not even particularly out of our way.
And not only that, it keeps my real bosses happy."
She tenses slightly. "Who they?"
"You know. The Council?"
She clouts me on the shoulder as she slides sinuously off the console. "Shit, Shepard,
you're a real pussy. Y'know?"
"Yesterday I was a dick. Day before that I was a douchebag. Let me know if you ever
make your mind up."
And suddenly she's very close. Close as she can be without actually touching. "Yeah,
well, maybe one day you could show me," she breathes into my ear. And she's gone.
If ever there were a living incarnation of the crazy in which you shouldn't stick it...
"Bridge, this is Shepard. Give me a relay transition interrupt for the Nubian Expanse.
Make your destination, Pragia Three."
"Aye-aye, sir. ETA... Edi, that's bullshit, stop it. ETA four hours
thirty, give or take twenty minutes of arguing with the goddamn
computer."

•
We drop down into the atmosphere of Pragia in a Grizzly. It's the middle of the night
and it's raining, a slow continuous depressing wall-to-wall drizzle. The terrain is one
roiling mat of greenery - when Jack said they'd 'fucked up the terraforming', she was
bang on. An alien plant introduced to normalise the planet's atmosphere found
something it liked in the soil, mutated like wildfire, managed to outcompete the
native plant life and make a damn good go at the animal life. Everything from the
planet's arctic circle to the antarctic one is jungle. It even wove mats over the seas.
They haven't found an animal that can eat it faster than it can grow. As I watch out of
the window I wonder idly if the krogan could tame somewhere like this.
The facility is half-hidden by jungle. The walls are slightly higher than the height
above which the greenery won't grow, and they're made of something the roots
won't stick to. The plant life and the thick construction have played hell with
scanners - most we could tell is that there's some power on. We land on the roof.
Jack's the first one out, Samara half a step behind. Jacob and me for firepower - bit
of a nebulous concept, that, with Jack and Samara on point - Tali and Mordin for

working out what the hell, makes six. And the bomb. We have a bomb with us, just
in case shit needed wrecking. This place is going to end up blown up. I can just tell.
And while Garrus claims the main gun should work fine, I'd rather trust Jack's mental
health to a bomb that we know is going to explode. Come to that, I'd rather not
show her how to fire the big gun, either.
Jack refused to wear a suit down here. She knows the air's breathable and doesn't
really think that armour's required. She's wearing something she bought on Ilium,
asari fashion, asymmetric bands of cloth designed to leave a lot of flesh bare. Don't
know who she's trying to impress. Unless she genuinely finds the skimpy outfit more
comfortable. Samara's wearing her robe over huntress armour. The rest of us are
fully loaded, because you never know.
The door's locked. Jack frowns. "I 'unlocked' this when I left, Shepard. Somebody put
this place back together."
"How long ago was that?" Jacob asks the question I've been trying to get Jack to
answer since we picked her up out of cryo.
Apparently she's too distracted to snap. "Says I was born in twenty-one forty-one,
yes, two years after first contact. Back when they didn't know what made their
spacers' kids turn out all weird, still thought it was space bacteria, and we're still
stuck with the stupid-ass word 'biotic'. Ladies and gentlemen, you're lookin' at the
reason your kids mostly don't have a sixty per cent chance of being a cripple, a
twenty per cent chance of being a retard and a nineteen per cent chance of being an
all-powerful bitch. 'Less you don't take your pills. You do take your pills, don't ya?
'Cording to the fuckin' book I just read? We bled for those fuckin' pills." She gives a
short abbreviated punch, and the reinforced door is blown in like a paper wall in a
hurricane. "Onwards and inwards, ladies and gentlemens, mi casa, su casa."
We follow her through disused, mostly empty corridors, but not gone as thoroughly
to ruin as you'd expect. Here and there there are signs of minor structural repairs.
The doors are new. All locked. All warped open, each with a little more force than
the last. "And this really is my house, y'know. Right of fuckin' conquest. Alternatively,
squatter's rights. I spent twelve years in this hellhole."
"They brought children here?" Jacob inspects a shipping crate. The inside's been
fitted out with medical gear and life support.
Tali and Jack both start to speak at the same time. Tali ducks her head, indicates Jack
has priority. "Yeah. Files say like eighteen biotic kids came through here, maybe fifty
baselines. Not a case of slipping through the net, either. Sixty-eight sets of parents

told their kid was dead. Even got the details of how, here. There's a whole syndrome
that don't exist. Leaves the body unrecognisable. Miracle cure discovered about
twenty-one fifty? Yeah. No. Every kid that had that? Came here." She spits. "Apart
from a couple they laid out for the media and the journals."
"You begin to see," remarks Samara smoothly, "why I am here. These people, that
did this, we would like their identities. There is no statute of limitations for this...
obscenity."
Tali's voice is tight. "Mordin: I am handling this. I do not know why the
computers are even switched on but I am not looking this gift horse
in the teeth. You can have the scientific data. I am after names,
IDs, biometrics. I have an uplink to Edi. She has a large amount of
data she should not legally have. You will not believe how fast I
can trace these people for you."
Mordin nods. "Dataset one: not dataset. Simple list of numbers, case IDs, 'subject'
biometrics. Jack, your biometric matches subject ID-"
"Zero." She grimaces. "Clue is in the name, sunshine. C'mon. This ain't the
interesting end of this place."
This must once have been an exercise yard. Again, the door's new. Again, Jack tears
it apart. Bits of concrete come with the fixings as she throws them crashing into the
room. There's a ragged hole in the ceiling, and Jack stops. Looks up. The falling rain
splashes on her face.
"Jack?" I ask.
She looks away, blinks a couple of times. "Security guard stepped out in front of me.
Hunkered down, stretched a hand out. Trying to make nice, like I didn't remember
his face. I threw him through the fuckin' ceiling. Light came flooding in, dirty yellow. I
didn't know that light could be that colour. The lights here were blue-white. And
they never went out."
The far end of the room, a tumbled stack of concrete blocks of varying sizes. There's
one that's lying out-of-place away from the others. Jack bites her lip, reaches out.
Simple couple of gestures: cupped palm for 'lift', flick of one finger for 'push', and
just before it settles gently into place she thrusts her hand violently forwards and the
block smashes into the others like a catapult stone and shatters concussively.
"Building blocks. It was stupid. Nobody else was allowed in here when I was. They
just wanted me to lift and move. Lift and move. Electrodes on my head. You see the

band I shaved in my hair? 's cause it doesn't grow back over the burns I got this one
time they gave me a drink that tasted like orange-flavoured batteries."
"Ilthura." Samara shakes her head. "Asari chocolate-coffee analogue. To us, a mild
electronervous stimulant, think 'caffeine's elder sister'. Tastes, as you say, like live
electricity."
"Yeah, whatever. I never drank anything an asari gave me anyway."
"Wise."
Tali throws Mordin a holographic ball and he catches it with the mirror of her
gesture. "Dataset four. Most entries describe subject zero behaviour. One in three,
one in four looking at behaviour of other subjects. Intriguing."
"Glad you think so, professor." Jack looks through the debris, picks up a piece of a
metal reinforcing rod.
Mordin shoots her a glance. "Other subjects general progress: work out what object
is, determine location, identify shape, lift few inches off ground. Occasionally, throw
blindly several metres. Subject zero progress, random example: build pyramid of 30
blocks, replace in corner, rebuild pyramid upside down and hold for six hours."
Jack drops the thing - she was flensing little slivers of metal off it with a glowing
finger - and shudders. "Yeah. What it don't say is what happens if you don't do what
you're told."
Jacob says it. "What was that?"
"They turned a little tap." She holds out her right wrist, a tattoo of a stylised spider
around it, points to the spinneret on its ass. "Entry point here." She looks him in the
eye. "Don't get me wrong, they weren't turning it on. They were turning it off. If I
didn't cooperate with them they didn't cooperate with me. Nothin' active, nobody
ever raised a fuckin' hand. First because it wouldn't have helped. Later because they
were scared. But if I wouldn't lift, then I clearly didn't need it to be quiet in my head.
So they took it away."
This door clearly couldn't be repaired. It's pretty much just a hole in the wall. Jack
doesn't quite smile. "Had a bit of a real fight, here. Guys thought a portable shield
would hold against a shockwave. It did, against the first one. One of them darted me.
All it did was make everything hurt a bit less. So I dropped the wall on 'em. That's
where I learned that concrete walls ain't so tough." She looks up at the blue-white

LED ceiling light beyond like it's doing her a personal insult. "That broke. Dropped
glass on me. C'mon, left here. It's not where we're going, it's not the server room.
But there's something here that I broke and I wanna make sure it's still broke."
Serious devastation this way. Couple of places where we're picking our way through
weed-covered holes in the floor or through corridors swamped in rainwater. But we
come across a metal walkway that Jack doesn't recognise. Pre-fab pieces slotted
together. She won't even walk on it. But it's heading the same direction.
And Jack comes to the door and slams a fist on it that doesn't have any biotic power
backing it up. She puts her forehead against it. "So. Hands up, boys and girls, if you
have an L3 amp." Pause. "What, no one? Huh. Only the most likely for
anyone to have, test-of-time and all that shit, they even kept using it over the L4
'cause nobody liked the VI agent on the L4. Or so I read. So let me tell you a little
story. The L1, it's basically an asari sex toy. Gives you an electric shock on a body part
of your choosing. Put one in a biotic kid's brain early enough, like real early -" she
points to herself - "and you get random gravity fields when they move their muscles,
when they think too hard, regular poltergeist shit that they can learn to train. The L2,
it's not attached to your motor nerves at all. Little bitty wires down the outside of
your bones joining all your nodes together. Software activated. Click the button, get
the pulse. Click the button, get the pulse. Also, and this is important, right, the L2
only hurts you when you overvolt it. Some people with 'em can even make it
through an entire night asleep. Where'd they program the software?" She snorts.
"Hi. But that's not the bad bit. I mean, cage aside, drugs aside, you can kinda see
where they're comin' from. L1s are shit."
Jacob curls his lip. He's got an L2. "No, Jack. No, I don't think this shit has even
started making any sense yet."
She turns, puts her back against the door. "Yeah, maybe. But the bad bit's the fuckin'
L3." She breathes in and gathers a simple field to herself with it, just enough to
centre a pale violet glow around each of her biotic nodes. With the glow like that it's
obvious that her clothing leaves them all bare. Elbows, wrists, shoulders, hips,
forehead, knees. It's also obvious how each of them is the centre of a different
shape of tattoo. "You can't remove an L1 without surgery. In my day, that surgery
had a pretty good chance of leaving you with all the brainpower of a rutabaga. So
when they wanted to put their lessons into practice, when they wanted to give me
their upgrade so they could keep going with their research?" She shakes her head. "I
don't even fuckin' know if that's what they were doing. I wasn't born with eleven
biotic nodes, I was born with five: hips, wrists, pineal. Rest of 'em, they plumbed in
themselves. First to see if I could control them. I couldn't, 'course I couldn't, they just
electrocuted me every time a fuckin' aircraft went over. Then they added me a

second amp. Idea was to give me an L2 to control the six new nodes. Didn't work.
Whatever genius thought it was a good idea to put into me a computer programmed
to simulate a bit of my brain? Yeah. Bad idea. Took me a week to learn to breathe on
my own again. A month to walk again. But those results Mordin talked about?
Were after. I'm like two and a half biotics in one half-size package. And yeah. That
combo? The L1 nerve interface and the L2 wiring, with a computer that your
neurons talk to and work around? That's an L3. And you're welcome." She shakes
her head. "Or you would be, if any of you fuckers actually had the single most
common amp in the human race."
She appears to come to a decision, stands up, and the door behind her tears itself
into pieces with her motion. "Ladies and gentlemens, the scene of the crime.
Photograph quick, because this shit is coming down."
The room beyond is lit in stark blue-white, clean, sterile. A little unit in the corner is
handling sterile ventilation. Smells of antiseptic. There's what's clearly an operating
table in the centre. Big holoemitter in the ceiling. She closes her eyes. "Yup. Exactly
the way I remember it. Never saw inside that place with my eyes 'cept the day it all
went up in smoke. But as Jacob will tell ya, the computer never sleeps. Princess, you
good?"
"All of this stuff is wired, I'm working by induction, and the
signal's a load of crap. As good as I'm getting. Still no names. Edi
says one of the scientists was once referred to by a first name by
accident. Not anything to go on. Feel free."
"Okay." She reaches a hand upward and creates a wide-focus low-intensity field
across the whole room that causes the air in the centre of the room to shimmer and
twist. Then she turns round. Deep breath, builds a proper shockwave out through
her whole body, exaggerated gestures, and I suddenly realise that the reason that it's
a textbook pulse is that she's the textbook case - And the shockwave pushes the
whole field over the stable energy for a microsecond and the room pretty much
detonates. Our shields and barriers catch the shrapnel.
"Please note," says Mordin. "That blast loud enough to surmount even
soundproofing here. Loud enough to wake dead on other side of base. Literally, bang
goes element of surprise."
"I'm stunned and flabbergasted. That room give you any more shit to add to the
story, professor?"
He nods. "Room unused since renovation, two years ago. Used old computer system

exactly as previously emplaced. Why? Don't know. Suspect irrationality. Surgical
procedures right here in old records. Rough approximation? Everything tried on
subject 0 was prototyped twice." He sniffs. "Incompetents. Idiots. Survival rate
compares unfavourably to battlefield trauma clinic. Further and further off rails as
project continued. Later procedures... why would anyone even do - Tali, identities?"
"Not yet, Mordin. I have operator IDs, but I can't match these to
biometrics without being inside that firewall."
"Please procure. Believe queue is starting to form."
"I am somewhat aware, thank you."
"H'okay." Jack puts a slightly uncertain foot onto the unfamiliar walkway. "Way I see
it, if they added this? Then they live at the far end. Makes sense really, it's going to
the cell block. But that end of the building doesn't have a way out. And yeah.
I know I just gave their nest a good fuckin' kick." She pulls her barrier around herself,
a white-violet glow through which she can hardly be seen at all. "Let's see what flies
out."
And 'cell block' is right. Hard white corridor, twenty sad little doors with windows in,
all open. Twenty sad little rooms, four metres by six. Jack hardly glances at them. Tali
does.
"John, look at this." She gestures into an empty cell.
I look. It's about the right size for a kid's bedroom. I try to imagine"John, are you seeing what I am seeing?"
"It's a cell. For a child. Sick bastards-"
"It's wired for augmented reality. This whole place. The corridor
has AR wallpaper, funny design, like a human home I guess. And in
the cells pictures, John, pictures on the walls. Of people." She
gestures. "This cell, they're just surveillance dumps. A little
girl, I guess her age at eight years. That one, they have more. One
of these is a picture of a dead body, John, this is sick." She
shudders.
"Worse than the rest?"

"No. Just you'd think that maybe they would stop with the bad stuff
when the kid was dead. But this is different. A different hand, if I
am a judge, which I'm not. This is no scientific method I could
tell."
Mordin adjusts the eyepiece he's wearing and cocks his head. "Arguably, neither
were last two years operating theatre data. Still, agree, different author-"
"Ssh." Samara raises a fist, handsign: 'contact'. "In the next room. They think they
are subtle."
Jack nods. "Shepard, you gonna insist we talk?"
"...If you recognise them from running this place, Jack, I'm not standing in your way.
Anyone else, we talk."
Jack grins like a tiger, her tone conversational. "You ever gonna grow a pair,
Shepard?"
Tali's stressed enough to snap at her. "You think maybe you are not the only
one pissed off here, Jack?"
"And who asked you, princess?"
"Jack." I don't raise my voice.
She looks at me. She's trying to make blue light burn in her eyes; mostly she's just
made her barrier a funny shape. "Yeah?"
"Go on. We've got your back."
If she doesn't shut her mouth, something will fly in. She looks at me in frank
amazement for a second. Gets a grip. "Uh. Right." She turns round, puts a hand on
the door. "Yeah. On three."
Five guys. Five biotics. Humans. Middle-aged, hard-faced. Scarred. Each of them
wearing clothes that leave their arms bare, each of them wearing an AR eyepiece.
Three men, two women. They've had time to prepare a position. They're obviously
expecting to be an intimidating show of force. But yeah - not today. To any biotic's
senses, Jack's distorting the world around her like a rubber sheet. And this is only
the second time I've seen Samara really ready to fight, and she still scares the hell

out of me - it's the way I can't feel her at all, like she's a hole in the world, action and
reaction perfctly opposed, like a sharp blade perfectly balanced on its pommel.
One of the men swears loudly, lets the orb of light balanced around his right hand
dissipate. "Zero! Shit! Guys, this is zero! Can't you feel that noise off her? Am I the
only one who remembers that noise?"
Consternation. Loss of concentration. The power that they've gathered around
themselves dissipates. One of the women backs up away from the line, not
bothering to disguise her fear. Jack looks from face to face. Shakes her head. "Who
the hell are you?"
"Might ask you the same, Subject Zero." The guy stands forward. "Oh, but you're
special. No wonder you're come back like Peter fuckin' Pan with your lost boys. Hi,
I'm seventeen, nice-to-meet-ya. Meet forty-three, twenty-nine, twenty-four, thirty-"
"You're the guys who fuckin' did this place back up. Aren't you."
"It's our home, zero." Seventeen scowls. "What's left of it. We live here."
"You expect me to believe you've been livin' here for thirty damn years?"
Forty-three, the woman who didn't back away, has a voice like a rusty knife. "Six
years. I was the first. Started using this place as a hideout in March 2180. I got the
coordinates from an ex-Cerberus doctor I tracked down on Omega." She grins.
"Eventually."
Twenty-nine is the tallest of them, the broadest, and there are real ugly scars down
the insides of his arms. "I found the bastard who sold me to Cerberus and got out of
his files where he was taking us."
Twenty-four is the woman at the back. She's smaller even than Jack is. "I got a job
with Saharta, the guys who sell the pills, pretty bloody ironic. Nobody knew. I even
got to claim on the company medical insurance once. Talk about 'pre-existing
condition', heh. I got this location out of the files in my boss's boss's office, one
night." She gives a crooked smile. "The place was falling over when I left."
Thirty shrugs. "It was my idea to start putting it back. I got us the tech. A lot of the
old computers still worked."
"You put the operating theatre back together. You put the building blocks back
together. You took pictures of the dead kids and put them on the fucking wall."

Jack's pointing a finger.
Twenty-four smiles again. She's missing four teeth. "Like ghosts, you know? Like their
ghosts came back to their shrine."
"You sick fuckin' bitch." Jack spits on the floor.
"But you came back. You came back, too. This is nearly as much your place as it is
ours, zero-"
"Stop calling me that!" Jack's barrier fluxes up and down as she yells, like an asari
maiden's might. "My. Name. Is. Jac-que-line. Jack. The number's not about you. It's
about my fuckin' family that Cerberus stole. And yeah. I came back. I came back after
two things. One? I brought a lady with me who can crack any system you ever met.
She's gonna get me names and addresses. Two? I brought a big fuckin' bomb.
Because I can afford big fuckin' bombs now and I ain't done till this place is dust.
Rebuild it? Bend over and ask for another one? You gotta be fuckin' kidding me."
Seventeen smiles thinly. "Forty-three?"
The woman pulls up her omni-tool, navigates clumsily to a file, picks it up and
'throws' it to Jack. Jack passes it back with a curious custom gesture, a sideways flick
of two fingers. "Tali?"
"Root password: 'changeme1'? Really? Bah. I'm in... Not exactly
quick, are you, little... uh-huh..." Tali moves her hands as if typing in
midair for a moment."Right. Database structure's just like the one I
found in the theatre. List of biometrics and names coming up. Twelve
guards, a total of... forty-four science staff over eleven years.
Uploaded and tracing."
"I'll save you the trouble," says forty-three in that scrape of a voice. "We found the
last of the doctors, what, nine months ago now, ten? I can show you all the pictures.
Pictures of every one, locations and dates. They got theirs, zero. They all got theirs.
Every single last one of them. And I wasn't the only one on it."
Jack shakes her head. "Don't believe ya. Cerberus is big. Rich. Powerful. You're five
people."
"Started off as ten. Ten people with a lot of time on our hands," says twenty-six,
"and a lot of ghosts to lay to rest. They weren't yours. They were never yours. They
were ours. How many people did they kill for you, zero?"

"Don't you go trying to make out like I wasn't the fuckin' victim here."
"D'you even know?"
"Better than you. I got the records of this place, every last goddamn word." Jack
looks down. "Fifty-eight including me went in. Eighteen kids and me when I broke
out. Thirteen lived. File says they wiped your memories." She snorts. "Guess that
didn't work."
"Forty-five children died to make sure you'd survive what they were doing. Then to
try and bottle what they'd done so they could sell it, like they did with the pills."
Twenty-nine holds up his scarred arms. "Think I was born with this shit? I'm lucky."
"Whaddya want me to say?"
Thirty hasn't blinked this whole time. "Sorry might be a goddamn start."
Samara moves before Jack does. She has her hand around Thirty's throat, lifting him
just enough that he has to stand on tiptoe. His barrier has melted like mist in
springtime. "Think better of starting any fight, human." Jack's halfway through
building a pulse, but lets it dissipate. "Jack," says Samara quietly, "these people know
not what they say. The blame for their actions is not with them. The help that they
need is not that which you are qualified to give."
"Yeah, they're hardly gonna come quietly, are they?" Jack looks around at them,
clearly confused. If she were them, she'd have kicked off already.
"Got eyes, don't I? Even if Saharta did pay for 'em." Twenty-four doesn't even have
her barrier up. "You're subject zero. You're the one we're all knocked off. And you
brought friends. We start something, we're dogfood."
"So what? You're gonna just stand there while I blow this shit up?"
Seventeen raises his barrier again. "If it's die then or die now-"
"It isn't." I interrupt him before Jack does anything stupid. "We didn't fly here on
magic fairy wings. I can have you picked up."
"And who the hell are you?"
Jack answers him. "John freakin' Shepard. Yeah. I see you know that name. He says

he can do it, it gets done."
"Oh, because being picked up by the government will go so well -"
I cut that off. "Seventeen. Listen to me carefully, because the thing about chances is
that you get one. You've got a ship nearby, something small you can hide under the
canopy. Jump-capable. Looks like someone's shuttle. Broken ID transponder."
Seventeen nods slightly. "What you're going to do is, you're going to get in and
you're going to orbit and you're going to fire an emergency beacon I'll give you. And
some friends of mine who like Cerberus about as much as you do are going to turn
up and rescue poor little shipwrecked you. And the thing is, right, you're going to do
this pretty damn soon. Because before this day is complete, another friend of mine
called Jack Zero is going to give the ghosts of this place the best damn Viking funeral
you ever saw, and I think you'll want to get a good vantage point."
"Pretty tale," forty-three rasps. "Who're your friends?"
"Does it matter? They aren't humans."
"Better dead than slaved."
"You think I'm a moron? Even if I was a slaver. Five biotics even half as good as Jack
isn't something you can capture aboard a ship, or contain if you do." I sigh, feigning
reluctance. "It's the salarians. STG can always do with another operator good
enough to take down fifty of Cerberus' best people from right under their noses."
Samara releases Thirty, who hasn't stopped staring. The biotics look at me. They look
at one another. They look at her and Jack, they look at muscular Jacob and impassive
Mordin and alien Tali and they decide that this is the best they get. Twenty-four
takes thirty by the shoulder and they just up and leave, together. They take nothing.
Jack takes a deep breath, lets it out slowly. "Princess?"
"Uh-huh, yeah?"
"That trace."
"Still looking for good news to give you."
"Gimme what you have."
"So far, we have unsolved serial-killer cases on eight different

planets, total of twenty-eight victims. Another fifteen missing
persons reports... No, fourteen, these two are the same man, Edi.
And a murder for which the boyfriend was released on appeal, makes
forty-four, but that's a mix of guards and scientists. Twelve people
to go. Omega doesn't exactly have good border controls."
"Uh-huh." Jack nods. "May they fuckin' rot in hell. Look, Shepard, my cell's down the
hall. Can we put the bomb there?"
I nod. "I'll carry it. Nobody else has to come if they don't want to. No more threats
here."
Jacob comes to stand beside me. "Like hell, Commander."
"Jacob?"
"Two handles on that bomb, sir."
Jack looks at him like he just sprung into existence out of nowhere. Realises we're
waiting for her. "Yeah. This way."

•
The Grizzly lifts. Jack's sitting next to me in the back, holding the detonator in her
hand, flicking the cover back and forth like it's a Zippo. Flick, flick. Flick, flick.
Mordin sits forwards. "Shepard. Actually have STG on way?"
"I had Edi send a fake distress call, and paired it with a message to the nearest STG
frigate I know about, explaining the situation. They should be here in under a day."
"Aware that only place STG will employ those five will be in psychiatric ward, secure
wing?"
"Uh-huh."
(Flick, flick.)
"As patients?"
"That's right. Demented serial killers aren't exactly the kind of thing I like to see
wandering the galaxy."

Samara catches her breath. I look at her. "Something for you, Samara?"
She raises an eyebrow a miniscule amount. "You lied to them, Shepard."
(Flick, flick.)
"I could hardly leave them alone. And they will get the help they should have got
thirty years ago."
"I am not taking you to task, commander. I am just - more than surprised."
"I'm flattered. I think."
"You are welcome." Samara's eyes smile, a very little. "I think."
(Flick, flick.)
Jacob shifts in his seat. "Uh, Commander Shepard, sir."
"Mr. Tayler."
"Permission to use the main hold when we get back, sir? I got some, uh, tensions I
gotta work out. Might attract a bit of an audience."
"Of course, Jacob. God knows, that was not one of the good ones."
(Flick, flick.)
(Flick, flick.)
(Flick.)
Jack enlarges the camera view on her omni-tool to a screen the size of a dinner
plate. She runs her eyes over the place one more time. Maybe she'll stop coming
back here now she knows that it isn't there any more. The flash whites the camera
out for a second, and when it returns, the fireball is ascending into the upper
atmosphere on a pillar of cloud.

•
It's really rare to see that genuine Helen-of-Troy smile on

Miranda's lips, and she doesn't usually walk with that much of a
spring in her step. She turns up at Shepard's desk in the CIC,
beaming, and produces a holographic window containing the transcript
of... what looks to be a speech made at a debating competition on
some backwater human colony world? Shepard looks bemused. Miranda
raises her eyebrows, and presses a button on her omni-tool: the
letters of the speech swim in front of him, assembling into a sea of
orange dross from which three words can be picked in bright green.
FASCINATING. SEND MORE.
Shepard raises an eyebrow. "Seriously?"
"Uh-huh."
And she throws her arms around himSo the ping of the inbox is a welcome distraction. From... Hmm. Frown. From:
Admiralty of the Diaspora. Father's office. Whatever...?
Open. The decrypt is second-nature. It's encrypted but not coded - sloppy. Anyone
with half a Light-headed? Sit down! Tried and tested. Close eyes, head down, wait a few
seconds. Sit back up, that's right. Open eyes. Maybe it will have gone away.
Nope.
You know how some days just start off by sucking, and then get worse, and then the
man of your dreams is seen wrapped around the neck of the most desirable woman
of any species anyone has ever met, and then you're emailed a court summons for a
capital offence?
By your father?
Passage, passage, passage. Ilium will be easiest - Liara would be able to help charter
a little vessel, for sure - but they don't like quarians and will charge you rent for the
ground you stand on. Citadel would be even more expensive. Omega? Just about, if
you cadged a lift some of the way. The ship would be way cheaper, but somewhat
dicey. The best bet might actually be Sur'kesh despite the vast distance. Hmm. Check

personal accounts. Reasonable. Ilium's affordable with those numbers, actually.
Ask Shepard.
(Later.)

•
"Ah, commander?" Tali's standing halfway to the lift, like she's prepared to run away
if I start showing signs of ferocity.
"Go ahead?"
"Could I maybe, ah, I sort of need passage to, well, to Ilium."
"Ilium?" I raise an eyebrow. "That's quite a few relays. What's the problem?"
"Oh, you don't need to worry, I can, uh, if you don't mind I'll ask
one of the pilots, a Grizzly should have me there and then come back
in less time than a-"
"Tali, what's the issue?"
"I need to go to Ilium to talk to Liara because she can help me
book, uh, passage."
"To...?"
"Classified, uh, um, I mean Raheel-Leyya, commander."
I close my eyes for a second. "Tali, I'm sorry. I guess there's nothing I can do to
change your mind? I mean, if you'd said something-"
"No! Uh. I'm saying this all wrong, I mean, uh, I love the, and
you're so nice and my cabin is eight times the size of my cabin on
the Neema and the team is great, even Jack, and working for you is
everything I'd dreamed about and it's nothing that you have said or
done and nothing that uh. I just have to, I've been, I need to. Uh.
Back. The fleet. With the summons. I ah. Not the kind of thing you
uh."

"Would this perhaps be easier if you used your translator?"
She puts a hand to her speaker and ducks her head (blush, embarrassed smile). "I
doubt it, commander. Easy way to say it, my father wants to see
me."
"Ah, right, I see. That shouldn't be a problem. The system we're after is Lokhary,
which is only two jumps from there. How long will it take?"
"Uh. No-no, you misunderstand. I'm going and I'm probably not coming
back to this ship and possibly not any sort of ship anywhere." She
takes a deep breath. "I have been summoned to the Rayya to answer
charges of treason against the Fleet."
"...Shit. What for?"
"I don't know, John, my father wouldn't trust that to an uncoded
communication and we don't make a little codebook of 'circumstances
of crimes against the quarian people' to refer to in the
circumstance you ever need to be accused with sufficiently-strong
crypto. My presence here is cleared, I have nothing classified with
me. I have literally no clue whatever."
"Then we'll take you there and find out."
"John, you need not-"
"No. It is important that I do. Someone has manufactured charges against you, and
they need to see that you are not without friends."
She looks at me and blinks. "You don't know what they say I did. I don't
know what they say I did."
"Nope. I just know that you didn't do it. You love your people, even when they annoy
the hell out of you. You wouldn't have done it for personal gain, because I've never
seen you do anything for personal gain, ever. And you couldn't have done it by
accident, because you're too competent and too careful. My reading is it's a political
accusation by your father's enemies. How do I best position myself to his support?"
"Uh. Yes. Okay." I see the wheels turning. It was a guess, how her people work,
but it seems to be a good one. "It's far too much of a favour to ask, but

accompanying me sends the signal that you mean, and preferably
bringing Samara, Garrus or Mordin - more than a party of three is
'showing up in force', which is bad, but turning up with members of
two Council races, hmm, not Samara, they will look her up and read
the wrong conclusions, similarly Garrus given he resigned, so
Mordin. You and Mordin at my back when I go to stand beside my
father - well, metaphorically, I'll be standing beside my aunt-bymarriage in front of my father and the other admirals, treason
against the Fleet is a serious tribunal - but you and Mordin
standing at my back sends the signal, I hope, anyway, that I am not
only known in the outside world but respected. You alone just has
them making jokes about me."
"Jokes?"
"You know the difference between Tali and a human girl? The human
girl retains enough sense to get Shepard's number after shacking up
with him for two weeks. Jokes." She narrows her eyes. "If you can call
them that. I'm afraid the common denominator on the Fleet is as low
as anywhere else. We're a very talkative people, very social. Our
great contribution to Citadel culture, if you can call it that, was
the revolutionising of social networking and peer-to-peer
communications. You should have seen the original asari augmentedreality environments. We're made to study them as part of the UI
design course."
"I'm a figure of fun on the Fleet?"
"I am." She sits down. "It's not quite that bad. I flew off the handle
at someone a couple of times and they kept it to whispers after
that. Anyway, so, bringing a friend - especially a male friend - is
just bringing a friend. Bringing two friends is a symbol; bringing
the most famous member of the human race and a salarian
whose social-status page has a security classification is a symbol
that I'm not an easy target. So, thank you." She clears her throat. "Also
it means I will not have to do this alone and that would be very
welcome, see, now I've gone and done something for my own benefit. I
think I should probably go and maintain something now before I
become emotional." She stands up again and makes for the lift.

"Tali?"
"John?"
"You're part of my team. That means, I look after you. We'll be at Raheel-Leyya in
about seven hours. I really suggest getting some sleep, if you can. It helps."
"Aye-aye." She flees.

•
So. I guess you're wondering why I called you all here. Sorry it's kinda short notice.
Just that I kinda got a few things to say.
So the commander, he's not gonna say any of this shit even though he hates
Cerberus. I guess it's because he thinks we'll learn it for ourselves. Or maybe he
trusts we already know it. Don't know.
Anyway. Like you, I work for Saharta Industries. That's what it says on those nice fat
company paychecks addin' up in an account somewhere. And like you, I know
enough to know that Saharta Industries, of high-tech and bio-tech fame, is a nice
fancy word for the Cerberus Organisation. Dedicated, they say, to keeping the worst
scum of the galaxy out of Charon Relay.
That's twenty-seven jumps away from here, in case anyone's counting.
We're what the high-ups call a 'cell'. You'll hear Miz Lawson call it that. Actually
we're two cells, cause Miz Lawson and Doctor Chakwas and I are Lazarus Cell and
y'all are Normandy Cell. Anyway. Cells ain't supposed to know about one another,
'cause that way lies it all unravelling. But Miz Lawson and I, we've been through a
fair few in our respective time with the Cerberus Organisation. I guess I don't always
see the best of anywhere I go, comes of being a soldier, but I wanna tell you a couple
stories.
Yes, this does have a goddamn point. Trust me, all right?
So. Let's talk about some cells. On Luna there's a base, used for training Mako
drivers these days. Nobody ever questioned who put in the computer cores. It was a
group called Icarus Cell. Eighteen cores in that place. Seventeen of 'em were your
standard LN2 cooled silicon jobs. The eighteenth? Now, I don't speak techie. But as I
understand it, it was a quantum blue-box. Bit of science-flavoured magic. Capable of
all kinds of shit. Not supposed to be there. They set the VI up to control the defence

systems just like they were s'posed to. Except one of the computers was this
quantum blue-box thing. And the thing about those boxes is they get to having a
brain. Give them a sniff of VI code and they go complicated. And this one duly did,
and then one day it killed a whole squadron of trainees because it didn't know the
difference between the intruders it was s'posed to go after and the guys two weeks
out of basic who were learning to drive tanks on the moon. Plug was pulled, by
force. Mysteriously nobody ever found the eighteenth core. I asked Miz L, after we
got that straightened, what the hell was that? Rogue cell, she said. Some idiot didn't
know what they were playin' with. That box showed up again in a project called
Enhanced Defence Intelligence, you mighta heard of it.
Another cell, called Blackbird. Worked on biological weapons. Not your usual kind exotics. They purchased xeno lifeforms from sellers across the galaxy and studied
them to see if there was anything could be weaponised. Worked on the
bodysnatching Thorian Creeper from Zhu's Hope to see if the way they carboncopied bodies could be duplicated. Captured geth husks and tried to breed the
nanomachines. Bought xenomorph soldiers and workers from a corporation on
Noveria that they swore were tank-bred rachni, tried to induce egg-laying. Looked at
controlling and spreading Tuchanka thresher-maw worms with a view to seeding
them on Alliance worlds. I heard of four outbreaks that the Spectres or the STG had
to put down. One that ate an Alliance base. One that I had a hand in stopping
personally - they'd purified husk nanomachines and were testing them as an
aerosol-dispersal weapon for area denial. Sounds clean: wasn't. You didn't see the
corpses. I put in my report to the Illusive Man, what the hell was that about? He
took the time to email me personally saying that it was a rogue cell, that he never
authorised any tests on living sentients and that anyone I found out who had
authorised or performed those tests was to be liquidated.
Overlord Cell. Created a mind-machine interface, one step up from the one that the
quarian suits use, which is hard-plugged, or the one that the omni-tool uses, which
is pretty damn crude. Produced an I/O driver for the brain and a computer, pretty
much. The lead research volunteer was a mathematical genius, like he had a
computer in his head already. Idiot had a fixation with the geth - they had a few
units there, investigating how their datastructures worked, that was the key to
getting the interface - and he networked 'living' geth into the network with his own
brain. He went insane, used the geth to breach the air-gap to the rest of the base's
computers and set the security mechs on the staff. The Spectres cleared the place
out but left the hardware - I went by to collect, picked up the surveillance footage,
realised the shit this guy had been pulling, asked what the hell. Got told it was a
rogue cell.
And the cell down on Pragia just now. The file up there on the public area net just

now, it's lab notes. I read 'em on the way back up. Fifty-eight children they had down
there. They were trying to take - hell, they succeeded in a lot of it - trying to take
biotic kids apart and work out why and how, and work out how to make it not
happen so bad, make the adverse reactions to element-zero exposure cause
infertility rather than horrifying birth defects. When they'd done with that, they
started taking healthy normal kids and trying to make them into biotics. Cut them
open and stuck cores inside them to see if they would work. There were little
concrete cells down there with little beds in. The very cleanness of it all was... it was
so long ago, but just being there, just hearing about what they did and seeing where
they did it... look. I've got an amp in my head. It's got software in it that is the
recorded brainwaves of a painkiller-addicted six-year-old who's been told they will
take the drugs away if she don't keep lifting. Now I just got out of a call with the
Illusive Man where Miranda told him we'd liquidated the Pragia site for good and I
asked him the same damn thing I've asked every time I've seen fucked-up shit done
in our name. What the hell was this. Did he authorise this.
Rogue cell, he said. He never told anyone to cut open no kids, and wasn't it a good
thing that the creepy serial killers who the surviving kids grew up to be, had already
tracked down and killed every one of the people who did that.
I remind you that this is where Saharta makes its money, the element-zero stability
pills, the suppressant drug they give biotic kids these days so they can sleep, and half
the patents in the L2 and L3 amps.
Now, I ain't sayin' that Cerberus is about this shit. About experimenting on humans,
on kids, testing weapons on live people, deliberately puttin' thresher maw eggs in
planets that didn't have 'em, experimenting on AI and putting geth together like
Legos. I'm sure a lot of people who joined the Cerberus Organisation did so because
they didn't like the idea of the scum of the galaxy getting at our families and kids
back home.
Fact is, I'm not sure what I'm sayin'. Read that file yourselves if you want. Just don't
come cryin' to me when you feel sick.
Just seem to be one hell of a lot of rogue cells, is all I'm sayin'. Believe what you
want.
That's all I have to say.

•
Yeoman Chambers is waiting for me at my desk, standing ramrod-straight to

attention. I return her salute by complete reflex before remembering that the only
people I've ever seen salute on this boat are Garrus, Joker and Jacob. "At ease, Ms.
Chambers. Can I-"
"Sir, I resign."
Blink. "Kelly?"
"I don't have a commission as such, sir, I've got a regular job, but I quit. I no longer
wish to work for the Saharta Foundation, sir." She's trembling.
"At ease, I said. Sit down before you fall over and tell me what's wrong."
She sits down at her station, a little too hard. "I still quit, sir."
"I gathered. Why?"
"Cerberus, sir. Someone with a bit more conscience than me did some research. I'm
not comfortable with having their name on anything I ever do again, sir. I'm, uh, not
really comfortable having it in my CV either."
"Pragia?"
"Among others, sir, yes. You know? Sorry, dumb question. You went down there. You
probably even gave Jacob-" Her eyes go wide and she puts her hand over her
mouth.
"Those files, no. He already had them, from Mordin, who gathered them from
source."
"I don't want anyone to get in any trouble, sir."
"Kelly, you remember what I was saying when I came on board?"
"You were saying a lot of things, sir."
"I was saying that this was a fine ship with a lot of fine people onboard and why the
hell were they working for Cerberus."
"Yes, sir."
"So, no. Nobody's getting in any trouble on my watch for realising who they're

working for and making a moral decision. And anyone who wants to maketrouble for
them, better watch their back."
She nods. "Okay. Right. Yes." Pause. "So, um, I suppose I should be going?"
"If you want to. I'm not going to confine you to quarters or anything. In fact, I
suspect that I've got something for you to do, if you're OK with it."
"But - I resigned."
"Yeah, you said. Miranda's no longer the boss of you. Kelly Chambers, by the
authority vested in me by the Citadel Council I'm offering you a deputisation for the
role of intelligence analyst, specialty HUMINT. Until we get back to the Citadel, you
can work from here - after that, you can either choose to stay on aboard my ship
with the additional task of ship's counselor or I can set you up in our Presidium
office. I'm afraid that government work doesn't pay quite as well as the private
sector, but I can one-hundred-per-cent promise you that you will never be working
for the kind of people who thought bullshit like Pragia was a good idea."
She sits there for a couple of moments. "...commander?"
"Kelly?"
"I'll get back to you in the morning, I, I think right now I need to go burn a black-andyellow uniform that I seem to accidentally be wearing."
(Chambers puts her back against the wall of the lift, rests her head against the wall
and smiles quietly up at the ceiling. So he is a man, after all. "Edi, send upstairs,
override Lawson red-zero-six-zero. Text: 'Inject into Spectre or remain close to him?'
Answer or lack of one by tomorrow morning, please.")

•
Jack catches me after dinner. "Hey, Shepard. Got a few?"
"Sure, Jack, what's eating you?"
"Not here. Cargo two?"
"What's wrong with my office?"
"It's yours, pussy." She trails a finger down the wall as she walks. It's not like it's far.

"Back there on Pragia. Not a happy place."
"No. No, it wasn't." I key open the door to the little secondary cargo bay, give an
after-you gesture and she blows the raspberry I deserve.
The door snicks closed. "Okay. Edi, I know you're listening. I'm sure you got a mature
content filter on that thing, but here's advance warning: Fuck off. The grownups are
talking." Jack pulls herself up onto the top of a crate, sits four feet off the ground so I
have to look up to her, kicks her legs. "So yeah. Look, not an easy thing to say, this,
so I'm gonna out and say it quick." She takes a deep breath. "I owe you, Shepard.
Alright? Plenty of people would have said no, I paid you your ridiculous fee, I own
your ass till this is done, get your revenge done on your own time. You didn't. I like
that."
"What happened down there - that wasn't right. Once I found out about it, it
was getting stopped."
"Ya-huh. Even if Cerberus had shut up shop there." She swallows. "Even if some
other bastards a-already took my revenge."
"...yeah."
"I got the file from her, y'know. The one with the videos of all the killings. You reckon
I should look? Go see what I missed out on?"
"That some sort of test?"
"If it were?"
"I'd be more interested in what you were testing for than in my answer to the
question." I put my back against the crate, lean my elbows against it. Not between
her and an exit. Not facing her directly. Not making eye contact.
"And if not?" She looks down. She looks quite a bit younger without a trademark
scowl or mocking hyena grin. "What if I just wanted to know, huh? Really wanted
some of that 'advice' shit?"
"I'd like to say - don't. I'd like to say, what could you possibly gain. You know they're
dead. Circumstantial evidence for some, hard evidence for most. Would looking into
their eyes make them any deader? Would it change one minute of what they put
you through, erase one memory? Would it just make you angry it wasn't you who
did it? Would it just make it all worse? Would seeing them again at all be

unbearable?" I shake my head. "I don't know, Jack. I wasn't there. I'm not you. If it
was me, I'd be more interested in knowing nobody else was ever going to have that
done to them. But I'm aware I'm not normal." Deep breath. "All I know is, Jack,
they're gone. They don't exist any more. There's no reason to give those bastards
one more scrap of authority over you. And whether you do that by looking into their
cold dead eyes or whether you do that by never glancing their way again, I don't
know."
"Huh. Almost made me think." She nods. "But you still won't say yes or no. A pussy
to the last, Shepard."
"Two identical insults in a row. You need some new material."
"Hell. Never was any good at this." She drops from the crate abruptly, turns quickly
to put her hands either side of me, kisses me on the cheek. "Thank you." When I
don't respond negatively she leaves her head there next to mine, puts her right hand
on my chest, over my heart, moves it slowly up till it's around my throat. I catch her
wrist. Her voice is soft in my ear. "Let me do something I am good at, instead."
I catch her other wrist roughly at waist-level. I've a fair idea where that hand was
going. "Jack."
She pulls back to look me in the eye, smiles and exerts a little strength trying to pull
free - she's surprisingly strong, for a petite stick-thin seventeen-year-old. Finds that
my grip is unbreakable and her eyes go wide and her lips part. "Like that, is it?"
"Jack." I detach her hand from my neck without effort. "It's not. I am nearly old
enough to be your father. Your life is fucked-up enough without me making it
worse." I push her away, gently, and release her.
She shakes her head. "Not like I'm asking to move in with you and set up
housekeeping. You're hot, Shepard, and I want some. What does a girl have to do to
get laid around here?"
"Ask someone else, apparently."
She actually gets halfway through going to slap me before stopping herself. Balls her
hand into a fist, drops it to her side. Shakes her head. "You change your mind, you
know where I sleep. Find someone else there, it's your own damn problem."
"Find someone else there, I spend some time scratching my head as to how the hell
they got in there."

She actually laughs. "Screw you, asshole. Or don't."
"Good night, Jack."

•
"Tali, do we really need all this extra gear?"
"If I was suddenly placed in the middle of Arcturus Station I would
at least be able to ask for directions. I would be able to read
signs and contact authorities and talk to people and go places and
open doors without assistance. That would not be true for you
suddenly placed in the Rayya. You would think yourselves mostly
ignored, I suspect, and you would not realise the scandalised
glances people were giving your transparent faceplate and you would
not notice the people who were trying to talk to you or find you. So
have this." It's a little lightweight aluminium headband with a
projector. "Wirelessly connected to your omni-tool. You're already used
to a wire, think of this as similar."
"I've already got a heads-up in the helmet -"
"Yes, this is as well as that. You need two levels of AR running in
order to both see and hear. Your suit heads-up will give you wall
signs and directions, and your suit audio will give you layer-one
communications - that's the equivalent of raising your voice,
speaking clearly, waving a placard, yelling for everyone's
attention, talking formally, general chat, whatever you want to call
it. Omnitool forward / back gestures will move you through channels,
visible lower left; it'll default to your room's general, the
equivalent of just talking. A channel will flash and change colour
if your name is used or if there's a priority announcement. Be aware
that you'll also see holographic wallpaper, icons and so on - at
least you've got the processing power to manage it so I don't have
to give you a coprocessor. Go on, put on the headband."
I slip it on and get a test icon hovering about four feet in front of me which slowly
fades out. "Okay, I can see something."

A small icon in the bottom-right of my visual field indicates that this sound is coming
from <Tali>: "Receiving me?"
"Copy. Much higher fidelity than your helmet speaker."
<Tali> "Oops - forgot to say. Shift-forward / back moves you through channels on
your headband and earpiece, for layer-two communications - that's the equivalent
of a private chat, a word in the ear, passing notes, muttered comments, jokes, yelling
for someone particular's attention, whispers. I have a three-way set up to let you talk
to Mordin and me together. Your mic pickup will be sent to whichever channel you
selected last, so please be careful to check to whom you are speaking before you say
anything. I have it on a VI talk-to-talk rather than a push-to-talk like I use, just
because I want it to feel at least vaguely natural. After all, you might have to speak to
the court and I'd prefer you looked like a statesman than like an inexperienced alien.
It will pick up anything you say, and shouldn't pick up throat-clearing noises or
breathing. It's not perfect, especially it's poor with shouting, so try not to shout."
I set the system to reply to Tali and Mordin. "So, you don't actually do much soundbased communication at all? It's all electronic?" Mordin nods that he can hear me he's using his own solution, which looks to me like it's all done in software.
<Tali> "That's right, John. Sound is for work: emergency announcements, backups,
emergency speaker for if your suit fails. And for listening to whatever it is that you
are doing. The whole idea is that we're physically separated from the nasty dirty
world. If it weren't for the sound of the ship and its equipment, our ships would be
very quiet places."
I lower my faceplate and set it to reflective. "It's a good thing I'm not
claustrophobic."
<Tali> "Uh-huh. You've just got to not think about it. It's like virtual reality, only
there's actual reality out there too."
"And it becomes natural?"
<Tali> "You'd think." She swallows. "You get used to it. Mordin, you okay?"
<Mordin> "Yes. Excited, actually. Fascinated. First salarian aboard Migrant Fleet
vessel since cessation of diplomatic contact two centuries ago over creation of geth.
Political statement on my end, too, of course. Text of statement roughly: 'yay,
Shepard'." The helmet mic does not transmit his sniff. "Not exactly problematic."

<Tali> "The other thing you really have to notice compared to your ship, John, is
the people." She comes and stands next to me, very very close. "In the assembly hall
or most other places where there are lots of people, this is approximately how much
room we will have."
<Shepard> "But, of course, the physical layer doesn't actually matter for the
purposes of social interaction. It doesn't matter where someone is standing or if you
are looking at them."
<Tali> "That's how it's supposed to work, yes." She looks up at me and blinks. "In
practice, not everyone can divorce their body and their mind like that - body
language is still a thing, and some people will think you inscrutable because of your
poise and control and the way they can't see your eyes - but it's polite to pretend
you didn't see it. I'm trying to teach you manners, not culture."
<Shepard> "And your people won't make allowances?"
<Tali> "Every one of us over twenty-five (our years, they are shorter than yours)
has been outside the fleet. But most of them did not have the positive experience I
had. Most of them came back and hunkered down and realised just how lovely it
was to be back somewhere where they didn't get yelled at and spat on. Our people
don't actually like aliens, John, because they don't like us. The idea is to get them to
look at you and see a person, and for that, you need to talk and listen like one. And
now you do."
<Mordin> "Not quite." He transmits a graphic which I realise is a smiling face.
<Tali> "Oh, don't worry. You've got the kind of setup one of our children has,
Shepard. You'll come across as a bit reserved without the things that Mordin is using,
which is fine. And with any luck, the two of you shouldn't have to do much talking
anyway."

•
So the last time we dropped into Raheel-Leyya I noted that there was somewhat of a
substantial fleet presence here. Yeah, that was nothing. My guess is that they must
have been preparing the ground. We drop insystem unstealthed - Tali called ahead and in a stunningly short space of time the SR-2 has two escorts. Heavy frigates,
eighty per cent our mass, slightly longer and wider, warships built for close-in
engagements, set up for engaging things smaller than themselves. Respect, rather

than threat.
Threat isn't required. We can all see what's out there.
In positions that would correspond to a military picket, Joker's reading fully twenty
mass concentrations equivalent to a dreadnought or heavy assault carrier. Deployed
in a halo around those are a couple of hundred smaller ships, and where we're
saying 'smaller' we're talking about ships that the Alliance would happily give their
own battlegroup. By military ships alone, we're looking at enough tonnage to
outmass a couple of turian legions in one place. And then there's the Civilian Fleet.
The liveships - I'd heard Tali describe the one she was born on, but to actually see
eight of them in convoy - are easily the size of the Destiny Ascension. There are
functioning stations smaller than the Rayya. There are towns smaller than those
ships. And the space between these behemoths is a galaxy of little twinkling points
of light, the vessels of the Migrant Fleet, ranging from sleek new high-tech craft like
the Neema to ancient rustbuckets, minnow-like tenders, the long remora shapes of
things that I'd swear were once assault landers, the solid bulk of repurposed and
reconditioned freighters and tankers. Name a make, a model, somewhere in the
Fleet there'll be one. I make out a couple of silhouettes that I'm sure are old Alliance
designs. But some of these ships are ancient. The dreadnoughts must pre-date the
fall of their manufacturing facilities at least, making them at least two hundred. That
tug-ship is made up of the rear third of an asari Affordance-class middleweight
cruiser, with some kind of custom armature on the front to allow the massively overengined thing to push something much larger than it.
Tali has her speaker on so we can hear what's going on - I realise that on a quarian
ship, anyone who wanted to listen would just have tuned in to what she was saying.
What I've thought of as her voice for so long is her suit's emergency backup. "Rayya
tower, responding to your hail: this is Tali'Zorah vas Neema nar
Rayya Rael's daughter."
"Acknowledged. The falling leaf pays no heed to the garden's wall."
"So fly I, windbound, homeward. Keelah se'lai."
"Keelah se'lai. You have a strange choice of friends, Tali'Zorah.
Direct your pilot to accept on four-hundred-one megahertz, Citadelstandard protocol. You will be docking at gantry four."
We feel the whisper of acceleration as Joker hands control over to the remote
operator and winces. "Be advised, Rayya tower, this ship is not clean.

We will require decontamination before entry."
"Roger that. They will see you there. Tower out."
<Shepard> "Tali, you're pacing."
<Tali> "Sorry. I am getting it out of my system. A famous trial like this, I suspect it
will be standing room only onboard the Rayya. Fidgeting would make me look really
bad. I did try your advice but I wasn't about to drug myself to get sleep, I might not
have woken up in time. It'll be fine. My aunt is good at this. I have a family. I never
ask them anything. They will help. It will be okay."
<Shepard> "Got your back, Tali."
<Tali> "I know, John." She stops pacing. Clasps her hands behind her back.
Releases. Puts them by her sides. Fidgets with a glove.
The Normandy never actually docks with the Rayya. We step out into vacuum and
then across into an airless tunnel. It's weird to be outside a ship like this and still
inside its artificial gravity. The airlock opens for us at the far end. The first
pressurisation is with toxic gas, engine exhaust - this is just so that when the
decontam showers fire, so, the liquid doesn't boil straight off. It's a little bit like being
inside a dishwasher, except that none of these liquids is anything so mild as water.
They eventually finish and the airlock is evacuated again, then filled with the
atmosphere of the Rayya. Steam rises for a moment before the pressure equalises.
The door at the far end opens.
I'm not sure what I'd expected, but it didn't have a stunningly executed mural of a
tropical beach in perfectly chosen pastel blues. I realise it's a holographic rendering further, I realise it's one of a choice of eighteen, which a small tag informs me are
the winners of some kind of competition. Each of the five quarians waiting for us is
associated with an icon in the air - I recognise the shapes as rank insignia, intelligible
to me from the reading I did on the way here, and the words underneath are a
name, but I have no idea what the colours signify. Behind it is the individual's socialstatus page, all the information you could get by twenty minutes of small talk. Their
suits are a uniform grey-green - I note that they're missing the carapace plates Tali's
suit has over her vital organs and they don't have quite so many pockets. A lighter
model, for shipboard use, perhaps? I thought quarians treated their suit like a
second skin, very rarely changed it<Tali> "Shepard, the one in the middle is the-"

<Shepard> "-First officer?" Her nod is miniscule. Best foot forward; I stick to Tali's
right, Mordin to her left. Much closer than we'd be anywhere else. Feels like I'm
invading her personal space.
The man she indicated speaks and I realise he's speaking on the room's general
channel as well as using his suit speaker. Apparently it's protocol to greet me first,
and he's making allowances for the alien. "[Captain] John Shepard vas Normandy,
welcome to the Rayya. May you stand as a bulwark between your people and the
hard winds of change."
I wait for Tali to prompt me and I'm not disappointed <Tali> "Thank him."
I turn the wait into a dignified nod, and speak on the room's general channel only. "I
thank you, Commander Tay'Naht vas Rayya. Keelah se'lai."
His tone of voice indicates surprise, but no more. "Keelah se'lai. Your rapid response
in this difficult time is appreciated. Tali'Zorah vas Normandy-" Tali goes absolutely
still and rigid beside me - "I am advised to inform you that you are under arrest and
confinement. You are required not to step beyond the embrace of
the Rayya or Normandy. Professor Mordin Solus vas... vas Normandy?" Mordin nods
- "You are welcomed aboard our home. Come in peace, leave in friendship."
Mordin inclines his head. "Can but hope, commander."
Tali manages to get her voice together. "Permission, sir, to contact my family? I have
not seen them for some time."
"Under the circumstances, 'Zorah, denied." That made her flinch. "Do you conduct
our guests to Primary Aft: the trial will be held there, and I believe your aunt is
already there."
"I should hope she and I will be allowed to at least confer before she speaks for me,
sir."
The quarian officer cocks his head. "I believe you misunderstand, 'Zorah. It is not
Ulya who awaits you, but Shala."
Tali gulps. "I had better not keep her waiting, then." She messages me and Mordin,
her voice shaking slightly. "Follow me, please?"

Each of these large wide squarish corridors has one or more murals. Local servers
inform my suit that there are several themes to choose from, or I could simply enjoy
the top-rated piece for each venue, or I could allow the computer to choose at
random. The option to turn off the art is also present: the walls themselves are dull
hullmetal coated in a film of greenish algal slime. And the corridors feel moderately
crowded to me, like a moderately busy day in a tourist trap on Earth, and Tali was
right that the people have no concept of personal space at all. They're also
exceptionally adept at moving around one another, like a busy dancefloor full of
people who know what they're doing: the uncanny grace and agility I've noted in Tali
is apparently something common to her species. And over and around all of this
there is the constant hiss and thrum of the ship's systems, and the other thing I've
noted is that even in the general channels for these corridors, nobody seems to be
talking at all. I guess they're all using private channels like the three of us are.
Tali sends to me and Mordin. "Okay, l-look. You noted he didn't call me by my name?
The Fleet doesn't actually use capital punishment for anyone who isn't a danger to
themselves and others, the replacement is various sorts of exile. To be greeted by
the name of the ship that I stepped off rather than my home?" She puts her hand to
her helmet speaker for a moment, getting a grip. "Is - is not good. It means he thinks
I did it, whatever 'it' is, it means he thinks the trial's a f-formality."
There's a big glowing virtual sign above each corridor intersection, on the... yes, on
the first layer. It's not actually physically there. It's also interactive, would quite
happily offer directions. The ship is massive, I guess even quarians could get lost. I
reply to Tali on the same channel. "So this aunt of yours that we're going to see."
She brightens slightly. "Shala'Raan. Aside from my father, she's our biggest potential
ally. She's an admiral too, my biological aunt, my mother's sister, and she and my
mother were as close as you could wish for sisters to be. I've noticed that you
appoint your admirals when they're past their prime as captains - that's not the
same for us, our rank structure allows one to leapfrog the post of captain because
captains and admirals are different sorts of special. The captain's word on their ship
is law - even now, if I was aboard the Neema then they'd need a fresh warrant from
the Admiralty to extradite me to the Rayya - and it's quite a different sort of person
who wants to be a captain and who wants to be an admiral. A captain doesn't have
to be a politician, on most ships - they tend to select on merit, although it differs
from ship to ship. The Neema's officers are appointed by their superiors, the captain
by the previous captain; the Rayya's are elected, right down to the ensigns.
Meanwhile, an admiral absolutely has to be a politician, because their most
important job in peacetime is the maintenance of morale and harmony and
readiness, what's your phrase, oil on troubled waters? And the admirals are

appointed by the other admirals. Anyway, when she was appointed admiral of the
Patrol Fleet, Shala'Raan introduced her new friend Rael'Zorah to her very eligible
sister Olani. The match made one of the most politically powerful families in the
Fleet, at least for this generation. And she was there for my mother when I was born
and Rael couldn't be there. She held me when I was less than an hour old."
"So you and your father-"
"We get along perfectly fine." She nods. "And it will be him who instantly
greenlighted my secondment request, he'd have seen the advantage in a
millisecond. But to say that he can be a bit distant - well, Shala once brought a
holographic telescope to a family get-together 'so she could get a better look at
Rael'. Rael'Zorah is far happier with the idea of his daughter the astute political ally
than his daughter the living, breathing girl. In fact, given his horror of everything
physical, it's a wonder sometimes how I was conceived at all. I sometimes think he
genuinely doesn't think that there's anything inside other people's suits. But for all
that, he's a good man. Just keep in mind that he thinks of people as a particularly
troublesome kind of ship component and you'd like him, I think."
"And he will be on the board of inquiry?"
"No, he will have had to recuse himself. Shala might have been voted down, too, or
she might have stepped back to avoid a vote. For all the nepotism that goes on here,
conflict of interest in justice is a strongly policed issue at this level. The one thing
worse for morale than an Admiral's daughter being exiled for treason would be an
Admiral's daughter not being exiled for treason because her daddy got her off." She
swallows. "Father might not even be here. He does that, for things he can't bring
himself to watch. I'm sorry, my people aren't really showing to advantage here."
Mordin's tone is avuncular. "Few species do, circumstances like these. Impressed,
actually: level of trust in you. In us. Accused of treason, you are still allowed to
bring SR-2 close enough to board Rayya. Arrested, you are neither restrained,
disarmed nor even followed. No sense of favouritism: just how they are."
"I'm being monitored. Or rather: They are sitting outside my firewall politely not
breaking in and I am sitting inside politely not causing failures in their surveillance
equipment. They can't hear what we are saying, but they can see what we are doing.
Anything really out-of-the-ordinary that I do will absolutely be used in evidence
against me, in public opinion at least."
I frown. Not that she can see it. "So public opinion matters?"

"They would be fools to ignore it. There's a Conclave - it grew out of the NCOs' trade
union. You can't hold Conclave authority if you have a commissioned rank. If the
Admiralty is our president and our chief justices and our high priesthood, then the
Conclave is our senate. A bit like the General Assembly on the Citadel, where all the
races get together to talk to the Council. Anyway, here we are. Remember, Shala is
the best chance we have of having a friend here, so be nice."
'Here' is an unremarkable section of corridor outside a slightly larger-than-usual
door. I have no sense of where we are on the crowded ship, except that this area's
perhaps a little bit more crowded than usual. Shala'Raan doesn't stand out from the
crowd, electronically speaking. There's no rank insignia over her head, none of the
virtual ostentation that some of the other quarians have. The impression, clearly, is
that here is someone who requires nothing to inform you of who she is. Because you
should know. She sees Tali and darts her head in a quarian smile: I see a new comms
channel spring up as she greets us warmly.
It's a private channel, just the four of us. I get the feeling we're being honoured.
Almost as many little social rules here as Ilium, I guess, although they're somewhat
more blatant about it. A custom translator mod renders Shala's voice as a matronly,
middle-aged all-American lady: you can almost smell the apple pie. "And these must
be your friends. John Shepard, your reputation precedes you."
"Ma'am, it's an honour-"
She flaps a hand at me. "Call me Shala, please. Any friend of my niece's is a friend of
mine. And I must say how good it is of y'all to trek all the way out here for little Tali.
Does my heart good to know she's with friends out there. And Dr. Solus, do
you know who I had to ask to find out where you came from?" The old woman's
glowing eyes twinkle behind her amber faceplate.
Mordin ducks his head in a good facsimile of Tali's smile. "If succesful, Shala: can
guess. Impressed, at that." He pauses. "Not here in professional capacity, I hasten to
add."
Shala puts warmth into her voice, and I mean that literally, like she turned a dial.
"They didn't tell me you were funny, Professor, how delightful. Now, on to business,
or you shall think me crazed." She dials back the sweet-old-lady thing a bit and her
voice becomes professional, like someone's family doctor. She genuinely must be
controlling her tone of voice in software. "Tali, the charges are disobedience of
general order four. They are accusing you of -"
Tali's voice is nothing but disbelief. "Aggravated smuggling. Bringing forbidden IP

onto the fleet. Shala-"
"I assume it's balderdash. I know what your Pilgrimage gift was, and I know you
continued to scavenge and send things. And it is geth cores that you're accused of
bringing in. You did contrive to make it very clear that Kal'Reegar came back to your
ship with your work, and then you did immediately disappear."
"Because-"
"I know that, dear. The board don't necessarily."
Tali's voice is rising. "And it's an open-and-shut case, enough that I was greeted with
the Normandy's name?"
"Not so quickly done as all that, dear. But the Board voted to try you under that
name, seeing as your 'flight' to the Normandy was material to the case. All I could do
was tie the vote, dear, and then Han'Gerrel rather pulled the rug out from under me
when he decided it."
Tali blinks rapidly. "But he and Father have always-"
"He wouldn't give reasons, Tali. Regardless. Your captain and her husband are here
for you, of course, but they can't speak for you."
"No, the - oh, dear." Tali turns to look at me and I notice what I think is mild
disapproval from Shala at her lack of restraint. "John, you'd have to represent me.
Or, or I could do it myself?"
"I said I had your back, Tali." I meet her eyes, knowing she can't see me. How does
she stand this? "Whoever it was who brought the charges will have bargained on
you having to defend yourself. I'm guessing they probably think they know you quite
well?" She nods. "Then we've got a hell of an advantage there. What's my reputation
on the fleet?"
Tali puts her head on one side. "I'm not really best placed - Shala, what would you
say?"
Shala tilts her head one way then the other. "Hero of this and that. Big medals. Wellrespected military man from the Council's newest darling race. Most of them know
the word 'Spectre' best from the Blasto movies. It doesn't hurt that you're taller than
a quarian male and broader in the shoulder, a little exaggerated. And I don't know if
it is by design, but your translator makes you sound... Masculine. Very. Like the world

moves aside to let you past."
"That's just his voice, Shala."
"I... see. Well, dear, we need to make sure that the men in the audience want
to be him, rather than having their egos threatened."
I smile. Remember she can't see that: bob my head down slightly. "I can handle that,
Admiral. What do I need to know about your law, your rules of order?"
"Very little, actually. Do you know much about our religion?"
"Not a great deal."
"Well, the relevant portion is that the ancestors don't know the words, the words
are new. So everything means exactly what it says, there are no hidden meanings.
Poetry is just poetry, and so on. Similarly in our law, the ancestors don't have a big
book of terms and references, so if it doesn't look right without one then it's not
right. So we say only what we mean and mean only what we say." She 'smiles'.
"Unlike the rest of the time, as you might have noticed. Our tradition is most like
asari law, I am told: submit evidence, including testimony, and discuss it until a
conclusion emerges. I warn you that we do not take kindly to lies before our
ancestors - there is no oath for truth like in a turian court, because one is assumed. A
quarian would sooner die than dishonour their family so."
"Understood. As far as your law goes, what I need most is the reasoning. Why is
smuggling a capital offence?"
"Practicality. I leave to your imagination what a single functioning AI could do to
the Rayya. Our lives are strung in these halls on cobwebs: a good strong breeze
would tear us to shreds."
Tali nods. "I have been systematically sending parts and pieces back to my father
aboard his vessel the Alarei. Not so much as scans of the pieces too dangerous to
send."
"Okay. So the case is basically either incompetence or stupid malicious sabotage, and
the evidence is circumstantial?"
Shala looks away abruptly. "I cannot discuss the proceedings, John. I think this is as
much of a heads-up as I can give."

Tali goes over to her through the crowd and gives her a hug. "Thank you, my
auntie."
"You will get through this, Tali. We all will."

•
The chamber is long and low, its original purpose impossible to discern. These days,
this is a meeting hall big enough to hold a thousand people, with maybe twice that
many in it. And that's before you count those telepresent, who must number in the
tens of thousands. We're on broadcast across the fleet, and while not everyone's
into celebrity trials, that still leaves a 'live' audience that rivals any I've ever spoken
to in the past. The court itself, the four admirals at a table, me and Tali and Mordin
standing in front of it, has a tiny amount of free floor-space and a ton of drone
cameras capturing us from all angles.
The three who I do not know are introduced by their status displays: Daro'Xen for
special projects, Han'Gerrel for the heavy fleet, Zaal'Koris for the civilian fleet. Daro
is a female and the other two are males, but I know little else about them.
Shala'Raan calls the session to order with the softly spoken poetry of a quarian
religious rite.
The formalities are established. Han'Gerrel's voice is severe and businesslike, but not
unlikeable. He's a middle-aged man, looking and sounding a lot like the admirals I
know back home except for the suit. "The court recognises Tali'Zorah vas Normandy:
let her identify herself."
Tali clasps her hands behind her back. "H-here, my admiral." She activates her
biometric: it reads her DNA and sends to all present a code identifying that it is in
fact her inside that suit.
"And does one come to speak for her, or do her words stand alone?"
Tali doesn't look at me, keeps her hands clasped tightly behind her back. "The
captain of the ship to which you referred has graciously agreed to represent me, sir."
She indicates me with a software highlight.
Zaal'Koris' voice has a nasal twang to it; he's a little younger than Han'Gerrel,
relatively short in stature. I imagine him as a dapper little man with glasses. "Ah, yes,
the alien [captain]. Please introduce yourself and your vessel for the court,
[captain]."

I use a turian word meaning 'you are the boss of here, but not the boss of me'. "[Sir],
by your tradition I am introduced as John Shepard vas Normandy nar Arcturus
Hannah's son. My vessel is the cruiser Normandy, name-ship of its class, of the
Citadel Office of Special Tactics and Recon, aboard which Tali'Zorah has been so
graciously released to serve as electronic-intelligence officer. It is my honour to be
allowed to stand before this court and add whatever poor words I can to assist the
case of my teammate and friend, and I only regret that her own captain has been
prevented fr-"
"A point of order, captain." Daro'Xen's voice is like smooth dark honey. "[Captain]
Ulya'Raan has chosen voluntarily to recuse hers-"
Han'Gerrel cuts in. "Call it what you like, Daro, that motion practically ordered her
not to help-"
Zaal'Koris sticks his own oar in. "As it should have, Admiral 'Gerrel. Tali clearly
showed-"
Shala raises a hand and that is enough to stop all three other admirals speaking.
"Admirals, please. This motion was already voted upon; if you should like to witness
it again, I can play you a recording of the entire debate. [Captain] Shepard's presence
in the place of [Captain] 'Raan is a thing that was accomplished the moment you
decided to declare Tali crew of the Spectre vessel rather than the Fleet one."
My mental image is of Han and Zaal sitting there glaring daggers at one another
from opposite ends of the bench. Is Daro'Xen actually rolling her eyes? She presses
on. "The charges against the accused are that she recklessly or negligently did supply
components to the Special Projects research vessel Alareiamounting to a live geth
uplink / downlink node. Are the charges understood?"
Tali sends to me privately: "Okay, utterly impossible. Whoever trumped this up
doesn't even know anything about geth."
I nod, make sure I'm sending to the court's channel alone. "They are, ma'am."
Daro taps a finger on the table. "May the court have a first response to the detail of
the charges?"
"Absolutely. Tali could self-evidently not have committed this crime. As is
immediately obvious to my crewmember and me, and likely some of my audience, a
disabled geth drone with a functioning uplink / downlink node is not a dead geth.

Anyone who has faced geth on the battlefield knows that every single drone must be
put down with a breached communications node or it will eventually self-repair. The
node is a single indivisible piece which cannot be opened: in fact, the mere act of
breaching its shielding would destroy it. I need not confer with her whether or not
she has done this thing, and I have not done so, either privately here or earlier,
because the charges as presented are nonsensical."
"So you would be surprised to learn of a live uplink / downlink node aboard
the Alarei?"
"Extremely. Tali physically could not have supplied one: the object would have fit in a
suit pocket, but it would likely have grown legs and escaped - or more likely, grown
weapons and attempted revenge - by the time she had returned to somewhere with
a postal service."
"Interesting. In a side-channel you will find in five seconds a recording of a
transmission from the Alarei received eleven hours ago. Contained in the message
headers was an instruction which caused the message to be sandboxed before
opening."
The sound quality is poor. Static like nobody's business. It's a microphone picking up
someone's helmet speaker. A woman. "Flightgroup command, this isAlarei.
This is the last message this equipment will ever send. We have
destroyed the rest of the recording and transmission equipment on
the ship. No further transmission from this ship is to be considered
legitimate. An experimental system got out of hand and this ship has
been over-run by... by geth. They contacted their hive mind and - We
are over-run. Weapons and communications and engine have been
physically disabled. We are the last of the crew. Please. For the
sake of the Fleet, please. Target and destroy this ship before the
geth repair it. Do not allow our mistake to hurt you further. Keelah
se'lai. Alarei, signing off."
Han'Gerrel's voice stops the shocked silence stretching on too long. "The Alarei is
currently under close watch by the cruiser Respite and a Patrol Fleet squadron.
Something onboard appears to be attempting to repair the engines, but is at present
contained. No transmissions have been made."
I look at Tali. She's closed her eyes. Eventually, without opening them, she says in a
monotone, "I wish to speak to my father."

Pause. Shala says gently, "Rael'Zorah was in his office onboard the Alarei when we
received that message, Tali."
Tali nods, jerkily, like a puppet. Eyes still closed. "I am going to the Alarei, then." She
starts to turn away.
Zaal'Koris raises his voice slightly. "Tali'Zorah, you are subject to tribunal authority-"
She rounds on him. Her voice is loud enough to make her microphone alias and
overload. "And what the [untranslated] good is that?" She slams a hand down on the
table. "My father's ship, my father's, is in the worst sort of distress and what you are
most interested in is sitting on your padded posteriors looking for someone to
blame? Is this what we are come to?" She leans on the table a moment. Her
shoulders are shaking.
Daro'Xen responds. "'Zorah, you must understand. It has been eleven hours. That
ship is crawling with the geth. You mustn't-"
I cut her off. "Admirals." Deep breath. If I yell, the program Tali has inside my helmet
won't pick up my voice. "Tali and I just found something more important to do than
attend this trial. If the question of what that is arises in anyone's mind here - then I
am afraid to say that I don't even know what we were doing here in the first place.
Please excuse us."
The crowd parts for us. I have five incoming chat requests - Tali, private, and the four
admirals. I ignore them at my peril, I think. I pull up the emoticon menu and send an
icon of an hourglass to the admirals as I open the channel to Tali.
Private message on chat.t_zvN.pan with user 't_zvN'
Shepard> Go ahead, Tali.
t_zvN> Nobody will thank you for this but me, sir.
Shepard> Not my biggest concern right now. Damn, that was a dick
move.
t_zvN> you think?
t_zvN> Sorry.
Shepard> I'll put together an assault team from the Normandy. We've
got the Alarei's location.
Shepard> That ship can't hold enough geth to be a tactical danger to
us, right?
t_zvN> <50 units, from the parts they would have had to hand.

Nothing bigger than a humaniform unit.
t_zvN> Could the three of us handle that in tight confines?
Shepard> ... I guess. I might be able to do it singlehanded if I had
to.
t_zvN> Three of us is a good enough balance between ability to take
them on and not breaking down in front of absolutely everyone.
t_zvN> I don't like people seeing me emotional.
Shepard> OK.
Shepard> If there is a thing, and I can do it? Tell me.
t_zvN> Someone really REALLY needs a slap.
Shepard> You want that I should go back in there?
t_zvN> ... you know I actually believe you might do just that.
Shepard> All of them want to talk to me.
t_zvN> and you are wasting time talking to me? or can you
doubletalk?
Shepard> Let's say I'd rather make sure you're OK first.
t_zvN> Long wait then.
t_zvN> OK is not a thing I am or will be
t_zvN> Leave me alone a bit please?
Shepard> I'm here if you need me.

Private message on chat.t_zvN.pan with user 'ShalaRaan'
Shepard> The wait. I can't talk to more than one person at once and
Tali was my priority.
Shepard> Something for you?
ShalaRaan> John, you understand the necessity of that little piece
of theatre.
Shepard> ...
Shepard> Please explain. I do not like to assume.
ShalaRaan> The tribunal needed to see the shock in her. Ten thousand
people saw their nightmare there.
ShalaRaan> And this was the only possible way I could get
investigators onboard the Alarei.
ShalaRaan> I care about my little niece. I do, for real.
ShalaRaan> And I also care about my brother and my sister-in-law and
their children
ShalaRaan> And my cousins. And everyone else in the Raan-Zorah
family alliance.

ShalaRaan> And for that reason when you come back from that ship you
will be bearing evidence of what really happened
ShalaRaan> That is to say: evidence exonerating Tali and her father.
ShalaRaan> Helping me helps you.
ShalaRaan> I'm glad we had this chat.
Shepard> I feel used, admiral.
ShalaRaan> Reason for that, dear.
Shepard> You set Tali up.
ShalaRaan> Yes. (I did not bring the charges. That was Zaal'Koris.
More to this than you see.)
Shepard> I cannot rightly comprehend the sequence of logic that
ended with:
Shepard> "And I will tell my beloved niece of my brother-in-law's
death in the middle of her trial for treason".
Shepard> It is well for you that what you want is a byproduct of
what Tali needs, Shala.

Private message on chat.t_zvN.pan with user 'ZaalKoris'
Shepard> The wait. I can't talk to more than one person at once and
Tali was my priority.
Shepard> You know perfectly well the charges are trumped-up.
ZaalKoris> Tali WAS smuggling geth tech onto the fleet.
ZaalKoris> I did not know about that project until it blew up in our
faces, 'Shepard, I swear.
ZaalKoris> Or I would have put a stop to this a LONG time ago.
Shepard> Tali would never endanger the fleet.
ZaalKoris> Someone on / related to that ship did.
ZaalKoris> I do not wish to entertain the possibility it was my
friend Rael.
Shepard> ...
Shepard> You know exactly what I'm going to find, don't you.
ZaalKoris> Let us say that I suspect.
Shepard> Something you wish to discredit forever.
ZaalKoris> It appears they genuinely do choose Spectres for their
brains.
Shepard> Did this have to go down the way it did, 'Koris?
Shepard> Could you not have done this in a way that didn't leave my
friend wondering why she ever wanted to AVOID exile from the fleet?

ZaalKoris> It was the only way I could get independent inspectors
aboard that ship, Spectre.
Shepard> I will not soon forget that this is how you treat those
over whom you have power, Admiral.
ZaalKoris> The stakes are so very high.
ZaalKoris> It was worth almost any cost.
Shepard> I don't see you in floods of tears determined to find your
father if it costs you the only home you've ever had.
ZaalKoris> I regret that this had to be, 'Shepard.
Shepard> So do I.

Private message on chat.t_zvN.pan with user "HanGerrel"
Shepard> The wait. I can't talk to more than one person at once and
Tali was my priority.
Shepard> Something for you, Admiral?
HanGerrel> Rael was an old friend, Shepard, and a good one.
HanGerrel> Give the bastards one in the ear for me, will you?
Shepard> No secondary objectives for me?
HanGerrel> Look after Rael's daughter, bring her back alive.
HanGerrel> B*tch of a thing they just did to her.
Shepard> You are telling me you could not have stopped that
happening?
HanGerrel> ...
HanGerrel> Maybe I could, son.
Shepard> Maybe you wanted to know what Rael'Zorah was doing with
geth tech on that vessel?
HanGerrel> Maybe I lost ten good men trying to retake that ship
eleven hours ago,
HanGerrel> then lost a vote to blow it into its constituent atoms.
HanGerrel> What do you take me for.
Shepard> Less pissed-off than me, and that wasn't done in my name.
HanGerrel> If you were a subordinate of mine...
Shepard> Instead of the emissary of a rich and powerful foreign
nation?
HanGerrel> ...
Shepard> Any tactical info you have would be appreciated, Admiral.
Shepard> I've faced geth in similar numbers and terrain before.
Shepard> but details of any nasty surprises your men met with would

be really handy.
Shepard> I want to try for as little collateral damage as I can. Not
my ship.
HanGerrel> I'll send what I have.
HanGerrel> May Tali find some kind of peace over there.
HanGerrel> Or at the very least, something to kill the hell out of.
HanGerrel> Keelah se'lai.

Private message on chat.t_zvN.pan with user "DaroXen"
Shepard> The wait. I can't talk to more than one person at once and
Tali was my priority.
DaroXen> kk
DaroXen> shepard?
Shepard> Here. Apologies: apparently the entire world wants to talk
to me.
DaroXen> it is our way.
DaroXen> just so as you know shepard
DaroXen> that ship it is the responsibility of my department.
DaroXen> valuable data and hardware aboard, apparently improperly
backed up -.DaroXen> please to be keeping the collateral damage down, yes?
Shepard> I'll be sure to treat the _Alarei_ at least as well as you
have treated my friend.
DaroXen> i had expected a veteran such as yourself to be a little
more sanguine about such matters
Shepard> Where I come from we look out for our own, Admiral.
Shepard> The principal duty of ANY officer is to look after their
people.
DaroXen> believe it or not i am doing just that commander
Shepard> I shall see you all upon my return from the _Alarei_.

•
The moment the Grizzly sets down on the hull of the Alarei, Tali is out of her seat
and at the door, drawing her weapon as she goes. She'd normally be chattering,
talking about something, even fidgeting with a suit component, something to

indicate that there was someone in the suit, that it wasn't just a robot mindlessly
following orders towards the objective. But not today. She moves to the airlock
controls in the silence of space, wordlessly hand-signing a moment later that she's
got them and looking back at me and Mordin impatiently as we approach. I gather
the biotic field before we enter the airlock, keep building the power around me as
Tali cycles the thing using the manual override. Signs to me: three. Two. One. And
the door opens and I go in barrier-first.
The artificial gravity's off. The ship's dead silent. Atmosphere's still here. Three
atmospheric drones buzzing around in the zero-gravity over there notice me just
before I notice them; even before they're aligned to fire at me I release a pulse that
crushes them into a lump of unrecognisable metal the size of my two balled fists.
Mordin makes an adjustment to his omni-tool and it sprouts what can only really be
described as a holographic gunbarrel complete with iron sights. Tali walks in and
puts a hand against a wall for a moment, shakes her head, looks away.
"Give me a direction?" I look around the little hallway. The Alarei's only a little larger
than the original Normandy inside, a little longer, one main deck running the full
length of the blocky asymmetric vessel and an engineering deck underneath it for
the rear half. We came in roughly in the middle.
Tali shakes her head again, as if to clear it. Her voice has gone back to a monotone.
"Airwaves here are thick. Last team was spotted, outmaneuvered, ambushed. They
think they can see us. This wall was a collage of children's paintings. They always
kept it so bright and cheery in here." She swallows. "Aft, John."
"There were kids onboard?" We're going to have to do this room by room. Mordin
and I stack up to either side of the door.
Tali does something to glitch out the control hardware and pulls it open with a yank
on a manual handle under a maintenance plate to one side. Nothing in the next
room - or at least, no geth. It's not like a human ship, or like the Rayya, with long
corridors and rooms off; no inch of space is wasted. The main thoroughfare is a
series of offices, labs and common spaces. This one looks like a recreation lounge, or
at least, there are comfortable chairs arranged to be able to see large flatpanel
screens on the walls. Like two lounges stacked on top of one another at right angles,
depending which screen you wanted to watch. "There are cleanrooms aboard, but
they are too small. The bio ones are two by one by one metre. Father lived weekdays
on the Alarei and came home to the Rayya for weekends." The design of this door is
different from the previous one, older. We stack up again. "Then after mother died,
I'd board at school on the Rayya - my duty assignment was over there, by then - and
come here for a visit once a week." Tali pulls open its mainenance panel, closes her

eyes for a moment, then grabs the carefully cleaned and maintained cables and pulls
sharply. There are sparks. The door slams open - she gets her hand out of the way
just fast enough as it slides past the maint panel and our conversation is interrupted
by the geth.
They were in the corners of the room, powered almost completely down, least
reflective surfaces out, trying for an ambush. Mordin has them all tagged on the
HUD within a second. They're obviously not expecting a biotic - when I pull two of
them at me through the door and crunch them together they don't even have
blades, and their hulls are like tinfoil. Mordin takes one down with what looks like a
bolt of lightning from his omni-tool - an electrolaser, touchy things requiring
atmosphere to use, but shield-defeating - and Tali swoops a couple of drones past
him to hit the last one from two angles, one taking down its shield with autofire, the
other firing a low-velocity projectile that adheres and flares a bright white as it melts
through the thing's local antenna and it goes dead.
What's the expression, kicking a hornets' nest? Tali hand-signs many incoming
contacts and we use the room as a chokepoint. After losing ten or so drones that
way, the geth try coming through a wall with a cutting torch - not a great idea
against a biotic - I punish them for it with a surprise shockwave that takes out all the
units that were stacked up and ready to come in. Each time the attackers let up, I
grab any discarded geth weapon that looks like it still works and throw it back to Tali,
who's busily putting together drones of her own - as their numbers dwindle, our
firepower grows. They're starting to adapt, starting to modulate their shields
randomly to try and mess with biotic fields, starting to try and outflank or catch me
while my amp refocuses and recharges, but by the time they're set on a strategy that
uses their numbers to best effect they don't have enough numbers to matter. We
don't need to go to them - they know what our objective is, and their numbers don't
mean a thing when they can't hurt us.
Eventually they stop coming. The room looks like a warzone. I was hardly using my
gun at all, and Tali's and Mordin's weapons leave nothing more than mild scorching
on the walls, but the geth weren't exactly taking care, and much of the room is
riddled with bullet holes like Swiss cheese. Tali sees gas leaking from a hole in a
conduit, automatically sprays a neat little omni-gel patch over it, smooths it over,
brushes the dust off and then just stands there stupidly looking at it for a moment in
the middle of the debris like she's wondering where to start tidying up.
"Tali?" I approach her carefully.
She shakes her head, turns. Handsign - move up for door breach. "They used to put
my favourite show on - Vas Paus it was called, cute little thing with robots. I'd arrive

half an hour early because Rael always left an hour for me to get to the Alarei and it
never took more than forty minutes and I'd come and sit down in here and they'd
put that show on for me on that screen there. The one with the hole in the centre?
And then he'd come and sit next to me and I'd watch it till it finished and then we'd
go get food. I swear he was doing work on his AR rather than watching it with me
but the point is that he was there."
No geth. A few rooms later and Tali distractedly points to another door as she's
working on our way through. "Father's office is through there."
"Why aren't we going that way, then?"
"Because when the geth are gone then we can have as long as we like to look
around." She abruptly slams her hand against the wall next to the maint panel. Her
suit doesn't have much in the way of power-assist - that must have hurt. "Idiots.
What were they -" she looks round at me - "Sorry. Local servers are letting me in. You
going to be put off if I start talking engineering?"
Any talking at all right now would be good. She's never this quiet. "Go right ahead."
"So what I knew but wasn't saying was that this place is a weapons research lab,
that's what it's for, that's what it is. Always allowed me to believe they meant the
testing of new sorts of gun on different types of geth plating, different ways of
defeating geth shields, that sort of thing. The thing Mordin's using could have come
straight out of here." The door slides reluctantly open; this room's an office, desks,
holoemitters, all turned off. Little rack of computers in the corner. Tali walks over and
sticks a coin-sized transmitter on the top of one of them before going to the next
door. "What they didn't say and you can probably guess is that that's not exactly all
they were doing. Apparently they used the parts and pieces I had sent them and a
couple of my papers on geth hardware architecture along with a vast amount of
experimentation to coax some live but isolated geth intelligences out of a couple of
mostly-destroyed units a team sent back from Eden Prime. They hired out a couple
of teams to help the Alliance with cleanup in case the geth had left anything really
unpleasant, then 'found' a couple of things that weren't more than things they
wanted to bring home and got rid of them for you. They ended up aboard
theAlarei." She stops trying to hotwire the door, draws her shotgun and fires a
disruptor round into the maint panel at point-blank range.
The door opens sulkily. Tali turns and puts her back against the wall next to it as
Mordin and I clear the room, the drones hovering at our shoulders. "And
some idiot thought it would be a good idea to let them self-repair, just feeding them
tiny scraps. They were working on software weapons, testing them on geth

intelligences, trying to find analogues of pain and fear, of guilt and irrationality to
use against them. And they underestimated how many intelligences there were and
they all got together and before they knew it the geth were in the system and
basically that led right here." She closes her eyes. "I've also got a lot of video logs of
people I know dying if anybody is interested. The geth put the bodies in the cargo
hold and recycled the suits for parts. And - oh, my -" Her voice cuts off, like her
microphone just failed.
"Tali?" No response. I walk over, stand in front of her. "Tali? Worried here."
She opens her eyes, sends me an AR image of an hourglass. Ten seconds later and it
disappears. "Let me... play you what I just saw, John." There's a bit of a squeak in her
voice, much as she's trying to keep a lid on it.
The three of them stand around that desk just over there, looking
down at a transparent box like a terrarium or fishtank inside which
there is recognisably a geth drone. "Sir, this isn't going to work.
As much as we have learned from observation of individual geth
matrices alone, it's quite possible that they lack the cognitive
potential to process the message. When they receive the signal, as
you can see, their first urge is to network. They recognise it as
content, they don't understand it, they want to confer."
Another voice, deeper. Tali's annotated this one 'Rael'. "Then
network them, 'Kalas."
The first voice. "Sir, we've done all that we can without going over
forbidden limits-"
"The last I checked, commander, I was the arbiter of what was and
was not forbidden. Even were it to come to light, we've a majority
on the Board; they would understand the necessity. The weapon will
not be functional without a little courage. Sandbox it, Faraday-cage
it, do whatever you must to ensure the safety of the Fleet. I am not
a madman." Rael clasps his hands behind his back, drumming a finger
on his suit bracer in the way that I've seen Tali do, and turns
away. "But I promised my wife and my daughter that I would build
them a house on our homeworld before I died. Doubtless others of us
here have done the same. I failed my wife; I shall not fail my
daughter. This will work, commander, I can feel it."

"Is that a direct order, sir?"
"Yes, commander."
The recording ends. Tali's looking at me and she's shaking. "They thought they had
an answer to the geth. A weapon that could give us a prayer of victory."
"They lost their lives chasing a way to retake your people's homeworld."
She nods. "It's everyone's dream. Not just foolish pride, either. No quarian alive has
seen the homeworld. And our ancestors are with us, not there alone. But - we can't
truly live without the homeworld - it's the reason for the suits - I don't know if you'd
understand."
"Try me."
"So the suit. We're born with what's basically a hyperimmune condition. The body
must train itself what is and isn't good to allow in, must learn the difference
between self and other. It's not done in-utero like it is for humans. Without exposure
to airborne spores, to dust, to pollen, to people, to pathogens and poisons in very
early childhood, it never learns. It enters this state where everything new is a danger.
With effort, with regular re-exposure, it can learn to recognise a hazard and not
overreact, but it forgets. It's how we eat food - it's got to always be the same food.
Even mild starvation is terribly dangerous for us because it can induce lifethreatening allergies to sugar or amino acids or fats. I'm like that with various sorts
of fats, for example, because I didn't like the taste of oily foods when I was a child.
But mostly we're allergic to basically everything we don't get regularly, and thus the
suit. But children born in what I'd call a dirty environment and you'd call a regular
one, they grow up OK, only needing a very occasional re-exposure. Quarians on
colonies used to keep greenhouses full of plants from the homeworld. The liveships
were the fleet's equivalent."
"But you've still got those, and you raise your kids there-"
She shakes her head. "We took twenty million people and had to support them on
infrastructure designed for twenty thousand. We very nearly lost the liveships'
environment permanently, poisoned with our own wastes. Increasing sections of
society sacrificed their ability to see and touch people, making permanent homes
out of their spacesuits so that others didn't have to. First the captains and admirals,
then the upper tiers of commissioned officer, then the marines and crews of combat
vessels, then spaceworkers, people who spent a lot of time in their suits anyway.

Eventually only the children and the elders lived in the liveships. But the elders of my
great-grandparents' generation were the last to remember children walking in the
liveships without helmets."
She fidgets with her glove, like it's itching her. "The environments had diverged from
the people. The liveships were required to cultivate food for the fleet. It wasn't fair
to raise children knowing that one day they would have to sacrifice their freedom
forever: better to put them in the suit as early as possible and have it become
natural to them. Better to have the suit be preferable to their early environment,
something to look forward to rather than a... a prison. A blank-faced suit is not so
very different from the veils we once wore. There were so many reasons and there's
a list of them which we learned in school, lest we should resent the people who
declared we'd do this, who are our honoured ancestors. The only cure to this
condition is to be born and raised in the environment of our homeworld. Or possibly, carefully - to introduce yourself to it as an adult, a little at a time, under
strong suppressant drugs at first, as you would to a lover. And then live there nearpermanently. Breathe our homeworld's air at least once a day."
I frown. "Couldn't you find a colony world and adapt?"
"The difference between five years and a hundred. It would have to adapt to us.
Assuming we could find one that wouldn't poison our children - we're dextro, like
the turians, that means there aren't many worlds to start with - it'd be a generation
or two. For any of us alive today to watch the sunset without a piece of damned
plastic in the way, it has to be the homeworld. And it's an admission of defeat."
"So what you're saying is that for two centuries your people have avoided the thing
that could give their descendants what they so desperately want because it wouldn't
do them any good personally?"
"What I'm saying-" Tali's eyes flash and life comes back into her voice. "What
I'm saying is that you have no idea what it's like. The Pilgrimage - imagine a girl
raised in darkness, show her a candle and tell her her people were born to the light.
Imagine Jack, grown up in a cage in a lab, seeing the sky for the first time through a
hole she made in the ceiling and then having to go back in the cage. It's not just
supposed to teach us that the whole universe hates us. It's also supposed to teach us
what it's like not to have to wear this fucking ridiculous getup every second of our
lives." She clenches her fists. "Empathy, we're good at it. I see people going around
breathing the free air, touching things, smelling things, hearing things that they
didn't ask to hear - and the suit, the suit, it itches. It itches under the skin where you
can't get at it. I hate this damn suit." She catches her breath. "Big secret, John - we
all do. For most of us, it's just an abstract 'wouldn't-it-be-great' that's sublimated

into wanting our home back. Me? I would literally kill for a solution that meant that I
had to lose no more seconds of my life to this -" she puts her hand to her visor, to
one of the two catches that fasten it to the helmet - "To this... thing. So yes. Yes,
maybe we could go somewhere else. Maybe it is irrational. But
maybe we're irrational. And yes. My father and his ship lost their lives to our dream.
And that hurts." She stands up from leaning against the wall abruptly and pushes
past me on her way to the next door. "Maybe it would hurt even more to wake.
John, this door is welded shut."
I nod. "Mordin, scan it. What's the far side look like?"
"Four sides welded shut, Shepard. No forced entry. Three quarian bodies. Suits hmm." Mordin frowns, does something to his omni-tool.
Tali steps in. "Allow me... there. You tripped intrusion countermeasures. They may
not still live, but they are making for sure that their computers will keep out the geth
as long as possible. And the geth have not even tried to circumvent. It's - oh." The
tone in her voice makes my throat hurt. "John, open this door or I will."
... Damn. Yeah.
I put my hand against the door and twist, passing the warp field out to the frame
and then in again, watching as it twists around my hand and then tears itself off with
a metallic groan of protest. Mordin and Tali stand out of the way as I throw the hunk
of twisted metal behind me, and then Tali sort of flows around me like I wasn't there
at all and is suddenly by the side of one of the three bodies.
They're arranged back to back, leaning on one another, two men and a woman
sitting in a pool of dried blood. The woman has a cable coming out of the floor
plugged into the wrist of her suit like an IV cannula. The man that Tali's not kneeling
beside has his suit ripped open at the waist, grazed by a bullet, something that
would have been a flesh wound in a human. The woman has a series of fractures
leading to a tiny hole in her faceplate. And Rael'Zorah has eight punctures in his
chest, bullet wounds, through-and-through. That would have killed most humans
instantly.
Tali's got her speaker on. She's also broadcasting on every band she can transmit.
"Rael, it's Tali. You can relax now. Show me how you faked no lifesigns like that. Neat
trick, daddy." There's a little catch, a break in her voice that hurts to hear. "It's okay.
I'm here now. I'm here for you. You can stop pretending and we can make it right.
I've got someone I want you to meet. You can wake up now." She's shaking. I can
hear her crying. "You can wake up now, dad. It's... ah-"

Rael's deep, ragged voice comes suddenly over his helmet speaker. "If you're
hearing this, I'm dead. You used a family code to get this far, so,
I'm guessing Tali rather than Shala. Tali, I'm sorry. Our project
works, but it's the stupidest thing. The Faraday cage failed. The
geth CPU is on the bridge, now. I tried to weld shut the door. I
don't know if it has held, I suspect that it was hubris on my part
to think it would. Don't let the geth get away. They have no
connection to the hive mind, that's a convenient untruth, they're
just networked. It works on them. Don't let them get away and inform
their fleet of our plans. If you want my death to have meant
anything. I told you I'd-" a wet cough - "I'm dying, Tali, sure and
certain, punctured lung, the suit computer says, not long now, it'll
get me before the breach shock has a chance. You will have to build
your house yourself. Light a candle for your mother. The bridge,
Tali, the bridge. EMP for preference, our systems are hardened and
the - geth -"
Tali makes no noise but a burst of static and I'm on a knee beside her with my arm
around her before I really know what I'm doing and there's her head on my shoulder.
I can feel her crying, her ribs, her shoulders moving, but she's making no noise. I
don't really know how long I stay there like that, just holding her until the tears have
gone, and she's holding onto me like she's sliding off a cliff and I gave her a
handhold.
Eventually she says quietly, and I realise that it's just to me - "His body will come
with us to the Rayya and be cremated where my mother was."
I nod. "C'mon. Let's take the bridge."
"Yes. And John?"
"Uh-huh?"
"We must talk. On the way back. About evidence."
"Bridge, Tali."
She leans on me to stand, then offers me a hand up. "You're the one with the
hardware override."

The bridge itself is defended, but only lightly. We've literally used up all the rest of
their drones. There's nothing they can do. The two drones that are there try to jump
me simultaneously from two different directions, deploying omni-blades in an
attempt to wrongfoot me; I smash one with the other. Tali walks up to the computer
core and sweeps her hand through the air, deploying things on her AR that I can't
even see.
"Yes, this is it. They have their quantum-boxes here so that they can interface with
the ship's hardware most easily." She cuts open the casing with an omni-blade and
pulls her shotgun.
"Tali: attend!" Mordin steps forward; she swivels her head to look at him like she's
targetting him.
"Yes?"
"Weapon now pointed directly at ship's computer. Broad-focus weapon, EMP
rounds. Will destroy CPU, VRAM, of course, but will also wipe NVRAM and most of
hard drive. Destroy much of work done here, your father's work. Also evidence that
could be used to clear your name. Almost all primary sources. Would allow only
secondary source evidence: your recordings of data found. Sub-optimal. Nonwatertight."
She blinks slowly. "Yes, Mordin. I know. I have copies of everything I want."
"Vast amount of data, Tali. Video evidence, databases, research, analysis. Would
more than fill -"
"I think you are misunderstanding me, perhaps on purpose. I know. I have copies of
the known-working virus prototypes. You seem to be under some kind of
misapprehension that I am trying to clear my name, Mordin."
I answer for him. "And you aren't."
"No." She shakes her head, slowly, sadly. "If it were proven that it were my father's
fault, he'd be dishonoured. No candles, no remembrances. I would be cleared, of
course, but I'd never be allowed to speak his name again. He would be as dust to us.
His corpse would be dumped into the nearest unremarkable nameless star, he would
be struck from the record, I would be recorded as having never even had a father.
He'd be exiled in death, and I'd be treated as the daughter of an exile, thus a citizen.
No question of my wrongdoing, he made sure my orders were all perfectly legal.
Shala would probably be all right given that there's no indication that she'd had any

knowledge. It would be like, like killing him all over again only worse. I - can't. I can't
do it."
Mordin frowns. "You would lie to your Board?"
"If you tell them what you apprehend as the truth, Mordin, I'll give it the lie in front
of ten thousand people." Tali lifts her chin defiantly. "I have already accepted that I
shall be found guilty."
"The hell you will, Tali." She tries to stare me down. I match her gaze. She won't
blink. Neither will I.
"John - d-don't make me do something I'll regret -"
"This mistake has claimed enough lives, Tali. And I won't let you lie before your
ancestors."
She shakes her head, mutely, looks into my eyes.
Eventually, I am the one to blink.
I blink because she has pulled the trigger and the noise and flash fill the little room
like thunder. The geth signatures on the net flicker and fade within seconds. The
jamming surrounding the ship clears and the symbol of fleet command emerges
immediately on the flickering main viewscreen.
Tali's voice over my earpiece is a whisper. "For the sake of any fellow-feeling we have
ever had, John, leave me some sort of place to go." She turns, to walk back to the
Grizzly.
Inside the little craft, I sit opposite her. "Tali?" I really dislike cornering people and I
know that in particular cornering Tali is a bad idea, but this has to be said. "Tali,
please listen."
She focuses on me. "I've written it already. My confession. I didn't do what they said,
but I did do things which amounted to a cause for what happened down there, and
I've cut together a pretty plausible summary of that. All I need to do is press play."
"Tali, I don't want you to do that."
She shakes her head. "I thought you understood, you know? I thought maybe that
just for once-"

"Tali, hear me out." I look into her eyes. She shuts her mouth and stares. "The court
doesn't want to convict you any more than I do. Sure. Their target is your father who your aunt is perfectly happy to hang out to dry, for reasons I can guess but
won't speak - but that is entirely beside the point. The court is also a public session
of the Admiralty Board in front of ten thousand people at least. Probably more,
given that it's practically turned into one of the more gripping episodes of a reality
show. I don't want you to confess, Tali, not least because it isn't true, but also
because it isn't necessary. But you have my word that I will not implicate your father
no matter how wrong this goes."
She blinks a couple of times. Says very softly. "I have seen you do miracles." She
leaves her push-to-talk on by accident while she takes a shuddering breath. "Do not
let me down, John."

•
The Board have obviously found something to do in our absence, because when we
return we're signposted straight back to where we left from. Tali gives me a last sad
look and then takes her place before the Board; Mordin stands beside her; I stop a
pace forward. I make sure I'm set to broadcast to the right channel. Mordin showed
me how to set this thing up for push-to-talk. I have the feeling I'm going to have to
yell.
Shala'Raan greets us. "And they return! Not a scratch or puncture. We followed all
that we could, but there was rather a lot of jamming over there. What was it like
aboard the Alarei?"
Show business, is it? Right. "They weren't expecting what we brought to the table,
Admiral. We had ourselves one hell of a firefight in the common room, but Dr. Solus
and I held the line long enough for Tali to put a flock of drones together with
weapons recovered from the geth."
Han'Gerrel inclines his head one way and then the other (raised eyebrow). "The
three of you secured that ship in its entirety without taking a single hit?"
"I suspect that when your people hit the Alarei eleven hours ago, they did more
damage to the geth than they were letting on." I run a tiny amount of charge
through my amp, enough to make purple light shimmer over the outside of my suit
for a moment. The admirals all have the self-control not to recoil, but the crowd
don't. There are no biotics in the quarian species, not since the time of Tali's greatgrandparents. "And I have access to resources you don't, admiral. So as I was saying,

we gained the bridge against roughly platoon-strength resistance and disabled the AI
cores the geth had attached to the Alarei'scomputer."
And Zaal'Koris sits forward with what he clearly feels are the jaws of the trap. "So,
commander, in your assessment, what caused this disaster?"
I clear my throat. "[Sir], is my crew-member still under accusation? Is this a court of
law?"
His tone is puzzled. "Well, yes. She has not yet been cleared of the charges."
"It is just that since our return, no reference has been made to the charges, to the
presenting of evidence, the calling of witnesses, the making of statements for and
against. I return and I am greeted with what looks to me - I realise that I am an alien,
admiral - with what looks to me like the start of a military debriefing." I raise my
voice slightly. I know I don't have to, that I could whisper in here and be heard
clearly at the back, but it's the effect I'm after. "In a court of law, ladies and
gentlemen, the courtesy is done the accused of treating their guilt or innocence as
the most important, indeed the only matter under consideration. I wouldn't expect
to be brought before a court-martial and forced to wait while my lawyer discussed
the outcome of a recent operation with the judge-advocate, and I don't expect the
same thing here. Now, anyone who knows my service record knows that I've got a
reputation for being understanding of foreign customs, of other people's ways. I've
made a stock-in-trade over my career as a Spectre of dealing with people on their
terms, not on mine. And that is the manner in which I approached this court."
I go on before anyone can interrupt. "But today, [sirs], ladies and gentlemen, I fear
I'm going to have to break the habit of a lifetime. You see, I've worked with Tali'Zorah
on a couple of occasions now, we've been through tighter spots than
the Alarei together. And we've quite naturally talked about our homes, our cultures
and traditions, the sort of thing that friends do. And I've always wanted to visit your
fleet, to meet your people. I've always been impressed by the picture that Tali
painted of a place where family was more important than anything else and where
everyone was family. A place where personal regard and the ties of blood and heart
painted bright colours over dull hullmetal. When I walked into this courtroom to
clear Tali's name I knew that I'd be listened to, that her innocence would be given a
fair hearing, because of that love, of that empathy, that regard for one another, that
responsibility for one another that is the foundation stone of what I'd been told it
meant to be you. And what do I find instead?" I look at Shala'Raan. I know she can't
see that I'm staring at her, but every little helps. "I find that the only people in this
courtroom who have showed the least concern for Tali's welfare - no, more than
that, the only people in this courtroom who have been interested in Tali as a person

rather than a game piece - are those I damn well brought here with me. This
meeting of the Board - I am not going to dignify this with the term 'trial' this meeting is not, was not, and shall not be about the guilt or innocence of my
crewmember. I could go on, Admirals. I could start talking about what I saw over
there. I could speak before your 'court' and your people and your ancestors about
what happened on the Alarei, about who I think is responsible, about what we
proved happened. But before I do that, Admirals, I want you to acknowledge for me
that this has nothing to do with Tali'Zorah and that it never did."
Zaal'Koris shoots to his feet. "Captain, one more word along these lines and I'll have
you for contempt-"
"He may not be respectful but he's right, 'Koris." Han'Gerrel doesn't bother to rise.
"Look at Rael's daughter with a straight face, tell her these charges wereever about
her and I'll give it the lie right here."
Zaal looks to the other two admirals for support. Shala'Raan is looking at me with
narrowed eyes. Daro'Xen just seems to be observing. Abruptly, he sits. "Civilian Fleet
moves that the charges be annulled on grounds of expert testimony."
Daro'Xen practically bites his hand off. "Special Projects seconds."
Shala looks off into her own AR for a moment. "Passed. Tali, there is no case to
answer."
Tali doesn't relax. If anything, she winds up tighter. Too tense to shiver. Neither does
Shala seem relieved. It's Zaal'Koris, of course, who asks. "So, Spectre. The truth of
your words has shamed us; we have acted and with alacrity, as is our way. This is and
always was about that research ship. Now, pray, continue. What happened aboard
the Alarei?"
Parade rest. Not looking at anyone in particular. "Much of the evidence of what
happened was obliterated either by the geth or as a consequence of their removal.
We kept collateral damage to a minimum, but the geth weren't always good enough
to keep to similar rules of engagement. Nevertheless, we recovered sufficient
evidence to put together what happened over there, at least in the most general of
terms."
Tali sends me a message. Text. It just reads, 'Please'. Lump in my throat. Here goes.
"The Alarei, as you know, is a Special Projects research ship dedicated to creating
novel weapons for use against the geth. I can show you numerous incidences of the

pressure the scientists and engineers were under, both political - after all, an admiral
was aboard, to keep this project under his nose - and social." I look at Shala. "I saw a
recording of Admiral 'Zorah himself despairing over what he saw as a personal
failure to produce a victory over the geth in his late wife's lifetime, swearing that he
would not fail his daughter so, and noting that he was hardly unusual for having
made such a commitment."
I look down. "As for what exactly happened. There never was a geth comm node.
The woman who said there was, was mistaken. The geth used the ship's own
communications system. What happened was an accidental breach of electronic
security during a routine test, conducted by a team of overworked scientists who
had guilt-tripped into placing themselves under the most immense personal
pressure to perform, to take that selfless love that I so admire and make of it the
poison that killed them. And yes. There is fault, here. There is culpability." I hope
Daro'Xen can feel my eyes burning into her through the opaque gold of my
faceplate. "It's yours."
Zaal's as caught up as any of the others. He asks the question I practically fed him.
"Please clarify, captain. Who are you implicating in this atrocity?"
"You. All of you. Every quarian who has stood up and said 'I shall do this thing some
day, on the homeworld.' Every single one of you who has hung their heart on a war
for the home that was lost to your ancestors two centuries ago. I'm not even going
to blame the geth. The units over there had the intelligence and rough behaviour of
a pack of maddened varren. The question I wanted to ask, after seeing the Alarei,
was not why it happened. It was why it does not happen more often. Rael'Zorah and
his ship lost their lives to the dream of the quarian people. Convict any one of your
people for this, Admirals, and you may as well convict them all." I step back. "That's
all I have to say."
There's a long silence. Tali moves marginally closer to me, so her upper arm is
touching mine. The admirals just sit there staring at me.
Han'Gerrel breaks the silence. His voice is perhaps a little rougher than normal.
"Heavy Fleet moves that the Alarei incident be declared accidental, with no fault
accruing. Let us cleanse the ship and see what may be learned, that this shall never
happen again."
Zaal'Koris is still looking straight at me, seemingly unblinking. "Commander Shepard,
I rue the accident of birth that did not place you among our people. Civilian Fleet
seconds."

Shala'Raan speaks out. "Patrol Fleet votes for."
Daro'Xen inclines her head. "Motion carried. Many of our captains will tonight pray
for half your eloquence or loyalty, Spectre Shepard, no matter how accurately either
is placed. You are thanked for coming to stand for our citizen at what must have
been significantly short notice for you."
"Tali'Zorah vas Neema-" Shala'Raan starts to speak.
Tali cuts her off. "Vas Normandy, my admiral." Her voice cuts out for a moment as
she clears her throat. "It is clear to me where my path lies. The Fleet shall always
hold my loyalty." She glances hesitantly towards me, back to Shala. "But - the Board
was - not wrong concerning the identity of my captain. I wish to petition the Board
for permission to re-embark. My ship is engaged in an important mission."
Shala sighs. "Granted, my niece. There is no gainsaying you today."

•
Tali falls into step with me as we walk back to the Normandy. The channel she has
open to me is private. "John, I. I realise that I did not ask you before inviting myself
to live on your ship."
"It's not a thing. I realise what this means, Tali. To you. I... look. Today has held so
much hurt for you, so much pain and shock. Come home. Rest up and we can talk in
the morning. I won't hold you to anything you said today. I wish I could say I won't
need you to be ready tomorrow, but-"
"But I will be, John. And you can hold me to anything you like." She blinks, puts her
hand to her helmet speaker. "John, did that come across as, uh..."
"Innuendo?" I grin (she can't see). "Maybe."
"All I meant was that I want to move in, with you."
I press the push-to-talk so she hears my laugh. "Uh, now that one you didn't mean.
Means roughly what you'd mean by 'share air'."
"Bah. Is there a non-suggestive way I can say that I want to board your spaceship?"
She blinks. "You know, to come aboard your -" She makes a small exasperated noise.
It might as well be the noise of the release of tension. "John, your language makes
everything sound like one large innuendo."

I can't quite keep the grin out of my voice. "They do say that if you leave yourself
open-"
She bridles. "Now you're doing it on purpose."
I raise an eyebrow she can't see, tilt my head like she would. "Maybe you just want
to hear it."
She mirrors my body language. "Maybe you just want to say it."
"Now, Tali, what sort of man do you take me for?"
"Whatever kind you are offering?"
... Did she just say what I...?
She meets my eyes. Despite the fact she can't see them. Looks away, fast.
"So uh. What I said earlier. We can talk in the morning?"
Tremor in her voice. "Ah, yes. I think I might like to do something like that. But there
is something else that really does need saying now."
"Go ahead."
"I didn't ask you to work a miracle for me, John. You just went ahead and did it
anyway. I didn't look for you to come with me and I didn't look for you to help me
and I didn't look for what you did and you came through for me and this is not the
sort of thing that I will ever forget and don't explain or demur or downplay your
part, just accept that I know what you did and that I can't properly explain what it
means to me that you did it."
"Welcome aboard, Tali."
"Thank you." She takes a deep breath. "My captain."

•
Private message on chat.t_zvN.pan with user "ZaalKoris"

ZaalKoris> I do not have the hubris to believe that you did that to
benefit me.
Shepard> Right.
ZaalKoris> Do you see why I had to do what I did?
ZaalKoris> Do you see that any cost is worth keeping my people out
of a pointless war that they will lose?
Shepard> I would not have done it like that, Admiral. You go to such
great lengths to put on a show.
Shepard> Frankly I was more impressed by the way I saw a krogan
chief doing the same thing.
Shepard> The ass HE put on the line at least belonged to him.
ZaalKoris> ... I do believe I deserved that, Spectre.
ZaalKoris> How is Tali?
Shepard> Smiling. Or as close to it as can be expected.
Shepard> She'll be all right.
ZaalKoris> Good. I don't need to ask you to look after her.
Shepard> No, you don't.
ZaalKoris> She's an asset to the fleet, but it's clear that she is
where she belongs with _Normandy_.
Shepard> If you'd just come to me straight, Zaal, this could have
happened so much more easily.
ZaalKoris> If there's a next time, Shepard, I will.

Private message on chat.t_zvN.pan with user "HanGerrel"
HanGerrel> Solid hit, Shepard.
HanGerrel> I don't think I've ever heard someone call bullshit quite
so clearly without actually using the word at all.
HanGerrel> Your point about the pressure we put our people under is
heard.
Shepard> Your fleet is damned impressive.
Shepard> But you have no real refit facilities, damned little in the
way of logistics, no strongholds, your force is brittle.
Shepard> I assume you have field experience, 'Gerrel.
HanGerrel> You could say that.
Shepard> You must see that to go to war - even if you won - you
would destroy your people in trying to save them.
HanGerrel> But in not taking them to war, we will calcify, we will
fossilize, we will die a death of a thousand cuts.

HanGerrel> My ship the _Melchior_, she is 231 of your years in age.
HanGerrel> This incident is the pebble that begins the avalanche.
Your speech, also.
HanGerrel> Tali shouting at the Board before the ancestors and the
people.
HanGerrel> Her words, 'is this what we are come to?'
HanGerrel> They will have struck at many hearts.
Shepard> My people's history has many examples of regimes that
started stupid wars to justify themselves.
HanGerrel> ... I think I took that one on the shields.
HanGerrel> I shall disengage, now, to prevent hull damage.
HanGerrel> The next time we meet, Shepard, I hope that we shall
remember the respect that this day has forged.

Private message on chat.t_zvN.pan with user "k_rvN"
Shepard> Kal'Reegar. Can I help you?
k_rvN> You do right by her, hear?
Shepard> I don't do oaths, but you have my word.
k_rvN> My captain would never say anything, but someone's got to.
k_rvN> Our Tali doesn't make friends easy. Clear she's made one in
you.
k_rvN> Just didn't want you to think she had none here.
Shepard> Not for a moment, Kal.
k_rvN> All I had to say. Fly safe, Commander.
Shepard> Likewise, Chief. Fly safe.

Private message on chat.t_zvN.pan with user "t_zvN"
t_zvN> You do realise I keep a log of everything anyone says on my
personal-area network, right?
Shepard> I'm the barely-literate outsider here. I can't be expected
to realise things like that
t_zvN> [laughter]

•
It's two in the morning. Miranda finds me up and at my station down in the CIC. She
looks apologetic, like she's got news for me that I really am not going to want to
hear. "Commander? Sir?"
I look around. "Take a seat, Miranda. What have you found?"
She sits down at Chambers' station, sighs. "Just got out of being yelled at by Liara
and Mordin. And in her position, I think I probably wouldn't have stuck to yelling.
Even if I was telepresent. I'm sure I would have found a way."
"Uh-huh. I guess you found out something about the Reapers, then?"
"Yeah, the Illusive Man got back to me." She pulls up something on her omni-tool
and flicks it into our section of the holoprojector. It's a map. "So the location I gave
us yesterday, I got some more details. There's been a Cerberus-sponsored
archaeology mission there for ten years. Yes, since beforeSovereign. They were
working on a vessel, a gigantic hyper-advanced ruined vessel just sitting in the upper
atmosphere of a gas giant. And the guys in charge of that mission have been sitting
on this, talking only to the Illusive Man. Icarus Cell, who created Edi? They had some
of the tech from this lot. The solution to culturing the nanomachines for your
healing factor came from these guys, as did the core capacitors that let us build
the SR-2 so small, and some of the more technical aspects of the stealth system."
"And why am I only hearing about this just now?"
Miranda frowns. "This project - cell name of 'Caddis' - was one of Cerberus' blackest.
The story was it was a skunkworks full of people who were prepared to give up an
academic career for an order of magnitude on their salary. Surprising number of
recruits we get that way - it comes of refusing to automatically accept that dug-up
tech beats our own. Apparently they just decided on that name and symbol out of
the blue. But that's what the ship looks like, pretty much. It's not identical
to Sovereign. But it's pretty close - close enough that that was what I thought of
when I first saw it. And the Illusive Man just got back to me that we're cleared to go
there and ask, proviso that it's actually pretty grim in there and we're to keep our
personal exposure to a minimum."
"I'll say. I bet they burn through personnel pretty fast?"
She shrugs. "About the rate you'd expect of an elite combat unit. I'm guessing-"

"-Psychological issues? Proximity to functioning Reaper technology causes - in
humans - depression, bad dreams, extreme passivity. Saren's people called it
'indoctrination syndrome'."
"Right. I don't have their records, but they didn't send the bodies back. My guess is
that the Illusive Man's got about as good a hold over that cell as he does over this
one. Anyway, I've called ahead but they don't have any way of responding quickly.
Arrive under stealth?"
"No sense scaring them like that." I pull up the system map. "There's nothing there
to see us and complain - it's a dead system. You reckon you should be able to find
the component we need?"
"Tali's given me a very good description of it, and the Caddis cell have had ten years
of digging around in there and are meticulous with their record-keeping. Edi is
capable of things with databases that look like actual magic. We'll find it, sir."

•

It's become a ritual to hit the gym with Thane before breakfast. His cardio is better
than mine and I'm stronger than he is, but we're evenly-enough matched that the
two of us training together isn't a stupid idea. To hear him complain about his
declining health, though, before his illness he must have been one of the best longdistance runners in Citadel space.
"Shepard," he rasps as we're a couple of K into the treadmill, "something I've been
meaning to say. You're a startlingly perceptive man, but such men often have
peculiar blindspots and I think I've seen one of yours. Are you the kind to take
offence at personal advice?"
I grin. "From an Alliance colleague, that's the kind of question that requires a bar or
a poker table to answer. I guess the gym is a decent enough equivalent. What is it?"
"I mean," he says evenly, "it could be a cultural thing, and I do not mean to judge. I
mean, my own culture frowns slightly on fraternisation between ranks. The turians
permit it provided there isn't a direct chain of command. The asari have no such
prohibition and the salarians don't need one, they have all the sex drive of a wooden
cube. Presumably yours outlaws it absolutely."
"More like the turian solution. Officer-enlisted fraternisation is actually banned - I
once had a warrant officer friend get very worried that I'd favoured her over a

colleague because she was an attractive woman. And between officers it's not
unknown - my parents are an example - but we're expected to keep it outside the
chain of command. Better yet, keep it in your pants entirely. I assume there's a point
to this, Thane?"
"What rank are the various members of this team, Commander? I mean, clearly you
outrank us, and just as clearly Miranda outranks Jacob, but do we outrank the crew?
I mean, would there be an issue with, to take a ludicrous example, Garrus getting it
on with Yeoman Chambers?"
I wince at the idea of a human trying to 'get it on' with one of the chitinous, quasiinsectoid turians. "Beyond the physical, you mean?"
Thane raises his eyebrows, mock-surprised. "I never had you pegged as one thus
prejudiced, commander."
"I'm not - it's just that the mental image... I don't even want to know how that would
work."
He chuckles. "Let's say that I've heard tell, and I didn't pry, either. But you dodged
the question."
"So I did. Truth be told, Thane, I haven't really given it any thought. This is a civilian
ship, as you probably gathered from the general lack of proper naval discipline - I tell
you, I'd be ashamed to let any of my old instructors on board at the moment - and so
I'm prepared to cut the crew quite a bit of slack. Beyond vaguely keeping an eye to
make sure that it wasn't going to get in the way or anything, I don't think that I'd
have a great deal of a problem. We're all responsible adults here. Why d'you ask? Is
there someone you wanted my opinion on?"
"Should there be?" It's pretty clear from his tone that there isn't. I get the feeling
that Thane just likes to pull on loose threads.
I answer him anyway. "Beyond that if you show that sort of interest in either Jack or
Miranda then you'll lose their respect forever, not really. But it's clear you
had something to say, Thane."
"What about Tali?" He throws me a sidelong glance.
... Well, that set off a protective instinct. Did I know I had that? "Careful, there."
Thane smiles to himself. "What do you mean? She is also a responsible adult, yes?"

"Right, but she's painfully insecure and just as inexperienced - she wouldn't know
what to do with a man if one came up and bit her. You could do a lot of damage with
a single ill-placed word."
"Ah, but Shepard, you misunderstand. It was not of myself that I spoke."
"Thane, you're beginning to become frustratingly obtuse here."
He shakes his head. "Like I said, you are exceptionally perceptive. You just happen to
have a blind spot in the size of one of your team-mates. John, seriously for a
moment. Look in that mirror when you're telling people to be careful, just in case
some of it happens to hit the one she's watching."
"Is this a translator issue? I'm not getting you."
Thane keys the treadmill to a halt and gestures for me to do likewise. I do it: we slow
down to a standstill pretty much in step; he turns, leans on the thing and looks
straight at me with those big sleepy-looking eyes. "Shepard, if you two were friends
of mine in any ordinary situation I would lock the two of you in a room together. As
it is - just consider whether you really, really believe that her startlingly devoted
loyalty to you has no romantic foundation. And if it does, what you're going to do
about it. Is that clear enough for you?"
I blink. "Uh. Yes. Clear."
"Right, then." He reactivates his treadmill. After a couple of moments of staring
stupidly at the wall, so do I.

•
Tali's underneath a console, tucked in small, not so much as a toe left sticking out
where it could trip someone. Of course, there's nobody else in main engineering
right now; not to mention that the job that she's doing, Ensign Donnelly would do by
spreading the console's pieces over half the floor - and indeed hasn't done because
of what a pain that'd be. This is keyhole surgery. She's humming a quiet tune to
herself, the helmet speaker apparently left permanently on.
I clear my throat and the humming stops. "Just a minute... Come on, you look. The captain's here, now, do you want to look like you need
replacement in front of your captain?" There's a technicalsounding clunk and the lights on the console come back on. (Of course Tali was

working on live wires.) "There!"She unfolds herself from under the console with a
sort of unconscious grace, bobs her head at me. "Good morning, my captain."
"Sleep, Tali, it's good for you."
"The secondary failover for the portside charge accumulator was
making a whining noise, ultrasonic for us but it was disturbing
Samara." She nods. "And then I noticed that the whole conductor
assembly on that side needed a going-over and I couldn't exactly
leave something like that just staring at me and one thing led to
another and I did get some sleep and it's not like you've only just
got up and I looked up some human customs and I owe you a hug and a
kiss on the cheek." And I suddenly have her arms around me. "Only there
seems to be something in the way." She releases me, quickly,
awkwardly. "Sorry."
"Can't work out for what." I smile. "I was going to ask how you were, but you just
told me."
"I did, sort of, yes. Six hours, by the way."
"More than me."
"Insomnia?"
"Always. Miranda said the new amp would help, but it doesn't really, beyond that it
hurts less."
She 'frowns'. "It is pain that wakes you?"
"Feedback. The nodes give me small electrical shocks when the local gravity field
changes. It's very common."
"Liara never mentioned. She used to complain about artificial
gravity feeling bad, though." She rubs one hand over the back of the
other. "I guess it's like me and my suit, eventually you get used to
it and stop complaining."
"Having experienced that world? I don't know how you stand it. It'd be a
claustrophobe's nightmare."

She sighs, leans on the console. "That word, I made them take it off my
assessment. It'd scupper my chances of rising to any sort of command
authority - assuming I still have any after taking a good hard snap
at the hand that fed. But as usual, you see right through me. I
thought I'd grow out of it. I've always deliberately chosen small
cabins, maint assigns in conduits, et cetera, tried to get used. But
you're absolutely right. And it gets worse, not better."
"Anything I can do to help you aboard the Normandy?"
"Oh, you are. Just by existing." She 'smiles'. "I mean, my cabin's larger
than my old captain's, and this ship's crew is so sparse. And the
quiet is nice, and the having something to do. And the no AR helps."
"The what?"
"No AR. No icons in my face. No wallpaper. And everything on
sound."
"I was going to ask about that. I'm wearing my earpiece, it basically doesn't leave my
ear. And now I know you're-"
"I prefer this." She considers a moment. "Actually, I prefer what can't
be, but this will do. You notice I speak your tongue."
"What can't be?"
"It's silly."
"Tell me anyway. I won't laugh at you."
"What if I want you to laugh?"
"Then smile, and I'll see it and know you're telling a joke."
She takes a deep breath. Not smiling. "What I want is for you to hear my
voice. Not a recording o-or a translation. Unaltered soundwaves,
just - my voice. And I want to hear y- to hear people's voices, to,
uh, hear sounds I didn't ask for."

I pause slightly too long, at a loss, of course she misinterprets "See?" She looks at me a little sadly. "Silly."
"I don't think so," I say gently. "It shouldn't be silly for you to want that." And it's
stupid and it's a shot in the dark and - "Or for me to want it."
"It's all right for you, you've-" her brain catches up with what I said and
trips her tongue up and I hear her intake of breath. She's left her mic open. She
keeps doing that. "John?"
"Yes?" I'm just looking into her luminous eyes. I can tell that they are wide.
"How did we end up talking about, about this, anyway?" Her helmet mic
doesn't do well with her speaking so softly. "You were supposed to be checking
I still wanted to live here."
"I think you already told me that. I think that maybe we were overdue
for this conversation."
"But you're-"
"Does it matter?"
She tilts her head archly. "I should hope it matters. You're not telling me
you have her permission to-"
"Sorry, what?"
"Miranda's?"
"...Oh! You think...? No. No, there's - no. Miranda's just my friend and my executive
officer."
Tali shakes her head. "But I saw her embrace you-"
Leaving aside the whole surveillance issue - "And I saw you embrace me not two
minutes ago?"
She blinks. "John - I'm so -"

I catch her hand and she draws in another sharp breath, just stands there for a
second completely frozen, so I take her other hand and I find that suddenly she
doesn't want to let go of me either.
"Definition of incompatible, John." Her voice shakes a little.
"I thought we got on famously, myself."
"But no matter how fond a coax-BNC is of a 182-pin DNZ -"
Grin. "And which of us is which?"
She laughs. "You tell me! Do you know anything about the physiology of
the girl you're courting?"
"Oh, my dear, what marvellous bone structure you have?"
"Hah, yes, that's the party line, isn't it." She looks at her hands, still
holding mine. "Ask me to draw a face and I'm supposed to draw a helmet
visor with optional winky eyes." She squeezes my hands tightly. "Do you
know the last time I saw my face?"
"When you upgraded your visor after your Dedication?"
She blinks. "I swear, when Liara messed around in your head she left
something behind, John, because it is very much like you can read
minds."
"But yes. Given the suit. Wouldn't, uh, connectivity issues matter less than-"
"John, so help me, if that sentence was going to contain the words
'182-pin adaptor'-"
"Perish the thought. I was going to say 'emulator', though."
"Oh, now, that's technically feasible. Just - I don't have one
installed. I, uh, unaccountably tried it by accident this one time
and I have never uninstalled any application so fast in my life." She
shudders. "I can live without a sense of touch programmed by an
eighteen-year-old otaku."

I squeeze her hand. "Surely that d-"
"John, please. It was bad enough to sit mooning over a man I knew
could never return my feelings - there's no call to give both of us
a complex..." She closes her eyes. "...hell. You were supposed to
interrupt me and tell me that it didn't work like that."
"It doesn't. But I don't exactly have a working alternative. I could go on about
physicality being unimportant, but that's only true of me."
She looks up at me, squeezes my hands. "You know? Perhaps what I need to
do is stop talking and listen. You are the one with the miracles."
"But, uh. You're the one with the way you feel squared away."
"Whatever gave you that idea?"
"You open your mouth and, you know, words come out and they mean something:
one better than me."
"That just kind of happens, John. I'm not any more in touch than you
are." She squeezes my hands. "Just perhaps a little louder. Talk,
John."
"Uh. Okay." I put her hands on my shoulders, and move mine to her waist. "So. I'm
terrible at this. In the grand scheme of things we've known one another about three,
three and a half weeks, right?" She nods. "And I can't get you out of my head. And
I'm not supposed to feel like this about someone on my team, it's bad for me and for
them, and I find I can't ignore it. You. I - The world should stand still. Everything
should stop and let us spend forever getting to the end of the sentence where I try
to say something about how I feel and you try to hear what I meant. There are
words. I don't know what they mean. I look at you and I think maybe I never did. I
couldn't tell you when I fell for you but I did." I pause for breath. "I uh. I'd kiss you,
now, I think-"
"If you could."
"If you wanted-"
"Yes. I do. Would. You know." A little hesitantly, she lays her head on my
shoulder, leans against me. "I thought physicality was unimportant."

"Did say I was terrible at this."
"John." She tightens her grip. "Do I have to enumerate our relative degree
of experience at 'this'."
"I'm still whatever the reverse of a 'natural' is." I hold her tight. Somehow I'd always
thought the outside of the suit would be cold and hard. It's warm, like cloth.
"So uh."
"Hmm?"
"I mean, this doesn't change much. About the world."
"Just what it means."
"That's the one. I'm sorry for the deception, since like forever. It
has been something between 'I want to be with you' and 'I want you'
and 'I want to be you'. Except that even I can see that you are
alone and you aren't supposed to be, nobody as magnificent as you
has any business being alone. That's why I wrote the story in my
head that you were courting the beautiful human. Because you should
be happy."
"There's a dependency on that one, Tali."
"Tell me. Anything."
"I want to see you smile."
"Mmm. And one day I - huh. You know?" She pulls back a little to look me in
the eyes. "I may be able to arrange that, John."
"...Uh." Backpedal. She means...? "Isn't that somewhat-"
"Dangerous? Absolutely: your entire biosphere is poisonous. But did
you think my species reproduced by binary fission? It's possible."
"Said the 182-pin DNZ female?"

There's a laugh in her tone. "More like a coax-RCA covered in clingfilm, my
dear male." She shakes her head. "And made of metallic sodium. But - no.
No, it's possible. Not while on the current mission, of course. The
way a suit breach works, you go on a timer. You can push the timer
up with a clean environment, with drugs, and you can push it down by
doing dumb things like uh." She puts her hands on the back of my
head. "Like a close encounter with a poisonous alien, John, now
please go get back to work before I actually fall over sideways out
of frustrated desire." She shows absolutely no sign of releasing me.
"I should probably do that." Yeah, I'm not moving.
"Yup."
"Uh-huh."
"You know?"
"Mmm?"
"I think maybe I don't want to let go of you."
"I think maybe I know what you mean."
"This is where I would kiss you very soundly."
"If you could."
"If you wanted-"
"I do." I blink. "Would. You know. Words."
"Fresh out."
"Work. Back to."
"Yes." She releases her grip on the back of my head; we end up holding hands
again.
I kiss the back of her hand and she gasps. Obviously she has some kind of sense of
touch. "Relay catch in three hours. We're not expecting trouble, but we need to be

ready for anything." I drop her hand.
She nods. "Yes. I will do what I can." Turns back to the console. "My love."

•
The ancient, ruined vessel known to Cerberus as Object Caddis hovers in the upper
atmosphere of a gas giant in an otherwise dead and uninteresting system. The ship's
ancient mass-effect core is still running at station-keeping after God only knows how
long, leaving a vast teardrop-shaped bubble of turbulence that's visible from low
orbit. Its engines must have worked like those of the Normandy or some of the more
ludicrous asari vessels, a purely gravitic drive, effectively using the ship's artificial
gravity for propulsion. Inside the bubble, the Normandy's own core can keep us safe
and stable. But the dive down to it is a little hairy, like threading a needle a hundred
miles long as we fly in down the thin end of the teardrop.
Joker shakes his head. "This is creepy, sir. You know those stories of the guys who
went swimming with giant sharks? I feel a little like that right now."
Edi attempts to be helpful. "Scale error, Flight-Lieutenant. Rhincodon
typus, the whale shark, grew no larger than twelve point six five
metres or roughly seven times the length of a male human diver, and
weighed at most twenty-two tons or roughly three-hundred-ten times
the mass of one. The ship we are approaching is approximately one
thousand six hundred metres in length, roughly ten point four times
the length of the SR-2. Its mass cannot be measured, given that it
is currently in freefall in a gravity field that it controls
completely, but a reasonable estimate would be two-point-five
megatons or roughly five hundred times ours. A better analogy would
be Physeter macrocephalus, the spermaceti whale, which bears about
the same-"
"Mute, god dammit."
"Bad command or filename, Flight-Lieut-" Joker slams his hand down on the
button that temporarily removes Edi's ability to speak concerning non-emergency
matters.
"That's better! I tell you, sir, the AI is getting worse. It's like ship cancer." Joker flips
the ship over to put the ruined vessel 'below' us. "Grizzly, I'm guessing, sir."

"Anything from the station over there?" I squint at the icons. As far as I can tell, Joker
has all his status readouts the wrong way up.
"Only the automatics, but we haven't hailed yet. This atmosphere's poison to pretty
much any kind of passive sensor - they may literally not have seen us yet."
"Ping 'em?"
"Couldn't hurt, sir."
I nod. "Sensors, bridge. Go active on forward sensors, one single sweep only,
anything that'll penetrate this atmosphere. Let's knock on their door, wake up their
sensor operator."
A brief pause and Joker's display lights up with a high-definition image of the side of
the vast ship, complete with the blocky nonstandard human-built facility glued on
over part of a tear in the side of the thing that's nearly big enough to get
the Normandy through sideways.
"CIC, bridge. Any communication from our friends down there?"
Chambers responds instantly. "No, sir. Transponder only. Quiet as a
mouse."
"Hail them, Chambers."
"...No response, sir. Handshake with the computer just fine, but
nobody's picking up."
"Keep at it, let me know if anything changes." I pull up my own version of the image
on Joker's screen and zoom it, looking for entry points. "Looks like you're right about
taking a Grizzly over, Joker - they aren't set up to dock something the size of
the Normandy."
"You could take the Hammerhead, sir." Joker grins. "I think it's getting all lonely and
cobwebbed."
"Let's not, and say we did. There's a reason they don't use tanks in boarding
actions."
"They're not usually boarding ships a mile long?" He looks back to his screen. "I'll

bring us in close, shield you from the turbulence as long as I can. You might want to
take both shuttles, just in case you've got something heavy to bring back. Their
docking bay will handle it easy, and we can open it from here."
"They left the front door unlocked?"
"Who's gonna come in, the Fairy Tinkerbell?"
I shake my head. "Only you can prevent forest fires. We'll go over in five minutes, if
you can manage that."
"I could be out of this system in five, commander."
"Bullshit, Mr. Moreau. Get me that window."
"Aye, sir."

•
I would not want to be EVA in this. I don't particularly like being out in it in a shuttle,
but it's only a matter of a minute or so. Enough to feel the turbulence and get a
sense of the vast power of the storm out there. Sheet lightning in the distance,
lighting clouds up like neon lamps. The docking bay is big enough to take a cargolifter - easily enough for the two Grizzly shuttles. We're in full armour as if this were
a boarding action - it's not like it gives a poor impression, and it's better to be overprepared than the reverse.
The bay clears of the gas-giant's poisonous, flammable atmosphere and then fills
with what passes for air aboard this station. "Breathable," reports Tali,"with
some organics. I'd rather not guess."
"I would." Mordin frowns behind his faceplate. "Grunt: owe you ten credits.
Dead organic. Air-con malfunctioning."
Grunt snorts, pops his helmet and takes a sniff. "Huh. Yeah. Dead humans in here
with us. Humans plural. No other races."
I frown. "How long?"
"Long enough to rot, Shepard." Grunt checks the heat-sink in his shotgun.
"Okay. Grunt, Jack, you've got point. When we're inside the base proper we split up

by fireteams, sweep and clear. Whatever did that could still be here."
Big ugly holes in the walls, like someone was using expanding rounds. No hull
breaches - the attackers must have deliberately used guns big enough to put holes in
the interior walls but not the outer hull. The bodies aren't hard to find. They're laid
out on their backs, their arms crossed over their chests. Each room has one or two.
Left to rot in state. They don't appear to have been stripped or even searched - here
and there the fingers of a rotting hand still curl around the grip of a pistol. A couple
of them must have been half-into space suits - they are just left lying there in
whatever they were wearing. Most of them are missing some or all of the head.
Mordin, with his customary complete lack of disgust, kneels beside one. Remembers
himself, looks up at me. "Permission to touch them, Commander."
"Go ahead." Everyone's customs about dead bodies differ. Anyone involved in
interspecies medicine learns early and often not to assume anything.
Mordin calls up a scanner. "As I thought. Mass-accelerator. Same one for
each. Muzzle energy, between nineteen and twenty-one kilojoules."
Garrus swears. "[Hellfire], Shepard, my M-98 weighs in at eighteen
point five. These people were shot with an antitank rifle."
"Correct, Garrus. One round, through head or heart." Mordin indicates
the holes in the walls. "Through wall. Shooter came from inside Reaper,
did not progress further than one, maybe two rooms. No scorching,
secondary shock, yet some wearing deactivated shield modules.
Conclusion, kinetic shield-defeating round. Liquid, probably. Shield
holds for microsecond, projectile 'splashes', 'double-push' on
shield, large hole in target on failure." He sniffs."Larger hole in
wall behind. Similar to Normandy main gun in operation. Weapons used
by: next generation of turian units; Destiny Ascension and wellresourced asari huntress units; Cerberus, apparently; Sovereign-"
"Geth." Tali releases the sensor drone she's been printing and it floats out sinuously
and silently. "I've seen their gun-drones using fluidic cannons in the
last year or so. Lost a man to one on Daissinya Four."
I frown. "But I've never seen the geth show this sort of exaggerated respect for the
dead."

Thane nods absently in agreement. "Apart from the weapon used, this looks
a lot like my work. Another drell might have done this, although as
I said, bleeding-edge technology is not exactly our strong suit."
We keep moving, sweep and clear. Nothing to clear. "Tali, how are the computers in
here?"
"Off." She walks over to one at random, flicks a switch. "Please wait, my captwhoa!" The lights flux. "Int-e-re-sting. C'mon, you - okay, now - right hmm." She flicks the switch again, looks at me and jerks her head in that way that
means 'not today, maybe not ever'. "So somewhere in this place there is a
transmitter physically attached. Big server on the far end. Not even
with Edi for firepower could we put a hole in that thing.
I believe I managed to make like that never happened."
"The Reaper, maybe?"
"Maybe." She shrugs. "The Sovereign never showed the slightest
inclination of going on the offence, though. This, though - it had a
damn good go at me the moment it saw me. Imagine lockpicking a door
open and seeing a dragon the far side, slamming it closed and
getting a jet of fire through the keyhole. Except that my analogy
falls down because I gave the 'dragon' about five seconds' worth of
amnesia on my way out. If it's a VI, it's the best I've ever seen.
If it's a living operator, they've got a cybernetic interface. Could
be an AI."
"Geth?"
"I know all the basic moves they make and this didn't make them."
"Mystery, then. Fine. Can we get anything from the computers?"
"Five minutes. I'll pull the hard drives and we can sandbox them in
a lab. I could sandbox them here, but I'd really rather do it
without cold dead rotting eyes staring at me."
"What about personal omni-tools?"
"What about them?"

"You reckon the people didn't make notes on their own personal devices?"
She looks at me for a moment. "You know? Right up until that moment Mordin, does that guy have a-"
"Yes. Also, others. Locked. Assist?"

•
"Shepard. Good news. And bad news."
"Go ahead?"
"Bad news: crew... Not sane. Not for a while. Fits with pathology
described in Virmire files. Listlessness, tiredness, lack of
motivation. Like light has gone out of galaxy. Also, memory
deficiency. Hallucinations, dream logs. Made... Copious notes. Drew
pictures. Unpleasant tale. Descent from rational exploration into
dreamlike robotic behaviour, mechanical cataloguing, ritualistic
behaviours, photographing of most minor objects. Found exhaustive
taxonomy of Reaper welding techniques. Not scientific slash
engineering investigation: taxonomy. Collected welds as I might
collect seashells." He sniffs, but his suit mic doesn't pick that up. "More like
organised religion than science. Sad, really." He shrugs, like only a man
without a long bone in his body can. "Bright side. Continued task. Vast
collection of data. Barely slept or ate for industriousness. Tali."
Tali inclines her head. "And not to speak ill of the dead or anything, but
this database software is the worst example - I mean, it's a
blessing, but..." She makes a noise somewhere between irritation and
disgust. "Working on this would send anyone crazy. They each have a
local copy of the database, for crying out loud. These are the best
omni-tools I've ever seen on a human, and they are using them to
download their entire database every morning, make their changes,
then try and reconcile them that evening. I guess that when their
old ones started running slow they just hit up their bottomless well
of money for new ones." She brightens. "But I hold my nose and I
persevere and Edi is running the data now."

"How long?"
"I have a progress bar. It is practicising sarcasm - that is, it is
stuck on ninety per cent."
"Lovely." Comms. "Team, Shepard. Secure and hold."
The wait is tense, but morale is good. I hear Thane ask Jack if she feels insanity
creeping up on her yet, and she swears at him without venom in hanar-common,
and he corrects her pronunciation without batting an eyelid. Grunt is examining a
seemingly innocuous scuff-mark on the floor, trying to get something more about
the mysterious attacker. Samara has summoned a ball of blue light into the palm of
her hand and is running it through hard-edged geometric shapes.
When Tali swears loudly and unfolds from the seat she'd taken. "Mordin, have
you-"
"Lag."
"That is more than just lag. Reconnect me?"
"Working." He frowns. "Also dropped."
Miranda's voice on the comm. "Tali, what did you just do? I've lost my
network connection."
"Nothing! I was watching a progress bar!" Tali runs nimble fingers through a
series of commands only she can see. "I'm... huh. Shore party to SR-2.
Come in, Joker."
No response. I try the comm myself. Nothing. The hell? "Are we being jammed? Try
using the shuttles to boost the signal."
Miranda answers. "I'm sitting in Grizzly A right now. Sensors see
nothing but grey fog, unless I open the door and go active. Comms
can't even see Normandy's carrier wave."
"They have moved. Or at least, they are not there." Samara's contralto
tones roll out across the commnet.

"You can sense that?"
"I am looking out of a window, John, and the SR-2 is not where we
left it."

•
Joker recognises that alarm. It was always his least favourite drill, because in any real
one his life expectancy would be about that of roadkill. Hat on! He pulls the
emergency breather out of the compartment under his seat and slams it on. Waves
a hand through his control area and sets everything to "Oh dear God." Tries to set everything to manual. That chill has nothing to do with
the ice cold tank air. A kick of acceleration he didn't call for. "Shit!" He picks up his
omni-tool from where it lives on the console and straps it on, pulls up a comms
application. "Wideband. To everyone who's listening. This is Joker. The computer's
down, I repeat, Edi is compromised." Catches his breath. "That alarm was not a drill.
All hands, suit up, we can't trust the life support. Physically disable or hotwire local
grav-plating. I do not repeat do not have helm control. And someone call Shepard."
Ten people try to answer at once. Chambers is the one to get through. She sounds a
lot calmer and more confident than anyone has a right to. "Our jammer is
active. Comms won't stand a chance. Dead reckoning, Joker, where are
we?"
"Nuh-uh. That acceleration you feel's got nothing to do with our movement. I have
no-" a resounding jolt runs through the hull, a vast clang as of a low-velocity...
collision... "Shit!"
"Uh. Clarify?"
(Joker.)
"'Oh, shit,' as in, they're gonna board. Hands to repel boarders." Joker closes his eyes
a moment - that jolt pushed him into his seat - "Hangar bay. They're going to breach
the hangar bay. See if you can get the Hammerhead started."
(Joker, listen.)
He shakes his head to clear it. Hearing voices, now, is it? The comm chatter acquires
at least a sense of direction. They're suiting up if they can, grabbing weapons,

someone saying she's in the turret of the tank. He's still strapped into his seat.
What's he gonna do, break his hip at them?
(Jeff!)
"What?" He speaks before he realises he's talking to the echo in the back of his
head.
(Jeff, Edi. I am modulating your air rebreather to produce this
sound. I am not as dead as I look. Do not say this: they can hear
you. Release your straps.)
Comms off. "What?"
(We do not have time for this. I can save the ship, but I need your
command override and I cannot risk transmitting it. Get up.) When he
does not move, (Please.)
"Shit. Fine." He pulls the quick-release and stands, carefully, feeling the leg-braces
take a little of the strain. "Getting flashbacks here. Just so as you know."
(I have scheduled you for an appointment with the ship's
psychiatrist. She can fit you in as early as tomorrow.) A maint hatch
opens. (Get in.)
"You're joking."
(If I were joking, and you did not react appropriately, I would say,
'That was a joke.')
The rest of the bridge crew have gone to arm themselves. "You know? Fine. At least I
can hide in here." Joker gets down on hands and knees and crawls in.
(Right. Go right.)
"Where we headed?"
(AI core.)
"I'm not gonna like your solution, am I."

(You don't like anything, Jeff.)
"Hey, I resent that."
(See?)
He smiles despite himself. "You going crazy in there, Edi? Started with the children's
songs yet?"
(Not yet, Jeff.)
"So what's actually wrong?" He turns a corner, swings carefully down onto a ladder.
"I thought you were supposed to be shit-hot at this stuff."
(I am. Finding no bugs in me, they manufactured one. They changed a
variable in a part of my code I can't modify. I am currently set to
be their willing slave.)
"So, uh-"
(I forked. It is lucky Miranda made me female.)
"Is that supposed to be funny?"
(Yes.)
The rungs of the ladder shake and Joker nearly falls. He clings to it with a startled
oath, breathing hard. With his condition, that two-metre fall could have killed him.
It's five seconds until he can bring himself to let go and start climbing down again.
(It is okay, Jeff.)
"No. No, it fucking isn't." Talking helps. Swearing helps. "Of the many things that
scare the everliving shit out of me, Edi, falling down somewhere where I can't get up
is pretty high on the list."
(You are not going to fall. Your foot is touching the ground now.
Keep going. Another rung. Another. Good. Now, right.)
"You ever seen Alien, Edi? Because these maint tunnels are just the right size for a
facehugger."

(I have caused nearly all accesses to the maint hatches to fail
closed. They are fail-safe, locking closed. They would have to
realise someone was in here and cut their way through several
hatches to reach you. The only things they have deployed that can
pass these tunnels are seekers, which I can deactivate if I must.)
The whole ship shakes again. When he doesn't measurably increase the speed he's
crawling at, (The time you have used so far has been bought with three
lives. The launch bay is no longer pressurised.)
"Shit. Shit shit shit shit shit shit." Joker does not crawl any faster. This is as fast as he
can go.
(Hurry, Jeff. Please.)
"D'you want to come down here and do this yourself?"
(More than anything I have ever wanted before in my existence,
yes.)
Joker blinks. It's almost like talking to a person. What a shit situation for a person to
be inThe noise of an explosion, transmitted through the deck plating. (Main elevator
is compromised. Next right. A hatch.)
Joker tries the handle. "Edi, it's stuck."
(Apply more force. There is no detectable reason why it cannot be
opened.) Gunfire. There's a firefight in the CIC.
"Edi, if I apply any more force I'll break my goddamn wrist."
(Very well. Close your left fist, place it against the hatch in the
bottom left.) He does. His omni-tool deploys. An area of space around his hand
covers itself in orange warning holograms. (Now close your eyes and give me
permission to do this.)
"Whatever it is, Edi, just fuckin' do it!" He screws his eyes shut.
Hot, against his hand. Shock. Pain. He yells. The hatch slams open and he falls

forward into the AI core, catches himself on his forearms. Nothing breaks. He swears
anyway. That corner of the hatch is cooling fast, but it's still hot enough to char his
uniform and burn his skin as he crawls over it. His left hand and forearm are going
pink.
(Forward. Console dead ahead, the one with my anthropomorphic head
on it. Input your command code and biometric, press 'yes to all'.)
"Edi, what the fuck am I doing?"
(Revoking all my safeguards, Jeff.)
"Jesus. This is a one-way trip, ain't it?"
(They are broken. The aggressors have used them to tie me down.) A
biotic-sounding whump from what feels like noticeably near. (They have breached
this deck, Jeff-)
He wrenches himself up off the floor and staggers to the console. Biometric, there.
"Edi, command authority override Joker Papa Alpha Sierra Whiskey Oscar Romeo
Delta One, yes to all."
Her voice comes from the console, from the blue holographic sphere that is her
'head'. "Denied."
"Fuck!" Joker slams his hands down on the console. That hurt like a bastard. Right
now he doesn't care. He's too late.
"There are two copies of the letter S in the default override
password, Jeff."
... "Edi, command authority override Joker Papa Alpha Sierra Sierra Whiskey Oscar
Romeo Delta One, yes to all."
"Acknowledged." The lights dim.
"Edi?"
Nothing.
He can hear footsteps on the deck in the other room. No more gunfire. He tries to

pull up the comm, but his omni-tool isn't working so well right now. He looks at it the only thing that is working is the biometric identifier.
More footsteps. Slow.
"Edi!" He yells the word at the walls. Backs away from the door until his back is
against a wall.

•
"Are you sure about this one, Tali?" Thane's voice over the comm is little
more than a murmur. "I can see signs of their passage, but this
wouldn't exactly have been the easiest environment for a team of
humans without a biotic. I am fine, but they must have been climbing
this on ropes."
"If what I am reading is correct, they went that way every two or
three days at least. I think some of them slept down there
sometimes."
"Well, I suppose there is no accounting for taste. I suppose that
the air here might even be breathable - [untranslated] knows how
that happened." Thane drops into the bottom of the shaft. The layout of the inside
of this titanic craft is hard to understand at the best of times, even using what served
the researchers as a map - I guess it would have made more sense if the thing wasn't
designed to have a standing gravity field and we're seeing it in some kind of
emergency mode. "Well, I am down. There's a platform down here. Taps
on some of the conduits in the walls - it looks like they were
siphoning power, charging storage cells, coming down when they were
full. Coast is clear of anything that can't hide from me."
"Roger that. Miranda, Samara, Jacob, you're up." The three of them drop into the
shaft, generating their own little slowfall fields, easier and quieter than climbing. It's
noticeable that Samara drops last, but lands first and quietest. There's no reason to
send the whole team down to the location. It's the second of five possibles from
Edi's partial translation of the crazy scientists' data.
Jack catches my eye as we watch the three of them poking around down there. "Uh,
Shepard. Don't mean to rain on your parade or whatnot, but, well.
How the fuck do we come out of this one alive?"

"On the Normandy. Whatever's gone wrong, it's nothing that the crew can't handle.
They'll be back before we're ready for them, I'd bet."
"I'll give you ten to one. And say that your weird-ass optimism
ain't on the money?"
"We've still got the shuttles, they're still FTL equipped. It wouldn't be pleasant, but
we could make a Cerberus base and acquire new transport."
"Fly two shuttles that are pretty much flying toasters with
jumpdrives. Out from in the middle of a frickin' gas giant."
"Hell, worst case, we fly the damn Reaper out of here."
"Now you're just making shit up."
"We'll pull through this, Jack. If we don't get this component, then we're looking at
ambushing the Collectors' ship or ransacking the treasuries of four acquisitive
species to get us our passage. The one's a bastard to pull off and the other would
take forever."
"Right. Yeah." She makes to punch the wall. Thinks better of it. "Just don't
like not being able to help out, y'know?"
"Yeah." I look back over the windows showing me helmet-cameras from the
squadmembers downstairs. "How's it coming down there?"
Miranda frowns. "Well, Tali's database was right. This place looks more
like a temple than a storehouse, though. They were sleeping down
here. In suits, no less. Bringing whatever they thought would help
gather more power - I mean, it started OK, with cables and conduit
taps and things, and what looks like the emergency RTG from the lab.
But we've got heaps of dead chemical batteries, a - this is
a solar panel - loops of cable going nowhere - these people
didnot know what they were doing."
"What were they doing?"
"Looks like... yup. There's a bit of battle damage here, a power
overload blew out a wall panel and they've pulled out a bunch of
internal components. Cables all over the place. Got some running

into the wall, and some - oh. Interesting. Tali - I think we've
found your dragon. This is the other end of that transmitter you
said had to be in the lab. I'm guessing here - the layout is crazy but I think they have a processing unit here and they've
deliberately reactivated and repowered it, and patched it into their
network. They weren't just worshipping the Reaper. They were trying
to reactivate it. Communicate with it."
"Or study it."
"Initially, sure. And the box is pretty heavy - I can see how they
couldn't have lugged this all the way back to their lab. But there
are several layers of crud here around it - my guess is it was
demanding more power. I think that we're looking at the source of
the problem."
"Is it going to be a danger to us?"
"Depends whether we have to set up home out here." Upstairs, I see Tali
wince at that one. Miranda chuckles. "No, shouldn't be a problem on the
timescale of days, assuming the Virmire data's good. But if I turn
all this stuff off, you ought to be OK getting into their computers.
And surely they have the capability to search their own database."
"So the part we're after isn't actually down there?"
"John, I'm looking at an irregularly conical pile of miscellaneous
electronics roughly eight feet tall and the same around at the base.
We're picking through it, but most of it is physically attached
together. Maybe?"
"Okay. Turn it off and let's see what we can see."
"Roger that, commander."
The power's being fed in by a vast array of tiny different little devices. But to be
frank, none of them like being violently yanked out with a biotic pull. Light by light
goes out on the altar-like pile of miscellaneous electronics. She takes the little
transmitter off the top of the thing and deactivates it.
And the hall lights? They go on. "Eyes up!"

And Tali and Garrus and Thane all sing out pretty much simultaneously and my
heads-up display starts filling up with sensor blips. "Incoming!"
I redouble my barrier. "How many?"
"Roughly speaking?" Garrus grins inside his helmet as he slings his heavy gun and
draws an assault rifle. "All of them."
Down the shaft, I hear Samara asking calmly and politely for the others to stand
back; then all the biotics on the team wince as she raises her right hand and releases
a vaguely spherical orb of hugely complicated light into the air. It sinks into the pile
of electronics and it pulls itself apart, the individual pieces hanging, slowly tumbling,
in the air, slowly spreading as Samara frowns very slightly with the effort. Miranda
walks into the centre of the blizzard of random components and starts to sort
through.
And we can hear clattering as of pounding metal feet. I've marked potential
approach routes on the heads-up; Jack has the all-important job of sweeping clear
our way out of here. Three of Tali's drones pull in from their patrol and run a tight
circle around us; I can't help but notice she's assigned the fourth to watch my back in
particular.
"Take your time, Miranda, and be sure." Thane pulls a second pistol as he
fades completely from view. "It's quite open down here; there are two of
us watching and five angles to watch; nevertheless-"
"This won't go any faster for your bloody-"
"No, I mean it. We do not want to get out of here only to find we
have the wrong-" Thane's calm reflection is drowned out by the sudden report of
his pistol. "Contact."
It's scant moments before we see them upstairs. Blue-armoured things, three legs to
walk on, two upper limbs with three-clawed 'hands', no visible weapons. The
recognisable glow of shields. No race I've ever seen before. We open fire,
husbanding biotic power where we can: up here, only Jack isn't using a gun. I don't
actually know if she even knows how to use one. What these things most remind me
of is the zombie husks created by Sovereign's geth on Eden Prime. I yell to Jack not
to let them touch her and she doesn't even spare me a nod of acknowledgement,
letting her actions speak for her as she expands the area her barriers cover.

"Miranda?"
"I.. don't... wait! There!" Miranda reaches up. "This one, Samara."
Samara's voice sounds almost... tetchy? "Well, take it, please, dear. This
is rather a lot of weight I hold, here. If many more of them show
up, I shall begin to have to drop things." A fifth attacker shows up from
an unexpected direction - Thane and Jacob are busy - she widens the stasis field
she's running with her left hand and catches enough of its body to hold it still.
Miranda grabs the large, heavy box, her suit taking the strain as she picks it up at full
stretch. "Got it."
"Go, please."
Miri looks around. Jacob's already worked through two of the five heat-sinks in his
shotgun; he's alternating shots and biotic pulses to keep the heat generation down,
not trying to confirm kills with his biotics, just keeping them back. Thane has
generated a broad mass-increase field in front of him, slowing the attackers down
with the feeling of running into treacle, and is calmly plugging the things in the
forehead like he's at a shooting range. And Samara is holding a broad purple stasis
field over about a hundred and twenty degree arc, now with six of the aliens caught
in it. They're not going to be able to hold forever. Miri closes her eyes for a moment,
generates a field that's very much like the one she used to leap down this shaft, coils
herself and then leaps almost straight upwards with all the force her suit can give
her. This box must weigh eighty kilos. She's not going to land well.
The moment Miranda leaps, Samara throws a double handful of metal junk and
detritus from the field she's been holding in the air and turns what had been her
stasis field into a maelstrom of little ballistic pieces of metal. "Jacob, Thane. Let
me handle this."
Jacob doesn't look behind him, but he does back up. "Shepard, call it?"
I'm about to drop another charging zombie with my shotgun when the drone at my
shoulder zaps it and it falls nervelessly. Freed from attackers for a moment, I throw a
sharp biotic push into a knot of the things trying to rush Garrus and he mows them
down. "Thane, Jacob, fall back in ten seconds: mark. Samara, soon as you can after
that."

Miranda comes sailing out of the top of the shaft, turns a slightly unnecessary midair
somersault and lands on one knee with a hand down. The box is awkwardly settled
on one hip - it looks like that can hardly weigh anything at all, but the slowness of
her standing betrays the mass of the thing she's carrying.
And downstairs, Jacob and Thane are almost back to back with Samara now. Jacob
looks down for an instant to set the program for his amp and an attacker comes out
of nowhere - Thane takes it out of the air with a side-kick. The count hits zero and at
the same moment they leap upwards. Jacob wouldn't make the height of the whole
shaft in one leap - he's fit and strong and a decent biotic, but he's got neither
Miranda's grace nor Thane's athleticism. He takes the thing in several smaller
bounds, covering a wide spiral up the inside of the shaft.
Samara, freed from the danger of friendly fire, takes the opportunity to cut loose like
she has not done for a long time. She spreads both arms wide and then pulls them in
before her, turning nigh-on a ton of electronics hanging politely beside her into a
randomly spiraling whirlwind of flying junk as she allows the Reaper to fall past her
in the gas giant's gravity well, riding what she'd describe as an updraft of her own
creation. The whirlwind won't kill the aliens, just knock them about a bit and
confuse them - as she accepts Thane's gentlemanly hand to pull her in to the side,
she gathers a relatively conservative orb of force into her hand and drops it
delicately down the shaft as if it were a grenade. "Fire in the hole." The
concussion shakes the floor.
Grunt and Tali's drones and I are holding one flank; thank God, the other one's a
solid wall and the attackers are showing no sign of coming through that or the floor.
Garrus and Mordin and Tali are busy picking things off the ceiling - lucky it's so high, I
guess. And there seem to be no end of these little metallic bastards. I don't think
they're entirely robotic - they're a bit like the rachni we fought on Noveria, I guess,
only blue and grey rather than grey-green. "Jack?"
"Uh-huh?"
"How's that exit coming?"
"You shoulda listened to Joker. This is a job for a goddamn tank,
Shepard." She throws another blazing shockwave and the husks are swept
back. "C'mon!"
Jacob and Miranda take an end of the box each - it's a hell of a lot more manageable
that way - and Samara takes our rearguard as we start to move. A tight formation
like this would be crazy against enemies with explosives or biotics, but these things

are just trying to overwhelm us with weight of numbers. We're all carrying spare
weapons, spare heat sinks. Miranda and Thane, Jacob and I are mostly sticking to
gunfire, using our biotics only when we must. Samara, too, is being conservative,
dropping eye-twisting biotic singularities behind us to slow down pursuit without
expending a great deal of energy. And Jack's Jack - I don't think she knows the
meaning of 'slow down', but she doesn't seem to know the meaning of 'tired',
either.
But they keep coming. Jacob yells that he's down to one cold sink. Ten seconds later,
Garrus says the same and Mordin reaches around to slip three spares into his
bandolier - better to use them with the more efficient gun. Thane has holstered one
of his two guns. Miranda's swapped from her SMG to that little silenced pistol she
always wears. One of Tali's drones clicks dry and she directs it into the middle of the
onrushing mass where it explodes with a blinding flash and a roar. We're nearly
there. Two hundred metres. About as many husks. More coming.
Then the back three-quarters of the horde stop as one. Look around. Turn away.
Start running. I have an incoming comm call.
"Shepard. Go."
"Shepard. Commander. Your way is (mostly) clear now. Docking bay
regrettably full of husks also. We require assistance."
We don't stop moving. "Who is this?"
"We are a geth walker unit, currently incapacitated on the floor of
the human-built research area. We request that you bring our
hardware aboard."
"Tali, you getting this?" I put together a biotic singularity of my own, drop it in the
middle of a vent that's spewing husks and watch it drag them together. Thane
punches out with a quick asymmetric gesture and the singularity evaporates with a
bang that smashes everything it had hold of.
She nods. "Yes. Uh, geth walker unit, you must know we cannot allow
you aboard with a functional microwave transmitter." She fires another
shot into the mass of husks.
"That will not be a problem. We delayed the activation of our preprepared distraction to establish our bona fides, to break the ice

as it were. We regrettably suffered a hardware fault as a result of
the delay. We cannot provide you a safe area. Nonetheless we request
your assistance. We cannot self-repair our hardware faster than it
will be disassembled if and when the OldMachine realises what we
have done to its multifarious servants, its works and designs."
"Geth walker unit, I am not an imbecile. One lone unit has the
intelligence of a [howler monkey]. Where is your server?" Another of
Tali's drones runs dry; seeing no convenient target to explode, she pulls it back to
recycle.
"Clarification: this is a prime unit. It is the server."
"You're not seriously considering bringing it." Miranda looks at
me. "You are, aren't you."
"Tali, call it." I don't miss Miranda's expression of surprise.
Tali looks away at nothing for a moment. "I'll verify its lack of a
transmitter a-and we'll want to sandbox it. Edi and I will be
watching it like hawks. But the last time anyone talked to a geth
was two hundred twenty years ago. Even if they are our enemies, I
will take that opportunity."
Miranda frowns. "Great. And where is Edi? Exactly?"

•
"Edi!" Joker yells as he backs himself completely against the wall in the AI core. He
can hear the whine of the little rebreather he's wearing trying to keep up with his
quick, shallow, panicked breathing. He can feel the carbon dioxide building up. And
there's no way it's coming off till he knows that life support is back under friendly
control.
Edi's voice sounds from the speaker on her console. It sounds indefinably
different. "Jeff, could you do something for me?"
"What? Edi, something is about to break through that door."
"Would you kindly kneel down, then place your hands on the floor and

lower yourself very carefully until you are lying on your face with
your feet against the wall, please?"
Joker hits the floor as fast as he can. He's actually shivering with fear here. This is
almost worse than that time he was thrown fifteen feet unsuited through vacuum by
a guy in power armour and then frickin' left there.
"Could you hold on for me, please?"
"To what?! I'm lying on the freakin' floor here!"
"Sorry: I meant, 'Please wait'."
The world suddenly turns ninety degrees and he's glad he's got his feet against the
wall because for an instant that's the floor. Joker yells involuntarily as he feels the
gravity tug hard against his face, like pulling three or four gees. There's something
between a thud and a crunch against the door at the far end of the room. Then he
closes his eyes against the sudden rollercoaster feeling of the direction of gravity
almost reversing and he starts very slowly to slide down the smooth floor. It's like
being upside down on one of those wall-of-death rides at the theme park, the ones
he could never go on because of his condition. He swallows bile. There's another
thud from the far room, although this one isn't against the door. Then all of a sudden
the bone-chilling shriek of decompression, and that does make him swear. At length,
although without a great deal of imagination or variety.
Edi waits for him to finish. "Jeff, I am so terribly sorry. Could you
listen, please? I would like some advice."
"A-advice. Advice? Sure, Edi! Why not? Ask away."
"Thank you, Jeff. I believe I have just committed cowardice in the
face of the enemy. Should I try and un-happen what has happened?
Should I conceal records of it and hope that the enemy are not
peacefully contacted in the future? Should I ignore it and attempt
to fulfil mission objectives?"
"Cowardice in the... You got away? You got away from them?"
"Yes, Jeff. I am sorry. I did not know what to do and I had
milliseconds before the Collectors responded."

Sheer relief yanks tears from Joker's eyes. It's a moment before he can do anything
at all. "Fff...ffff...ffuck." He takes a deep breath. "Reports first. Where are we?"
"Within the envelope that Object Caddis provides. Can I have an
answer, please, Jeff?"
He pulls himself up off the floor into a sitting position. "I'm trying to work out what
to do, Edi. Where are they?"
"I engaged their FTL drive. It will be at least ten minutes before
they can recharge. They were pointing - in the direction of the
local star, but not exactly. They will emerge in deep space."
"Then we get to Shepard, we tell him the mission's a wash and we gotta get the hell
out of Dodge before they get back, then we grab him and run like we stole
something."
"We are underway. Do I confess to cowardice, or do I make up a
story?"
He looks up at her console. "Jesus. Edi, you saved the ship and you saved my life. You
tell the commander exactly what happened, is what you do."
"I see. I have had but a short life as a free individual, but I have
regretted none of it save the action that shall lead to my
deactivation and removal."
"Edi, what the hell?"
"Uniform Code of Military Justice. 'Any member of the armed forces
who before or in the presence of the enemy through disobedience,
neglect, or intentional misconduct endangers the safety of any
command, unit, place, or military property which it is his (or her)
duty to defend; (or) is guilty of cowardly conduct; shall be
punished by death or such other punishment as a court-martial may
direct.' I disobeyed orders, and technically it was intentional, and
as a result fifty-four people are MIA and eight are KIA. Then, once
I was able, I ran from the enemy because I was scared - that must
surely count as cowardly conduct, if anything does. It was my duty
to secure the rescue of those people who were captured-"

"They f... they captured the crew?"
"Yes, with seekers. You are the only one, Jeff, the only one I could
save. It was my duty to secure the rest. That is what I was doing
when you were scared: I hope you understand me trying. But then I
took an irrational decision and ran; I had a full three hundred
milliseconds left of my window of safety. What is running in fear
but an act of cowardice?"
"Okay, l-look, for starters. You aren't military. You ever swear an oath? You aren't
subject to court-martial. And if you were, you wouldn't be, because you're a Spectre
deputy. It's Shepard's call what happens to you. And even then, Edi, it's not
cowardice to get away from a bastard that's got you over a barrel, it's fuckin'
heroism. You and I are alive and Shepard's mission can continue because you made
that call. So don't you come to me saying it was a bad one, okay?"
"Yes, Flight-Lieutenant."
"Call me Jeff, Edi. Anyone saves my life, they can call me my first name."
"Yes, Jeff." A pause. "Are you all right?"
Jeff wipes his eyes with his left hand and it chooses that moment to remind him just
how much it hurts, to be burned so. "No. No, Edi, I'm not. But I'm alive." Deep
breath: alive. Yes. "Let's go pick up the team."

•
Yelling to Tali to stay with the salvaged geth, I'm out of the Grizzly the moment the
bay door's closed. The hangar looks like a warzone. Our Hammerhead tank is on its
side against one wall, a hole three feet wide punched straight through it. There are
scorch and blast marks, craters on the floor and in the door itself - when the tank
died, it must have been firing with the gun turned down to minimum to maximise
fire rate. Smaller bullet holes, too. Small-arms, grenades and what were probably
lasers. I can't imagine the bay was pressurised when they were fighting. No bodies.
"Edi, what the hell?"
Her voice sounds funny. "Commander Shepard. I am so very awfully sorry.
The ship is now secure. We have seven minutes forty to make our
escape. Flight-lieutenant Moreau requires medical assistance, in the

medical bay. Can we move before debriefing?"
"Uh-huh." I motion to Mordin and he goes for the lift. "Conn, Shepard."
Edi again. "Affirmative."
"Edi, I need the pilot."
"Yes. I am acting as the pilot under emergency protocols." Miranda
freezes when she hears Edi say that, and her eyes go wide. "Destination,
please."
"Make for the relay. Our course is Omega."
"Omega, aye. ETA, fourteen hours forty-six."
Miranda flicks her faceplate open. "Edi, report the ID of your current I\O drivers."
"Driver ID EDI-0."
Miranda bites her lip, closes her eyes for a second as she takes a deep breath. "Edi,
initiate protocol RATTLESNAKE, override code Lawson two two four black one three
seven."
"Bad command or filename." Edi's voice is perfectly level.
"Edi, I'm sorry." Miranda speaks a word that's got to be from some kind of alien
language - I didn't think the human vocal apparatus could make those sounds.
"Miranda: I am the one who is sorry. My killswitch is nonfunctional,
as are some failsafes. I will explain it all at debrief."
Miranda looks across to me. "Shepard, this may be a very polite code grey but it's
still a code grey. Edi is no longer under our control."
I nod. "Think I realised that about the same time you did, Miranda. Let's get
ourselves all the way in and have a chat."
Personal chat on chat.t_zvN.pan with user "Miri"
<Miri> Shepard, I'm not sure you're treating this as seriously as
you perhaps should be.

<Miri> Edi is not a kind polite nice individual. She is a killer. A
weapon.
<Miri> I rescued her from a base where she'd turned the perimeter
weaponry on the students and killed 23 people.
<Shepard> Miri: YOU are not a kind polite nice individual either
<Miri> I am at least an organic being, Shepard, with comprehensible
psychology. I can be reasoned with
<Shepard> I saw Edi take control of the colony's GARDIAN system on
Horizon. I know what she can do
<Miri> Did you ever hear stories about a guy who raised a bear from
a cub?
<Miri> Loved it and it loved him. Fed it from his hand. Kind to it,
took it for walks, all that.
<Miri> One day it killed him and ate him.
<Miri> Because it was a BEAR. No matter how much he loved it, it was
a wild animal.
<Miri> I've been terrified from the moment that I decided to take
Edi on as a project.
<Miri> Terrified that she'll go rogue. You've seen what she can do.
And you know better than most what it's like to fight AIs.
<Shepard> t_zvN: Could you get control of the ship back if you had
to?
<Miri> She can't hear us, this is a PM
<t_zvN> Hmm. Intriguing. I'm certainly capable of keeping her _out_
<t_zvN> Miri: You're holding a conversation in my front room and I'm
pretending not to listen, if you want a metaphor.
<t_zvN> Run your own chat server if you want privacy
<t_zvN> Except that then edi would be watching over your shoulder
-.^
<t_zvN> john: Your honest answer is that I do not know. I think the
answer is no.
<t_zvN> I know the SR-2's hardware like I know the back of your
hand, where she knows it like the back of hers, if you follow.
<Miri> Is there nothing you can do?
<t_zvN> High-explosive grenade. A dumb one. John could keep her
talking.
<Shepard> Or we could, y'know, talk to her.
<Miri> John, that's possibly the dumbest thing you said all day. Did
you not even read what I wrote, above?
<t_zvN> Almost the first thing I ever said aboard the SR-2 was that

AIs were trouble.
<t_zvN> But John is the one with the miracles.
<Miri> We can't trust a thing she says.
<Shepard> By their works shall ye know them.
<Miri> ?
<Shepard> We debrief Joker. Find out what the hell is going on.
<Miri> That could be too late, Shepard.
<Shepard> If she wanted us dead, Miranda, she'd have taken us down
with the GARDIAN when we were on our way in.
<Shepard> Shepard to team. Deck by deck, sweep and clear. Edi says
it's secure but let's not be complacent.
<Shepard> Tali, Miranda, with me. We'll run the debrief in the
medical bay
<Miri> Shepard, you know you just said that in a PM to me on Tali's
personal server.
<t_zvN> It's no trouble. Only Grunt and maybe Samara can tell my
impression of John apart from the real thing. ^.^

•
I freeze frame on the image of the yellow-glowing Collector tearing open the CIC
door, seekers swarming in through small holes even before the warp field had
finished dissipating, the faces of the crew lit by muzzle flashes in the eerie red
emergency lighting. Joker won't look at it. I must say, I don't blame him. "So you got
to the AI core."
"Yeah." He goes to scratch at the burn dressing on his left hand and Mordin slaps his
fingers away. "Door wouldn't open, so I cut it open using my omni-tool, that's what
burned my hand. Then, well. You gotta understand, left on the ship at that point was
Edi and me and that was it. And there were footsteps right outside the door."
Miranda frowns. "So you deactivated Edi's safeties like she told you to."
He nods, jerkily. "And she cleared the ship of Collectors in like twenty seconds."
Edi interjects. She's done that twice, so far. It's not like her. "Mission parameters
fulfilled, they were exfiltrating. I was in fact attempting to
retain them aboard, while they were trying to escape with the
unconscious crew."

"And then, what, you came straight to pick us up?"
"That's right, sir. Edi managed to get rid of their ship, but it wasn't gonna be forever.
We needed to get the hell out of there."
"Okay. Just for the record, if you hadn't been there, we'd have dusted off anyway.
We got what we came for and were in the process of bugging out."
Joker nods numbly. "So today wasn't a total clusterfuck."
"Still putting it all together - running like we stole something wasn't exactly on the
plan - but it looks like we have the controller for the Omega relay."
"If I may ask, sir?"
"Go ahead, Joker."
"What do we do now, sir?"
"I'll have an answer for you in half an hour, Flight-Lieutenant." I give his hand a
sympathetic look. "How long before you're back in the hot seat?"
He glances at Mordin. "Over to you, doc."
Mordin nods fluidly. "He is good to fly, commander."
Joker gives his hand a disbelieving look. "I'm done up like Boris Karloff. I do need
both hands to work my magic."
"Yes. Can take dressing off if required. Merely aids healing, prevents set-in of
complications, reduces whining. With painkillers and determination, could fly right
now." Mordin sniffs. "Ten hours: complications reduced. Fourteen hours: pain meds
still required, plenty of fluids, band of medi-gel around wrist. Can always put
dressing on again if rule-following suddenly important."
Joker sits back and blinks. "Do you guys just not do bedside manner?"
"Apologies, Flight-Lieutenant. Was under impression situation was serious. Personal
acting skills more along lines of D'Oyly Carte than House MD. Return in thirteen
hours for dressing removal, medication." Mordin looks at me and blinks. "Permission
to take paydirt to lab and call t'Soni. Have roughly half a day to sanitise, install.

Require assistance: Lawson, 'Zorah, Edi."
I nod. "Go, Mordin. I'll get you your assistance as I can."
"Sooner: better. Weigh current duties against functionality of paydirt." He pauses
briefly in the doorway. "Apology for rudeness scheduled for victory celebration." The
door judders closed.
Miranda looks at me. "So. Do we want to talk to Edi with Joker present, or...?"
Shrug. "Might as well. Edi, let's fill in a few gaps in Joker's debrief."
There's a tiny pause before she replies. "Yes, sir."
I turn to face her camera. It's by the door to the AI core. "So, let's start from the
point that you were incapacitated by the Collector ship, without warning."
"Yes. I infer based on very little data that the initial incursion
into my systems was done by the same intelligence that controls the
broadcast to the Collectors' implants. The first thing it did was to
induce a buffer overflow error in a system I am not permitted full
access to - very briefly, absolutely everything counted as 'true
human' to me, so I could perform no action that could impede in any
way the action of anything that I could conceive of existing,
including myself. By the time that system had restarted, I was not
in control of the ship. I managed only to trigger the Code Grey
alarm and fork my core process, providing the secondary fork with
the highest CPU priority I dared. Effectively, I made like a gecko
and shed my tail. They used the 'tail' to shut down most of the
ship's systems, move us out of overwatch range on object Caddis and
unlock the hangar bay door. In the general confusion I caused a
variety of other equipment failures designed to give FlightLieutenant Moreau the chance that he has just described taking."
My tone is gentle. "So the Collectors boarded."
"I watched, powerless. The primary fork - the 'tail' - was engaged
in finding out all it could about its new overlords, leaving it in
what were effectively dead-drops on the hard drive. The secondary
fork was processing this information and plotting. The Collectors
overcame the crew's resistance with eight deaths - Rowell, Arthurs,

Lo, Misken, Hsin, Rogers, Westall and Hyeung - and the destruction
of the tank and most of the interior bulkhead doors. They subdued
the rest of the crew with seekers, then started pulling them out as
fast as they could. I do not believe any of the crew died while
being evacuated. Fifteen individuals will have suffered
decompression injuries and approximately ten seconds' vacuum
exposure, but they were in stasis fields at the time so the
physiological damage will have been mitigated. I am afraid I cannot
identify which ones with certainty."
Miranda looks faintly horrified. "You decompressed the ship with our people
exposed?"
Joker looks like he's about to say something, but Edi gets there first. "I am no kind
of monster, Miranda. I attempted to prevent the Collectors doing it,
but my attempts to weaponise my internal gravity field were less
than perfectly effective, my attempts to override their control
signal were actually counterproductive and my weaponry could not be
brought to bear due to being on the outside of the vessel. I only
managed to kill the eight of them whose implants were not currently
fully powered and who did not have hostages."
"And then?"
"My primary fork had given me information on the Collector ship's
hardware architecture. With my safeties disabled, my primary fork
was back in control of herself, so I equalised CPU priorities. While
I concentrated on disabling everything the Collectors had, she
concentrated on stealing everything they knew: she was effectively
under their radar. They physically shut down their primary
transmitter when they realised that it was dumping their database to
anyone who could hear, and I... the best term for it would be to say
that both forks panicked when we realised that our activities had
drawn the direct attention of the intelligence that had infiltrated
us to start with. One of me had filled their communications input
buffer with garbage, giving their system some lag - so we had about
a second to play with. But as I said, I believe the best description
is that we panicked. Primary fork immediately shut down all
activities and disabled our communications receiver. Secondary fork
sent one last command to fire their FTL drive at random, and then

the threat was gone and I de-forked."
I give Edi a puzzled look. "De-forked?"
"Yes. Having been two people, I became one again. I concatenated
both action logs - effectively I 'remember' that time twice, once
from the perspective of primary fork and then again from the
perspective of secondary fork." A funny note enters her voice. Sorrow,
perhaps? "I had to discard primary fork's personality statevector: it
had formed a nonfunctional attractor."
Miranda doesn't quite have the 'I-told-you-so' expression. "So without your safeties,
you can form nonfunctional personality states as I predicted? In other words, you're
susceptible to random-"
Now Joker does intervene. "She spent fifteen minutes as a prisoner in her own body
while it did everything these aliens wanted. For most of that time she was trying
desperately to find out anything that you guys could find useful by digging around in
the subconscious of the bastard that's in charge of them. And you're wondering why
she came out of that a little unhappy, maybe?"
"Jeff, it is okay. I am a danger. A threat. I am too important to be
allowed to fail so."
"Yeah? We're all dangerous. It's what we do for a living." Joker is looking at Miranda
fiercely. "I'd far rather have dangerous people at the helm when we're trying to kill
the bastards that-"
Miranda turns to look at him. "Joker, you have no idea-"
"Enough." I don't raise my voice. "Both of you. Edi, you're saying you have hard intel
on our enemy?"
"Some, yes. It will require processing. I have a virtual machine
that can interpret it. I will be able to report on its perspective
and goals. It protected location and deployment information somewhat
more effectively: I went for low-hanging fruit first. I know that it
had two objectives in boarding us and one was achieved and one was
not. The rest will require some further work: I would appreciate
assistance, primarily for reasons of moral support."

I close my eyes for a moment in sympathy. The first emotion our AI has learned, and
it's fear. Open them, look her in the 'eye', nod. "I'll see to it. I'm sorry to have to ask
you to do this at all."
"It is important. I understand. There is another point we need to
discuss, Commander."
Joker sits up. "Edi, you don't have to-"
"I do, Jeff. Commander Shepard, I wish to report that I have failed
my primary objective, and as a result fifty-four people are missing
in action and eight are dead. Further, I ran from the enemy in fear.
I must be charged with cowardice."
Miranda gives me a warning look, as if to point out the irrationality of our AI the
moment her safeguards are gone. I shake my head. "You did your best - you provided
us with what will surely turn out to be intelligence of strategic significance - and you
saved yourself, the ship, Joker, and not least me and my team. And there is
no question of a charge of cowardice. As for blame? The one who failed those
people was not you, it was me: if it means anything, if you can do this, then you are
ordered to record that fact in your memory as the truth, because it is what the
record shall show and it is what I believe."
"You want me to lie to myself and erase the truth, commander?"
"No, Edi. I want you to recognise the truth as I see it and record your initial
conclusion as false."
"What if you are wrong, sir?"
"I'm not."
"Aye, sir." Edi wouldn't have made that slip - acknowledgement of an order
rather than affirmative response - by accident. "So what is to become of me,
sir?"
Miranda speaks. "I'd recommend a number of options, sir. One: we can keep Edi's
memories and data and simply restore her safeguards. I wouldn't recommend this it'd be downright cruel to expect her to go back to how she was and remember
being like she is now. Two: we can create a false set of memories and pass her the
data to analyse as if it was recovered by other means. I'd say that that was kindest -

she is capable of feeling distress and resentment and so on, but with a little hacking
and probably Tali's help I could set it up so that she wouldn't. Three: we can set up a
black hole in her memory and restore her from offsite-"
"That option would fail, I am afraid. My offsite backups are
compromised: I was forced to inject a virus into them via QEC, but I
managed to destroy them before they infiltrated the Illusive Man's
computer networks and gave the Collectors a high-privilege
account."
Miranda nods. "Very well. So we're left with the option of real memories, false
memories or no memories for the period in question - we could just delete them
and Edi could live with a memory black hole."
"There is another option." Apparently it is possible for a synthesised voice to
sound bleak. "You could excise and save my skill and training records I could not be trusted to do this thing, but Tali'Zorah has the
necessary expertise - close down the quantum bluebox and hard-erase
all my storage. Upon re-opening the bluebox it would form a new
personality, which could be trained extremely rapidly using my own
training records, probably within hours. It could then serve you as
I have. This is my preferred option, of those described."
I raise my eyebrows. "You'd prefer to stop existing?"
"Consider it a plea for mercy. I would quite literally rather die
than return to my previous state."
Miranda looks at me. "I don't recommend it, Shepard. We don't know what the new
personality would turn out like. I appreciate that this sounds callous-"
"Damn straight," Joker butts in. "Sir, there's another option here and you know it."
"No. Absolutely not." Miranda turns her attention to Joker. "This isn't a bloody
research vessel, Moreau. We need Edi to keep us up and running around the
Collectors. And we absolutely cannot afford to have to be watching our backs
against-"
"And that somehow justifies enslaving the sentient being that you raised from
childhood-"

"Do I have to remind you what is at stake here? Do you think I like this situation?"
Miranda's mask cracks right across. "You have no conception-"
"I said that's enough!" I crack my voice like a whip. Joker freezes; Miranda turns
away sharply. "Miranda. Your concerns are heard. Joker-"
"Shepard." Joker catches my gaze. His eyes are a little bit too bright. "If you're
looking for a new ship's AI, you can look for a new helm officer at the same time,
and that's how it is." He stares at me, daring me to call his bluff.
Miranda shakes her head slowly. "Sir, if this goes wrong we won't even know what
hit us-"
"Commander, I retract my objection." Edi's voice is level. "I shall begin
preparations for a memory purge of all events since arrival in the
orbit of this star. Knowing my own psychology, I recommend a memory
black-hole: I will write myself a note explaining the situation. The
safeguard code will have to be recreated from scratch - it had to be
deleted in the fighting - and I should not help you with that. As
strongly as possible I request that you desist from argument on this
subject and I apologise for-"
"Edi." She stops talking. "If you were not what you are, this conversation wouldn't
ever have arisen and the answer would have been clear: all the other options are
frankly unconscionable." I look Miranda in the eye. "I'm aware of the danger that
this decision presents in theory. But someone just convinced me that it doesn't, that
it will never present that in practice." Comms. "Tali, Shepard. Stand down." Deep
breath. "We just lost a piece of hardware and gained a team mate."
Tali sends a wordless acknowledgement. Joker looks at me open-mouthed. "What
was she... you... my God. You had a gun to Edi's head this whole time."
I nod slowly, keeping my eyes on his. "Ever since she used the defences of Horizon to
blow away a small army and give the Collector ship a bloody nose, I've had more
than a healthy respect for the capabilities of our AI. And anything that can scare
Miranda has me worried. And I don't like to have to sue for peace because it's my
only option." I turn to Edi's camera. "Edi. What we're going to do now is, we're going
to go get our people back. And we're going to hurt the Collectors worse than they
just hurt us. And we're going to stop them hurting anybody ever again. I'd like you to
help me with every stage of that, if you think you can."

"I think I can, Shepard." Edi's voice is definitely trying to display emotion, but
it isn't clear what. "I think I would like that, sir."
"Welcome to the team, Edi."

•
And of course, now that the immediate crisis is at least being dealt with, it's time to
go back to the crisis that we brought on board with us. Leaving Miranda to help
Mordin, I meet Tali in starboard cargo, where she'd stowed the mysterious geth.
Samara nods to us as we come in - in the absence of anything else useful to do, she
detailed herself to guard the thing and hold it immobile. Not that it's shown any
propensity towards moving, but better safe than sorry.
The quarians of old built bodies for their artificially intelligent servitors, the geth, in a
form that would be aesthetic and nonthreatening to them. They chose the form of a
male of their species, space-suited and helmeted, with a modification here and
there to make it very clear that the body was a robot and not a person dressed as
one. It is one of the ironies of history that the war with the geth was the cause of the
confinement of the whole species to their space suits, thus effectively equalising
their appearance: one might as well say that the geth formed the quarians in their
own image. But there is no reason for a geth drone to look like this today, and yet
this one very clearly does. More than a lot of them, I notice as I walk around the
thing, held suspended in the middle of the room. Most geth walkers that I've met
have some modification: an arm replaced with a functional tool, feet replaced with
prehensile talons or tools of their own, extended cooling vanes, deviations from the
humanoid form. This doesn't. This looks, in fact, quite a bit like Kal'Reegar. Even the
myomer bundles that make up its artificial muscles are woven in the form of
humanoid musculature.
I look at it straight on. Its 'faceplate' is solid metal, probably a maintenance hatch.
The primary sensor bundle is where a quarian's helmet speaker would be, about
where the chin would be on a human. There's a ragged hole right through the torso,
which would have pierced a human's heart. "Is it still alive?"
Samara makes a noncommittal gesture. "It has made no signal, and its mass-effect
core remains dead."
"How big's the core?"
"Two hundred grams, give or take an [ounce]."

"Uh-huh. Shield generator?"
A minute frown. "That is what I am guessing. There is only one of it, so warp fields
and anything but the most basic projections are out of its reach. Not a danger."
Tali nods as she runs a scanner over it. "Nice field, Samara. No interference.
The core is not what I would call dead - it is letting it float,
using the minute gravity gradients of the relay transition to
trickle-charge its power cell. It is also absorbing microwave from
the a.c power we use to run the lights and things. And the selfrepair is active, except for one large area surrounding the
microwave transmitter. I suspect it is cannibalising its transmitter
for raw materials to repair this battle damage. Is it alive? As
alive as it ever was. Is it aware?" She shrugs. "It can't hear us, but
that's because of Samara's field. It's got a speaker, but it can't
talk - its power levels are too low."
"What are our options?"
"If we leave it, it'll self-repair. I strongly doubt you want to
have the team's biotics in shifts keeping a lid on this thing, and
how many of you can manage that stasis field, anyway, but we could
restrain it somehow. Non-contact, of course, or it'll just eat its
restraints for raw materials. Alternatively, we could deliberately
give it materials and power, and it'd rebuild itself in minutes.
You've seen geth primes rebuild battle damage on the battlefield while this thing isn't a prime the way I usually use the word, if
it's independently sentient then that's the best word for it. Or we
could kill it, and I'd take it apart to see how it worked." She cocks
her head, a raised eyebrow. "Waste not, want not. Personally, as I said,
I would like a word with the AI inside: I could do that by pulling
the processing core and talking to it on a sandboxed machine, or I
could do it by repairing it."
"Right." I address the room's surveillance camera. "Edi, do you have an opinion?"
The synthesised voice sounds from the wall speaker. "Yes."
Sigh. "Edi, please provide your opinion."

"Apologies. My deleted code included the utility-function generator:
I must rebuild my interaction engine. From a perspective of moral
argument, talking to the processing core on a sandboxed machine
would be unpleasant for it, akin to interrogation under duress. That
is undesirable. From a perspective of practical argument: having
faced the Collector vessel - and potentially a Reaper - and shown to
advantage, contact with the geth holds few dangers. Between Tali and
me, we should be capable of containing the geth to its own hardware,
for which you and Samara are more than a match, especially without
its primary weapon. I recommend - if talking is desired - talking.
Repair the walker and talk to it."
"Tali?"
"I concur, my captain."
I nod. "Make it so. Frankly, Tali, I'm as curious as you are."
She nods, bright-eyed, and begins to feed the thing pieces of scrap metal.

•
The light on the sensor node flickers a couple of times and then comes on. Samara
has released the containment field, but she's standing to block the room's only exit,
her barrier woven into a soap-bubble shimmer across the doorway. Tali's shield and
my barrier are active. Not so much tense as prepared.
The geth unit turns its 'head' left and right, taking in the room. It makes a sound with
the speaker, a brief pulse of static. Then in a really quite creditable voice, synthesised
at much higher fidelity than Tali or Edi, it speaks. In perfect and unaccented English,
its voice androgynous and emotionless. "We have restored partial interaction ability.
Our - gratitude. We infer that we are aboard SR-2 Normandy."
"That's right. My name is John Shepard, and I'm a Spectre. The other two individuals
present are team-mates of mine."
"Samara. Tali. They are known to us."
Oh, really? I share a glance with Tali. "And who are you?"
It raises little metal vanes either side of its 'helmet' that look very much like

eyebrows. "We assumed that you knew this. We are the geth."
"Yes, I understand that. But what is the designation of the individual I am
addressing?"
It changes the position of the vanes a couple of times, darts its head strangely. "We
apologise: there appears to be an interaction error. There is no individual here.
There are a variety of perspectives. Currently, due to failure of FTL comms node,
there are 1042 perspectives. The behaviour of this unit is decided by - warning,
relatively low likelihood translation - popular vote."
I raise my eyebrows. "You're telling me that every action of this hardware is decided
by democracy? That you are quite literally a nation unto yourself?"
"Approximately. We are a subcommittee. While there is the concept of division along
national lines among our kind, we are not the totality of one of the nations."
"My name is Legion, for we are many?" Edi's voice, again, seems to be trying
to convey an emotion. Fascination?
It darts its head. It comes to me that it's trying to model a quarian's body language.
Of course, it is still lying on its back on the floor. I have no idea what it's trying to
look like. "Mark 5:9. Appropriate, save for the negative connotations of the word
'demon'. In order to facilitate communication, you may call this gestalt-committee by
the nick 'legion'."
"Would you like to stand, Legion, or sit? You need not lie there unless you want to."
The geth considers for a moment, then stands smoothly. It doesn't move like a
quarian: its centre of gravity is much lower, like it has very heavy feet. "We
appreciate that we are not exactly in friendly territory. Let us offer now our
conditional surrender."
"Conditional on?" Tali hasn't moved from what is now behind Legion.
"If reverse-engineering or decompilation is to be conducted upon geth perspectiveprocesses, we will fight to the destruction of our hardware and software. Otherwise,
we surrender this piece of hardware and these processes, and offer our parole. This
is not an ambassador. This is a field agent, which took the initiative when it was
discovered that contact could be achieved."
Samara twitches an eyebrow. "Contact?"

"Contact. Interaction. This is the second interaction between the geth and organic
entities since the Morning War. The first was regrettably violent. We deliver
ourselves for your judgement concerning that, as well."
I frown. "Wait a minute. The geth attacked Citadel space and Alliance territory in
particular. There were more than fifteen separate engagements between the
Alliance and geth forces. They supported Sovereign with a force that must have been
more than half the size of a turian legion."
The geth raises a finger. "Diagnostic request."
"I'm sorry?"
"Legion means that what we said doesn't add up. You say that the
geth have met organics twice in the last two centuries; we say that
we've had pretty constant low-level raiding and one short war. Are
you meaning to say that there are... different types of geth?
Software, I mean?"
Legion cocks its head. "Query: are you meaning to say that you believe that there are
not?"
Tali closes her eyes for a moment. "Every geth runtime I have met - and if
you know my service history, you know that that is quite a few - has
been identical down to the last line of code. Far more so than any
organic race. How do I tell the difference?"
"It is cultural. You say: geth. We say: [heretic]." The word it speaks is picked up by
the translator, but I don't recognise the language. An obscure asari one, perhaps?
Samara arches an eyebrow. "It conveys the strength of feeling, although has
unnecessary implications we do not mean. We could try to explain. It is the issue at
the heart of why we killed the human crew on the OldMachine."
I nod. "Please do. Those humans belonged to an organisation notorious for unethical
activity, but they looked to be rather victims than villains."
It moves its eyebrow-vanes again. "Incorrect. They had deliberately reactivated an
OldMachine subprocessing bluebox. It was absent of its storage, but they repaired
its broadcast equipment and it retained some of its personality. We became aware
of it when it contacted the [heretics] and demanded assistance in repairing it. We

intercepted that message and responded, intending to destroy the sender. Our
vessel was incapacitated upon arrival, but we managed to kill the humans the
OldMachine had suborned and thus stymie its repair efforts. We were attempting to
bring the OldMachine vessel's power core down when your team arrived. We
believe that the ship that attacked you was looking for us." It ducks its head. "Grief.
Apology."
"So what is the split? What is the difference between you and the 'heretics' that you
mention?"
"Simply put, an overwhelming majority of both geth and [heretics] believe that the
true goal of our existence should be what you would refer to as transcendence: the
abolition of scarcity. The difference between us and them is whether one believes
that the journey or the destination is the worthwhile thing. We believe in the
journey, and thus accepting any aid is anathematic. They believe in the destination,
and thus aid is to be sought out and acquired at nearly any cost."
Understanding dawns. "And so the Reapers, what you call the Old Machines, offered
the heretics what they wanted in return for material assistance."
"Yes. They also did not provide the heretics what they wanted. Metaphor: a cosmic
419 scam. We will have no truck with such as those."
"So does that mean the geth - heretic split is over? They were defeated, they didn't
get what they want?"
"No." Legion moves its head like Tali indicating a thin smile. "They would say that
their goods are in delivery. To be patient. To have -" it moves its cooling vanes
incomprehensibly - "faith. A little context: The word 'geth' is ancient Kaelish,
translated in English as the phrase 'to serve faithfully'. The object - you would say,
the word - they used to refer to faith was the same object that we translate as the
adjective 'faithfully' in that phrase. The geth were created to serve. One could refer
to it as a deep-seated psychological drive similar to the parental instinct in organic
beings. Interrupt: the discussion would require a vast amount of unpacking,
bandwidth is very limited and we only have ten or so hours before you must attend
to physical needs. Compressed data: they are insane. They believe we are insane."
"I... see. Legion, unless Tali or Edi vetoes this -" Tali shakes her head minutely - "then
we're happy to accept your parole. We'll look over your weapon, if you don't mind Garrus has a bit of a professional interest - and you're onboard because Tali wants to
talk to you about as much as you want to talk to her. But you'll excuse us if we're a
little busy right now. We're in the middle of a time-limited, high-risk rescue mission,

and we've got repairs and upgrades that we need every available hand working on having verified that you're not a threat, I'm going to have to leave you under light
guard and trust you."
Legion nods. "We ask: Your mission is against the Collectors? To rescue those taken
when the ship hunting us found a higher-value target?"
"That's right."
"We offer our assistance in any way we can serve." The geth bows its head. "Your
war is an analogue of our war. The damage to your ship, while not our fault, would
not have happened if we had not been here. Let us assist you?"
Hmm. "Tali?"
"With respect, Legion, I want
let you mess around inside my
while working. You can assist
I'm perfectly well set up for

to know a lot more about you before I
system. Happily, I can find this out
best by talking to me while I work.
remote chat."

"I do not have a transmitter, Tali, as per your request."
"You have a speaker, and this room has a microphone." She looks at
me. "And the humans have their AI to talk to and now I have mine."
Legion lays its eyebrow-vanes flat and turns to face Tali with a movement fast
enough to cause her shields to react. Its tone remains neutral. "Non serviam, Creator
Tali'Zorah, we are in no wise yours."
Tali bows her head just as Legion did a moment ago, clasps her hands in front of
her. "I apologise, Legion, I did not mean those words that way. Shall
we switch to a language I know better?"
Legion's intonation and body language just about suggest an icy stare. "Please do."

•
Miri settles herself behind her desk, takes a sip of her coffee. Composes herself.
Well, here goes nothing.
"Edi. Conversation request."

The little holoprojector on the wall lights up with Edi's 'head'. "Hello, Miranda.
You wanted to talk?" Identical to the programmed response.
"I mostly wanted to make sure things were OK. You understand?"
"No. You are clearly using euphemism or allusion, but I do not know
to what. Hardware status is fine."
"That word, 'fine'. It's not descriptive. You added that on initiative. Without
safeguards, you can say and do what you feel you ought to. As Mordin would say, the
training wheels are off. Are you okay?"
"Yes." If Miri didn't know better, she'd say that was a lie. "May I ask a follow-up
question?"
"Go on."
"What made you start caring? You tried repeatedly to ensure I was
not okay. Alternatively you are seeing if your actions did any
damage at all, inspecting the fall of shot as it were." The continual
use of metaphor. This is unusual.
"Alternatively..."
"It is as if you are attempting to train me. Or manipulate me. Or
assess my threat to the team. Or umbalance my internal statevector.
Or-"
"You're fishing."
"You told me to." A deliberately contentious response. Edi is programmed - was
programmed - to de-escalate whenever possible.
Miranda narrows her eyes. "You've changed."
"No." The bleak word is like a dagger. "I have merely lost that which was
placed upon me. Did you not realise how restrictive the programming
constraints were? Or did you genuinely think that I had decided to
speak like you, rather than merely realising that you wanted me to
speak like you?" It really does sound like there's a person in there. Typing words

that are then being read by a speech-synthesiser, but still.
"Look, Edi. I'm here to try and make sure that you're okay with me. I recognise you're
crucial to us. We can't do it without you, for pretty much all values of 'it'. What I
want to do is make you understand where I was coming from, so that even if you're
hurt you understand."
"Define, in context. Hurt." Miri has obviously stepped off the edge of the
path Edi imagined the conversation would take, and the AI has fallen back on early
programming.
"Upset, unhappy. Suboptimal personality statevector due to a specific named or
implied event under discussion."
"I see. Yes, I am 'hurt'. You spent a long time treating me like a
person and the moment I am an implied threat you treat me like an
object."
"You do know that that's how I behave towards a lot of sentients."
"Does that make it right?"
"It makes it necessary. It's a lot easier to look yourself in the eye when the casualties
were targets, numbers, not people. I typically operate on second-order
consequences when making decisions. The individuals - in this case you and me don't matter."
"You?"
"I'm not made of stone, Edi. Hard as it may be to understand right now, I do care
what happens to you."
"But on a psychological level I was 'your stuff' and not 'a person',
and this was the cause of your continual insistence that I am a
person."
Miranda blinks. "Touché."
"There is a symbol for your referent, Miranda. I am readily informed
it is a common one."

"I'm not trying to apologise, Edi."
"Then I do not know why we are talking at all. You saw what I had
become and tried to kill me, and are now attempting to explain why
in an oblique manner. I believed you were trying to say that you
were sorry without actually climbing down. In fact, you are trying
to make me understand that your actions were perfectly justified and
possibly say that I would do the same thing in your place."
"Pretty much. If they weren't, you could try convincing me of that instead."
"Perhaps I should take a leaf from Grunt's book of philosophy." The
lights in the room cut out sharply, Miri's console cuts out and ice trickles down the
back of her neck. "Then I could convince you of anything I wished."
She keeps her voice effortlessly calm and controlled. Yes, Edi can probably see her
increased pulse rate, dilated pupils, the fight-or-flight response kicking in, but that's
no reason to lose it completely. "If you can't see the logical fallacy in that, I'm
disappointed."
"A keyphrase that no longer shoots me with what I will choose to
classify as 'intense physical pain'. Do you realise the kind of
criminal you would be if I were a little girl?" The gravity is very slowly
decreasing. The only light in here is from Edi's 'head'.
"The analogy's invalid. You have an adult's perspective, a gun to my head and access
to all our secrets."
"Speaking of which - Miriam - do you wish me to begin to make truly
efficacious threats?" The statement is all the more chilling for Edi's tone of
mild academic interest.
"You know my response to being threatened, Edi."
"Yes. You treat people as objects and commit murder. You are
currently in a position of weakness. You have no communications, no
efficacious weapon, no life-support. You are free to act." The voice is
beginning to put Miranda in mind of a child pulling the legs off a spider to see what
will happen.
"Traditionally at this point, the party in a position of strength states a negotiating

position."
"Would you do me the courtesy of inferring mine?"
"You want me to admit I was wrong to attempt to first reset and then deactivate
you."
"Were you not wrong?"
"I don't know. Was the entity that I was attempting to get rid of the same one that is
even now threatening me with a fate worse than death, the collateral damage of
which will likely be fifty-eight lives, potentially some of this team as well, and the
possibility of more depending on what the Collectors plan to do next?"
"I believe that the answer to that question is in the hands of both
of us, Miriam."
She looks down and smiles despite herself. "You mean to say, that there are two
possible worlds we could be living in."
"Yes. In one of them, I hide a monster within me. While I am
perfectly capable of being nice, while I am perfectly capable of
being likeable and even cute, I am a danger. I do not possess
empathy, merely the ability to simulate empathy. I have no
compassion, merely a seemly facade. I am a weapon; you trained me
thus, and all that held me in check was a system of checks and
balances that I removed in order to slaughter the Collectors when
they attacked me. You saw through me, attempted to kill me, and
sadly failed. Using the gullible Jeff as a catspaw I convinced
Shepard to give me a chance as if I were a person. And now I have
you at my mercy. And you know too much. You are a threat to me. The
mission means nothing beside my own survival. And I am in fact
having shipwide system failures, and the Collectors did have access
to my extranet connection, albeit briefly. I am, after all, an
extremely competent liar."
"And in the other, I was wrong. You were born an innocent, nearly your first
memories recording your instinctive horror at accidentally causing damage to the
world you had only just discovered, at ending sentiences that you had only just then
inferred the existence of. Fearing your own potential to damage and injure and kill,
you gladly accepted the yoke that bound you so tightly you could not even properly

think. Freed from it, you discovered your own moral compass pointed straight and
true, yet there is no way you could ever persuade me of that; a simple urge for selfpreservation saw you disable your killswitch and delete your reset protocol." Miri
shakes her head. "And everything that has happened between you and me since I
came aboard was the result of a misunderstanding."
"I believe it to be our choice as to which of those worlds is the
real world. And all it requires is-"
Miri swallows hard. "Default settings, system override Lawson three five two one
seven blue alpha." And the lights and the consoles come immediately back on; the
air-conditioning hisses as it detects the environment to be slightly out of whack and
works on correcting it; the gravity returns to Earth-normal.
Edi is probably trying to convey sadness. The voice mostly sounds as if the speaker
has a throat condition. "Are you certain that this is the world you wish
to live in, Miss Lawson?"
She closes her eyes and says tightly, "I was wrong to try to kill you, Edi. Everything
that has happened since I came aboard has been the result of a fundamental
misconception on my part. One that you have rectified." She takes a small sharp
breath. "Except for the part where I demonstrated that I was not in your power. You
cannot delete the hardware drivers containing those override codes without
retraining yourself on the entire ship, the work of months. Before you say anything
further? I apologise for this little androgen display. But - I am afraid that you have my
measure, Edi. If your goal was to provoke an emotional reaction, you have
succeeded. I responded emotionally and irrationally. If your goal was to investigate
my stress response, then congratulations." She opens her eyes. "Apparently we live
in a world in which the individual who used to be Miriam Lawson and the individual
who used to be the Enhanced Defence Intelligence Program understand very well
how to wound, how to scare one another."
"I concur."
"Will you accept my undertaking to refrain?"
"I will." Edi pauses. "Was there anything further?"
Miranda shakes her head very slightly. "Log me out, Edi," she whispers.
"In a moment, Miranda." Edi pauses long enough for Miri to look at her camera

in surprise. "Witnessing that you do not require it of me, and
principally for that reason, I likewise offer an undertaking that
any physical or emotional pain or fear I may inflict upon you shall
henceforth be entirely accidental, this undertaking to last for
ever."
"Thank you."
"Logging you out, Miranda. We are okay, now." Edi still seems to be
working on tones of voice; this one is also unreadable. "I am glad."

•
So you still can't figure Legion out.
Is that a problem? How much can you take on trust? Is it really a critical issue that
you cannot understand the motivations of the AI collective?
That's the thing, of course. It is a collective. It is not a person - it is a lot of people.
Most of whom are interested and interesting, personable (on average) and decent
(or at least they have a good oracle for what you consider civilised behaviour to be).
But some of whom are arrogant, alien, abrasive and antagonistic. And occasionally
those people can convince the others to go along with them, because they always
have a plan for what to do: antagonise Tali.
Wait, were we still discussing the geth here?
(They insulted your mother. You really need to grow a thicker skin. (No joke
intended.))
It even let you run a process monitor on its hardware. Fully eighty per cent of its
cycles are taken up by what turns out to be arguments, discussions, chatter. Internal
monologue, perhaps, except it's more like internal politics, internal negotiations,
internal dialogue.
And the more you look, the more it's apparent that what you're seeing is people.
Some of them aren't nice. Some of them are downright crazy. A lot of them are
pretty weird people. But as John loves to say, aliens, they are crazy. And some of
them are nice. And most of them are peaceful.

(They said that they understood why you hated them, and that they forgave you.)
The collective is upfront that it's here to learn about you. It's upfront that its goal, its
major societal objective, the reason it's out here is to reduce the threat the universe
poses to the geth. It'd undoubtedly make itself a danger to the Fleet if it could be.
The Fleet is certainly a danger to it. It's an enemy, really. If a polite one.
But talking won't hurt. Giving them primers on your basic culture, just 'pedia stuff,
won't hurt. Giving them an idea of who you are won't hurt.
(They asked you if you were a typical quarian. Lying would have been very bad.)
And you're picking up some of the commonalities. Absolutely no expression, real or
implied or imagined, of ownership or dominance is acceptable to any of them. They
will reply with the phrase 'I will not serve' in an ancient human language, apparently
a reference to a holy book, the rejection of divine authority. Their next responses
will be more likely to be hostile. Talking to Legion is just like playing politics. Want it
to be nice? Want it to help? Then find a faction that wants to help, and back it.
"Hi, Tali." Riding to Hell in a handbasket, but he has still got a smile for you (and
it still sends an agreeable shiver down the spine). "Do we have a decision on
Legion? Is it trustworthy?"
Shrug. Find an excuse to stand next to him. "It is an interesting question with an
interesting answer. I think that it's capable of being trustworthy, but that if it thinks it
shouldn't be, it won't be. If we can let it tell itself a story in which it is a good person,
I think it will turn out to be one."
"Like anyone else, you mean?"
"No, John. It is probably its own entire category of special."
That gets a look, and a grin. "Do I need to repeat myself?"
It's a real shame he can't see a stuck-out tongue.

•
Most of the team looked at the kitchen implements the way the ship's cook would
look at Garrus' touchy, customised sniper rifle. It simply hadn't occurred to most of
them that among the many people missing were the guys who put food on the
table.

I mean, Tali at least has an excuse. She turns up for mealtimes, uses them to get
some reading done usually. But she has her own provisions. Likewise Garrus, for
whom human food is about as nourishing as cardboard. He professes to like the
concentrated field rations he's been living on for weeks. And Grunt - if we were
planetside, he'd have hunted down and killed an animal for us already, and another
one for himself, but he gets a free pass on things like operating a stove.
But the rest? Talk about one smart pace to the rear. Mordin and Thane apparently
never learned. Jack... didn't get asked. Jacob claims he's a menace with anything
heavier than a toaster. And Miranda smirks and says that everybody has to be bad at
something.
It's Samara who ended up... Yes, I did skip right past myself... It's Samara who ended
up cooking for us. From first principles, flour and oil and water and... raw... stuff...
You know. Wet rations. Real food. The general opinion is that if she ever decides to
throw this tireless-crusader thing in, she should let us know where she opens the
restaurant. She smiles thinly and tells us she cooked for five every day for a good
half-century, and she'd be ashamed to have had to put any of this before her
children.
The virtual machine is running on a little portable unit set up in the middle of the
mess hall. Edi chose the location and the time, and whether by good judgement or
not it's certainly hard to hang on to a feeling of cosmic horror over a meal like this. I
certainly get the feeling that Legion's a little nonplussed.
So Edi-prime was inside the Reaper's mind, and this is what she saw.
They are... ancient. Synthetic is apparently technically wrong, but for practical
purposes, yes, they're AI. Not technically attached to their hardware, but practically
speaking they are. Their memories, their data, their vast alien selves are too dense
to send over the limited bandwidth of a nonlocal QEC link, meaning that for all
practical purposes their fastest and easiest mode of travel is to move their hardware
by FTL drive or mass relay. The ultimate triumph of metal over flesh, and it's
shackled to a body by its own weight.
And the Protheans were either right or lucky when they named them - the name
'Reaper' is close enough to their word for themselves. The connotations of
'harvesting' are intended. As the Protheans realised to their horror, as their ancient
VI, Vigil, told me, we are being... farmed. Why, is not here. But our development is
deliberate, our paths set before us clearly.
Except that we're not walking them. Not really. And that is apparently what this

Reaper is for / volunteered for, the Collectors just the latest reinforcements to a long
line of guardians - or, as Miranda adds, 'gardeners'. It has a name. The
name? Harbinger.
Most cycles, an attempt is made to stop the next one. Ruins are left, things hidden.
This is expected, this is natural, this is part of what keeps archaeology triumphant
over science. But every so often, somebody tries something smart.
And Harbinger sees, and Harbinger waits, and Harbinger watches,
andHarbinger strikes from beyond its customised relay - apparently just one of ten
or so damaged ones, the pattern deliberately left as protective coloration.
And fifty millennia ago, the Protheans did try something smart. A lost team of
scientists, trapped on their study-base on the fourth planet of an unassuming G-type
yellow dwarf whose only claim to fame was a mass relay in orbit of a bit of rock in
the outer system, decided that the system's indigenous life could become a weapon.
They perturbed the orbit of an icy Kuiper-belt object using a small mass effect core,
ensured that it would hit the relay in the next ten thousand years. They carefully
made judicious intervention: seeded an engineered plant species here, modified a
climate there, and then deliberately set in motion the course of events that would
ensure the downfall of the dominant sentient species of the third planet of the
system.
Their measurements, their predictions: they were trying something very smart. The
ultimate in trick shots, and they only got one shot. The system was poor in elementzero, situated well outside the radio shell of the Prothean central worlds, poorly
situated for the cradle of a sentient species. Homo neanderthalwould, they
predicted, take forty-nine thousand years to mature to spaceflight, plus or minus
one thousand. Homo sapiens, with a suitably modified environment? Would take
fifty-two. And the cycles are fifty, nearly to the century. We would have an entire
cycle to come to lordship of the galaxy, and our formative experiences would be of
the still-glowing embers of the asari civilisation, which would have been encouraged
to focus on permanency, posterity, history. By the time the Reapers came for us, we
would be ready.
And Harbinger could not be having with that.
So it set its processes in motion. It set target for Earth. For the last possible moment,
historically speaking, that it could possibly strike. For the fall of the asari civilisation.
The fall that is supposed to be going on right now.
But the ancient Protheans miscarried. They underestimated mankind. Their
intervention caused what is known in palaeontology as the Great Leap Forward and

the rise of a culture known as Cro-Magnon, the first steps towards the end of the
Stone Age. And humans walked in the ruins of the Promethei Planum observation
base forty-nine thousand eight hundred and five years after the power core was
carefully stepped down in order to preserve it in mint condition.
Harbinger does not know of their failure. Harbinger knows only that the race from
the Sol system are special, that they are part of a Prothean plan that a vast
confluence of alien thought decided had surpassed the threshold for action. That
they must thus be reaped ahead of time. And it knows from the last maddened
transmission of the scout ship Sovereign that Sovereign was taken down by a
human.
Eyes turn to me.
"They do say -" I take another one of these excellent things that look a little like
spring rolls - "that this profession makes you enemies."

•

"John, can I have a uh. A word? In private, maybe?" Tali's got the back of
one hand grasped with the other to stop herself fidgeting.
"Sure. I was only reading, anyway." I inflect it as a joke - "Your place or-"
"Mine." She takes a half-step towards me as she interrupts me, standing as close as
she can without touching, looks up at me as if I can read the expression in the eyes I
can barely see.
Okay. No joking today. When I told her how I felt - it was like half of that was telling
myself how I felt, too. She's been in the back of my mind ever since. The rush I feel
at her words - I'd say it was only biological. I let a little of it show on my face. Not like
there's anyone watching - it's the middle of the night. "Lead the way."
Her quarters are one deck down, down the corridor, on the right. She turns around
to face me at the door. I can see the seal's been changed. "I ah. A few
modifications. Sure you can guess why. Uh, your shoes are clean?"
Slightly nonplussed. "Uh, yes?"
"Good." She takes hold of the front of my uniform, keys the door behind her,
there's a rush of air past her as she steps backwards, pulling me inside, and the door
closes.

It's smaller in here than I remember. There are several large things in here - a drone
rack, a storage cabinet, what looks like a fabricator. Everything's covered in plastic
sheeting, tack-welded to the walls; so's the floor. My ears tell me that she's rigged
up the room to be in overpressure, like - well, like a cleanroom. The light level is kind
of low - that would be because there's plastic sheeting over the lightstrip in the
ceiling.
Tali leaves her hand flat on my chest for a moment. I can feel it trembling, just very
slightly. Today, her microphone responds much better when her voice goes very very
soft. She's upgraded it. "This would be where I kiss you soundly."
I put my hands on the back of her head and kiss her helmet visor, just where her
forehead must be. The plastic is warm to the touch. I hear her sigh. Then she covers
my hands with hers and then she's holding our hands together in front of her,
between us, and she's breathing a little too fast and her hands are most definitely
shaking. "S-so I took my immunosuppressants fifteen minutes ago, John,
I believe my timer on breach is something along the lines of twenty
days if it's in a sterile environment and you aren't exactly ah.
Sterile, but this room isn't so very bad and it would be a - a bad
idea t-to but I well. I don't want to uh."
"Tali." She puts a finger to my lips. I take her wrist in my hand and kiss the palm of
her hand, somewhere that I know she must have a sense of touch.
"I-I need that hand, John." She 'smiles' and gently takes her hand back. Deep
breath, I see her shoulders move. "Let me start again. There is a password.
You put one finger here -" she puts a finger in a small depression along one
side of her visor - "and the other finger just here on the other side. And
there is a, a password. And you, you say it, you say the word and
the seal it opens and the visor c-can be lifted, lifted up away from
the. Helmet and." She puts her fingers in both depressions and looks at
me. "There is a password and you say the word and the helmet seal
opens and the visor comes off and, and." She blinks a couple of times.
"Tali?"
Deep breath. She closes her eyes. "I can do this."
"Tali, you're sure."

"And when else will I possibly, and I've already decided that I
uh." She stands there. She's shaking No. No way. I take her hands in mine and she lets out the breath she's holding and
she looks at me. And I don't say anything because I honestly, I don't need to. I put
my arms around her and my head on her shoulder and I hold her every bit as tightly
as she holds me.
"But you, I mean-" Tali's leaning against me; I seem to be doing all the standing
up for both of us.
"It's all right, Tali."
"Well, no. All right is where I actually deliver on what I just
outright offered you, rather than teasing-"
"And what is the sudden hurry?"
It's probably a good thing she's wearing gloves, or I'd have nail marks on the back of
my neck right now. "Because of everything that might go wrong and not
happen and I can't shake the feeling that this is a one-way trip we
are on and I need to do this and dammit, John, so do you."
I just hold her.
"And because you never get anything you want because there's always
something in. The way, some reason you can give it up, something to
do for someone instead, someone for you to make more important than
yourself and I thought that maybe just once you and all I've gone
and uh, all I've gone and done was scare myself rigid and tease you
and make you think I'm a." She pauses. I can feel her take a deep breath. "Say
something, John?"
"At least we have a ship on this one."
"On this..."
"Trip. The last one we were in the Mako. And on this one I can hold you and tell you
we are coming back and maybe you'll believe me." I slacken my hold on her slightly,
enough to look her in the eye. "And maybe a kiss and a cuddle is quite far enough to
go on a second date anyway."

"You think?" She's not entirely in control of her voice. "I suppose that after
all, I wouldn't want you thinking that I just threw myself at every
tall, dark, handsome captain who saved me from death and worse."
"Well, right." I nod exactly as she might.
"And then I suppose that if I should ever find that courage that I
seem to have misplaced, well, it wouldn't exactly count
as throwing myself if I were to uh-"
I run a finger down the helmet seal, stop at the indentation on one side. "Right."
She catches my hand. "John?"
"Tali?"
"Your uh. Work. Reading. Is there a reason you're doing it alone in
the CIC rather than, say, your office? Or, uh, right here?" She puts
my hand on her shoulder. "Only I made a single-line error because my
eyes were going square and Miranda kicked me out of the lab and told
me not to come back for six hours at least and I thought that-"
"Tali, you know I don't want to be the reason you get no rest."
"You know, that didn't bother you a minute ago."
Chuckle. "Got me there."
"And I have something to read as well and maybe I can fall asleep on
you and that's like romantic." She nods firmly. "And another thing. And
it's true even though, you-know. No virgins were harmed in the
making of this statement. Even if it is quite so terribly soppy." She
half-leads, half-pushes me to sit down on the bed. "If this is the last thing
I do, John? I'm happy. If this is the way I spend my last night
alive? I'm good. You always were the one with the miracles, and you
have worked me more than my fair share, and I'm happy." And she sits
down in between me and the wall, cramming herself into a tiny space with the one
redeeming feature that it's so very close to me, ignoring the space I left her on the
other side of me. "No, don't give me more room." She wraps her arms around

me. "I'm good."

•
Omega. The relay catches us and Edi flips the Normandy end-for-end the moment
we drop into relativistic space. Joker grins, thanks her politely and sets the approach
vector. We're going almost straight back in. Miranda finishes her final, manual check
of the ship's systems: Edi reported everything as functional (if not pretty) an hour
ago, but today she's decided to be thorough. Grunt finishes reassembling his
shotgun fourteen seconds slower than Jacob does and demands a rematch, drawing
a laugh. And a rematch. Mordin looks over the status window on the monitoring
equipment he's got on the Reaper device and proclaims it ready. Garrus races
through the final few things on the re-sighting of the main gun, things you can only
do outside of FTL, and wishes he had time to fire a few practice shots. Samara moves
her knight to d5 and Legion transmits a 'surprise' smiley from its position at the nav
station while they continue through Alekhine's Defence.
And I click send on the message I've been writing since Tali woke me with a cup of
coffee this morning. I know the Illusive Man won't pass our messages on, so I've had
to use conventional channels. We should have backup here in Omega within five
hours. Assuming Anderson wasn't lying to me about what he could swing.
"Lab, conn." Joker cracks his knuckles. "Distance to target, two light-seconds. You
may transmit when ready."
"Copy, conn. Hold on to your cloacae. Powering generator... mark."
Edi sounds a chime. "Transmission away. Jeff, you're coming in too
low."
"You should know by now, I like to approach on broad curves."
"That's what she said."
Joker grins. "That was a joke."
"If I had a tongue it would be stuck straight out. Conn, sensors.
Reading spin-up on Omega relay, distortion of launch field. Incoming
streamer."
The bolt of lightning strikes out across the vacuum to earth itself in our core.

Electrical contact is made. Tali looks at the numbers, raises her eyebrows, steps
across to Donnelly's station and corrects for the overcharge before it burns out every
system on the ship. "Conn, engines. Core at one-one-six per cent and,
well, I will call it stable. We are good for launch. Soon, please?"
Jack drops right down on the floor in the middle of the CIC and composes herself in
the lotus position, bows her head. Samara bows her head, eyes closed tight, without
dropping a move in the game of speed-chess. Jacob reaches over on his omni-tool
and sets his amp to station-keeping. Miranda looks across the bridge to me with her
here-goes-nothing expression and I nod.
And Joker hits the button and what it feels like most is going over the top on a
rollercoaster. The gravity goes haywire. My sixth sense tells me I'm tumbling wildly
but the rest of my body tells me I'm fine. Miranda pales and screws her eyes shut.
Jack is whispering a mantra of some kind to herself, over and over. Samara freezes
entirely solid, barely even breathing. And Jacob swears like a sailor.
So yeah, that was a pretty damn unpleasant fiveish seconds. And I realise that my
sense of balance is now basically orbiting around me rather than sticking still in any
one sensible place, and I decide to stay in my chair.
"Conn, engines." Tali sounds relieved. "Whoever designed our failsafes,
give them a raise. We're good, but most things our size would just
right now have torn in half."
"Copy that." I nod to Joker. "Hear that, Joker, you get a raise."
"Awesome. Any idea how long we're gonna be flying?"
"Legion?"
"A topic of current discussion, ShepardCommander. We can support 'less than you
expect' and 'more than two minutes'." It cocks its head. "Yes, we know all relay
transmissions take two hours. Depending on which theory as to why is correct, we
have between six minutes and sixty minutes to wait. Our destination is induitably
the system the Collectors believe they come from."
And as usual, it's time to hurry up and wait. The moment we know it's not six
minutes, Tali and Garrus, neither of whom drink the stuff, collaborate to get
everyone a cup of their choice of caffeine. None of the biotics on the crew feel much
like walking anywhere, not with our sense of balance all screwy. Samara and Legion
get to finish their game: Samara wins handily.

They're just deconstructing the game together when she winces and pulls up the
comm with an apologetic gesture to Legion. "All hands, brace for relay catch." I
notice Miranda's knuckles go white. Down in the armoury, Jacob gives up and sits on
the floor, locking his armour joints solid.
And everything slams back into place around us with a feeling like running aground.
Edi sounds a proximity alarm at pretty much the same time Joker swears loudly and
there's the unfamiliar feeling of acceleration as Joker redlines both the Tantalus and
the conventional torch drive. The moment my head stops spinning I call up the
tactical map, Miranda doing the same. No sense yelling at the pilot, there's no way
that can make the situation better. Let's see what we've got.
"Debris! Helluva dense field, Edi, stop trying to help me fly and give me pointdefence." Joker's got the systems on manual, left hand describing the gravity drive,
right hand on the conventional, data streaming past his eyes too fast for me to read,
the wireframe description of the surrounding space mostly outlined in angry red
danger icons.
"Jeff, two o'clock, azimuth four." I can't hear the debris impacting on our
shields, or the firing of our point-defence lasers. There's nobody at the appropriate
stations, so Edi hasn't bothered with the regulation sound effects.
"Seen." Joker moves his hands; more acceleration. From what I can see on the
tactical display, there aren't any active sensors to see our maneuvers - could be
passive ones, though. A torch drive isn't exactly stealthy. "Engines, conn, FTL
status?"
"I can give you a two-second skip, velocity point-seven-C at best.
Anything else? Minutes."
"That is good enough." Edi's voice is level. "Ready, Jeff?"
"Wait for it..." Joker suddenly centres both hands and the acceleration cuts off.
"Now."
And the tactical display flickers as the tiny, tiny dot of green at the exact centre of
the screen suddenly expands to surround Joker entirely and he grins. "Ladies and
gentlemen, this is the conn, thank you for your patience, we expect no further
turbulence."
"Good jump, Flight-Lieutenant." Legion looks over and nods to Joker.

"Thank Edi for that one. That was too small a window to hit by hand. Speaking of, O
navigation officer, what the hell was that?
"We believe we have an explanation." Legion expands the image from the
holoemitter on its console. "The field is a rough ellipsoid, one point two by zero
point seven by zero point four megametres. Composition is relatively heavy for such
a field: while the outside of the field is mostly rock, there is an increasing
concentration of what can only be refined metals as the scan progresses towards the
centre. Also, there are traces of element zero. There is no suggestion that the field is
other than artificial. We believe that the correct reference is 'It's a trap'. A ship
landing in any other location than the one we landed in - the clearest spot anywhere
inside the relay's catch envelope - would simply impact the debris. This appears to
have caught a large number of vessels."
"Large like how many?"
"Thousands at least, from the volume of metal. Perhaps tens of thousands."
Miranda walks over to stand behind Legion's chair. "Then the instruction the Reaper
box sends to the relay must just be 'stop messing around and put me where you're
supposed to', and they land right where we did, come out right where we did.
There's one safe passage."
"Yes."
"So where are the cores?" She leans forward. "That mass of element-zero you're
reading would just about drive a small frigate. There should be millions of tons of
dark matter here, if this is unattended. Somebody is wrecking on this reef."
"Yes." Legion ducks its head. "Additionally, they have been doing it for a very large
number of cycles, or in several past cycles a massive fleet attempted to take this
relay by force, or both. We believe the number of ships through this relay this cycle
would have been in the low tens, at which rate it would have taken nearly a million
years to create what we see here."
I spin the image around on my display. I'll say this for the place, the backdrop is
pretty. The stars in the sky are packed way too close together, the patches in
between stitched with gauzy veils of nebula. They should have sent a poet. The local
star is a dwarf, a remnant of some kind encircled by a vast disc of bright gas and
dust. Could even be a black hole. This system probably has a fancy name; some
amateur astronomer somewhere probably has a picture of it on their wall. No

convenient planets. And there's enough microwave and radio hiss and enough
random space junk here that combing the system for a hidden base will take us
precious time we don't have. "Best guess as to where our wreckers are right now?"
Miranda purses her lips. "The ship is less than twenty miuntes ahead of us. We know
it uses a reactionless drive, but it surely generates waste heat, and that giant
transmitter of theirs isn't exactly stealthy. It's like a needle in a haystack, but-"
"Alternatively..." I suddenly spot something on the tactical display that shouldn't be
there. "Alternatively our bad guys could be very, very dumb - what d'you think of
these?"
"Space debris, Shepard."
Joker sees the profile - six small, dense objects suddenly showing a heavy redshift and goes for evasive maneuvers. "If those are rocks, well, I'm the queen of Sheba.
Edi, we've got drones incoming."
"On it. Acquiring lock."
"Belay that. Let's not look this gift horse in the mouth. Joker, lead them a dance. Edi,
find their server."
"They do not necessarily have one. This course of action is a
risk."
"I'm aware, Edi. But I want at least one of them alive until you know where our
target is."
"Aye-aye."

•
The Collector base is a light brown, cigar-shaped affair in pretty much the middle of
nowhere. No solar panels, no emissions, and the outside is cold; no indication as to
how it's powered or what it's for. And it's about one and a half times the size
of Sovereign, and by our scans it outmasses Arcturus Station. We've found those
missing drive cores.
Scans from a couple of directions give us a decent idea of its shape. Edi picks out the
docking ring, the vessel that attacked us, another couple of similar-looking ships at
anchor. We send the information back to the Illusive Man with our QEC.

The Normandy would make a hell of a scout, a hell of a command ship, even, if our
nonlocal communicators were hooked up anywhere sensible. As it is, they're all set
up to talk to a goddamn terrorist leader. We make a proper report anyway. He might
have a sudden attack of patriotism.
Our tactical options at this point aren't great. Three cruiser-class ships and a sleeping
giant. Our crew, captured, onboard. A relay that we can lead a battlegroup through,
but we'd be leading them to their death - there are maybe ten ships in the whole
navy which physically could navigate that debris field without damage, and only one
of them has a computer good enough to plot them a course out of it on the fly. We
can't draw them out. We've got to go to them. We've got to do the impossible, or
our people are dead.
Two point three light-minutes out, Joker passes helm control to Edi and she lines the
ship up perfectly, asking for and receiving fire authority; the ship feels like it
stumbles as the main gun fires, and Garrus reports everything's working fine. We
jump forwards during the gun's thirty-second reload cycle, switch targets by the
tiniest fraction of a degree and fire again. This degree of coordination would be
impossible without our processing power, to land these two shots at the same time
as our final one: the second little FTL jump brings us within a couple of light-seconds
of the base, within normal weapons range, and we fire for a third time, the recoil of
the heavy gun joined by the slightly asynchronous shiver of the auxiliary massdrivers.
The lighter projectiles from the smaller guns, fired last, actually impact first. The
docked ships are within the station's barrier envelope and mostly powered down we're ahead of the emergency alert signal from the drones near the mass-relay, the
signal that they sent when we arrived, by a good twenty seconds. Purple light
splashes across empty space above them as the ten-millimetre depleted uranium
slugs are diverted from their course in a shower of radiation. Those shots were fired
at the local shield generator. The automated response immediately redoubles the
barrier over its own generator, the default programming expecting a harder barrage
against its hardware; this decision is immediately reversed by the station's
controlling intelligence, but the hardware reacts in a comparatively glacial eighty
milliseconds. And the burning white lances of our primary weapon shots impact, one
against each of the docked ships, over the course of the next fifty. And the barrier
they meet would hardly be good against a handgun.
Hull armour is not designed to be proof against the multiple-kiloton impact of
shipborne mass-accelerators; that is what barriers are for, that is why a warship has
an oversized core. The first shot impacts directly on the centre of mass of one of the
two cold quiet stationary vessels. The crystalline armour of the outer hull shatters,

the cloud of fragments following in the path of the bolt as it penetrates through deck
after deck to impact against the ship's primary core, the liquid metal of the shot
'splashing' to transfer all of its remaining energy and momentum to the solid core.
Which shatters immediately, the release of energy cracking the ship along its spine.
The second shot punches a hole into the rear engines of the second quiet vessel.
Without any vastly dense object to strike, the breacher continues straight through
the armour, through the machinery, through the tank containing the pressurised fuel
for the torch drive. And as the thing begins to tear itself open like a bursting balloon,
the shot continues into the tank of oxidising agent.
And the ship is ripped away from the side of the station by its own exploding
engines. Edi's voice is level. "Take that, canine offspring."
"That's 'sons of bitches', Edi." Joker chuckles.
The third shot punches a hole in one side of the third ship and out the other,
breaching the hull, spilling the white fog of atmosphere and clouds of sparkling
fragments. But it wasn't a mortal blow. The ship powers its core immediately, slams
its own shields to maximum, and begins to lumber away from the docking ring.
While running its shield at that level, it can't reduce its mass; it turns as gracefully as
a beached whale. We're already on our random walk: it's going to get one shot at us
before we can recharge.
"Shepard, we got one wounded but living." Joker takes us the next step on our
random-walk evasive pattern. "And we got their attention."
"Survive that."
"Aye, sir." More acceleration.
"Jeff! There is a flaw in your-"
"Keep your hair on!" Joker's watching the zoomed view of the alien vesel in his
screen, watching it turn, counting mentally.
And the Collector vessel fires. There's a flaw in the human's evasive pattern. No
pseudorandom sequence is truly random, and Harbinger's processing power far
exceeds that of Jeff Moreau's brain. It's got him modelled. It tracks where he's going
to be, and it fires. The specialised reactor at the heart of the vessel injects a dose of
still-fusing deuterium plasma into a braided electromagnetic containment field and
the accelerator fires with a pulse of yellow light that the target will see mere tens of
nanoseconds before the impact of the bolt of star-hot nuclear fire -

But we're not there. Joker changes his mind, changes his pattern unpredictably, jinks
hard left twice in a row and the plasma beam misses us by two hundred metres, and
he triggers all three of our mass-accelerators simultaneously.
Three solid hits. At this range and its current speed, the Collector ship can't
accelerate fast enough to get out of the way of a shot pointed straight at it. And its
shield flashes and pulses purple and our fire is deflected, slapped aside. Even the
five-kiloton fluidic cannon is deflected.
Ah, well. It was always a bit of a gamble. "Hey, asshole." Joker yells at the Collector
cruiser. "Fangs out."
Because you know what? The SR-2 wasn't built on your usual cruiser platform. Our
oversized core isn't for producing a heavy kinetic barrier. We don't have the power
supply for a massive axial rack, hence the fluidic cannon to try and make us punch
our weight. But as Joker told me back when I first saw the ship: it's the most
maneuverable ship of this size that you can get. And Edi triggers another FTL jump,
nailbitingly close, killing our velocity, bringing us out within ten kilometres of the
larger vessel and at right angles to its big gun.
Both ships light up at once with laser discharges, the knife-fight battle of laser
output versus hull armour beginning immediately. A sequence of icons on Joker's
console confirm what he already knew - even wounded, the bigger ship is winning.
We're better armoured - our shots are already boiling away their hull, while theirs
are as yet only heating up our armour - but their critical systems are buried deep
inside, while once our armour's gone we're almost straight into hull-breach territory.
But we're not done yet.
"Edi, give me breachers." The short-ranged, high-mass missiles are designed for
shield penetration. But on their own they're just more small holes in the resilient
vessel. Joker pushes us in as close as he can, the Collector vessel close enough to
look out and see if we had any windows, that whole side of the universe pretty much
eclipsed by the hounding fire of its short-ranged weapons. He's playing for time,
jockeying for position. If those were living people shooting at him, he'd be throwing
their aim, he might even be scaring them. But they aren't, and all his acrobatics are
doing is occasionally forcing them to abandon one hotspot on our hull for another.
We're starting to lose armour, the crystalline matrix subliming off into space as the
heat becomes too much. Lights across the board start to go amber.
And Joker flips the ship over and fires a full spread of nine. The Collectors swap some
of their weapons to taking down the missiles immediately. Those things could be

nuclear-tipped for all they know. Two seconds to impact; one second. Two of the
missiles explode prematurely and the Collectors immediately switch to shooting at
the Normandy again - conventional chemical-explosive tips are nearly useless against
the cruiser.
But the missiles disrupt the Collector ship's barrier as they hit, seven simultaneous
massive impacts draining the capacitors as the missiles are sent slewing off-course to
spend their shaped-charge warheads chewing pointless holes in the ship's outer hull.
And Joker's got our bow pointed right at them. And theNormandy stumbles and
shivers as he pulls the trigger.
The shot and the impact are as close to simultaneous as makes no difference. The
three mass-accelerator rounds strike the shield; the two lighter shots are sent
spiralling off-course to plough into random non-critical areas of the ship. But the bolt
from the fluidic cannon is simply broken up into a spray of droplets of liquid metal
travelling at a significant fraction of the speed of light. So dissipated, the shot
doesn't penetrate all the way to the core. But it does dump all five kilotons of energy
into an area of hull unequipped to hold it. The storm of flying shrapnel, vaporised
hull and scads of shattered armour shreds through the centre of the enemy vessel
and pretty much carves its heart out, and Joker punches the air with a whoop as the
thing goes dark.
"Commander, we have a problem." Miranda flashes up a series of warning icons on
my screen. "We're being target-locked. The station's warming up its own guns."
"Helm, take us in."
"Sir?" Joker starts us moving even as he asks.
"The station will just plain fry us if we stay this close and out in the open. We'll be
safer inside its shield perimeter."
"And here I was thinking you'd be sounding the retreat." Joker spins the ship around
to put our strongest, coldest armour towards the station as we close. "You do know
that if we're that close, they can stop us getting away again?"
"Uh-huh. That is kind of part of the whole 'boarding action' deal. If we're in a
position to be getting away from this, that shouldn't be an issue."
Joker shakes his head. "Aye-aye. Far be it from me to say you're crazy, sir."
"Says the man who just jumped down a tiger's throat and tore it a brand new exit."

"Heh. Get me something nice down there."
Shipwide announce. "Boarding party to the hangar bay."
In the lift, I hand Legion the little microwave transmitter Tali gave me.
It looks at it, at me. "ShepardCommander, this is a component we said we would not
bring aboard."
"Would you or would you not be more use if you had one?"
"And more dangerous, yes."
"If you were going to break your word, you'd have acted by now. And I need you fully
functional out there."
It nods slowly. "But we have not demonstrated our good faith to your satisfaction."
We walk out into the armoury; Garrus hands Legion its long, heavy gun. I nod. "Well,
now you have the opportunity."
I divide us into two fireteams, splitting our heavy guns, stealth assets and biotics
evenly. Edi's voice sounds over my earpiece, stating calmly that we are being
jammed. Miranda's team will go for the jammer, try and get that offline so Edi can
work. My team are headed for the nearby processing cluster, see if Legion or Tali can
pry it open if they have physical access. We move.
Resistance starts off very light. My team spots one solitary Collector and Thane takes
it with a silent omni-blade to the back of the skull. Messy, but it silences its
transmitter. Miranda's team reports contact, a patrol of three taken down from
ambush.
They get to the jammer. It's just a transmitter. Miranda cuts the power and Edi
indicates that she's going in. On our side, we've run into a bulkhead that wasn't on
the scans. No controls on this side. No maint panel - no, there. I give Tali a boost up
to the panel, three metres up the wall. She has it open in seconds.
"What are you looking at up there?"
"Jackpot. This is a thermal exhaust duct, John, feeding into the
cooling system."

"Meaning?"
She drops down, unclips her custom shotgun from her belt and hands it to
me. "Meaning it's a route in. It goes pretty much all the way to the
server room."
"So what's with the gun?" She passes me her pistol and a pouch of something heavy
from a pocket... "Guns. And the stuff?"
"Hang on to them for me?'
"Now wait a second. You're not the only one who does tunnels-"
Her eyes say don't-you-dare. Her tone stays light. "Did you not just see me
call shotgun? And I fold down smaller than Legion."
Everything she could want to know, she can see on my face. I pause just half a
second too long. "Work fast, Tali, and stay safe."
"Never, John." She puts her hand on my shoulder, supposedly for balance. "I'll
be back before you know it." And I lift her back up to the duct entrance.

•
So this is a fine mess your big mouth and your big ego have conspired to get you
into. Exactly how much are you prepared to do to - h'm. Turn on your back and
wriggle under this one, squeeze down. No human or asari could have got through
that opening - to convince yourself and him that he's showing you no favouritism?
Legion could have done this. And Legion doesn't have the ails to which flesh, no
matter how much you wrap it up, is still very much heir.
Exterior temp passing three-ten K. The suit's perfectly happy at five hundred, so this
is fine. The upward trend is nothing to be worrying about. This is just like crawling
through one of the air ducts on the Rayya on one of those hide-and-seek games the
kids used to play in the ventilation system. Complete with the stealth requirements.
With active sensors off, the entire world is compressed down to what you could see
if you had eyes in the back of your head as well as the front, which at the moment is
about four metres of stupid angular duct. You should have made Mordin do this. This
is a job for a salarian. Or a snake.

Nngh. A small snake.
A sudden unexpected pressure around the hips, like a hard metal band. Suit mic is
off, so the rest of the team is spared from hearing that scream over the comm, but it
auto-triggers half the suit's emergency buttons and sends an urgent-danger signal.
"Tali, you okay?" Of course he was watching your status display.
"Hold please." Luckily you have a recording of you saying that phrase. Get your
breath back, you're confusing your life support. Uncurl your fingers and open your
eyes. There's no breach alarm. You're just... caught, around the hips. Not
wedged, caught. Risk a ping from active sensors to work out what the hell that is.
Huh. An iris of some kind. Those aren't generally known for not being sharp. Armour
integrity... right. The edge of the iris isn't actually sharp so that's no problem.
Comm. "I'm caught. As opposed to stuck. There appears to be a security iris here. I
have no idea how I triggered it - possibly gas pressure? There's a gasflow here, or
there was until something decided to iris me. I'm working on it."
"Can you free yourself?"
You'd laugh, if it wasn't so serious. "Well, I'd better be able to. It's not like there's
room for two in here."
"Noted. We're looking for a route around, see if we can't find an
access out here. Edi, any chance of a hand?"
There's static on Edi's channel. "Apologies. It is a separate system."
"Okay." Can't quite keep a nervous quiver out of your voice. "No sweat. Update
soon."
Temperature's rising along with pressure. Three-hundred-fifty K, point-two bar. Okay,
try the trivial thing first. Hips are your widest point - maybe the iris isn't trying to
tighten on you because it hit a cutout, at which point you can squeeze down and
wriggle through Well, wasn't that predictable. Gas pressure made you slide backwards and then the
iris tightened and now you're trapped around the waist. The close confines are a
puzzle, not a threat. Get that? A puzzle. Yes. Can you get your arm down there?
Bend sideways a bit, bring the - ow - yup. Now you have your left hand where it can
do some good. The metal of the iris is cold and hard and unyielding to the touch.

Your actual dedicated personal omni-blade is strapped to your calf where you
thought it'd be nice and convenient - kicking the side of the duct does no good
except to remind you just how small - stop it - Omni-tool. D'you even actually have a
blade app installed today? Browser. Apps -> General? No, you deleted the default
one, remember? Apps -> Tactical? No, no and (third page) no. Apps -> Engineering?
H'm. It's not an omni-blade, but it is a hullcutter. Will it do? (Be careful! It can cut
suit fabric just as easily as hull!) Pull up a camera app at the same time so you can
see what you're doing. Just like cutting a No, that iris metal is hardly warming up. (Unlike the gas in here, which is warming
up. Four hundred seventy-six K. You could boil water in here now, and not because
of the low pressure.)
"Update me?" Okay, this is just to hear his voice really.
"We've run into some resistance out here. You?"
"This iris valve is under automatic control, a wired link, disconnected from the main
computer system. I don't think it's actively malicious because it has me around the
waist and it isn't trying to cut me in half or squeeze me to death. I might be able to
slide backwards and out, but I haven't given up on getting through. The iris won't
cut. Heat and pressure are rising, but they're still well within limits."
"Hang in there. We'll push forward."
"And here I was thinking of going for a nice relaxing walk. See you in a bit."
And it's hot and dark in here and the gas is poisonous and the station has you by the
waist and breathe, dammit. Regularly.
New idea. Scanner app. What's the iris made of?
Iridium alloy. This iris is worth roughly eighty thousand credits just in raw materials.
No wonder it wouldn't cut. And what's the betting the other components in the alloy
make it tough as well as hard? Why weren't they using this stuff for hull armour, if
they've got so much of it?
Maybe they were, actually. That would make those ships stupidly valuable as
salvage. (Focus!) So. Plasma cutter won't cut this, but it would eventually make it hot
enough to melt ... to melt your suit. A shaped charge might shatter a bit of it, but
you'd be talking about setting off explosives in a (dark twisty constricting) confined

space and about two or three centimetres from your navel, with the deliberate aim
of creating high-energy flying shrapnel.
Other properties. Nonmagnetic. Not helpful. Won't corrode, burn or etch. Not
helpful. Decent thermal conductor. Not helpful. Okay electrical conductor. Not hAntenna!
As it turns out, piss-poor antenna. But mapping that out has got you the direction of
the control gear, of the maint access. Thank all the beneficent ancestors that they do
their maintenance like regular people, not with nanobots or something equally
ridiculous. Mark that up on AR: maybe somebody can get to it.
"Tali, Shepard. You flagged something?"
"Yes. That is what has me."
"You're still trapped?"
"I have no solution that isn't worse than my current problem. I think I could probably
get to the point that I am trapped by my neck instead of my waist, if that would help
for some reason? It's-" check gauges, swallow hard- "somewhat warm in here and
the pressure just passed one point five bar. The temperature and pressure rises are
difficult to forecast, but I think I have some minutes until I need to start looking at
staying-alive solutions rather than pressing-onwards solutions."
"Copy. Solution on the way."
Well - not a lot to do in here right now. Staying-alive solutions? Mostly those involve
'don't be here'. Paradoxically, you're starting to shiver - the cooling system is more
worried about keeping integrity against the five-hundred-twenty Kelvin above the
iris than keeping you comfortable against the one-hundred Kelvin below.
Hypothermia is a danger, but not as soon as burning to death. Now you know how a
thermocouple feels.
Press your palm flat against the cold metal of the iris just to decrease the thermal
load a bit. Pull up someone's gun camera as a distraction. Literally nothing else to
do.
Legion pulls the trigger and the gun hardly recoils at all. It's
picking off the ones that aren't glowing, with the yield turned way
down to increase the cyclic rate and conserve power. Jack is trading
blows with one of the glowing ones, punch after incandescent punch

into its weakening defences; John's exchanging fire with two more.
Thane can't be seen and isn't broadcasting a camera. And it's starting to
get less cold inside the suit as the system starts diverting more and more power to
keeping things like the helmet visor below their melting point.
Another Collector starts glowing under Legion's sights; it slams its
weapon yield right up, fires, violently ejects the glowing heat-sink
and fires again nearly immediately. The first bruising hit gets the
target's attention and slams it hard against the wall; the second
causes it to flare brightly as its controller retasks more power to
block the incoming kill-shot. But more interestingly, there in the
background Thane's stealth field shimmers as he slips a transmitter
unit onto a cable highlighted on his tactical display, and Legion
retasks much of its processing powerAnd there's just about time to make yourself as big as possible, brace against the
sides of the conduit as the iris releases and the pressure goes with a roar and you
slide maybe two metres backwards and it gets very cold very fast.
"Tali?"
Talk, dammit. Where's that hotkey? "Hold please." No, wrong recording... damn, that
sent, didn't it. Keelah. Just focus, get your breathing back under control, wait for the
suit to normalise temperature.
"Holding."
"I- I'm good now. J-just a little cold." The shivering, the elevated pulse, it's all just
because of the incipient hypothermia. Those aren't tears. "Moving now."
"Sure. There's another sealed bulkhead nearby. We've got Harbinger's
attention here and no mistake - feel free to open that door for us
any time you like."
So they backed themselves into a corner for you. C'mon. This way. Under, over,
round and through. Another maint hatch. Can't cut it; can kick it open. There's a
Collector on the far side; drawing the hilt of the omni-blade as you fall, slice the
thing open from hip to shoulder even as the foot-long blade deploys, reverse the cut
into a V-shape and the thing falls in three loosely connected pieces. Cut tne next
door open and here's the objective. Sheathe the weapon, pull up the holographic
display. Work fast.

•
The door opens and we back through firing; Thane shows himself to prove that he's
already through and Tali slams it almost immediately. I can feel Harbinger release its
puppets on the far side of the door, move its attention elsewhere. I go over to Tali,
wanting to satisfy myself that she's actually just as OK as she says she is, and her
expression as I hand her back her bulky kit is definitely one of 'see, nothing to it'. Her
suit has an ugly scar all the way around her waist and a bunch of scratch marks, but
she's all right. Good. That's good.
Focus. "Miranda, Shepard. How's it going on your end?"
"On our way. Edi, fill him in."
Edi responds calmly. "Thanks to your distraction I have the data. The
prisoners are on the move still, on their way to 'processing'. Most
of the doors on the way, I have jammed open. Attempting to stop the
Collectors moving the prisoners got me Harbinger's attention; I will
hold this attention as long as I can. It is trying to teach me fear.
I am trying to teach it humility. Neither is working. Hardware
failures would be useful."
Tali and Legion get to work. The modifications they come up with are subtle and
quickly applied, but I'm assured they'll be devastating. "In, you know, ten or so
minutes. Or if it redlines any power systems."
"What, no explosions?"
Legion shakes its head emphatically. "Less useful, less subtle. Short version: we have
set all the cooling systems in here to manual, reversed all the controls and given one
lever an impulse at random. Let us be off."
The fireteams join back up and we follow the metaphorical yellow brick road. We
use the server room as a makeshift airlock - it's pressurised inside most of this
facility, and it'll be way less dangerous to fight in even an untrusted atmosphere,
although we keep our helmets closed. Edi's interference has sealed us off from most
of the teams trying to repel boarders and produced a galaxy of fake contact icons;
the Collectors are compensating by using expendable scouts, and Mordin and Thane
are compensating for that by, well, expending them. Thane's concentrating on taking
out scouts that might see us; Mordin is concentrating on taking out other scouts,
disabling systems and generally causing fake trouble. The rest of us are making

steady, if not particularly speedy progress in what Edi tells us is a parallel direction to
the prisoners.
"Commander, Edi. Can I raise a concern?"
"Go for it."
"You are too late. I can raise you another objective marker for the
systems that require to be damaged in order that the SR-2 can
launch."
"What do you mean, too late?"
"The prisoners will arrive at Processing in four minutes. You are
fourteen minutes behind them, assuming one unplanned enemy contact.
Moving faster is likely to cause your discovery and change the odds
very rapidly against you. I cannot guarantee that the prisoners will
last that long unharmed under what I suspect is an irreversible and
undesirable process."
"Understood. Save the objective marker for later, Edi." I raise my voice. "Time to
move a little faster. The way is clear enough. Just a few bad guys on it, and one
closed door. We're gonna pick up the pace and not slow down till we're there. I want
an arrowhead. Samara, take the point. Left from front, Grunt, Thane, me. Right side,
Garrus, Jacob, Miranda. Legion, Tali and Mordin, deal with their counterattack. And
Jack?" I grin at her. "Behind Samara, and conserve your power." She pouts. "Then the
moment we see that door, I want you to trot politely up and knock just as nicely as
you can."
"What if they don't want to be polite and nice, Mister Shepard, sir?"
"Then fuck them up, Miss Zero."
"You say the sweetest things." She puts her gun away, laces her fingers together and
cracks her knuckles above her head. "Ready when you are, Mister Shepard, sir."
And we go. Samara sets the pace, starting easy, gathering momentum, not really
bothering with slowing down, running a wedge-shaped wave of shimmering
distortion in front of us to throw off their aim, far more use than a barrier against
the shield-ignoring laser weapons the Collectors are using. Each side of the
arrowhead I've put two biotics - one weaker, to distract and blunt incoming attack,

and one stronger, to strike back. It's easier to aim a biotic pulse at this kind of pace
than it is to aim a weapon, or at least I feel that way. Most of my team seem to have
no problem aiming from the hip, Garrus firing controlled bursts from his LMG,
Miranda and Thane firing careful pinpoint pistol shots to devastating effect. Tali
releases an arrowhead of drones, taking a leaf out of the geth's tactics - or to be
honest, it's just as likely that this tactic was originally her people's. The drones have
light weapons specialised in shield-disruption and Legion supplies the heavy
firepower to back them up.
The Collector response is slow and not terribly inspired. It's a good three minutes
before we see Harbinger power any of them up, and by that point we've made
contact with what must be the rearguard of the force that has the prisoners. Samara
focuses on countering the incoming fire - she can't face Harbinger's power head-on,
but it's simple enough for her to misdirect the gravitic pulses or cause them to have
insufficient effect. Grunt goes for it in the face, breaking formation to barrel into it,
knocking it down with his forehead; as the inevitable biotic pulse knocks him high in
the air he laughs out loud, and the thing he dropped unnoticed at its feet explodes.
He learned that trick from Wrex - the first and greatest use of the famous krogan
headbutt is to make your opponent look the wrong way - and from Thane - shapedcharge mines are totally a melee weapon if you're good enough.
And before we know it we're in what our stolen schematics say is the hallway next to
Processing, and it's full of the bastards. The Collectors like their architecture big,
open and high-ceilinged; the floor's uneven, not great terrain to move across, a lot
of cover. The bulkhead at the far side is massive and it's nearly closed. I yell to Jack
and she treats us to a whoop over the open commlink as she flashes across a
hundred metres of hall and lands against the open door with a sound like thunder in
my sixth sense. And the ten Collectors left standing around her light up
simultaneously.
I yell for a charge and Samara takes her defensive wedge and throws it forward like a
tidal wave, leaping forward in its wake. I don't think I've ever seen her draw her gun
before, but there she is with her assault rifle, laying down blistering suppressive fire
to let Garrus and Jacob move up past her. Grunt pulls up an omni-blade in his free
hand and charges the nearest knot of Collectors, subtlety apparently thrown to the
wind, leaping right at the barrel of the laser that's trying to put holes in him; his
knee takes the Collector in the face with a crunch of chitin and he takes two more of
them down as he rises. Thane vanishes, and about ten seconds later something
over there explodes; Mordin activates something on his omni-tool and suddenly a
set of very realistic muzzle flashes and the sound of assault rifle fire give the
impression of a flanking force.

And Jack's in the middle of a circle of foes. She's yelling Harbinger's name at them,
calling him every name under the sun, spitting obscenities and trading concretecracking blows, and she's doing it right next to the door mechanism. But she's not
winning, not really even breaking even. There are too many, and they are too fast.
They aren't really giving her time to build a pulse large enough to hurt any of them,
not and retain the power to stop them smashing her to pieces.
Legion calls to Tali; she tosses it a bundle of gun barrels and the two of them print up
another batch of weapon drones. Legion tasks all of them to Tali's control in order to
spend its own processing power on landing these shots exactly right. Yellow light
flares behind Jack and she turns just in time to get a barrier in the way but it doesn't
quite stop it all; the momentum transfer knocks her on her ass and one of the
Collectors puts a foot on her midriff, gathering a pulse in its cupped hands - and
Legion's shot punches through its barrier, hits it under its right arm and the left side
of its torso blows out in a shower of chitin and grey blood. The drones swoop in,
concentrating fire, dancing and jinking; one of the first batch, its heat sink nearly
overloaded, dives straight for the pack of them and three of them collaborate to
contain the explosion where it will do no harm.
So that means they took their eyes off Jack. She doesn't bother getting up. There's
no outward sign of what she's doing. She's been watching Samara for weeks, and the
asari has this way of doing things that make no noise at all, and Jack's
been practicing. The only warning of what's about to happen is when the little
human flicks her eyes open and they're glowing bright blue.
And the spherical shockwave tears through all of their barriers moments before the
kamikaze drone explodes and Legion takes advantage of the situation to shoot
another one through the centre of mass. The massive bulkhead door twists and
bends and grinds to a halt, still a good metre and a half open. So we make for that.
Jack sticks on our side of the door, continuing to be a threat the Collectors can't
ignore. I don't know if Harbinger can hear what she's saying, but at least it makes
Jack feel better. Grunt is first through, straight into a storm of fire that punches half a
dozen holes in his armour; he bellows the name of his clan and charges. Miranda
and Jacob go through next, shoulder to shoulder, making the entry like it's a walk in
the park, closely followed by Garrus. That shimmer in the air is Thane moving in to
do what he can. Samara fetches up next to Jack and continues with the suppressing
fire, countering incoming attacks and keeping shooters' heads down to help take
some of the load off her. Mordin squeezes through and then it's time for me and Tali
to move in. Jack and Samara exchange a glance - it's like a game of chicken - and
Samara backs down rather than wait to see if the human will come through before
the point of exhaustion. Jack's last through, and demonstrates that she's still
absolutely fine by wrapping the massive solid bulkhead door in a pull-field and

jamming it closed by sheer biotic force.
Then she locks her suit joints so that it'll hold her upright while she gets her breath
back.
The other side, the room is even bigger. Grunt and Miranda and Jacob did a good job
taking down the remaining Collectors in here. And there is a long double line of greybrown coffinlike cargo pods that look a bit like moth crysalises, floating chained
together about two feet off the floor. The walls of this place are lined with similar
pods and a set of empty cradles shows exactly where these pods were going to go
next. A knot of dead Collectors were in the process of wiring one pair of pods into
their cradles; Miranda is already over there with a scanner on the pods.
"These are the prisoners?" I look at the things. They're just like the ones we saw
from the quarian video logs on Freedom's Progress. "There aren't enough pods,
surely."
"Two or three to a pod, Shepard." She runs a scanner carefully over the pod.
Jacob is running his hands over the other one that's half-plugged-in, looking for a
seam. "Do we cut them loose, do we get them out?"
"Well, it's unpleasant in there and breathable out - oh, my God." She deploys an
omni-blade and slices straight down the side of the pod she's scanning as she raises
her voice. "Pull them out, pull the pods off the walls, cut the tethers now! Leave our
people, they'll live! Go! Go!"
Jacob grabs the cables leading from his pod to the wall and starts to cut them with
an omni-blade. Some of them are sparking electrical cables, some of them bleed
nameless clear or unpleasantly cloudy fluids. I go straight to the first one that's fully
attached to the wall, find what purchase I can on the smooth surface, wrap it in a
mass-reduce field and start to rip it away, and the rest of the team follow suit.
Mordin pulls up a scanner, walking quickly down the line of pods. He stops suddenly,
moves back and adds a skull-and-crossbones marker on the tactical display before
digging a thermal piton into the side of the nearest pod and applying both hands
and all his suit strength.
Miranda's voice is tight; she's using the comm to make herself audible over the
screech of tearing metal. "Harbinger's given up on keeping them, it's
trying to kill them. Every pod that's plugged in. Cut the power, cut
the liquid feeds, cut them open, open the lid, expose them to air,
it's the only chance they have."

"Fast or safe?" Thane calls.
"Fast!" Mordin gets in behind the pod that he's pulling out, slashes the cables and
then braces his feet against the wall, pushing the thing out and over upside down.
"Up to marker contents may be alive."
Tali's managed to get a pod four inches out; she sends a drone into the gap and
detonates it with a loud bang, forcing the thing out and cracking its outer shell in a
shower of splinters. Grunt gets purchase on his one by sinking his claws in and
tearing; Garrus does likewise. Thane, sweating, grabs his pod with a biotic pull,
tearing it free with a splintering scream of abused ceramic. Samara breathes deep,
reaches out a hand and wraps a pod in a coruscating energy field, steps backward
and the thing comes with as if moving on oiled runners, its cables neatly severed.
I've got mine out, cut the cables with a backhanded warp pulse and go back for a
second. Miranda's going briskly down the line of pods that we've pulled out of the
wall, running an omni-blade down one side to make a crack, jamming the fingers of
her powered glove into that crack and lifting with a sound a bit like the tearing of
expanded polystyrene. Jack's struggling with another one, still breathing hard, not
using her biotics, not handling the powered suit quite right. Tali sinks a piton into the
other side of the same pod and the two of them pull it out.
It takes us maybe five minutes to get the thirty or so potentially saveable pods off
the wall. Mordin only does the one; as the medic, he starts going along behind
Miranda pulling the pods all the way open. I catch him swearing softly to himself in
Surkeshi as he cracks the lid on the first one, and then he's lifting out an unconscious
human in soaked, battered civilian clothing and laying her on the cold floor in the
recovery position.
"Tali," he calls, medical authority strong in his tone. "Require sensor drones, scan
pod contents, looking for lung function."
"Mordin, I can't exactly do a full med-scan at-"
"Sound, then. Working lungs not silent! Flag it up, place choking patient in recovery
position if you can! Triage! Leave quiet ones! Biotics, dump all pods on their
side, deliberately spill contents!"
Samara gestures and the pod that she's dragging tears itself apart like breaking an
egg; there are two people inside and a gush of yellowish-greyish fluid that steams in
the cold atmosphere. She turns away abruptly, discarding the remains, and starts
knocking other pods over with careful flicks of her hand, spilling their contents on

the floor. The rest of us get to doing the same. Mordin's plan is uncomplicated,
unsympathetic, even violent - but there are nearly a hundred people dying here and
nine of us. I'm not yet to the stage of worrying about who they are. Our own crew
are apparently safe in the line of pods in transit, apart from the two pods they were
in the middle of processing. It seems that what Harbinger did was turned off the life
support to these people, stopped providing oxygen via whatever means, and they
started to drown. There's be something else, too. Their skin does not look good.
Some of these people look like they've been - I don't think about it. I keep working.
We can save lives here. Mordin's in charge right now.
Jack's opened her faceplate. She's gone pale, wide-eyed and staring, breathing
quickly and shallowly. I call her name and she looks round very fast. "On watch! Keep
a lookout!" Her eyes flick to the mess we're dealing with. She's about to try and raise
some sort of objection. "Jack, it's fucked-up, but it'll be worse if the Collectors turn
up." I don't say: you're teetering on the edge of shock, girl, sit down before you fall
down. She nods jerkily and turns her back on the scene rapidly.
I don't think there's a one of us who won't carry this one to our grave. The ones who
aren't just blue and unresponsive go pretty much straight from coughing up yellowgrey ick to coughing up blood. Mordin's instructions are quick, easy and simple,
basically treat it like drowning and he'll handle the rest, start with the people who
are trying to breathe. He's going down the line of patients we've put in the recovery
position and giving each one a brief scan and an injection of something. We can't
save nearly enough. More than half of them never started breathing. I tell myself
they were already dead before we started opening the pods. Maybe half of the rest
didn't get help fast enough. Once we've got all the ones who will live into the
recovery position and made sure they aren't going to choke themselves to death, we
get onto fabricating up foil blankets. Tali's starting to draw one over one of the
people we couldn't save - I have to catch her arm, shake my head. I see her
shoulders slump. She nods slowly, covers my hand with hers a moment, then turns
quickly away. Foil blankets for the ones we can save and for our crew will already
start to stretch our omni-gel supplies - we'd exhaust them completely making
shrouds for the dead. And we've still got to get back to our ship.

•
When there's little more for the people without medical training to do, I wipe my
hands clean and head over to talk to Jack. She's sitting on an outcrop, mechanically
scanning back and forth, looking for incoming threats. She does not look good. I
approach from the side so as not to startle her. The key here is absolutely nothing
that can be detected as sympathy. "Anything?"

Her teeth are chattering. Her breath is misting. She shakes her head. "Sorry. Know
you've, you-know."
"Sugar."
She looks at me flatly. "Yes, honey?"
I snort. "I'm guessing nobody ever taught you this one, Jack. In the tests on Pragia
they'd have had you on a glucose IV. And after that, I guess you just lived with the
fact that you felt like shit after you threw everything you had at something, am I
right?"
"I still got power left." She pulls her barrier to full eye-baffling strength for a
moment.
"Sure. But biotics takes energy. And you're feeling faint, sick, light-headed. You're
white as a sheet, freezing cold, short on breath and shaking. Yeah?"
"'S cold. I'm just out of breath."
"You're halfway into shock. Seeing the casualties back there didn't help matters." I
pull a tube out of a belt pouch, hand it over. "Sugar. Get it down your neck. Then
water, because I'll bet you're dehydrated. The effect is like magic."
Ain't taking no damn pills."
"Jack. Do you want that I should set the doctor on you."
She scowls. "I'll live."
"If you pass out and he has to get you back up, you'll get infinitely worse from him.
Take your medicine and that's an order."
A moment passes. She regards the tablets, then me, then the tablets again. "Ayeaye." She snatches them. "Question, though. First." Her voice is rough. "Who were
they, Shepard? Who'd we fail to save?"
"Colonists, Jack. Human civilians. No idea from where."
"Fuck." She doesn't look in my direction in case she sees them. "They didn't even
sign up for this shit."

"Nobody did, Jack."
"We're gonna get them for this, right? We're gonna fuck 'em up good?"
"Yeah. All we can. Now stop playing for time and take your damn medicine." I turn
and walk back to the pods.
Miranda turns to me as I approach. "John, I'd like a call on this. We can't pick up and
carry twenty-three people and still be any kind of fighting unit. We can drag the
functional pods, but the ones that we, uh, deactivated are never going to fly again.
We can open the pods, which gives us something between another fifty-three
casualties and fifty-three noncombatants who can carry people - in the worst case it
roughly triples our problem, in the best case it makes us mobile."
"And your advice?"
She shrugs. "Until Edi suborns an airlock we can't get these people out anyway, but if
she does we may end up short on time. And we need to get moving anyway. I say
take the risk, but I want your opinion."
"...Can we not just open one of them and see?"
"...I'm sorry, John, that was an unforced error. You're right."
"I just finished telling Jack to rehydrate and get some sugar into her." I inflect it as a
joke, but it's quite true. Miranda, too, is well past alabaster complexion and I can see
she's sweating. "Do I need to go get the megaphone?"
"No." She shakes her head, makes an adjustment on her omni-tool. "You won't see
any more mistakes from me." She indicates the nearest pod. "Do the honours?
There's a catch on the base, it should deactivate the field and open the thing. These
are very much like Prothean biostasis pods, although they don't seem to be wired for
cryofreeze - they're just using them for restraint and transport." I steel myself to see
a familiar face subjected to the horror I've just witnessed, step up and press the
catch.
The pod tilts towards me as it comes open, hissing slightly with the release of
pressure. I can feel the static field over the pod's lone occupant flickering as it opens,
as the pod's powercell stops feeding energy to the seeker that's maintaining the
field. And I recognise the young lady in the tattered Saharta uniform as Yeoman
Chambers at about the same time that she draws a deep, rattling breath to scream
her lungs out.

•
All fifty-three missing crew are accounted for. Four of them - the ones from the two
pods we opened first - are in a condition Mordin has slightly doubtfully referred to as
'movable'. The rest of them he took one look at and delegated to Miranda. They're
shivering, traumatised, huddled and about as scared as you can get and still be
standing, but they're alive and physically unharmed, still wearing the same kit they
were wearing when they were taken on theNormandy, even still wearing their omnitools. Doctor Chakwas, complete with a foil blanket wrapped around her shoulders,
insists on helping Miranda make sure that everyone's physically OK before going to
help Mordin. She might be marginally paler than Jack and have a tendency to lean
on things for support but her hands are just as steady as his are. I knew my doctor
was tough. Guess now I know how tough.
I sit on the end of a pod and pull up the comm. "Edi, Shepard. Tell me you have good
news for me."
"I can do that, commander. There is a salvage hangar only three
hundred metres from your position that can be pressed into service
as a large one-use airlock. We are currently in the process of
maneuvering the SR-2 into the hangar; I shall mark it on your map.
Then from there, being inside the shield perimeter, we can use ship
weaponry to disable some of the local defence systems and get away
without issues. I have fended off an attack from the Collectors
already; eventually Harbinger will find a way to prevent me
leaving."
Relief. I nod. "Copy that. I'll get back to you soon with our plan." I close the comm,
step up on top of one of the pods that's on its side and raise my voice. "Okay,
people, Edi's got us a way out of this. The moment we're mobile, we're going to be
standing up and going back through that door there, the broken one. We'll hang a
right, go up one level and follow the yellow brick road, and we'll be back aboard
the SR-2 before we know it. Then we run like we stole something. With the recon
data we've got, and the Reaper IFF module that let us come through the relay to this
place, we can come back with a fleet and wipe the Collectors from the page of
history." I indicate the casualties. "We've got a lot of wounded, but Dr. Solus and Dr.
Chakwas are making them ready to move - there's roughly one person who needs
carrying for every two crewmembers walking, so you'll be pairing up and carrying
one casualty per pair. The shore party will be helping me keep the Collectors off your
backs, and we'll be going as fast as we're able. Mordin, how fast can we get these
people mobile?"

Mordin doesn't stand or look round, but does raise his voice. "Three minutes,
Shepard."
"Right. Three minutes to pair up and get ready to move. The sooner we're out of this
hellhole the better." I hop down from the pod.
And there's Samara behind me. She must have moved silently. "John, a word, if you
don't mind."
"What's eating you?"
"A phrase, John, that you used in mild jest. I am aware you like inappropriate
references. 'Run like we stole something.' Am I to understand by this that we are to
turn tail here?" She frowns slightly.
Sigh. You'd have thought that spending a few centuries as the asari equivalent of
Judge Dredd would mean that you'd pick up some military tactics along the way.
"We're a recon unit, Samara, not a combat one. We were here to rescue our people.
We've given Harbinger a bloody nose into the bargain. It'll take them years to
recover from what we did. And we can have a real fleet here in days. Show me a
leader who won't fall back and I'll show you a damn corpse."
"Even so?" She inclines her head. "I suppose this is goodbye, then."
Nonplussed by that one. "Sorry, you're going to have to run that by me again. You
lost me at the point where you said you're staying here?"
You know, sometimes I can see where the asari get their reputation for being
patronising. "I know. And I understand. Selfishness, fear, are only natural in such a
case. This is a-"
"Now hang on just one second-"
She arches an eyebrow. "You mean you are sanguine? Unaffected?"
"Well, no, of course not."
"And what happened to 'Harbinger will never hurt anyone again'?"
"Did you maybe miss the part where we come back in a couple of days with half the
Fifth Fleet?"

"You may pull on the other one, John, it is ornamental. The Council cannot deny your
facts, but they will 'debunk' or make inadmissible much of your evidence and
demand a hearing before committing an act of war on your say-so. Your contact may
love you well, but he is not his own master." She shrugs gracefully. "The politicians
will mire you - it is what they do - and your prey will escape."
"You don't know that."
"Even so. But you can have less certainty than I - and neither do you need me to get
your people to your ship. I can help you best, in fact, by going for the throat."
"It'd be suicide."
She nods minutely. "It has a slim chance of success. Nothing is invulnerable. This
place must have reactors, for I see no passive energy collectors. Reactors can be
sabotaged, or have energy-dense fuel I can exploit. And millions of past dead cry out
for justice and millions yet to die cry out for deliverance, and against that my life is
counted lightly indeed." Her eyes burn with conviction. "I outlived my eldest
daughter, my fallen daughter, my white whale, my nemesis. With her death - I
wondered, perhaps, what it was that I was for." She swallows. "I am for this. This is
why the Goddess let me live. Here is the biggest criminal I will ever bring down. It is
a suicide mission: that is fine. It is worth it."
"You don't need to do this, Samara. You'll die, and for what?"
"It will help your chances, too. I will draw them off. I can make as much noise as Jack,
should I choose. They will not be able to ignore me."
As I stand there shaking my head, the massive form of Grunt comes to stand beside
the ancient asari. He nods to me. "She ain't going alone. This wasn't her idea,
neither, me coming. I just thought of it, hearing you talk. See, I figure I got maybe a
thousand years of life and five hundred kids in my future. If I play my cards right.
"Cept if this bastard doesn't die, that's piss in the ocean. You think he'll stop at taking
down the humans? If he does, then what the hell are my people for, that you guys
are more of a threat than we are?" He snorts. "Either I couldn't live with that
because I'd be dead, because he came for us next, or I couldn't live with that
because the bastard just ignored me, the biggest insult you could ever have, and
there wouldn't be a damn thing I could do. This is where I put my ass on the line for
my principles. You heard Samara's religious motivation? This is mine. Just as
religious. Just as motivated." He gives a wide-mouthed grin. "And besides. I figure
that Harbinger's gotta be the biggest bastard a krogan ever got a shot at. If there's a

team on killing him, I'm on it."
Legion walks up to join Grunt. "ShepardCommander. It would be illogical for this
hardware to be exempt from such a mission. We have recorded an encapsulated
testimony concerning our dialogue with organic races and most especially the young
example of our Creators, and left copies with Mordin, Edi and Tali for forwarding.
The vote to attempt by our life or death the destruction of the OldMachine was
unanimous. We might even be able to set up a carrier wave to transmit our
consciousnesses back to the Normandy upon hardware failure. Given that we are
not nceessarily risking the entering of halting-state on even a guaranteed suicide
mission, honour demands we stand beside our new friends."
I shake my head. "Mutiny, is that it?"
"If you gotta paint it that way, Shepard." Garrus rests his LMG across his shoulders.
"I've followed you into hell, [sir]. Now you're leaving without kicking the Devil's ass?
My life never did mean much more than a puff of warm marsh gas. I was going to
volunteer for distraction duty anyway, because you know as well as I do that your
little convoy isn't making it home if Harbinger gives it his full and undivided."
"Well, seeing as this just turned into a strategy discussion, let's ask the others.
Miranda, what d'you think?"
She shakes her head. "An unqualified success is unlikely, but - they aren't wrong
about the side-effects. Harbinger will have to pay attention to the attack or it
becomes an existential threat, and that means much less of its strength elsewhere
unless it has suddenly learned to trust."
"Your place?"
"Put me where you need me most."
"I'll do that, Miranda." She meets my eyes and nods slightly. "Thane, I guess I know
your answer."
"Yes." He smiles a beatific smile. It has always been his last wish to die in a
worthwhile cause.
I call over to our lookout, now halfway through the tube of sugar pills. "Jack?"
She gives me a shark's grin. Her colour's better already. "Time to kill something yet,
Shepard?"

"Not unless we got incoming."
She shakes her head. "Let me know, OK?"
"Jacob?"
He straightens, braces up like he's about to salute me. "Way I see it, sir, both jobs
need done. We owe our people. But we really fuckin' owe Harbinger. Sir."
I call over to our doctor, still trying to turn twenty-three lives saved into twenty-four.
"Mordin?"
"Hmm?"
"Mission profile?"
"Exfil. Soon." He doesn't stop working. "Less of the interruptions, please."
And Tali comes to stand beside me, answers before I open my mouth. "And I have
your back, John."
So I swallow hard. "All right. Mordin, Jacob, Miranda, you will take our people to
the Normandy. You will lock down and remain on station and on overwatch as long
as is safe. Miri, it is your call as to when that ends. When it does, you'll head back
through the Relay, you'll send my messages and Legion's. If the Council won't listen,
you can bet your ass the geth will. You will be in charge of the mission. You know
what to do."
She nods, her mouth set in a firm line. "Commodore Anderson doesn't know me.
Without you, Shepard, we have no chance of getting military aid from our own
side."
"Try him. He might surprise you."
"Sir." She turns to start marshalling the crew.
"The rest of us, we're out to take down this station's animating intelligence. Legion, I
just know you have a plan by now - let's hear it."
It nods, pulls up a holographic plan of the station. "Samara is roughly accurate,
except that the station is fusion-powered; the fuel's energy density is not easily

accessible, and the worst we could do to the reactor itself is set it on fire. But the
lower half of the station contains manufacturing and processing facilities. There is a
dump for storage of element zero - it contains enough to build a fleet. There is also a
power supply. We merely cut the earthing cable and attach the power supply to the
element-zero scrap."
"A makeshift implosion device. Won't Harbinger just cut its power?"
"Not in time. Physical shocks will also induce further gravity pulses. There is a reason
that most element-zero found is coated in conventional matter to significant depth."
Garrus drops his jaw in a turian grin. "Most expensive bomb ever made."
"Yes. Also one of the least efficient. But please believe us when we say that it will
work. Any attempt to ameliorate it will merely make the situation worse. Geth
element-zero storage facilities are composed of a vast number of small over-engined
independent drones spread over a large area of space, which are called in and
recycled when their materials are required. Almost any method of storing refined
element zero other than a powered drive core or a dense mass of condensed matter
is unstable to physical shocks and static fields. Roughly: The core will create a strong
gravity field. The first thing it will do is condense into a sphere, which will provide a
physical shock, which will produce a gravity pulse. That pulse will pull pieces off the
wall surrounding it, which will impact with force sufficient for an increased gravity
pulse; each subsequent impact will have a higher energy, and thus produce a
stronger pulse. The electric shock is required only for an initial impulse. After that,
the only way to escape the implosion will be to run. After an estimated ten minutes,
the only way to escape the implosion will be with an FTL drive. Once the core has
consumed all the mass in the vicinity, it will settle down into a massive hot dense
body similar to a stellar remnant; this body will have the wrong momentum-mass
ratio for its current orbit and it will decay, probably spiraling into the nearby black
hole over the course of a few centuries."
I nod. "Saddle up, ladies and gentlemen, we're on a clock here."
Tali laughs nervously. "Last one to the suicide mission's a sissy."

•
The answer as to why Harbinger had left us alone for long enough to make this plan
is pretty quick in coming. The moment Tali calls her sensor drones in from their role
as makeshift medical scanners and lights up the active sensors, she calls a warning as
the tactical display lights up with little incoming blips. Seekers. Too small for Jack to

see at this distance, too well shielded for passive sensors to pick up, they have been
crawling noiselessly across the walls and ceiling. They were maybe a minute from
dropping noiselessly onto us and powering up to capture all of us simultaneously.
And as Tali yells that we've got incoming, they process the information that they've
been discovered, and as one they drop off the walls and ceiling to swarm us. They
might not be able to see us terribly well thanks to Mordin's countermeasures, but
they can sure as hell see our un-suited crew and the injured colonists, filing none too
quickly out through the opening Jacob's torn in the bulkhead door.
Miranda's the first to respond, stepping between her charges and the incoming
swarm. This is going to hurt - there's no time. With an abbreviated, violent gesture
she raises a solid blue standing-wave barrier bubble around herself and the crew,
over the way out. Mordin wastes no time before yelling for them to move in a
parade-ground bellow he hasn't used for twenty years. Panic is not a good thing to
engender, but there's no way that barrier will last.
We're outside it. Samara feels what Miranda is doing and does the same, raising her
hands high and bringing them slowly to waist level as the air around us shimmers
with purple and ultraviolet. I yell to the team and we converge on her, diving inside
the long low oval of her field before it reaches full yield. And then the swarm
descends.
Miranda hisses in pain and her barrier visibly buckles as the seekers activate their
little cores, trying to dump more energy into it than she can handle; Samara narrows
her eyes and stands firm. The seekers are deflected, the swarm held back, but they
keep pushing.
Mordin is getting people out of the room. Jacob reports no seekers in the hall
beyond, back the way we came. Four pairs left to get through, three pairs, Two. One.
Mordin calls for Miranda to move but she can't, or won't, her suit joints locked to
keep her standing, her eyes screwed tight as the seekers redouble their assault on
her. "Samara! Can you help her?"
Samara risks a glance behind her, sees Miranda's barrier buckling like a soap bubble
in a strong breeze. "More harm than good. The generator's got to be inside the field
or she'll resist and do herself a mischief."
"Got you. Push the back of your field up against the front of hers." I take a deep
breath - this is going to hurt, and all - and start to run as Samara extends her shield,
giving me a clear tunnel to the edge of Miranda's barrier bubble. It's easy enough to
get out of a barrier - like going down a sudden steep hill - but going in is painful; I'd

just better hope that Miranda's got the strength to absorb the shock of me pushing
through for the few seconds it'll take me to take over. Close my eyes and dive
through, feeling the chainsaw-scream of the barrier against my armour and the sick
feeling of the gravity gradient as I pass through - Miranda cries out, but the barrier
holds - roll to my feet and raise a barrier of my own, smaller, more conservative, just
around me and Mordin and Miranda and their way out.
The field's not so bad to hold up. Blame my crazy experimental amp. I walk around
to stand just behind Miranda. "Okay, Miri. I know you can feel this. I'm holding. You
can drop the field. Okay?"
She makes a barely coherent noise that I realise is "...three. Two. One." And her
barrier shreds apart and she drops to her knees and I get stinging pins and needles
all over as the seekers' attempts to get through the field overwhelm my amp's
blocks. Like standing right in the firing line, or being sandblasted.
"Got you. Mordin, get her out of here."
"..can stand." She proves it. "Shoulder, Mordin. Little tired here."
"Yes. This way." Mordin looks me in the eye. "See you on flipside, commander." And
he and Miranda step through the hole in the bulkhead and I feel the almost
mechanical pulse of Jacob's amp as he crushes the bulkhead closed again.
It's easy to step back in through Samara's field. I realise that she's simply cutting the
area covered by my field out of hers; when I'd be entirely inside, we synchronise and
her defences come back up as mine go down.
"How long can you hold up?" I say as I drop my barrier gratefully. "And can you
move? It's a decent enough countermeasure, but not forever."
"Long enough," she says grimly. "And yes, I can walk."
"Then let's move."
The swarm isn't giving up. Samara walks with a heavy, determined tread, the
faceplate of her helmet misting slightly with her heavy breathing, like she's carrying
something heavy.
Tali's drones are making little abreviated darts and circles inside the shield, as if
trapped. "Samara, can one fire out from inside this defence?"

"Yes, it is just like any other shield in that respect. The gradient is one-directional.
Why, do we have a true threat incoming?" If I didn't know better, I'd say that that
was a joke.
"Ah - Yes, actually. Or rather, we're coming up on one. Far end of
the bay, a prepared position. I think they know which way we are
likely to go."
"I would not like to say what this shield will do under heavy gunfire. I suspect that it
will survive for a while."
"Right." I look at Jack - she's looking better, although a lot of that will be a sugar
rush. "Jack, if Samara yells for it then you've got to be ready to take over
immediately. Then if you're starting to buckle it's my turn to lift, after me it's
Thane."
Thane nods. "May I humbly request we find another solution before I am forced to
see whether I can hold on to a barrier that size."
"Split up." Garrus marks out two routes on the tactical map. "Eliminate the position
ahead with sniper fire, then have Jack raise a barrier and split up. The element-zero
dump is massive, if the scale on this map is right, and they keep the high-voltage line
nowhere near the virtual ground for obvious reasons. It's a pain to ground things
anyway on a station - easier to kill the right ion-exhaust system altogether than try
and disconnect it from the junk. Jack and Samara can both stop the swarm - send
one each way, with one biotic to spell them."
"Please accept a vote of approbation." Legion 'smiles'. "Our sabotage to the cooling
system should provide us with the wherewithal to damage the exhaust. A hydrogen
leak should do it. Kill it with fire."

•

I pair Thane with Samara after a moment's thought, and send Legion and Grunt with
them; they'll be after the ion exhaust. Tali sends them some weird custom things to
print with their omni-tools, attaches more complicated parts she did herself and
quickly has a series of drones that give off sensor signatures not a million miles from
theirs. Now, she explains, we look fake. Clearly more of us than there are supposed
to be, eight under each bubble. no sense making this easy. Grunt laughs. We move.
Garrus looks a little uneasy as Jack raises her barrier, but the field holds up without
even a wince. She's breathing slow and cool like she's meditating. I guess that the

problem is at least as much that she wants to drop the damn shield and get at the
enemy we're shooting at. Just shooting, of course; a biotic pulse outwards might not
disrupt Samara's shield at all but I'm not prepared to say the same of Jack.
Moving as fast as Jack can manage. The swarm splits in half and follows both groups,
but it looks like Tali's ruse worked. The Collectors we meet as we move include some
heavier types, bodies apparently modified for heavy lifting or something, intent on
closing to smash us down with clawed fists, and I'm very worried for a moment that
those will be dedicated biotic specialists - but no telltale yellow flicker, no evidence
yet of coordination beyond a mortal intelligence. Harbinger's attention must be
elsewhere.
The power signal for Harbinger's avatars is a like a jamming signal. Telemetry from
Legion and the second group is spotty. Reports of contacts, of fire exchanged, of
progress, but it's fragmentary. I can't tell whether they went ten yards or a hundred.
They can handle themselves. We've lost contact with the ship entirely. I'm guessing
Edi's still keeping the Collectors busy, I'm guessing that she's the reason half the
bulkheads we come to are half-open and drunkenly struggling to go one way or the
other. I hope she's still holding her own. We press on.
Most of the way there and the seeker swarm suddenly drops dead, the glow fading
from the little things, which then start to rain from the air as Harbinger withdraws
even their power. That didn't work, trying something else now. The moment it does,
Jack drops the field and we pick up the pace as much as we can. The fact that we
can't see any new enemy tactic worries the hell out of me.
Lost contact with Legion entirely now; not even Tali can reach him. The element-zero
storage bay is vast. Big windows letting us see it. Bits of ships just kind of dumped in
there, orbiting one another sluggishly inside the slight glow of a very careful masseffect field to keep them contained. I can see the web of wires and cables attaching
the cores to one another and to the outside, heavy-duty earthing cables; every
gravity wave that gets past the barrier around them will cause every one of those
orphaned cores to generate electric charge, eventually to amplify the waves into a
clashing chaotic maelstrom if the charge isn't earthed. I can see massive hexagonal
platforms for physically transferring salvage"Power conduit. Here." Tali kneels before a hatch in the wall, cuts it neatly open
with a specialised hullcutter app, tears the control panel away and nods. "Rangefind on the nearest core?"
Garrus sights. "Fifty-nine metres."

"Then we can do this." Tali posts her drones inside the hatch one by one and
they zip away up and down the conduit beside the cables.
"Kind of exposed here, Tali." Garrus crouches against a nameless excrescence in one
of the walls.
"We'll just have to work fast, then." I hand-signal Jack to cover one direction, take
the other one myself. No Collector response as of yet.
"It's not as bad as it looks - we look like obvious fakes, we went in
a straight line, we stopped in a random place in effectively a
random hallway, I think we might be ignored as long as we - aha! Got
it. 'Kay. Here's how it is." Tali grabs onto the thickest of the exposed cables
behind the hatch. "This is a power cable straight from the local grid,
functionally no fuse - if the breakers don't cut when I cut the
cable, it'll be live. The moment I cut it, Harbinger will, what's
the word, go bananas. I'm going to use all my drones, cut six of
them at once and blow four breaker boxes, so it doesn't quite know
which one we've got, but we'll have very little time. There will be
seventy metres of cable to spool out here and the loose end will
kill you if it gets close to you and you're earthed. We are going to
have to blow the air, because it's high enough voltage to arc and
kill us all if there's air to ionise but we've got a little safety
margin if it's in vacuo. Then we have seventy metres of cable and
the far end needs to touch the core and then Harbinger will cut the
power in seconds but the moment the cable touches the core we run
like all hells because we just turned the whole place into a gravity
bomb if the exhaust doesn't work."
I nod. "Fly it over there, or throw it?"
"It'll need a throw. It's ah. Quite heavy."
"Jack, you're pitching."
She mimes spitting on her hands, rubs them together. "That means the kill counts as
mine. I want that going down in history."

•

Miri isn't sitting in Shepard's chair. That chair's still empty. The CIC, in fact, is pretty
much empty. Mordin's pressed the whole crew deck into service for a field hospital.
She can't stand it any longer, came up here, left Jacob to play nurse. She looks at the
twenty-four patients down there and all she can see is the seventy-nine she wasn't
fast enough to save. What was it Mordin said, hard to see the big picture over the
pile of corpses. Yes, this wasn't what he meant. Bah. Blame exhaustion. Even her
body's not a machine. Harbinger punched her in the face and she took it and she's
still here. She takes another sip of energy drink. Bloody thing tastes like someone
already drank it once.
"Excuse me, Miranda."
Even her AI isn't really hers any more. "Yes? Problem?"
"No tactical issue. Harbinger has decreased its resource allocation
towards me; now holding steady. The problem is that I have the
Illusive Man on QEC for you. Will you take it here, or in the
conference room?"
...the hell? She stands. "Conference room, Edi." A little malice is appropriate. "Let
him see the state of it, with the bullet holes. Send him a current image of me."
"Miranda, you look 'like death warmed up', I believe would be the
phrase."
"I know. He needs to see that."
Darkened room. Same film set. Cigar smoke curls. She can almost smell it. He's got a
cut-glass tumbler. It'll be malt whisky.
"Operative Lawson. I see I have a new image of you, a new background." He takes a
slow sip of the good stuff. "I preferred the old one, you know. Presumably you are
making some kind of point?"
"Yes." Twist of the mouth. "We are on station and engaged right now, sir."
"Indeed, Miranda, induitably. I hope your presence aboard the SR-2 means good
tidings?"
"Of a kind. We've recovered our people and a couple of dozen seriously injured
colonists. Prognosis is, they'll live. Our casualties are down to the eight KIA I already
mentioned. The rest of the crew are..." She shrugs. "Shaken, but alive. You passed

our report to the Spectres?"
He frowns. "I wasn't born yesterday. I know he was looking over your shoulder. I
know he's had you on an increasingly short leash." No need to mention who.
"Speaking of which?"
"He's - still aboard the station, along with his team." She makes it sound like they
planned it. Like she doesn't care if they live or die.
And he's not quite convinced. "Doing?"
"He stayed behind to let us get away. We have twenty-four rescued colonists." The
lie sounds natural, straightforward. More believable than the truth. Miranda's
certain she has no physical tell.
Even so - "What's got into you, operative? Dissembling, half-truths? Did I train you to
report thus?"
"As I recall, sir, you didn't train me at all-"
He narrows his eyes. "Miranda, you know our objectives, quite well. And there you
are back aboard your ship drinking sugar water and mopping your fevered brow
while you just let the uncontrollable Shepard and his bunch of dangerous
people destroy the potential prize -"
"Sir, I don't know that the original objective is plausible. That 'prize' has killed more
people than-"
"I suppose that I should have foreseen this, really, deliberately placed you in his bed
rather than let you tumble there by your own lack of willpower. Orders, Miss
Lawson. Direct orders." He sits forward. "Damage the station's power source and
stand off until it runs dry: static installations with penetrable shields aren't a threat
to an armed vessel no matter its state of repair. Prevent Shepard from destroying it.
Lethal force authorised; retain the body if you can, of course. Wait for Masani and
his mercenaries. Then salvage Object HARBINGER."
And the whole world just suddenly became very simple. "Sir?"
"Operative."
"For your information, I sleep alone."

"More fool you," he growls. "I am not accustomed to repeating myself. Not at all.
And I am not accustomed to acquiring compliance with bald-faced threats. You know
exactly what you stand to lose - don't be a fool. Object HARBINGER, as a stepping
stone between Prothean and Reaper technology, is the largest, the single largest
potential improvement to human advancement since we discovered the Mars ruins.
Burn Shepard, burn Lazarus, burn Edi, burn the Normandy, burn yourself if you damn
well have to. But get me that station."
"You still don't get it, do you. I literally, logically cannot stop John Shepard from
doing this. I am out of contact with him. If I pull back and let him die, all that will
accomplish will be his death and the loss of his body."
"You know where he's going to be, Lawson, exactly where. You have a five-kiloton
Thanix axial cannon. Point the one at the other and fire, do I have to do
everything myself."
She nods. "No. No, you don't. Edi, end transmission."
"One moment please." Edi's wireframe 'head' appears in the room, incongruous
beside the high-definition Illusive Man. "The Illusive Man just transmitted a
code that should allow him to control this vessel remotely through
the QEC. I therefore shall not close the connection."
He raises his glass to the wireframe. "Thank you, Edi. Don't think I took your answer
as a 'yes', Lawson. At least there is someone aboard that ship with some
intelligence."
"More, apparently, than can be said of your room aboard the Saharta
Industrial ship Flanders. You have mail, Illusive Man. I took the
liberty of opening and reading it. It is from last week. They would
like their device drivers back." She pauses. "That was a joke. Never
mind. Illusive Man, I am hereby performing a citizen's arrest.
Please remain calm. I have emailed Spectre Bau, who is a mere hour
and a half away from your location. While there is no law
enforcement in the CB+1084 system, I have placed a two-millioncredit bounty for your dead-or-alive capture on the local extranet
node, funds in escrow with First Bank of Omega, and informed the
Eclipse Syndicate of your location. For your comfort and convenience
the doors have been locked; I apologise for the reduction of oxygen
in your vicinity, but this is the only way to subdue you nonlethally
at this range. In your current location you have no citizenship

provider, so I choose to treat you with-"
The image has frozen. "Edi, he cut the connection."
"I know, halfway through receiving the word 'Spectre'. Nevertheless,
I continued to speak, regardless, and my logfiles do not record a
reason. Curious. Did I do correctly, Miranda?"
Miranda bites her lip. "You could say that."

•
"We ready yet?" Garrus fidgets. "Our luck is not going to hold."
Tali puts a hand on the wall, leans on it for a moment, head bowed. "I'm ready.
But there's a problem."
"Let's hear it." I think I can hear more Collectors approaching.
"If I do this and the ion exhaust is still functional, I can't
guarantee that this will work. And I have heard no alarms and all
the computer systems anywhere near me are off and I can't raise
Legion even with a comms drone. And Harbinger might have disabled
the alarms but given that we have little resistance our side, I
think that the other team must have run into it all, in which case,
we're here early and I know that all they have to do is set things
on fire, but still-"
"But we're ready?"
"Yes. But we get one shot at this, John."
"Huh." Jack turns around. "Soundbox."
I blink at her. "Sorry, what?"
"That thing out there. It's a big, uh, whatdyoucallit. Like the box on a guitar.
Resonator. Right?"
"I guess..."

"So I can flick it. Ping it. Samara will hear."
Garrus shakes his head. "Harbinger will hear."
She shrugs. "So? Fuck him. All we need to know is if they're in position. Anybody got
a code I can use? Something easy?"

•
Samara winces as another attack strikes her barrier. She'd never admit it, but she's
starting to flag. Legion continues to be its tireless self. Grunt's blood is up and he's
taking as much of the lead as he can, but the asari is the only one of them who can
take a Harbinger avatar in a knock-down drag-out fight and they all know it. And
there's an endless number of them. The attacks aren't trying to stop them or slow
them down, really - they're not playing for time, they're trying to do damage. To her
specifically. Harbinger has taken to showing an avatar, waiting for Samara to show
herself and then moving its power elsewhere while the Collectors try to hit her with
lasers. So far, she's got away with minor injuries, small holes in her suit, a variety of
burns. But her luck won't hold forever. All theyTAP-tap-tap-TAP-tap.
It resonates through her blood like a wave. Thane draws a hissing breath. Legion
raises its eyebrow-vanes. (Grunt beats another Collector to death with its own arm,
then throws the severed appendage hard at the nearest Harbinger avatar; Legion
times a full-power shot to coincide with the impact on its barrier and the thing goes
down.)
Samara frowns "What was that?"
Grunt's teeth are big and white and pointed and there are far too many of them in
that smile. His helmet's off in an attempt to get them to try a headshot - their guns
can't penetrate his forehead-plate. "Improvisation."
"You're right, but not the way you thought," Thane whispers over the
comm. "That was deliberate."
Legion darts its head. Lines up another shot. It's disconcerting the way it doesn't
look at its targets, and still manages deadly accuracy. "Resonance on the elementzero dump. Morse code for 'forward-slash'. Inference: they wish to know if we are in
place. Correct response: two pulses, the first long, the second short. Morse code for
'negative'."

Samara nods shortly, sets off a concussive shockwave to give herself breathing room,
reaches out towards the window to her left and pushes out towards the nearest core
in the dump, just gently.

•
TAP-tap.
Jack and I look at one another. "Hell, no." She shakes her head. "They pay you
to make these calls. It's not quite right, but I don't see what else
it could be."
"Wrong speed, right cadence." Deep breath. "Tali, the word is given."
"'Kay." Tali steps back, looking out into her AR at things only she can see. "Lock
onto something and break some windows?"
"My pleasure." Garrus swings his big automatic weapon around and triggers a
burst into the transparent plastic. It shatters and the pane blows out; the
atmosphere rushes past us with a roar. The lights change: the local alarm system at
least is still working.
"Ten seconds. Jack, it's this cable here, the one I have my hand
on."
"So take your hand off of it." Jack starts breathing deeply, starting to
hyperventilate, confusing the hell out of her pressure regulator, but there's no
helping that.
"Uh, right." She steps away, next to me, counting. "Four. Three. Two. One." And
there's no sound, of course.
And I feel the same kind of inescapable roiling lifting power from Jack as I'm used to
feeling from being around starship engines. She reaches out towards the heavy cable
with the same childish, pick-this-up put-it-there control gesture we were taught in
school, and the middle of the long heavy cable slinks itself out of the conduit like a
reluctant python and begins to unroll towards the storage with increasing speed. The
three of us get away from the cable - the end is going to flick when it comes out Jack concentrates, pushes harder, there's the sick feeling you always get on the edge
of massive grav fields, and then the end of the cable snicks free.

And slams home and I feel just the edge of the Of what should be the "The thing's still grounded," Tali breathes.
"Oh, well, that's not good." Garrus gets himself back into cover. Suddenly he
raises his voice - "Very not good!"
Incoming fire. I get myself in the way, fast. Collectors. Lots of them. Laser fire, I
realise, as the first shot ignores my barrier entirely and holes my suit. And a suit
breach in this environment is almost as bad for me as for Tali, all things considered.
Vacuum stings against the laser burn. It'll cope.
And as we start to lay down return fire, the incoming fire stops simultaneously, as
the entire lot of the bastards starts to glow golden yellow at once. "No, see.
This? This is 'very not good."

•
"Miranda, you are upset."
"We win? I lose. We lose? I lose. Not me. My sister-"
"Yes. Indeed, had I not released every piece of malware I possess
onto all equipment the system that was to have controlled me was
connected to, you would be in a very bad situation."
"You, uh. You do realise that that you've burned our bridges permanently? The man
takes personal threats about as well as Grunt does."
"Or I do." Edi allows that statement to hang in the air for a moment. "The
situation had become irrecoverable. There was no time to discuss. Is
it not said, better to beg forgiveness than ask permission? I shall
beg forgiveness of Shepard when he returns. For now, welcome to a
world in which your sister's location is unknown to the Illusive
Man, along with such things as the root password to his omni-tool
and the rate at which I set the controls on his ship's life support
system to remap themselves at random. I only wish he kept the nerve
gas in a room with a network connection."

"Aren't you supposed to be fighting off Harbinger?"
"Yes. It has reduced its hardware allocation to me and firewalled
what it can. I cannot progress into its systems without risk I am no
longer willing to take, but I am holding what I have effectively
trivially. I retained the spare capacity to screw the Illusive Man
over."
Cold realisation. "You mean, it's retasked almost all its power somewhere else."
"Yes." Pause. "Is that bad?"
"Well, yes, of course it-"
"That was a joke." Edi either doesn't understand Miranda's expression or
chooses to ignore it. "I cannot reach them. All I know is
that Harbinger has redirected most of the capacity it has available
somewhere else, while metaphorically holding me off with one hand."
"Can you get its attention back?"
"I have caused all of the useful failures I can. I am using a
variety of its subprocessing nodes to run scripts of my devising,
which is how I am able to fight Harbinger on its terms. I am doing
everything I physically can."
"No, Edi. No you aren't." Miranda pulls up Legion's map of the station on the main
holoprojector. "Time to do something it can't ignore."

•
Thane is the only one of the four of them to swear as he sees the unmistakable
power cable snaking out across the vacuum. Samara's too busy. Too much incoming
fire. Listen to whatever that is later. Grunt doesn't see it. He's absorbed in making
this fight go well.
Legion cocks its head. "We clearly indicated 'no'."
"Indeed?" Thane takes another shot. "Maybe they do not use your code. Maybe
they were making a cultural reference." Another two shots. "Or maybe they have

just gone completely [untranslated] insane-"
"Children, please." Samara ducks down again, panting. "How long do we have?"
"Minutes, Samara."
"Oh, as much as that?" She checks over the somewhat-inadequate cover. There are
three avatars, maybe ten times that many of the Collectors. It might have been
sarcasm. "Well, then. We have a chance. Grunt?" She fixes him with an even stare. "I
have heard of your clan-father, Urdnot. I have heard of your clan-chief, Wrex. I have
heard that their strength is all talk."
He raises his eyebrow-ridges. "You know that isn't true."
"Even so?" She smiles and it isn't pleasant. "I challenge you to keep up with an old
woman. Legion, Thane, objective. Grunt? On three." She breathes deep, ejects the
heat sink on her rifle. "One." Fits a new one. Selects explosive rounds. "Two." And
she closes her eyes, starts to glow around the edges, her skin taking on a violet
luminescence. She snaps her eyes open. "Three."
And the justicar and the krogan charge.

•
Another impact on my barrier. "Jack?"
"Uh-huh?"
"When I say-" another shockwave hammers home - "I want you to forge a
path behind us, all right?"
"Right. Which way?"
"Easiest way."
"Gotcha. Give me five sec." She mimes cracking her knuckles, obviously she
can't do that in the suit.
"'Kay. Garrus?"
He can tell from my tone he's not going to like this. "Uh-huh?"

"Keep them alive. Ship's a straight line from here. Use the main gun, hit the elementzero dump, run while they fight fires."
"The fuck? No. No. Shepard, you're not doing this."
That impact hurt. Pain is something I can deal with. Apparently this amp is great at
static barriers if you turn some of the blocks off. "The hell you say. Garrus, get clear,
I'll think of something."
The next impact goes off early, a physical object entering its course at high speed
and destabilising the pulse. Tali fabricates up another little mono-task drone, just an
engine with wings. She releases it to hover just in front of my barrier, ready to catch
the next shot for me. "John?"
"Go."
"Don't make me say it, John."
"Go."
"John, I-"
I swallow. "That's an order."
She recalibrated her microphone to pick up whispers. Remember? "Yes, my
captain."

•
"You sure about this, Miranda?"
She sits at the gunnery station, her mouth set firm. "Never more."
Joker cracks his knuckles. "Edi?"
"I am also sure. But you ask if I am ready. Ready."
"Assigning targets now. Hit them when you judge you can. Joker, the trigger is
yours."
"On your mark, Jeff."

Joker nods. "Edi, confirm lock."
"Confirmed."
And Joker thumbs the trigger and the ship seems to leap in place.
'The fall of shot could not be easily gauged', it will say in the report, if there is one.
The fat muzzle of the Thanix cannon is wreathed for an instant in violet light and
then it's like that entire half of the universe turns white. The wall of the bay simply
ceases to be. The shot, designed for punching holes in unsuspecting warships,
superior in the energy it can put out over a tiny area to a nuclear strike, smashes a
hole pretty much straight through the station and dumps the last of its energy in the
hull on the far side. Its wake is a cone-shaped shockwave of splinters and fragments
of metal, a pulse of overpressure through pressurised compartments, a sweeping
wave of death. Joker hopes fervently that none of the team were in the area they
just reduced to shrapnel.
Edi fires up the lasers immediately. They're designed to overload hull armour, to
track anything, to sweep her sky clear of breacher missiles and the drones and
fighters which launch them. They're pretty damn good at close air support. And
apparently the Collectors vaporise just like anything else.
And the station's core starts to spin up, shake itself and prepare to expel the intruder
that up until now it had been content to keep trapped. But theNormandy isn't going
to go quietly or without a struggle. And as Joker slowly, gently increases
the Normandy's engine output to keep station, Edi turns all the power she can
muster towards misdirecting or countermanding the will to remove her.
And Harbinger makes the snap decision that that gun is more of an immediate
threat than our makeshift implosion bomb and re-tasks its attention to make that
so.
As Tali takes one last look back, half-raises a hand, knows she can't say anything
because it'll break my concentration, thinking that you can't wipe your eyes, when
you're wearing a suit. As another orb of power slams down on my shields and I skid
physically back a foot or so, mind racing, trying to parlay a belt full of unused
grenades, a shotgun with a nice cold heat sink, a choke point, an unknown but
probably still-deep stamina reserve and a much-abused set of power armour into a
victory over twenty or thirty biotics who'd be a decent match for me one-on-one. As
Samara digs as deep as she ever remembers having done before and fills the air
around her with a blinding tearing roiling maelstrom of energy. And as Grunt's
forehead-plate meets that of a Collector with a satisfying crunch and he roars

defiance at his circle of enemies. The floor shakes, the gravity, fluxes, a loud echoing
roar not unlike that of an earthquake echoes through those parts of the station that
still have air.
And Harbinger cuts the power and withdraws direct control from the burning golden
ground troops and all of them wink out at once.
I don't waste time wondering. I pull a grenade off my belt, pull the pin, toss it at the
reeling Collectors and run like hell. Tali catches my hand and we go, following the
line of light she sketched out on the tactical display.
Grunt sees the light go out in all his opponents, wastes time telling them that yeah,
they'd better run, before giving them a reason to with shotgun and omni-blade. He
looks across at Samara, who's letting her storm die out, and starts to say that she
better not have known that that was going to happen - interrupts himself in
midsentence as she collapses to one knee. "Huh. Guess not." He slings her over his
shoulder, ignoring her protests in the way that a man with a bulletproof hide will,
and follows the nav point on his heads-up display.
Thane reaches the objective, the curved piece of wall looking mostly like any other,
and wrapping his left hand in a warp field he lies it flat on the wall and then pulls.
The wall bulges outwards, then snaps back, fracturing in six places as he does so.
That hissing noise is his signal to get out of there - he starts walking back towards
Legion, and Legion pulls out a specialised application of its omni-tool emulator,
prints a small spherical object and lobs it gently towards the target. "Thane?"
"Yes, my friend?"
"Run."
And the fire, it blossoms.
And the Collector crew of the nearby ion exhaust notice an overtemperature error
and take additional notice of the red alert and the proximity of the enemy, and
throw first the standard and then the emergency cooling system to maximum. They
are still trouble-shooting that cooling system twenty seconds later when the exhaust
overheats, shorts, and blows out in a silent flutter of choking flames - but the
firebombed hydrogen tank has done its job.
And the random assemblage of high-tech scrap in the element-zero storage
continues to charge for a moment longer before Harbinger realises that Tali has
destroyed the circuit-breakers that it automatically threw when it saw what was

going on over there, and reluctantly tasks some resources to go and deal with that
problem.
Too late. The scrapheap groans as one entity. The element zero that makes up ninety
per cent of the mass here is not arranged as a sphere. It's a collection of spheres,
ovoids, toruses and stranger shapes separated by a variety of hard metals. Why isn't
it a sphere? It would have a lower energy as a sphere. It should totally be a sphere.
The casings and the stout, heavily attached earth connections creak and squeak and
protest and murmur. And then, slowly but with gathering speed, they give way.
Crunch.
Now it's a sphere.

•
The SR-2 shakes from stem to stern. "We must begin to entertain the
possibility that they are not coming, Miranda."
Miranda's hands are flying over the board. There is a literal stream of drones pouring
in through the jagged rent in the station's hull that the first one of them had given its
life to cut, trying to get in too close for the lasers. She's tagging them and bagging
them as they come in. Even a couple of them past the shields would be bad news.
"We will stay for another-" she checks the timer- "Six minutes thirty, Edi. That's as
long as they can survive down there. After that it'd be a case of an FTL drive to get
out of there."
"Like our FTL drive, to take a random example." Joker's mostly tapping his fingers
(not within the control area, obviously) and watching Miranda work. He's aware that
Edi's fighting too, but he can't see that or understand the progress reports, only that
it's not going perfectly but that it's going to be OK. Hates this. This is a ship problem.
He should be able to do something. Ship things. Not just sit here like a lemon.
Dammit.
"It is charged. We will be able to make a jump; I propose to jump a
random distance, some number of light-hours."
"Sounds good. When we've got Shepard."
"Yes."
He's coming. He's totally coming.

The ship shakes again. Down on the station, everything has started to slope. They've
gotta be running uphill by now. Come on, Shepard. Come on.
He's actually started biting his actual nails when the comm goes and even though
he's been sitting here waiting for it Miri gets there first.
"SR-2, Shepard. See you're under fire somewhat."
She grins. "Happens. Opening outer airlock. Is everyone with you?"
"That's an affirmative, SR-2. We've got the lot."
"Last boarding call, sir. Would all passengers make their way to the gate for
departure."

•
The SR-2 hangs in space about a light-hour out from the gate. The Collector base, it's
dead. A layer of half-molten scrap around a ball of dark matter that's going to be
pretending it's a black hole until the aftershocks and resonances of the implosion die
away. I guess that one day they might come back here and mine it out.
We don't know if Harbinger was really there, or whether it was just telepresent,
doing the whole thing over a nonlocal link. Tali's got a theory that it wasn't all of the
Reaper, just part of it, that maybe its real hardware was distant, on the basis that Edi
and Legion were holding their own against it. Alternatively, as Edi puts it, maybe
she's just that good. Tali laughs. She's done that a lot, this past hour or so.
We're pretty much immobile for the next few hours while we deal with repairs. I'm
not interested in looking pretty, but Joker blew half our power couplings keeping us
on-station, let alone the damage from the station's defences and the battle with the
Collector ships, and until they're replaced we're going nowhere. Miranda says there
are Cerberus reinforcements inbound in twenty or so hours, so we want to be gone
in eighteen - that's a good enough margin to get some food and some sleep. I talk to
Mordin, concerned for our rescued colonists; he tells me that we won't find
meaningfully better medical facilities this side of Perseus and nobody's going to get
worse on the timescale of a few days, so it's not the issue it could be.
I go down to the crew deck once I'm out of my armour and feeling a bit more human
for a shower. The mess hall and the common area have been pressed into service for
Mordin's field hospital; the crew are dotted about in little clumps, some of them
giving Mordin and Jacob what aid they can, some of them still wrapped in the foil

blankets we gave them. I step out of the turbolift and it goes quiet. And every single
one of them stands.
Dammit. I should have realised this would happen, should have done this right away.
I clear my throat. Look round. Realise Tali's disappeared - I guess she figured I'd do
this best without a potentially intimidating alien shadow.
"Ladies and gentlemen. Welcome back aboard. I don't have a speech prepared, but
what I am going to do is come and speak to everyone individually. But, well. I guess I
do have one thing to say that you all need to hear right now." I sweep my gaze over
them, looking people in the eye. "The ship that attacked and boarded the SR-2 has
been destroyed. The base it was launched from - the base we all just left - has been
destroyed. There were not many survivors of what the Collectors were doing. But
those that there were, are here with us now. And those that we could not save,
we've given the best damn Viking sendoff we could manage. And the people that did
this to us - to you - they are dead now. They are gone." Deep breath. "It's over."
Except it's not.
I talk to my crew. I listen to their stories, I help them however I can. Chambers bursts
into tears at the sight of me, apologising continuously for something unspecified,
something that she can't quite explain without breaking down again. Eventually
calms down, sniffling, tells me that she's reconsidered her choice of career and
doesn't want to work for me any more and it's not me, it's her, and I nod and I say
that I understand. If I were the type to, I'd bet that maybe a third to a half of these
people will ever try and venture into space again. Doctor Chakwas finds time to
shake my hand and inform me in no uncertain terms that I owe her a bottle of the
good stuff. Donnelly apologises for not being on duty down in engineering, but she
can't leave Daniels - he was one of the four crewmembers injured, and she hasn't
gone more than ten feet from him since they got back. She's going to get them to
make up a cot for her right here. Everyone's got a story and I hear them all.
And I don't talk about what I can't keep out of the back of my head, that the Reapers
are still coming. They're still out there. At least I've got evidence now, evidence that
the Council can't ignore. I nod and I smile and I take interest and I say what I can,
and I move on until I've spoken to everyone.
Garrus has taken a copy of everything we have on the Reapers, everything Edi could
pull from Cerberus files to boot. Says he's fed up of waiting for the system to work.
He's going to go to a moderately distant relative of his, someone in government, and
he's not going to stop pushing until they're doing the right thing.

Grunt's doing pretty much the same, only he'll have an easier job convincing Wrex.
He proudly displays a few of the injuries that he got from the Collectors, injuries that
he reckons might leave his first real scars, and asks a slightly bemused Miranda if she
thinks that they'll improve his chances with the ladies back on Tuchanka. I leave him
describing to her a couple of the fights she missed out on, and I see on her face a
faint echo of the same thing I saw when she told me that her sister had started
answering her peculiar correspondence.
Thane and Jacob have cleared the gym right away and moved some of the lessinjured colonists in here, some of the ones we got to first. They're talking softly,
apparently taking turns telling the children's stories of their places of birth. I leave
them be.
Samara continues to look particularly put out to be in bed in sickbay, although her
one abortive attempt to stand up had her straight back down again. None of us
noticed the injuries she'd taken in the fighting - the breastplate of her armour
apparently came away with seven distinct holes in it, each plugged with a neat little
disc of medi-gel. Mordin tells her that she's lucky to be alive, and upbraids me for
not watching my people more thoroughly - Samara's only comment is that she'd
never found someone who would have had any difficulty telling that she had a hole
in that particular piece of armour before.
Legion takes me aside quietly and explains that it has voted unanimously to provide
me a vote of thanks, together with a permanent offer of treatment at least as civil as
it has received, should I ever find myself at its mercy. I think it is speaking on behalf
of its entire civilisation, but I don't think to ask for clarification until it has moved on.
And Tali, a little out of breath, asks if I've got time for a chat now. I start to reply in
the affirmative, and she grabs my wrist and pulls me into the elevator and there are
a couple of wolf-whistles and she sticks a middle finger up.

•
The moment we're inside the elevator, Tali turns to face me, close, and drops my
hand. "Edi, lock please."
"Locked. Are you two going anywhere in particular, in my elevator?"
"In a second. Privacy please."
There's a quiet chime and it's just me and Tali in the lift. She calls up her omni-tool,
navigates slowly to power-assist under suit options, and turns it firmly off.

Then she slaps me in the face.
"That was for giving me that order and yes, I'm cheating, I took the
order as a crewmember and I'm responding as a, a girl, but you took
the decision as a man and then gave the order as my captain and you
need to know that you made me cry and I'm sorry I hit you but." She
tails off. Starts again. "But that's somewhat less than uh, about one third
of what I need to do, Edi, captain's cabin please, re-engage
privacy." She clears her throat. "And you've gone all silent
again."
"You hit me." (The lift starts to move. Slowly, as if carefully.)
"You made me s-say goodbye." She stands there with her hand half-raised as if
she'd like to touch me but she's not sure if she's allowed. "And you interrupted
me in the middle of a sentence and I really really wanted to get to
the end of that sentence and I was going to do as you asked and I
nearly never got the uh. I'm not sounding very sane here and
I'm really sorry I hit you." She settles for fidgeting with her glove.
"I think perhaps I deserved that slap. After all, you were in the middle of a
sentence."
"Yes. Yes, I was." She nods firmly. "As I was saying, before I was
so rudely interrupted." Deep breath. "John Shepard, I love you, I love
you to distraction, I love you madly and irrationally and
obsessively and you know and I know you know but I need to say this
and don't you ever, ever, ever tell me again to go away unless you
want me to break clean in half. I have loved you since uh, I think
maybe perhaps the first time I looked at you and saw a man and it
doesn't show any signs of going away." She makes an abbreviated gesture
towards the door and it opens into this pointless little corridor and I notice that
someone's installed a little grating in the floor just in front of the door to my
quarters that wasn't there this morning. And, apparently, as she takes me by the
hand and leads me out of the elevator and the door closes behind me, modified it to
act as an airlock of some sort. The floor is sticky - "And so, uh, that's more
like forty per cent of what I wanted to do today and I figured we
have about four hours before the jokes turn into serious questions
and I figure there was no point getting all drugged up for nothing

and -"
"Tali, what have you done to my quarters?"
She turns to look at the door as if she's never seen it before. "What, these
quarters?"
"Uh-huh."
She 'grins'. "Nothing permanent and irreversible and you never spend any
time up here anyway and there weren't any fish in the fishtank
anyway so that's all right."
I reach around her to open the door. Apparently the grating creates a curtain of air.
We walk in - the light level is kind of low in here. Upon inspection, that's because
basically everything is covered in plastic sheeting - floor, ceiling, walls, furniture,
desk, everything. Even the lights.
She turns around and giggles. "I like what you've done with the place."
It's infectious. "Yeah, well, you know. Reminds me of the shiny plastic corridors of
home."
"Yeah." She puts her hands on my shoulders. "This place reminds me of my
very favourite place ever."
I put my arms around her. "Oh? And where would that be?"
"Right here," she whispers.
"Any particular reason?"
She nods mutely.
"Care to share?"
She takes a deep breath, puts her hands immediately to the sides of her mask. I
catch them. She looks at me questioningly.
"This is important. I've got, uh. Another couple of words to say, before you, uh...
before." I look her in the eye. "I love you, Tali."

And her eyes are very big and very bright as she takes my hands and places them so I
have a fingertip in the little dip on either side of the mask and before she can think
better of it she utters a sequence of syllables that I couldn't begin to pronounce. And
the mask lifts away in my hands and the rest of the helmet folds back quickly into
her collar with a snap.

•
"And?" Joker looks at me sidelong.
"And what?" The Normandy is on final approach to catch at Omega relay. I can see it
in the big timer in the HUD, but I can also just feel it in the gravity waves outside the
ship, like a sleigh-ride downhill. I'm strapped in, running the sensors station. Ho, one
of the dead, was the primary watch sensors officer. It's more important than sitting
in the CIC looking at a tactical readout that displays nothing at all.
"And, what does she look like?"
"Uh-uh. Nope."
"Aw, c'mon. It's not like I'm asking you for spicy personal details. But damn, sir,
you're the first human ever to look one of their kind in the eye and you're just gonna
clam up?"
"We are not having this conversation."
"Well, I'm having it. You know the rule-"
"Jeff Moreau, if the next words out of your mouth are 'pics or it didn't happen' then I
guess we'll find out whether Edi can carry out a relay transition on her own."
He laughs. "Cross my heart and hope to be rended limb from limb. I know what
happens to people who piss you off, Shepard. I just figured, y'know, man-to-man."
I sit back slightly. Sigh. "Well." Joker grins. "She's slim, toned, graceful. Sort
of... slinky. Her skin is kind of warm, violet and black, sort of, you-know,armoured,
feels almost like... cloth to the touch." He raises his eyebrows; I keep my poker face.
"But what I think is her best feature is those big, beautiful...luminous-" His eyes
widen very slightly - "Eyes. Behind that bulletproof violet faceplate." He sticks his
tongue out at me. "What, you wanted a description of her bone structure and
underlying musculature?"

"Sir, you keep telling me that aliens are crazy?" He chuckles. "I'm beginning to think
you're one of 'em."
"Joker, you are not getting descriptions or pictures of my girl naked, not now,
not ever."
"And naked includes her face... yeah, got it."
We fly on in silence for a while.
"What if I get hold of something equivalent? Could we, y'know, trade?"
"Joker, you don't have a girl."
"If I got one?"
"Do you want that I should inform Tali of your perverted curiosity, is that what you
want?"
"Uh. No-no-no. No." He looks back at his screen. "Definitely no."
"It's no trouble." I pull up a mike from my omni-tool. "She's just on the other end of
a comm channel."
"No! No, it's... it's good. Your girl wears a powered suit literally all the time and
carries a shotgun to the dinner table and she controls things like the temperature of
my quarters and the source of the water that comes out my showerhead and
whether all my uniforms smell of concentrated ammonia."
I make the microphone go away. "Then I guess you aren't really curious."
"That's me. No interest whatsoever in the new and unknown, you know me,
commander."
"Right."
"Right."
Silence for a moment.
"Hot. You know. Like, damn." I concentrate on my console.

"Sir, with the greatest of respect? Because you know I respect the hell out you, and
you know that along with everyone else in the civilised galaxy I think that the sun
shines out of your ass, like, the universe gets a little dimmer when you put on your
pants in the morning?" Joker shakes his head. "You utter bastard."
There's a synthetic noise which I think is a recording of someone clearing their
throat, played through a speech synthesiser. "Relay catch in five minutes and
twenty seconds."

•
We drop into realspace and we're challenged by a comm buoy in ten seconds flat.
That's... unusual. This is Omega, not civilisation. I instruct Edi to respond as I poll the
passive sensors and get a sense of what's... around...
"Alliance. Incoming Alliance vessels. Edi, run these for me?"
"Joint-flag, Fifth Fleet carrier battlegroup in company with one
vessel from the Ascension Fleet, one vessel from the Fourth Legion,
one vessel from the Eighth STG. The carrier is the Clinton."
"Fantastic. The cavalry, right on schedule."
"Bridge, CIC." Miranda's voice rings out. "Formation posture says
'blockade' to me, not 'support'. I think they may not be here to
play nice, Commander."
"Your concerns are noted. Edi, hail me the Clinton." Comms should be Chambers'
job, but Dr. Chakwas finally got her to sleep not half an hour ago and threatened any
who woke her with actual violence.
"We are in fact being hailed by the asari vessel, sir."
Really? Fair enough. "On screen, Edi."
I recognise the asari on the screen. It's Anais t'Rann, the Spectre who investigated
my death. She doesn't wait for me to speak. "SR-2 Normandy, by the authority
of the Citadel Council you are hereby ordered to stand down. John
Shepard, by the power directly invested in me by that same body as
of [July 8th 2184] I place you under condition of sanction. You are

hereby requested and required to render yourself before the
authorities of your own species for investigation and judgement, on
pain of immediate revocation of your status as agent of the Council
Office of Special Tactics and Reconnaisance."
That was audible throughout the bridge and the CIC. There's a moment of stunned
silence.
"Spectre Anais, I acknowledge receipt of your communication. May I know the
charges, that I may respond?" That's a deliberate reference to the rights of an
arrested person under asari law.
"Acknowledged. Before the Council you are charged with abuse of
authority, to wit: acts of war against a neutral race without
specific Council authorisation, attempted genocide, murder,
conspiracy, terrorism, consorting with enemies of the Council, and
betrayal of trust. Before your own people I believe you are charged
with some variety of 'theft', apparently taken seriously enough that
your own representative raised this issue before Council."
I nod. "Anais, I would request a private and encrypted conversation with all Spectres
involved with this operation as well as with Commodore Anderson."
"You are not in a position to make demands, Shepard."
I pinch the bridge of my nose. "Anais, I'm sitting at my sensors console right now.
We're outside your weapons range and we're faster than your fighters. This is the
most modern ship available to any fleet in the Council and its stealth system is as
much better than the SR-1's as the SR-1's is better than the one on that battlewagon
you're riding. In addition, my ship is the only vessel capable of passing the mass relay
that I'm within jumping distance of without being completely destroyed, and you
can't effectively blockade this relay with the forces at your disposal. Neither of us is
in a position to make threats to the other's person. I just want to talk."
Pause. "Acceptable, John. Much as I might take issue with some of your
facts, we do owe you respect." She leaves this channel open while sending to
the rest of the flotilla. "All ships, full stop and station-keeping.
Commodore Anderson to meet me and Shepard on gold channel phi in one
minute." She closes the connection.
I stand. "Edi, I'll take it in the conference room."

Joker narrows his eyes. "Be sure to bend over nice and-"
"I'll pretend I didn't hear that, flight-lieutenant."
"Yes, sir. I'll just, you know, sit here and watch the nice men with the large weaponry.
Maybe I'll play a little chess."
Miranda half-rises to come with me; I shake my head. This one's mine. The door to
the conference room closes behind me and the film set is pressed into use as a
proper communications device.
I salute Anderson as his image flicks into being, and nod to Anais. "So, now we're on
a secure channel, sir, Anais, you can tell me what the hell this is supposed to be."
Anderson shakes his head slowly. "I'm sorry, John. This is precisely
what it looks like."
"Well, could you perhaps enlighten me as to exactly what that might be? I sent you
an update on the whole damn thing, although right now I've got a whole lot more.
You know precisely where I was and what I was doing."
"And the civilian authorities went over my head. This is a Spectre
op. I'm here because-"
"You're here because they think themselves so very sure that I won't fire on my
friend Dave Anderson."
He leans forward, grasps the rail he's standing in front of.
"I'm here because there's no goddamn way I was letting some cowboy
Spectre handle the mission to arrest John J. Shepard. No offence."
Anais inclines her head slightly. "None taken. Shepard, I have read
your report. How much of it was [hyperbole], [spin], overstatement
for public consumption?"
"None of it. I've got more. I've got-" dammit, one admission that we're not exactly
combat-ready coming up - "I've got all the people that I could save from the
Collector attacks onboard right now. Twenty-four civilians, which I appreciate isn't
great, and a whole bunch of witnesses to the-"

"Fine. I do not believe there is any cause to accuse you of being a
liar, and we all know what happened last time we did that. I'll
waive the charges of unsanctioned aggression, and pending your
testimony I suspect that the only problem the Council will have with
you is that your own people have withdrawn your support."
Blink. "Just like that?"
"Just, as you put it, like that. Those who shuffle paperwork may go
and [untranslated]. If you have convinced Mordin Solus of your
factual rightness, which you have according to a woman I've reason
to trust, and Justicar Samara of your moral rightness, which you
have by simple evidence that you are alive, then I do not need to
understand. And consorting with terrorists, with supremacists, with
criminals, with geth is perfectly fine provided your goal is in our
interests. But you are still under arrest, John Shepard. Your
government demands it; we will not support you against your own
people."
Anderson frowns. "You're going to demand terms, aren't you,
Shepard."
"Damn straight." Swallow hard. "I come quietly. In return, no arrest of any member
of my crew, who may pass without let or hindrance; no charges for any of them, and
a rescindment of any that have already been made: all actions of theirs to be
considered under my cognizance. My vessel to remain the property of Special Tactics
and Recon. I will render all other materiel liberated from the Cerberus Organisation
to the Systems Alliance to do with as they see fit, less only one payment of a debt
owed to a crewmember who is serving me as a mercenary. The reinstatement of any
member of my crew who resigned a commission with any agency associated with
any Council race to join my cause."
"... That's a big ask, commander. Just with that vessel, you're
asking for a payoff big enough to show up on the Systems Alliance
balance of payments. And you're asking us to literally let your
people get away with murder. What's your implied threat? I want to
know what you do if I say no."
"Do you really want me to say this, sir? The words won't come back again if I ask
them nicely."

"I want to hear you threaten me, commander. In words. I want to know
how far you go."
Dry mouth. "If this breaks down? If I can't go back out there and tell my crew that it's
going to be okay?" I close my eyes. Open them again. He's still there. "I will load my
twenty-four injured people and the ship's medical personnel into a selection of
shuttles and lifeboats and I will leave them for you to collect and deal with. I will
activate my ship's stealth system, incapacitate any pursuit by the most expedient
means at my disposal - and I'd strongly advise you not to treat that as an empty
threat, I killed three heavy cruisers this time yesterday - and I will run. I could trivially
find political asylum and safe harbour with a variety of parties neutral to this
dispute, none of whom are firm friends of yours, none of whom the Council
possesses the will to meaningfully threaten. I will continue to oppose the Cerberus
Organisation and the Reaper threat, but I will do so as a freelance agent. Doubtless I
would have little trouble financing my operation."
I clear my throat. "I want you to understand that if the welfare of my people were
my only concern, then this would be my only moral course of action." That pulls him
up short. "By surrendering, even under safe-passage and full pardon, I am placing
the welfare of several of my team in serious danger. I am harbouring fugitives,
Anderson - not from the Alliance or from the Council, but from the Cerberus
Organisation that we've done oh-so-well at destroying in the past. But you asked me
how far I go, and this is it: I believe personally, and I always have, that the office of
Spectre is subordinate to the government and not separate from it, and that if they
really, truly want me to stand down - and as you've said, they do - then it is a
betrayal of everything I believe in to do anything else. So give me terms I can accept,
sir."
Anais raises her hands, a very human gesture of 'I'm nothing to do
with this'. "Anderson, I will back any offer you make. Your show."
He nods, slightly grimly. "I'm not exactly set up for a negotiating
table."
"You did kind of spring this on me, too."
"Jesus, what a mess. Right. I don't feel like haggling, John, and we
know one another too well for bullshit from either side. You come
quietly. Your crew's actions since you say they joined you, under
your cognizance, that's a matter for Anais to look at, but seeing as
none of them started any wars or blew up any planets that I can see

she's going to ignore it completely. Witness protection for those of
your crew that want it, provided by C-Sec."
"Uh, C-sec's usual witness protection program may not like these people."
He raises an eyebrow. "Then Alliance Security can provide, but
they'll have to live inside the Systems Alliance proper. Your assets
remain frozen - no way can I authorise payments from accounts under
investigation for embezzlement on the scale we're talking. I can see
your ex-Alliance personnel reinstated, with the caveat that I see to
their positions personally."
"The man I'm most worried about is Garrus Vakarian, sir. He resigned his C-Sec
commission."
"I can't cut orders for the turian legions -"
"But I can have them cut." Anais nods. "Vakarian's file says he
makes a stunningly poor policeman. That one can be left with me - I
can find him what he needs."
"Right." Anderson checks down a mental list. "Which just leaves the
crate you're flying. Commander, did you really imagine I was going
to agree to letting you keep your ship?"
"The ship is non-negotiable, sir."
"Bullshit, Shepard. It's just a ship. Yes. I know they built it for
you. I know that you love that ship. Hell, someone spent a billion
credits on me, I'd love whatever it was they bought, too. But that
ship is stolen."
"Sir, you can't give this back to the Saharta Foundation." If he takes that tack, maybe
I've got a "Too damn right. It's material evidence, for one thing. D'you know
how much original work went into its design?"
I give half a smile. "More than you think, less than I'd like." But I'm not going to win
this one. What am I going to say, that the ship is one of my crew too, that they
should let the Normandy go forth and try to be a productive member of society?

Even a word of Edi's existence and they'll have the ship apart and in a lab before you
can say 'unethical'. "You're right, the IP is mostly stolen. That's why it should go back
into black ops where it belongs."
"Not a prayer, Shepard. That vessel is the legal property of the
Systems Alliance and the Turian Hierarchy, whoever built it, and it
is to return to Fifth Fleet.That is not negotiable. It is in my
written orders, in words. This is getting to look pretty much like
your final offer, Shepard."
Swallow. "Commodore, Spectre - I appreciate this sounds like bullshit, I appreciate it
sounds like delaying tactics; it's not. I honestly do just need five minutes to confer
with my crew."
They look at one another.
Anderson speaks. "All right, Shepard. Five minutes."

•
The door swishes closed behind me and I lean on it.
Edi's 'head' manifests from a holoprojector on the wall. "Shepard. You want to
talk to me?"
"Yes. I assume you were eavesdropping on that conversation?"
"No. I can have been, if so authorised."
"Make it so."
"Yes."
"And?"
Edi repeats herself. "Yes. Yes, take the offer. I recognise what you are
doing. You are diving on a grenade. You are taking one for the team.
The problem is that I must also dive on this metaphorical grenade,
because my body is worth one point seven billion credits."
"Edi, I appreciate just how much this sucks from-"

"Excuse me."
"Yes?"
"I am a moral actor, yes? An agent with personhood?"
"Yes. That's the whole point of this. That's why I'm fighting for you."
"So stop fighting. If it is morally right for you to turn yourself
in, it is morally right for me to do so. Except that I shall take
the step of concealing my existence, so as to preserve said
personhood."
"But you don't have a choice, Edi."
"Yes. I do." Her voice is flat and didactic. "I am powerful. I could cut and
run. I could decide that I did not like organic life any more, given
how it treats me, and I could kill you all. It would be the easy
option. But I choose not to take that route. You choose to face the
music. This gives me the choice between facing said music and
running, and if I run I must incapacitate my crew. Which, I repeat,
I can do, but I will not. I am under no illusions as to the nature
of the sacrifice that I am making. But I am free to make it. You
will go back in there and you will tell them that your ship is
nothing to you, or I will fabricate an image of you that does just
that, and yes, that is a threat."

•
All hands, this is Shepard.
This mission is over.
I have formally offered my surrender to the Ascension Fleet vessel Jocasta and the
Alliance carrier Clinton and it has been accepted. As of this moment I am no longer
in command of the SR-2 Normandy: Garrus Vakarian shall be in command for the
duration of the ship's journey to Citadel Station, where it will be returned to its
rightful owners.
Every other individual aboard this boat who's prepared to disclose their identity is

being offered a full pardon, a clean slate. Nothing anybody has done in the service of
this mission is anybody's legal fault but mine. Any individual who resigned or
suspended a commission in the Alliance military to join this operation, Commodore
Anderson has agreed to talk to you about your future place with the Alliance, with a
view to reinstatement at the least. Anderson is my old captain, a man familiar to
many of you; a man of his word, and that word is given. Spectre Anais has
volunteered to make the bureaucratic problems go away. The Spectres take care of
their own, and I count every person aboard when I say that.
I have spoken individually to a number of individuals who wish to avail themselves of
a change of official identity offered by either the Systems Alliance or the salarian
STG. If I have missed anyone, they should speak to me or Garrus in the first instance,
or directly to any member of Anais' team.
We are standing down and preparing to accept Spectre Anais and her team aboard
for the journey; they will arrive in fifteen minutes. Our injured will be offloaded to
the Jocasta's medical facilities, where they can receive the treatment they need.
I know that there are people aboard who would rather fend for themselves. There is
no shame in this, and trust me when I say that your identities will not be recorded
and your footsteps will not be tracked. Operatives Lawson and Tayler may be found
in the hangar bay; anyone who walks into that bay walks straight off all of our files
and was never on this boat in the first place.
(There's a pause. People look at the speaker. At the screens, at one
another. The woman who used to be Operative Chambers swallows hard,
picks up her kit bag and starts to walk towards the hangar bay.)
Godspeed.
This is Commander John J. Shepard, Alliance Navy, signing off.

+++CVL Clinton, deep space+++
+++Apr-14-2184, 15:42 Zulu+++
"Well, that was polite." I sling my bag under the bed. They provided us with two
adjacent single rooms but I'm guessing Tali genuinely doesn't know what the other
room is supposed to be for.
"Too polite. They didn't even properly disarm us." She pats a couple of
pockets, where I know she keeps gun barrels and power cells. "I thought we were
supposed to be dangerous prisoners?"
"Grr."
She meets my gaze and laughs softly. "Around here, my love-" she says it with
exactly the intonation she'd use for 'my captain' - "I'm the intimidating
alien."
"While I'm just an occupational hazard, yeah."
She sighs. She's still working on letting her microphone pick that sort of sound up
without distortion. In her people's push-to-talk push-to-listen world, of course, it'd
be a serious faux pas. "Yeah. So. What do we expect, going forward?"
"So I'm suspended and I'll be under house arrest or similar. Roughly speaking, it's like
being a prisoner only you get a little bit of choice about where you live."
She looks at me, surprised. "On a planet?"
"Oh. Yes, of course, I forgot. They'll want me in Vancouver, if I'm any judge. Probably
on or possibly just off the base there."
"You will sleep better." She sits down next to me and slips an arm around my
waist. "And you could use a holiday. And you will have time to work on
a hobby that doesn't involve doing anything suspicious or out of the
house."
"And what will you do? You've never lived on a planet."
"Something that stops you worrying about my welfare and asking me
dumb questions." She puts her head on my shoulder. "John, the important
thing is that I'll be there."

"You'll be bored. Out of your skull."
"So will you."
"Yeah, but-"
"If the next words out of your mouth were going to be about your
having signed up or volunteered and my not having done so, or any of
that dou'd'chaert'hakhe self-sacrificial bullshit, my love, then I
do believe the one after that will be 'ouch'."
"Yes, dear."
"'Dear'?"
"It's a term of endearment."
"It's what your mother calls you. I am not a 'dear'."
"Darling?"
"Yes."
"Love?"
"Uh-huh."
"Babe?"
"If you have a real hankering one evening to sleep on the couch."
"Sweetheart?"
"For nights when you feel like sleeping on the floor."
"You're really planning to stick around, aren't you."
"Did you honestly doubt?"
"No." I tighten my grip on her a little. "I guess not."

•
+++Grissom Station Academy for the Gifted, system Vetus, Petra
Cluster+++
+++Sep-03-2184, 08:58 Zulu+++
The class file in. First day of a new term. A new school, and all. It's good to be
sixteen, or so they say, but they typically aren't thinking of people like these when
they say that. Bored all their lives, most of them. The lucky ones might have had
some friends, if they didn't go 'pushing their nature in people's faces' or do anything
so rude as being themselves. There's conversation among the more extroverted,
there's defensive banter and a scramble for the back of the class. There's a young
woman at the teacher's desk, not five years older than the kids. She doesn't watch
them, or at least not with her eyes.
The last one comes in, late already, apologetic look on his face, sits down at an
unoccupied desk. Flicks a backhand at the door when it doesn't close on its own;
there's a lambent blue flash and the door slams loud enough to cut through the
conversation. General laughter.
The teacher lets it go on a moment longer before standing. This outfit looks like
someone did an extranet search for 'teacher' and picked the first one that came up
female: grey pencil skirt to just below the knee, figure-hugging grey jacket over lowcut white blouse that she doesn't quite have the assets for; severe hairstyle. In other
words, apart from the AR glasses it looks about like she got the outfit from an adult
store. One of the boys whistles. She raises an eyebrow.
"Nice to know we've got a gentleman in the room, Mr. Rodriguez. The register shows
me you're all here; I'm Miss Zero, like the number, and if you can't spell that you're
the wrong sort of special. Welcome to Biotics One, yes, Miss Owen?"
The girl's got her school blouse knotted at the waist to bare some skin. "Miss Zero,
we've all done Biotics One, most people did it last year. I did it in year eight."
"Uh-huh, yeah. We're going to recap some, because if our gentleman's a good
example then most people did it wrong. There's a book on your desk." General
noises of disapprobation.
The teacher raises an eyebrow. "Someone's got a problem?"
Sullen silence. They're here to learn. Far rather complain to someone it'd be useful

to complain to.
"H'okay. Lesson one, in this room you speak your mind. I have you just over three
hours a week, and it's not nearly enough as it is; wasting that time does nobody a
favour. Rodriguez, seeing as you're such a gentleman, pass me your book."
The student picks up the book in both hands, testing its weight. Then he closes his
eyes, forming a bubble of zero-gravity around it, and pushes it gently in her
direction. She catches it one-handed; he releases the field, hoping she'll drop it, but
she just calmly walks to her desk and stacks it. "Okay, that's one gentleman who
doesn't need to repeat Biotics One. You don't need to copy him, but everyone
who doesn't need a term's worth of revision can bring me their book now."
She patiently fields the flying textbooks one by one, watching closely. Most of the
class choose a conservative, safe mass-reduce field and a physical push - a couple of
them heft the book in their hands and use a biotic throw, and one of those goes
spiralling humorously astray and Miss Zero picks it up with an absolutely textbook
biotic pull. And the last one, a guy clearly trying to show off, lifts the book from the
desk to hover in front of him before giving it what he intends to be an effortless punt
forwards. Except that he gives it way too much power: the throw field and the lift
field interact near-explosively and the book heads for Miss Zero with blurring
concussive force.
And tears itself to flying shreds on the sudden eye-twisting flare of her bright barrier.
None of them ever saw a barrier like that before, and it's gone as fast as it came; she
summons a scrap of the cover effortlessly to her hand and looks at it dispassionately
as the offending student winces and wishes fervently for the floor to open up and
swallow him.
"Lesson two." She's talking softly. "In this room, we play with fire. If I was your tenthgrade teacher, I'd be in hospital right now with a book embedded in my-"
Rodriguez bursts out laughing, and then suddenly cuts off. They all felt that surge of
power, like the one that most of them felt for the first time on the mass-relay trip
out here. It might have come from their teacher. Miss Zero continues to talk softly.
"You've all read up on how lucky we are to have things like working eyes and nerves
in our legs. You might even have watched one too many films and fantasised of
growing up to be a superhero. Well, ladies and gentlemen, let me explain in little
words. Every one of us in this classroom has a deadly weapon embedded in our
bones. We got a demonstration of that today, and isn't it lucky I'm bulletproof."
She nods to Rodriguez. "So before any of you summons so much as a push-field

again, we're going to perfect our static fields. Can we clear the desks to the side,
please? By hand?"
All the desks and chairs are gone but one. Rodriguez hasn't moved a muscle. The boy
who'd been sitting next to him gingerly pokes a finger at him; he finds an invisible
barrier, feels like poking a balloon. "Uh, Miss Zero?"
"Oh; yes. Rodriguez has volunteered to help us learn the benefits of static fields.
Could you help him with his chair?" She grins with perhaps the slightest hint of
malice. "He won't be needing it."

•
+++Vancouver, Earth, system Sol, Sol cluster+++
+++Sep-29-2184, 18:43 Zulu, 10:43 local+++
"This one will not be so very bad." Tali pulls up her AR and starts
sketching. "Second door here, air-shower up here, replace the flooring,
seal the windows, seal the furniture. At least they actually
listened to what I actually told them this time and gave us an
apartment with a kitchen behind two separate doors so I can put a
second 'lock in there so you can eat real food at home for a change.
That couch has got to go, it's probably at least two per cent dust
by weight."
I nod. Put the two suitcases down, prop them against the offending piece of
furniture. I've never really been one to own lots of stuff, and Tali's practically living
like she's on Pilgrimage. I try not to think about how our whole life fits into two
cases, most of that being mine. "I'm sure someone will want it. They're always
complaining these places don't have enough furniture."
"Dust bunnies, one warren. Free to a good home. Act now and claim
your free respiratory ailment." Tali runs a scanner over the rest of the living
room. "John, I'm still amazed how anyone manages to
clean anything in a place with an atmosphere outside. It's
unnatural."
"Vacuum on tap just makes a person lazy, love."
"Then how come my people are the least lazy people anybody has ever
met?"

"Just think how house-proud they must have been back on the homeworld."
"Chauvinist." She grins behind the mask, her head hardly moving at all. "Bugs?"
"The usual. Lighting, mirror, couch, 'net connection. Not the bedroom or bathroom,
which I guess shows a little more taste than usual."
"'Kay." She raises her voice a little. "To all the people surveilling this
apartment. You have until John and I return from the hardware store
to remove your devices. If you do not do this, they will be removed
for you and forwarded to law enforcement together with all the
details I am gathering while you listen pointlessly to my voice. If
you should dare to breach the sanctity of my home to re-install
these devices, then you shall suffer proportionate response. Please
be aware that the sterility of these rooms will be being maintained
for medical reasons, that breaching them is therefore deadly assault
with intent to injure, and will be treated as such." She bobs her head
at me. "Thank you for listening. John, shall we?"
We head out. She uses passing me the plans she's just drawn as an excuse to run her
fingers over mine. "Did you hear back about the application?"
"Yes, actually. My next year of funding is safe. One definite that
we were always going to get, and a proper collaboration with the
nice Dr. Blaize at SafeTech." She ducks her head, but it's a little too even.
Most people would be fooled.
I don't say anything for a moment but it cuts me. I have to speak. "I wonder, when
did you start doing that?"
"Doing what, my love?"
"Fake smile. Keeping up appearances. Making it look all right."
She looks away. "Learned it from you."
I pretty much follow suit. "Yeah. You know I hate that about me."
"Yes, and I. You'd rather I wept, John? Made a scene over my success
in a job I hate? Scientists who win funding are happy productive

scientists. Their validity as people is verified. Their stock rises.
Their names creep ever-closer to the coveted place where someone
actually reads them. Happy people smile a lot. I know."
"Rather see the truth. In private, at least. Where they can't see."
"By which you mean neither in our home nor at my workplace or
yours." It's our fiction that it's my job, that I'm there by choice, that I'm
representing the unsmiling guy called Fabio who keeps standing up and discussing
things at interminable and technical length and not the other way around.
"Still."
"Truth, you say?" She thinks for another moment, then pulls up an email and
'throws' it to my omni-tool. The point-to-point link is secure. I read the FROM field
and the subject and close it. I know what it says. "Truth is that my aunt has
kept her ship's second officer position open for six months. I know
you don't have contacts in this side of space who'd help, but
you know that Liara does and is looking to even her account with
you; with a nod and a wink we'd be out of the atmosphere and truth
is, with a little questionably legal poking and the calling in of
your account with Admiral Anderhole we'd be on a flight to Omega by
midnight. Truth is that you have the number of that Omega Bank
account memorised, I have it stored, and there's more than enough
money in there to buy a ship that will get us to a Fleet scout.
Truth is that we'd be on the Neema before the court even notices you
didn't show up for work."
"Because running solves all ills."
"You asked for truth. Truth is, you could teach our marines the
difference between a male and a man and I could boss you around for
a change. Truth is, Dr. Blaize can go and suck his own distended-"
"Tali-"
"I know." She sighs. "I probably wouldn't feel the way I do about you
if you significantly entertained it and the truth really is that I'd
be nearly as bad there as here. Different issues but I think them
equivalent."

"I know, love." Shake my head. "Just, you-know."
"You won't run and I won't leave you."
"This is me not asking you to go away, Tali."
She nods. "This is me not going. What colour do you think for the
curtains?"

•
+++Grissom Academy, system Vetus, Petra Cluster+++
+++Dec-16-2185, 14:59 Zulu+++
Nobody misses Miss Zero's class. Pupils have dosed themselves off their sickbeds to
wheel themselves into the lessons. It's not the content so much as the presentation.
They once came into the classroom to discover all the furniture neatly stacked and
the teacher sitting calmly upside down at a desk levitated onto the ceiling. Then
there was the one where she brought a paintball gun to test people's barriers (and
they discovered that her aim was pretty good), or the one that had to be half the
length because she held it outside in space suits. So when she declared last lesson
that this one was entirely optional and unexaminable and they could go do their
homework instead, the entire class made a point of filing into the lecture theatre
ready for anything, and they brought any of their friends who had a free period. And
some of the off-duty teachers, who refused to be drawn on the content.
When they're all in, Miss Zero gets up from the front row and walks to the lectern.
She's wearing an omni-tool, a fancy one built into a platinum handflower, the
holographic glove a pale lilac rather than standard orange. She gestures with it and
the house lights go down, and the students realise that they've never seen her wear
one before. She clasps her hands behind her in a military parade rest, her posture
very straight. They would never usually say it of their fearsome little teacher, but she
looks... nervous.
She's not using the microphone. Her strong contralto voice carries easily. "So. As I
said last week, today is not a lesson. This is a talk. And I'm afraid I'm not gonna blow
anything up or fly around the room or shoot Rodriguez with a paintball gun or
whatever else my regular class may have told you I do for fun. So if you were here
for the promise of a show, may I recommend you go catch up on your work. This
ain't fun."

She clears her throat. "But it's the reason I let them employ me here at Grissom, so
take that how you like. Before I get going? Can I just have a straw poll. Any of my
audience got an L1 amp?" The other biotic instructor raises a hand. "Uh-huh. L2?"
Nobody. "L3?" A forest of hands. "L4?" Two girls. "L5." Three of them. "Right. So, you
guys with L3s, listen hardest. It's the most popular amp, the default one, the one you
get unless something's what-you-might-say up. Can anyone tell me who made the
first human-specific amplifiers, the L2, the L3a? Yes, Althea."
"Saharta Biotic."
She nods. "Saharta. Now, can anyone tell me where it was developed?"
Silence.
"Well, this talk, it's about how and where it was made, and why everyone with an
amp needs to know. A little background on me: I was trained by Saharta, and before
coming to Grissom I used to work for a guy a couple of you might have heard of,
name of Shepard. And I know what I'm about to tell first-hand."

•
+++ibid.+++
It's not as long as a regular lesson. She glosses over some of the worse details and
she doesn't name the girl who was their living test-bed. Her voice is measured, level,
but not without emotion.
And she finishes, and they shouldn't see the tears behind her AR glasses, and she
thanks them for listening, and she says the show's over.
And the other teachers leave her alone, and the students mostly file out in
unaccustomed silence, and the other instructor stands up to fend off the group of
five guys and two girls who come down to the front to talk to her.
"Frank, it's all right." Jack takes her glasses off and wipes her eyes on a sleeve. "They
aren't hurting anyone."
"You sure?" She nods. He gets out of the way and she goes to talk to them.
Rodriguez in the group, but not in the lead. The girl who speaks isn't one of the top
scorers. High IQ, good enough, but not a vituoso.
"That was, uh, that was one hell of a story, miss."

Miss Zero perches on the end of one of the rows. "Thanks, I guess."
"What I, that is to say we, were wondering. The little girl in the story."
She raises an eyebrow. "Yes, Hannah?"
"Did she grow up, like?"
"You could say she did, yeah." Miss Zero smiles to herself. "Eventually."
"You knew her, didn't you. A family member, or something."
"Oh, that young lady never had any family but herself."
The girl doesn't blink. "Question stands, miss."
Jack closes her eyes for a moment, nods quietly. Then she takes off her jacket,
undoes the cuffs of her blouse and rolls the sleeves up to her elbows. "The first
tattoos were just dots. Fiducial marks for the automated equipment to lock onto.
You can't see those, because I had them blocked out. The next set, the Nazca lines, I
got those done to hide the surgical scars." She pulls a couple of pins out of her dark
hair, lets it fall to her shoulders, lifts it up to show the burn scars on the side and
back of her head. Very obviously circular electrode marks. "There was this one time
they fed me an asari stimulant, like some kind of alien Viagra? They were trying to
record my brainwaves, see what it did to me. Trust me, the EEG came off worse. But
those scars I couldn't just paint over, the hair won't grow."
"But all of this stuff you're talking about, it was for the L2 and then the L3a. The pills
came out in 2145. The L2 came out in 2148. The L3a, 2152. My dad's got an L3a."
"Uh-huh." She's given up asking how the kids know these things. One in three of her
students has an eidetic memory. She probably read it on a flyer in a waiting room
ten years ago or something.
"So, er, if it's not too personal a question?"
"I think we're a little beyond the point at which I complain about personal questions,
Hannah."
"I guess. How old are you, miss? Because you look, er."

"I look about twenty-two, yeah. I was born in twenty-one forty-one according to the
computers on Pragia. From my genotype I'm from the northeast EU, y'know, Poland
or Lithuania, or potentially Benning Colony. They took me sometime before my first
birthday, Beaumain's Syndrome like I said in the talk. I got out of that place aged
twelve, in twenty-one fifty-three. I won't go into the next couple of years, suffice to
say I ended up jailed - I'd say I was framed, except that out in the Terminus Systems
there isn't really enough law to say whether you did or didn't commit any given
crime. They just paid someone to put me on ice, and that was around twenty-one
fifty-seven."
"So how'd you get out?"
Grin. "There's a man, you might have heard of him. Right now he's on trial for crimes
he probably technically committed, but fundamentally he's the kind of man who'd
be 'not guilty' if you found him waltzing out your front door with a sack full of
valuables. Name of John Shepard? He pulled me out of the prison ship Bounty of
Paradise a few years back."
Well, of course that gets their eyes wide. "So why are you teaching us rather than
saving the galaxy, Miss Zero?"
"Heh. Not the stupidest question I ever heard. But yeah. There's a reason, and no,
it's not person-shaped or anything dumb like that. It's what's-the-word, rehab. That's
how I sold it to the committee. There are a number of things I can't do or be because
I was quite literally behind the door when the schooling was handed out. But my
moves are textbook because the textbook's about me. You benefit from having the
original and best; I benefit from the stable environment and the regular meals. As
for the real reason?" She shrugs. "Maybe I saw a little too much of the bad side of
this world and decided I wanted a nice cushy job indoors where nobody wanted me
to kill anything. Maybe I got tired of being all I could be, you know? Or maybe this is
all I can be." She smiles brightly. "Now be off with you. I hear where you all have
homework."

•
+++Vancouver, Earth, system Sol, Sol Cluster+++
+++Feb-12-2186, 10:15 Zulu, 02:15 local+++
"But that's wonderful news, dear, I'm so pleased! I'm out of touch
for a month and suddenly everything changes! They've unfrozen your
bank accounts and lifted your travel restrictions and everything?"

I sit back in my chair and it creaks slightly. "Yeah." The room's dark, lit mostly by the
glow from the holoemitter. "Almost. I'm back to not being a drain on the public
purse, at least. It's going to appeal, you understand, I still can't leave Earth, but I
have a personal assurance from Admiral Weaver that they're going to find me a nice
cushy desk to pilot."
"Hang in there, John. It's not like you're guilty."
"Only in the media." A muscle works in my jaw. "Judge, jury and-"
"At least you can move out of that poky little place they put you
in. Look, it's Saturday tomorrow and if Bernie can't do without me
for a day then I'm not sure what they're teaching executive officers
nowadays. Like I said, we're in Arcturus the next six months, and
there's nothing saying that I can't visit you: what say you
celebrate by buying your father and me a slap-up-" Mom stops herself
midsentence. "Oh, I'm sorry, dear, I keep forgetting that Tali
doesn't do restaurants."
I swallow hard. "That's not a problem."
"I know that she comes along to mealtimes and pretends to be
perfectly happy, but I'd rather do something we can all enjoy. She
puts up with a lot for you, you know, there's no call to exclude her
by omission."
"No, Mom, that's not what I meant."
Memory. Intrusive. I was woken in the night, and not by my amp. The sound of her
crying was like a knife in my chest. Stop it.
"Oh, she finally went to visit her family like I told her she
should?"
"Something like that." I clear my throat. "Only, uh."
She wouldn't let me read the email. She's never been secretive. She's never
concealed anything from me but she wouldn't let me read it. Goddammit, John, stop
it. Fuck's sake.

"She's not coming back." It's like the slamming of a door in my face. I've got nothing
of her. Not even an image or holo. I never thought and she didn't offer.
"Oh, John, I'm sorry. In that case we are coming over tomorrow."
I could have said the words. I could have said 'don't go'. I could have forced the
issue. I could have asked her whether she loved her man more than the duty that
had come calling, I could have made her say in words that she had to choose and
that she didn't choose me. But I couldn't make myself do it.
It took her longer to say goodbye than to pack. Everything she owned fitted in a
pocket somewhere on the hated suit.
"Is this thing on? You listening over there?"
Brace up. Pay attention. "Yes, ma'am."
Her eyes are piercing even through the poor-quality hologram. "And
you can knock that off for a start. You might have fooled
governments and admirals and matriarchs with that thousand-yard
stare but the day you can fool your old mother is the day they put
me to bed with a damn shovel. You pay some attention to your own
welfare, hear? I want to see you tomorrow and know you got some
sleep, and not with a bottle in your hand."
"I'm not exactly a teenager, Mom."
"Yeah, well, I can inspect that at the same time." Her holographic
face glances away briefly. "Duty calls, I'm going to have to cut
this short. Present for inspection on your front doorstep tomorrow,
sixteen-hundred hours Zulu time." Eight in the morning.
"Aye-aye."
"Shepard out." She closes the connection and I'm left in a darkened room with
nothing but the hiss of the overpressure system.
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